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INTRODUCTION

THE STUDY OF CHILDREN'S NARRATIVES.

Since the publication of the

Grimms' Kinder- and HausmMrchen in 1812, folklorists have considered
the appropriateness and appeal of certain traditional narratives for
children.

The Grimms themselves acknowledged that the title of their

collection was misleading:

most of the tales were not intended for

young children, but for adults.

Nevertheless, the popularity of the

Grimm tales has been sustained by the growing numbers of attractively
bound, colorfully illustrated editions for young readers.

Charlotte

Btlhler has shown that children at the "MMrchenalter" follow certain
imaginative proclivities, while Walter Berendsohn has classified those
Grimm tales that have youthful heroes and didactic content as "Kindergeschichten."

More recently, Bruno Bettelheim's study The Uses of

Enchantment has evaluated the emotional impact of the Grimm collection
and other "fairy tales" upon child development.

From these works alone,

it is evident that the significance of folktales for children is a
lively issue.
Although the study of folktales for children has a substantial
lineage, scholarly recognition of stories told by^ children is just be
ginning to develop.

Early collections of children's folklore, such as

William Wells Newell's Games and Songs of American Children (1883) and
F. M. Bohme's Deutsches Kinderlied und Kinderspiel (1897), dealt with
the games, songs, rhymes, and other recreational pastimes of young
children.^

With the publication of The Lore and Language of School

children, by Iona and Peter Opie, the telling of "spookies" (frighten
ing rhymes and stories) achieved brief but effective recognition.^
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Several articles about methods of classroom collection, published in
the early and mid-1960's, attested a growing interest in the verbal
lore of American children.^

During the same time period, the psycho

logical analysis of children's stories gained momentum through the
book Children Tell Stories (1963), by Evelyn Pitcher and Ernest
Prelinger, and the article "Children’s Stories" (1966) by Louise Ames.^
Both of these studies concentrated upon the correlation of children's
stories, particularly fantasy narratives, with Eriksonian psycho
social development.
Since the early 1970's, children's storytelling has become the
subject of a variety of scholarly inquiries.

There are few published

analyses as yet, but numerous unpublished papers and dissertations;
according to Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, children's folk narrative

g
scholarship is now in its "mimeograph phase."

Several pertinent

articles have been published in recent years, however.
Eye and Other Horrors:

"One Black

A Case for the Humorous Anti-Legend," by John

Vlach, is an analysis of the stories told by ten-year-olds in Spencer,
Q
Indiana.

A later article by James P. Leary, "The Boondocks Monster

of Camp Wapehani," discusses the significance of Boy Scout l e g e n d s . ^
Leea Virtanen's "Sagentraditionen bei Kindern" draws from a sample of
about 5,000 descriptions of storytelling situations and stories from
the year 1969, written by children aged ten to thirteen.

Some of the

problems considered in this article are sex role Identification,
narrative competence, and creativity.’*’"*’
One of the most ambitious projects for the collection and analysis
of children's stories, as well as other data across the "expressive
profile," has been conducted by the research team of Brian Sutton-Smith.

3

The object of this study is to examine the socialization of the imag
inative processes of children.

Sutton-Smith's team has explored per

sonal and cultural influences of imaginative expression, as well as
variation i n the usage of expressive forms by individual children.
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Following an approach to cognitive development that is close to
Piaget's methodology, the team has employed structural analysis to
isolate the key elements in the plots of a large sample of narratives
collected in the New York public schools.

Two papers delivered at a

meeting of the Association for the Anthropological Study of Play in
1976 are indicative of the team's research goals:

"A Proppian Analy

sis of Children's Fantasy Narratives," by Gil Botvin, and "A Piagetian
Analysis of Children's Fantasy Narratives," by Daniel Mahony.

The most

recent statement of their findings was presented at the panel "Struc
tural Parallels Between Children's Creative Activity and Children's
Folklore" at the American Folklore Society meeting in 1976.
Another group that has undertaken to collect children's narratives
is the Children's Folklore Research Team at the University of Texas.
Rhymes, songs, clapping games, and interactional routines, as well as
narratives, have been the basis of this team's inquiries.

14

Their

preliminary results have demonstrated the fruitfulness of pooling re
search efforts.
Unpublished dissertations in folklore provide substantial data
for the study of children's narratives.

One of the most recent con

tributions to the field is Sylvia Grider's dissertation "The Super
natural Narratives of Children," in which the repertoire of a sixthgrade class in Gosport, Indiana, is placed in the context of community
and mass media i n f l u e n c e s G r i d e r analyses the function of story-
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telling in the enculturation process, with particular attention to the
personalities and preferences of the young narrators.

Her disserta

tion offers valuable insight into children’s attitudes towards the
supernatural, building upon the conclusions of Linda Degh and Andrew
Vazsonyi in "The Dialectics of the Legend," "The 'Belief Legend' in
■I £

Modern Society," and other articles.
Several other dissertations deal with children’s storytelling
through sociolinguistic techniques.

In John McDowell’s dissertation,

"The Speech Play and Verbal Art of Chicano Children:

An Ethnographic

and Sociolinguistic Study," two chapters are devoted to narratives.
Primary emphasis is placed upon interrogative routines, in addition
to rhymes, songs, and taunts.

17

The stories that children tellamong

themselves are the subject of K. A. Watson's dissertation, "The
Rhetoric of Narrative Structure:

A Socio-Linguistlc Analysis of

Stories Told by Part-Hawaiian Children."

Watson concludes that

children who participate in spontaneous storytelling sessions show
greater narrative competence than those who tell stories after being
encouraged to do so.

18

A third dissertation by Jean MacLaughlin, en

titled "Peru's Urban Migrant Children Learn Folktales:

Developmental

Acquisition of Narrative Skill in a Quechua-Migrant Squatter Settle
ment in Arequipa," deals with the development of narrative competence
19
as a part of language acquisition by Quechua children.

By focussing

upon social interaction and verbal skills, these folklore scholars and
others have made a significant contribution to our knowledge of chil
dren's storytelling.
The newest addition to the field of children's folklore is a book
by Mary and Herbert Knapp, One Potato, Two Potato:

The Secret Education

5
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of American Children.

The Knapps base their concept of "secret edu

cation" upon the transmission of folklore in children's groups, w i t h 
out the knowledge or sanction of adults.

One chapter is about "scaries,"

which, like the Opies' "spookies," are frightening stories that are
usually told by children in the evening hours.

Although the Knapps’

examples are not specifically documented, they show a sensitive aware
ness of the kinds of stories that are most important to American chil
dren.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

The continuity of childhood traditions over

long periods of time and wide geographical areas has been recognized
by folklore scholars since the early comparative research of William
Wells Newell.

In his introduction to Games and Songs of American

Children, Newell cites two opposing yet complementary forces:

the

conservatism of children that retains "the legacy of other generations
and languages," and the inventiveness that springs from "the free air
of creative fancy."

21

The interplay of tradition and creativity is

Indeed the process by which children's narratives maintain their appeal
for successive generations of listeners.

It is possible to establish

the traditionality of many folktales and legends told by children, but
equally possible and important to note the creative modulations of each
individual narrator.

One child may use a traditional story as the basis

for a fantasy narrative, while another may add a few concrete details
to enhance remembered elements.

The same narrative may gain an added

dimension of creativity through dramatization or incorporation into
game-like ritual.
Both "tradition" and "creativity" are terms of broad circulation,
and it is necessary to specify their meaning within the bounds of this

6

study.

For the modern child, the term "oral tradition" is too narrow

to take into account the ways in which narratives or parts of narra
tives may be transmitted:

through television, radio, newspapers, and

comic books, as well as word of mouth.

Thus, "tradition" will denote

the transmission of narrative elements through any of these channels
of communication.
As C, W. von Sydow states in his essay "On the Spread of Tradition,"
oral transmission is not a mechanical process; it does not follow the
perfect waves or streams of diffusion advocated by the Finnish school,
but the interrelationships of active and passive bearers.

22

Linda

Degh and Andrew Vazsonyl have proposed a system of multi-conduit
transmission, in which affinities between certain people determine
the line of transmission.

Legends pass through a conduit of people

who enjoy telling and hearing them, jokes pass through a joke conduit,
and so forth.

23

The strength of children’s narrative traditions is implicit in
Stith Thompson's statement that "it is primarily the young child who
carries on the interest in the folktale."

24

Although this c o n t u s i o n

is drawn from children's continuing fondness for nursery tales, it is
equally applicable to the continuity of stories told by children
themselves.

Despite the evanescence of children's groups, certain

narratives survive through faithful transmission from older to younger
children.

The high rate

of mobility in contemporary American society

has led to a wide dissemination of popular folktales and legends.
The concept of "creativity" has varying connotations in different
fields of inquiry.

Vivian Sherman uses the term interchangeably with

"divergent thinking" in her dissertation on intelligence and creativity
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tests, while W. E. Vinacke defines creative thinking as a process
somewhere between realistic problem-solving and autism.

25

These psy

chological definitions are based upon cognitive processes, while
artistic conceptions of creativity tend to be more subjective.
In folk narrative studies, creativity must be broadly defined to
encompass different levels of variation:
regional.

individual, community, and

Each narrative is a creative endeavor, different from all

other texts by virtue of Its individual composition within the matrix
of a particular community and region.

Linda Degh explains the neces

sity for sensitive analysis of individual and community influences in
Folktales and Society:

"By paying attention to the limited possibil

ities of folklore, by considering its forms of existence and the
variations of a certain theme, we must state carefully the relation
ship of the individual to the community, and determine what is contributed by tradition and what by the individual."
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Each group of children is, in a sense, a small community; as Mary
and Herbert Knapp demonstrate with their concept of "secret education,"
childhood culture is separate from the world of adults.

Children are

quick to establish their own hierarchies, which extend to storytelling
sessions as well as games and spontaneous play.

Although groups of

children may not be together for long periods of time in the school
yard, at neighborhood playgrounds, or at each other's homes, they make
use of these gatherings to transmit and receive lore that cannot
usually be shared In the presence of adults.
In order to examine the interrelationships of tradition and
creativity in a cohesive children's group, I chose to work with Junior
Girl Scouts between the ages of nine and eleven.

Pre-adolescent girls
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often tell stories among themselves, and Girl Scout gatherings provide
favorable occasions for narration.

Anyone who has attended Girl Scout

camp or outings is at least a "passive bearer" of songs and stories,
in particular the frightening narratives that are told around camp
fires just before bedtime.

Perhaps the most widely known story is

"The Golden Arm," which usually culminates in a startling catch end
ing.

Junior Scouts are not only eager to demonstrate their mastery of

traditional narratives, but also enthusiastically inclined to improvise
"made-up stories."

Between the two extremes of faithful transmission

and spur-of-the-moment fantasy (neither of which is independent of the
other) lies a multitude of variations.
The problem to be examined in this study is twofold:

the continu

ity of tradition through creative variation, and the contingency of this
process upon the socioeconomic status of the girls in question.

Two

Junior Scout troops, one in Bloomington and the other in Ellettsville,
were chosen to provide a comparative data base.

The girls of Elder

berry Troop in Ellettsville come from middle-class families, while the
girls of Bluebell Troop in Bloomington may be said to belong to uppermiddle-class or professional families.

In the context of the girls

organized and spontaneous play, the narratives of the two troops were
compared to test the hypothesis that the function of storytelling in
the enculturation process differs significantly in children’s groups
of disparate socioeconomic status.
There are three prominent antecedents for this type of compari
son:

Basil Bernstein's Class, Codes and Control and other works, Fred

Greensteln's Children and Politics, and Charlotte Btlhler s
und die Phantasie des Ki n d e s . " ^

Das MHrchen

Each of these works is based upon a
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different set of class distinctions:

Bernstein's upon the middle and

working classes in England, Greenstein's upon the "higher-status" and
"lower-status" segments of the population of New Haven, Connecticut,
and BUhler's upon the upper and lower classes in Germany.

European

and American concepts of social class are different in many respects,
and conclusions drawn from European studies cannot be directly corre
lated with research results in America.

Nevertheless, it is useful to

consider the outcome of all such studies in the general sense of inter
class contrasts.
Bernstein's works are particularly useful as a model for the sys
tematic study of class differences in the acquisition of verbal and
non-verbal skills.

His early research on conceptions of the uses of

toys indicates that working-class and middle-class mothers have dif
ferent priorities:

the latter attribute more importance to toys that

help the child "to find out about things," while the former tend to
28
see the infant school child in a more passive role.
According to Bernstein, middle-class mothers are more likely to
encourage their children to develop verbal skills and to explain why
they want changes in behavior.

On the other hand, they are less likely

to avoid answering difficult questions and to control their children
by coercive methods.

The theory of learning derived from these results

draws a sharp contrast between the social relationships of the two
classes:

while middle-class mothers emphasize "self-regulated learning

in an arranged environment," working-class mothers rely upon didactic
instruction.

29

Bernstein's theory of social learning places considerable emphasis
upon the difference between the "restricted code," which is the only

10

form of linguistic expression that can be acquired by working-class
children, and the more flexible "elaborated code" of the middle class.
In a survey of the major aspects of socialization, Bernstein's research
unit discovered that both middle-and working-class mothers find language
to be more important for the interpersonal aspects of socialization
than for instruction in basic skills.

Middle-class mothers are much

more reliant on language in the "person area," while working-class
mothers depend more upon verbal transmission of skills.

30

Although

working-class mothers have a greater reliance upon language in this
specific area, verbal ability is obviously valued much more highly
among mothers of the middle class.
Support for Bernstein's conclusions has come from such sources as
U. Oevermann's dissertation "Sprache und Soziale Herkunft" (1967), in
which differences of verbalization among lower-and middle-class chil
dren are examined.

Oevermann states:

"WHhrend das Unterschichtsklnd

seine affektiven ZustUnde eher in nicht-verbalen, unmittelbar expressiven Gesten auslebt, lernt das Mittelschichtkind, sich durch
31
Verbalisierung davon zu distanzieren."

Although such evidence

strengthens Bernstein's case, he is not without critics.

In his book

Sprache und Soziale Schicht (1971), Wulf Niepold criticizes Bernstein's
model of "schichtenspezifische Sprache"

with regard to certain incon

sistencies and difficulties of application.

He finds the correspondence

between family types and modes of speech to be overgeneralized, and
indicative that a more exact theoretical model is necessary.

32

Bern

stein himself has recognized the need for more specific small-scale
studies, which his research unit has used in the refinement of earlier
33
hypotheses.
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In contrast to Bernstein's research, studies of class differences
in the United States are handicapped by a certain inexactitude of
class distinctions.

Most Americans do not frequently refer to an

explicit class structure, although they recognize distinctions of
occupational prestige, education, and material prosperity.

These

differences, according to Melvin L. Kohn, involve significant varia
tions in world view:

"Members of different social classes, by virtue

of enjoying (or suffering) different conditions of life, come to see
the world differently— to develop different conceptions of social
reality, different aspirations and hopes and fears, different con34
ceptions to the desirable.

Such differences in world view are im

portant for the analysis of children's stories, and will be considered
in the course of this study.
Valuable comparative data is presented in Fred Greenstein's Chil
dren and Politics, which contains one chapter on social class differ
ences in political learning.

Greenstein’s sample consists of 700

children in the New Haven elementary school system, some from "bluecollar" families, and others from families of a "white-collar" or
professional background.

The higher-status children proved to have

superior verbal activity, as well as a higher degree of "intellectual
and psychic autonomy."

In contrast, the lower-status children had

fewer intellectual skills and a weaker impetus to use the skills that
they had."^
The results of a questionnaire distributed to the New Haven
schoolchildren showed that class differences did not appear in every
item, but that when they did, upper-status children demonstrated
greater motivation and capacity for political involvement.

There was
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no difference in the tendency to identify with a particular party, but
the upper-status children were better able to justify their party
preferences.

The children of lower socioeconomic status showed greater

deference towards political authority, and less inclination to believe
that political choices were theirs to make.

As Greenstein suggests,

parental encouragement of self-direction is a crucial factor in the
development of numerous conceptual skills in addition to political
learning.

The question of autonomy will be treated in a discussion

of the Girl Scouts1 troop meeting behavior in Bloomington and Elletts
ville.
Another comparison of upper- and lower-class children is made in
a monograph that provides useful information about the ages when chil
dren enjoy folktales:
des Kindes."

Charlotte Btlhler's "Das MHrchen und die Phantasie

Written in 1918, Btihler's study .makes use of statistics

compiled from questionnaires distributed to upper- and lower-class
children.

These figures show that the "MHrchenalter" of upper-class

children is about 4-8, but that it begins much later among lower-class
children, with the first years at school, and continues until the thir
teenth or fourteenth year.

The period preceding the MHrchen age, which

Btlhler calls the "Struwwelpeterzeit," is important for the child's
literary development: if the mother sings songs and tells stories related to the child’s dally life, such development will be more rapid.
Although Bllhler's research is based upon a class structure sig
nificantly different from that of contemporary America, it is indica
tive of important correlations that can be made between children's
narrative preferences and family background.

Both the reading and

storytelling proclivities of the child are related to the cultural

36
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environment in which certain concepts and attitudes have been incul
cated by parents, other children, and the mass media.

As soon as the child

starts school, the influence of other adults and of literary sources
becomes more prominent.
In order to systematically evaluate the storytelling behavior of
the two Girl Scout troops in question, I have begun with a comparison
of the two communities, Bloomington and Ellettsville, and proceeded to
examine the personalities and interactional patterns of the narrators
in each group.

Narratives from both groups are arranged by genre in

chapter 3, with supplementary texts collected at the Spring Mill
Camporee in May, 1976 and at Brownie and Junior daycamp in the summer
of the same year.

Fantasy narratives based on traditional tales are

discussed in a separate chapter, followed by analyses of dramatiza
tion, seances, and trance behavior.

In conclusion, the larger patterns

of storytelling and play behavior will be compared and contrasted.

FIELD METHODS.

From early September of 1976 through May of 1977, I

served as the leader of Bluebell Troop at University School in Bloom
ington.

During this period of time I was able to exercise the technique

of participant observation, while supervising and helping to plan the
girls' activities.

My work with the girls of Elderberry Troop at

Ellettsville Elementary School was somewhat shorter in duration:
early October to March.

from

This difference was caused by my role as a

visiting storytelling specialist, which came to an end as soon as the
storytelling badge was completed.

Nevertheless, the period of partici

pant observation was long enough to obtain comparative data samples
from both troops.

14

In order
present one's

to serve as a Girl Scout leader, it is

necessary to

credentials as an experienced and trustworthy adult who

enjoys working with children.

I began to demonstrate my willingness

to work in the fall of 1975, when I assisted with the activities of
two Scout troops while collecting nearly a hundred story texts.

The

following summer, I worked for two weeks as a "storytelling leader"
and creative dramatics specialist at Cascades Park daycamp for Brownies
and Phoebe Hollow daycamp for Junior Scouts.

I also served as an

assistant leader at the Junior daycamp, with the responsibility of
organizing crafts sessions and leading hikes.

By the end of the two

weeks, I had gathered a large sample of narratives, descriptions of
play behavior, and photographs.

My daycamp experience not only proved

to be a useful background for the following year's work, but also
served as proof of my trustworthiness as a leader when several parents
complained about the telling of "dirty stories" in Bluebell Troop.
Of necessity, my roles in the two troops were quite different.
As the leader

of Bluebell Troop, I developed a close

many of the girls through

the direction of a variety

relationship with
of activities.

After the first few weeks, the girls came to understand that I wanted
them to plan their own meetings and special outings as much as possi
ble.

They were open, enthusiastic, and full of ideas.

Although they

competed energetically for my attention, they realized that I was
authorized to punish them for unruly behavior; thus, they exhibited
the slight wariness of children dealing with any adult authority
figure.
In Elderberry Troop, on the other hand, I was a visitor entrusted
with the supervision of a special activity.

The children were very
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polite and eager to show their appreciation of the opportunity to earn
a new badge.

They accorded me the status of an honored guest, with a

table and chair for my equipment, plenty of refreshments, and a place
in the "friendship circle" during the closing ceremony.

It was not my

responsibility to take any disciplinary action; that was the leader's
job.

Nevertheless, the girls were very well behaved during each story

telling session and did not take advantage of my lack of authority.
The storytelling badge proved to be appropriate for obtaining a
large sample of narratives in each troop.

The list of requirements

in the Girl Scout handbook, with its emphasis upon taking notes from
storybooks, writing about trips, and learning dictionary definitions,
was not ideal for spontaneous storytelling sessions, so I revised the
requirements to include the narration of several stories, discussion
of what a good storyteller does, and dramatization.

The badge work

was completed in both troops by March of 1977.
In the course of each storytelling session,
stories open to the girls themselves.

I left the choice of

Several of them asked what

kinds of stories they should tell, but when I said "Any kind," they
soon thought of narratives that they wanted to share with the group.
I only interfered in the storytelling sessions for two reasons:

to

choose who should go next, if a fight seemed imminent (as it frequently
was the case in Bluebell Troop); and to encourage reluctant story
tellers to go ahead.

I did not solicit any particular stories or

types of stories, in order to avoid influencing the girls' spontaneous
repertoires.
Each storytelling session was tape-recorded
some

in

itsentirety, and

of the texts were transcribed for inclusion in a "Troop Storybook."
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Storytelling Badge Requirements
for Bluebell and Elderberry Troops

1.

Fill out a questionnaire about stories and storytelling.

Discuss

the different kinds of stories that you know with your troop.

2.

Participate in several storytelling sessions.

favorite stories.

Tell some of your

Explain where you learned the stories, when you like

to tell them, and to whom you like to tell them.

3.

Think about what a good storyteller does.

How does she keep the

attention of her audience, and how does the audience react?

Discuss

this with your troop.

4.

For one week, keep a record of the time you spend watching TV and

the time you spend reading books.

Tell the troop about your favorite

books and TV programs.

5.

Tell or act out several stories for some younger children (Brownie

troop).
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The girls in both troops accepted the tape-recorder’s presence without
any apparent anxiety, and they enjoyed twisting its cord and buttons
every now and then.

While the Elderberry Troop girls would touch the

tape-recorder shyly and tentatively, the bolder Bluebell Troop members
would blow or shriek into the microphone, yank at the chord, or pre 
tend to blow bubble gum bubbles into the side of the machine.
Most of the stories were recorded during troop meetings in the
library of Ellettsville Elementary School and the commons room of the
fourth-grade building at University School.

As soon as I sat down on

the floor with my tape-recorder, the girls would eagerly gather around
me in a close-knit circle.

There were always several accomplished and

enthusiastic narrators who wormed their way into the center of the
circle in order to be in a more favored position; on the other hand,
there were always a few girls who quickly lost interest and drifted
to the outskirts of the group.

In Elderberry Troop, those who lost

interest early would sit quietly at the edge and pick up a book or
whisper very softly to companions.

When some of the girls grew tired

of the Bluebell Troop sessions, however, they would run to the side of
the room to do cartwheels or play with foot-rattles.

Such dissidents

were immediately summoned back to the group.
Both troops participated in storytelling sessions during their
fall campouts at the residential camp Bradford Woods.

Bluebell

Troop's campout took place from October 8 to 9, 1976, while Elderberry
Troop's extended from November 12 to 14.

Both storytelling sessions

occurred just before bedtime, by the fireplace in

the cabin.

was unable to attend the Elderberry Troop outing,

the

Porter, tape-recorded the stories and subsequent songs.

Since

leader,

I
Mrs.
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Another method of recording was by videotape, which offered an
opportunity to preserve gestures, facial expressions, and other aspects
of group interaction for later analysis.

The two groups reacted in

different ways to the videotape recording process.

The Ellettsville

girls grew quieter and spoke between stories in whispers, as if they
were afraid to disturb the machine.

In contrast, the Bloomington girls

giggled and swayed back and forth in front of the camera.

The knowledge

that they would be "on TV" stimulated them to tell a number of nasty
stories that they had never dared to tell before at troop meetings.
When the Monroe County Library officials, to whom the videotape equip
ment belonged, learned what had been recorded, they decided that it
was dangerous to keep such material that might provoke parental law
suits.

Soon afterwards, they erased the tape.

My contact with the Ellettsville girls was limited to troop meet
ings, but I frequently saw members of Bluebell Troop near University
School or in downtown Bloomington.

Similarly, I met many of the

Ellettsville girls' parents at a meeting during which I observed
their reactions to a videotape of stories, but only saw a few of the
parents on other occasions.

In the course of transportation arrange

ments and various notifications, I often talked with Bluebell Troop
members1 parents and learned a great deal from them.

Several parents

helped with each outing, during which we had more time for conversa
tion.

Observation of the girls with their parents was also helpful.
While the Girl Scouts met each week for an hour and a half, the

leaders of all troops belonging to Tulip Trace Council had a meeting
once a month to exchange ideas, talk about suggested programs, and
discuss problems.

I attended the monthly meetings regularly and
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participated in the discussions.

Through participant observation of

the leaders' meetings 1 was able to gain insight into the expectations
and attitudes of experienced and new leaders.

The meeting devoted to

discipline problems was particularly valuable, for it showed that other
leaders at University and Childs Elementary Schools shared the same
difficulties.

Whenever possible, I discussed my reactions to the girls'

behavior with other leaders in order to see how usual or unusual they
found such behavior to be.

Generally, the more experienced leaders

could cite parallel cases for each crisis that I encountered, and they
could often tell of much more shocking occurrences that had happened to
friends of theirs.

While the folklore of Girl Scouts is a rich field

of inquiry, the folklore of Girl Scout leaders is also worthy of atten
tion.

'
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CHAPTER 1:
THE TWO COMMUNITIES

THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY OF BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA.

Since the second and

third decades of the nineteenth century, when settlers sought to estab
lish their homes in southern Indiana, Bloomington has enjoyed the repu
tation of a locus of academic activity.

This reputation has grown with

the founding of various institutions of higher education, which have
been a source of increasing prosperity for the county seat that was
named "Bloomington” in 1818.^

The county seminary that was founded in

1820 became Indiana College in 1827.
degrees in 1831.

Indiana College began conferring

A few years later, in 1838, its name was changed to

Indiana University.

Today, more than a century later, Indiana Univer

sity accounts for most of Bloomington’s population (42,890 by the 1970
2
census) with over 30,000 students and a large faculty and staff.
In light of this early and continuing emphasis upon higher educa
tion, it is not surprising that Bloomington residents have shown a
similar concern for academic excellence in the development of primary
schools.

The village of Bloomington was platted in 1818, just a few

years after the first settlers arrived; at that time it was a community
of over 140 people, including blacksmiths, carpenters,
saloon keepers.

tailors, and

Most of the buildings were log cabins or "rude frame

houses," with the exception of an imposing log court house in which the
3
first school was taught.

Thus, the earliest architecture of the

settlement reflected the residents' concern for legal matters and
primary education.
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By the eighteen-thirties and -forties, there were several schools
among which Bloomington residents could choose.

According to Charles

Blanchard, the author of Counties of Morgan, Monroe, and Brown, Indiana
(1884), the public school teachers were "mostly ladies, who were
scattered throughout the town in buildings which could be rented or
leased for the purpose."

The schools were not divided into grades,

and there were no zoning restrictions; children simply "attended the
school nearest their residence or the one where the teacher was liked
best."

The influence of the University was a strong factor in the

development of public schools "of the highest excellence," which were
taught by University or seminary graduates, as well as scholars from
abroad.

4

The first graded school in Monroe County opened in 1863, and a
new schoolhouse was completed ten years later in 1873.

By 1876, when

the town of Bloomington was incorporated as a city, the school system
was firmly established.

As the city grew in size and reputation, new

schools were built in the different residential areas.

The terms

"elementary school," "junior high," and "high school" became common
for the division of children into separate schools by age group.

Re

cently, the term "middle school" has supplanted "junior high": it
denotes the grades six through eight, instead of seven

through nine.

In modern Bloomington, a family's place of residence determines
the school to which the children go.

Awareness of the importance of

high-quality education has caused many parents of professional status,
either at Indiana University or in other positions of responsibility,
to move to school districts which are well known for their academic
excellence.

With regard to elementary schools, two have a particularly
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high reputation among professional families: Childs and University.
Both of these schools have a large percentage of professors' children,
but the University School district is best known for its mobile and
diversified graduate student population.

Many of the children come

from other counties, and a substantial number of them do not speak
5
English when they arrive.
Just as the downtown or business area may constitute the center
of interest for the adult residents of a city, the elementary school
is the center of operations for young children.

Hence, a child's-

eye view of the community is likely to focus upon the school, with
subsidiary attention to places of interest that lie between school
and home: friends' houses, playgrounds, and other recreational areas,
as well as shopping districts and vacant lots.

For the children of

professors or graduate students, school-centeredness is reinforced by
their parents' interests.

The children may spend some of their time

at the University after school or on weekends, particularly, as is the
case at Indiana University, if there are good recreational facilities.
Let us examine the community of the University School child, be
ginning with the school itself.

University Elementary School is part

of a complex of modern school buildings located on the Bypass, which
is a broad and well-traveled highway.

To ensure the safety of the

schoolchildren, patrolmen are stationed at the intersections well
before and after school.

The most prominent building

in the Univer

sity School complex is the one which contains the Middle School
auditorium, with its tall, sloping roof.

The Middle School buildings

occupy the center and right-hand side of the school area, as one
enters the horseshoe-shaped driveway, while the Elementary School
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buildings fill the left-hand side of the block.
From the exterior, the school buildings have the appearance of a
tightly organized colony.

The classroom buildings are one story high

and connected by covered passageways.

Some of the open spaces between

the buildings contain carefully seeded lawns, while others are filled
with modern, bright-colored playground equipment.

The entire complex

is surrounded by larger playing fields, including a kickball court
and pole-ball area.
The Elementary School office is at the front of the central build
ing, right next to the gymnasium.

As a result of this proximity,

muffled shrieks and thuds can be heard in the

office at almost any

time of the schoolday.

system

The school's intercom

operates from the

office, so that the principal can speak to any of the children or
teachers when necessary.

As the principal himself states, University

School is very "child-centered": children are encouraged to drop by the
office at any time, and their handiwork is proudly displayed for
visitors to see:

patchwork quilts, drawings,

storybooks, and other

products of classroom instruction.^
Each classroom building consists of a central Commons room sur
rounded by four separate classrooms.

As the name of the Commons

suggests, it is an area shared by all of the children and teachers
who occupy the building.

Teachers may send individual children to

the Commons to work on their assignments, or they may take over the
entire area for a play practice or game.

Several of the Commons rooms

contain closed-circuit television sets as well as a few tables and
chairs, but in general they are left free of equipment or decoration.
In contrast, the classrooms themselves show evidence of the
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teachers' efforts to create a multifaceted learning environment.
Hanging plants, terraria, mobiles, and papier-mache sculptures add
color and variety to the classrooms, while tape-recorders, TV sets,
and overhead projectors indicate the different instructional methods
that are employed.

The seating arrangements are flexible, and the

children frequently move their desks and chairs to new positions.

A

secluded corner filled with cushions or a few comfortable chairs pro
vides a place for rest and relaxation.

On the whole, the University

School classrooms are extraordinarily well supplied with objects to
stimulate and facilitate various kinds of learning.

Openness and

flexibility are valued above tidiness, and the children are encouraged
to make full use of the classroom equipment.
According to the principal of University Elementary School, the
"open concept" is not the governing educational philosophy.

Although

the school is "child-centered and very individualized," it follows an
underlying structure.

Many "teacher-made materials, programs, and

units" are offered, in addition to a system of contract teaching:
given a choice of about 25 events, the child signs an agreement to
complete a certain number of activities above the teacher's minimum.
Another method of instruction is simulation teaching, through which
the children learn by reconstruction.

An example of this method is

"Project Dig," in which the fifth-graders are divided into groups to
make a "make-believe culture."

Each group makes and buries its own

artifacts, and then excavates the evidence of the other group's cul
tural development.^
In accordance with this flexible program of learning, the rules
and regulations are situational rather than generally applicable.
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"Acceptable behavior" is expected from all of the children, but there
is no handbook of guidelines.

When a discipline problem occurs, the

teacher decides what to do about it.

On most occasions, the principal

says, it is "a well-behaved group."
Heterogeneous groups are considered desirable at University
Elementary School, and heterogeneity is assured each year by the
influx of student families from a wide variety of backgrounds to
University housing.

Children from India, Iran, Malaysia, Taiwan,

and many other countries enroll at the school, sometimes with prior
knowledge of English and sometimes without it.

The racial and

religious backgrounds of the children are diverse, and teaching
methods are designed to facilitate awareness and tolerance of this
diversity.
My own observations of the Bluebell Troop girls indicated that
the children knew a great deal about each other's countries and reli
gious affiliations.

When asked to name "five religions of the world"

for their world neighbor badge,

the girls shouted out the names of

seven or eight religions without a moment's hesitation.

They were

familiar with the games and customs of a number of countries, and en
joyed singing French and Spanish songs.

The school's emphasis upon

international culture, combined with the children's interaction at
home and at school, seems to produce a high level of understanding.
One thing that many University School children have in common is
their parents' commitment to higher education.

There are quite a few

children of Indiana University faculty members, and many others whose
parents have returned to the University for advanced degrees.

In

numerous cases, the return to graduate school represents a temporary
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change in a family's standard of living; parents who could afford to
live comfortably before must relinquish their full-time jobs long
enough to complete their degree programs.

The transience

of graduate

school living can be very difficult for children, and the University
School teachers try to help the children to enjoy themselves under
these conditions.
The children's sensitivity to periods of stress in the University
environment became evident in the course of my weekly meetings with
Bluebell Troop.

Around midterm week and just before final examination

time, many of the children showed signs of restlessness and unhappiness.
This observation was confirmed by several mothers, who told me that
their children were extremely difficult to control before examination
weeks at the University.
According to the report prepared by the principal of University
Elementary School for the year 1976-77, the children's parents have
achieved considerable success in their academic and professional lives.
53% of the children's fathers are professionals, as are 24% of the
mothers.

48% of the parents have master's degrees or other advanced

degrees; 22% have bachelor's degrees; 14% are in college; 5% have high
school diplomas; 8% did not finish high school; 3% completed elementary

g
school; and .6% did not complete elementary school.

From these

figures, it is apparent that most of the children have been raised in
families where academic achievement and eventual success in one's
chosen career are very important.
Among the parents of the 25 Bluebell Troop girls, thirteen are
students at Indiana University.

Six of them are women:

four doctoral

students, one candidate for a master's degree, and one undergraduate.
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The seven others are male graduate students, including six doctoral
candidates and one master's degree candidate.

Seven parents (four

men and three women) are professors at Indiana University, and twelve
(seven men and five women) hold other professional positions in
Bloomington.
The high percentage of student families, with the inherent dif
ficulties of a transient way of life, is accompanied by a fairly high
percentage of broken homes.

Eight children in Bluebell Troop have

divorced parents, five, of whom are students.

Two of the divorced

mothers have married again, but the children are still disturbed by
the rifts in their families.

According to other Girl Scout leaders

and teachers at University School, there are many children from broken
homes at all grade levels.
For the children of most student families, the distance between
University School and home is not far at all:

Tulip Tree House, one

of the most popular married student apartment buildings, is right
across the street from the school, and the other University apartments
are just a few blocks farther away.

Even so, the schoolchildren tend

to dawdle on the way home in order to play on the school playground
or talk with friends.

The children who live in University housing

are better able to visit each other after school than are the "bus
children," who must leave punctually to return to their own neighbor
hoods .
As the largest apartment building for married students with chil
dren, Tulip Tree House offers wide opportunities for spontaneous
gatherings and games.

Many parents are ambivalent about these gather

ings, which sometimes lead to destruction and danger:

for example, an
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empty room designated as a playroom for the Tulip Tree children was
once partially burned by a group of young boys and girls.

On the

other hand, the children's preference for group activity has led to
such cooperative ventures as trick-or-treating en masse from the top
to the bottom of the building.

Parents complain that their children

are more "pack-oriented" and less polite than they were before the
family moved into University housing.

The children themselves, how

ever, seem proud and happy to be residents of Tulip Tree.
The children who live in Tulip Tree, Redbud Hill, and other
University apartments seem to be allowed to go about by themselves
quite frequently.

I often saw some of the fifth-graders in Crosstown

Shopping Center, particularly in the vicinity of the ice-cream store,
after school and on weekends.

The same children maintained that they

were allowed to go to the swimming pool and to the movies by themselves.
The fourth-graders, however, stayed close to home unless their parents
accompanied them.
For the children who live farther away from the school in nonUniversity housing, there is no continuous area from home to school
that can be traversed at leisure.

There is either a long walk or,

more frequently, a ride home in the family car or the schoolbus.

Some

of the apartment buildings in the Northeast corner of Bloomington
resemble University housing, but the places where many of the school
children live are quite different:

large, attractive single-family

homes in the quiet residential areas of Blue Ridge or Browncliff Lane.
The children who live in these houses are separated from easy accessi
bility to other children and must make special arrangements to go over
to a friend's house or have someone over to spend the night.

Perhaps

for that reason, children who live in spacious residential areas tend
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to have one "best friend" who can be relied upon for companionship.
In contrast to the children of student families, who have quite
a lot of time to themselves, children whose families live in upperstatus residential areas tend to follow a more rigid schedule.

Piano

lessons, swimming lessons, diving lessons, and gymnastic training
sessions, as well as art classes

and ballet lessons, form a wide

spectrum of obligations for the child from whom a great deal is ex
pected.

Some of the girls in Bluebell Troop had to arrive at our Girl

Scout meetings late and leave early, in order to meet the obligations
of two different kinds of lessons.

None of them seemed to resent the

many demands upon their time, although they sometimes seemed tired.
One girl's mother mentioned that she found it necessary to give her
daughter a sandwich in the car going from one lesson to another, so
that she would not get tired out.
Apart from the time spent in school and at lessons, University
School children spend a considerable amount of free time at each other's
birthday parties.

Fourth- and fifth-grade girls are particularly fond

of slumber parties, although they also enjoy daytime birthday cele
brations.

The children's social network is thus extended in a cyclical

fashion over a large area of the school district.
University School, with its concommitant emphases upon academic
achievement and freedom of self-expression, provides a common ground
for children of varying backgrounds in the academic and professional
community.

As such, it is an important area for the development of

the enculturation process.

The school is the center of the children's

community, and it is also the focus of a great deal of attention from
adults for whom education is of paramount importance.
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THE TOWN OF ELLETTSVILLE, INDIANA.

In contrast to the academic orien

tation of the greater part of the city of Bloomington, the town of
Ellettsville is a small community in which farming and the stone in
dustry once flourished.

It is only six miles northwest of Bloomington,

within easy commuting distance.

Although some of the approximately

1,627 residents have continued to work on farms or in the small service
industries of Ellettsville, many others have found it necessary to
commute to Bloomington for better employment possibilities.

9

On the

other hand, a number of students and professors who spend most of their
LLme in Bloomington have preferred to move to Ellettsville.

The town

is not strictly a "bedroom community," but it is danger of becoming
one..
In the early days of its development, Ellettsville showed signs
of becoming a highly prosperous and attractive settlement.

It began

with a few families at a bend in Jack's Defeat Creek, where Edward
Ellett's tavern and inn provided refreshment for travelers.

Ellett's

arrival after the war of 1812 was a stimulus for the establishment of
homes in that part of the Indiana territory, which achieved statehood
in 1816.

Old Vernal Baptist Church, built in Ellettsville in 1817, was

the first religious organization in the county.

A few years later, in

1822, the township designated a log building with greased-paper windows
as its first school.

By 1836 there were four schools in addition to

several private or tuition schools.

The community officially became

a town in 1837, and had a population of 60 in the year 1 8 5 0 . ^
The first residents of Ellettsville were farmers who relied upon
transportation by wagon to bring their products to the river.

As soon

as the railroad was finished in 1853, the farmers had ample cause for
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optimism; since the town was situated along the line of the Louisville,
New Albany and Chicago railroad, stock and grain could easily be trans
ported to other towns.

A poem by "M.M.H." in the Harrodsburg Review of

1886 attested the rising spirits of the townspeople after 1853:
There were men of any class, and almost every trade,
And for their accommodation preparations were made.
Then dwellings, shops and stores were erected,
And the people were prosperous, as all expected.
The advent of the railroad not only increased the prosperity of
the farmers, but also facilitated the development of the limestone
industry.

Large deposits of oolitic limestone were discovered in

Ellettsville, as well as other areas of Monroe County.

The first

stone quarry opened near Stinesville in 1827, and numerous small
quarries provided stone and lime for the construction of the railroad.
The industry did not approach its full potential, however, until the
founder of the Matthews Stone Company arrived from New Orleans in
search of" high-quality stone.

He established his mill to the east

of Ellettsville in the eighteen-fifties, imported laborers from Europe,
and built a large stone mansion that still stands on the property of
his company.

Several other companies bought property adjacent to the

Matthews quarries and arranged for railroad spurs to be installed for
the transportation of their products.
By 1927, the publisher W. B. Harris was able to speak in glowing
terms of the success of the stone industry in Ellettsville:

"Nature’s

gift of the wonderful stone deposit is the basis of a commercial in
dustry in which the annual turnover reaches into the millions, with a
magical yearly Increase in volume.

The blessing of such an inex

haustible asset is back of a steady, sound growth of Ellettsville."^^
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This blessing was doomed to early extinction, however:

as brick, steel,

and glass buildings became more popular, there was a sharp decrease in
the demand for stone.

Eventually the train gave up stopping at Elletts

ville, the mills1 spurs rusted, and the hotels and restaurants declined.
Today there are some special orders for stone columns and capitals from
the Matthews Company, which is the only survivor of the stone mills, but
otherwise there is no substantial demand for stone.

Many residents of

Ellettsville hope that the present trend towards energy conservation
will result in greater interest in stone buildings, which efficiently
retain both heat and cold.

13

The present center of town is somewhat to the west of the business
district that grew up around the depot and hotels when the Matthews
Company was flourishing.

Originally, the town's center was located on

a hill at the present west edge of Ellettsville.

The graveyard of one

of the first churches is still there, but the church itself has been
torn down.
As one approaches Ellettsville on the road from Bloomington, two
landmarks indicate that the center of town is near:

the railroad cross

ing, over which large transports of limestone used to travel, and the
bridge over Jack's Defeat Creek.

A bit further along the road is the

Village Inn Motel, across from which Ellettsville Elementary School is
lcoated.

Various stores and small businesses are scattered along the

main road and on the outlying streets:

one supermarket, a grocery store,

two drugstores, a barber shop and several beauty shops, a farm store, a
new and fairly large lumber store, a couple of small construction com
panies, two service stations, a funeral home, and a bank.
also a branch of the Monroe County Public Library.

There is

The town has a hall
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for the meetings of the town board, but no community meeting place.

A

number of residents have expressed the desire for some sort of gather
ing place, especially for the benefit of the young people, but none has
been designated so far.
The adult residents who work in Ellettsville are farmers, employees
of the various service industries, or a combination of the two.

Since

the early years of the settlement, farming has proved to be an unprofit
able enterprise in the Ellettsville area:

most of the soil is thin and

rocky, except in the flood plain of the creek and on the plateau on the
west side of town.

Thus, most farmers must supplement their income with

some other kind of work.

Most of the married women are housewives, but

some have jobs in town or commute to Bloomington.
professionals consists

The small core of

of a doctor, a dentist, and the ministers of the

numerous churches, in addition to the Elementary School, Junior High,
and High School teachers who live in town.
Unlike Bloomington, Ellettsville is an ethnically and religiously
homogeneous community.

All of the residents are "WASPs," with no Blacks,

Chicanos, Catholics, Jews, or representatives of any other race or faith.
The churches in Ellettsville range from the Christian Church and Church
of Christ to the United Methodist Church, First Baptist Church, and Zion
Church of the Nazarene.

All of the churches are well attended, particu

larly the Christian Church of Ellettsville, which has an impressive
number of services, a
From the point of

Bible School, and a Sunday Youth Hour.
view of the children, there are two primary cen

ters of activity in the community:

the churches and the schools.

There

are no public recreational facilities such as parks or swimming pools,
so church-centered and school-centered activities tend to be predominant.
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The churches sponsor ball teams, suppers, and regular gatherings for
the young people, as well as special celebrations such as Halloween
parties.

At school, the children have the opportunity to take part in

organized sports and games, music lessons, and occasional parties.

For

the girls, cheerleading is a very important and prestigious activity
from the fifth grade up; the boys, on the other hand, are intensely
interested in basketball.
Within the last two years, the older children began to congregate
in a local pizza parlor where pinball machines and other recreational
equipment were available.

Eventually, community disapproval caused the

pizza parlor to stop functioning as a gathering place for children.
Nevertheless, the children are still able to get together at the local
pool hall and the Dairy Queen.

Although Elementary School children

seldom participate in such gatherings, they speak of them with awe and
anticipatory pleasure.
Ellettsville Elementary School is a long, two-story building sur
rounded by a fenced yard at some distance from the main street of town.
The school has a small playground to the left of the gymnasium, which
is located on the extreme left side of the building; thus, all recrea
tional activities are kept separate from the classrooms and offices.
This separation of physical from academic activity contrasts with the
organization of University Elementary School, in which the gym is right
next to the principal's office.

Upon entering the building from either

side, one receives an impression of orderliness and quiet.

The class

rooms are lined up along one side of the long corridors, so that the
sound of one class's work does not easily carry over into the next one.
There is no "Commons" for the children, but the teachers have a lounge
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of their own for social gatherings and paper-grading.
One typical classroom, that of the fifth-grade teacher Mrs. Baker,
is neatly divided into two areas:

even rows of desks on one side of

the room, and a symmetrical arrangement of tables and bookshelves on
the other.

Unlike the University School children, the children in this

school are not encouraged to move their desks around or to roam from
one place to the other during class hours.

The teacher determines what

lessons the whole class will study, instead of passing out individual
assignments on a contract basis.
quite orderly and respectful:

The resultant behavior seems to be

the children have good manners, and are

polite and friendly to visitors.
According to the principal of Ellettsville Elementary School, the
children’s parents want and expect a traditional school system and would
be upset with anything else.

Three years ago, a suggestion to experi

ment with "the open concept" was not well received.
crowded, but there are few discipline problems.

The school is

Most of the teachers

are women who have attended Indiana University and live in Bloomington,
although a stable core of teachers from Ellettsville is beginning to
develop.^
The principal's description of the children's parents as "good,
middle-of-the road families" is applicable to the family members of
Elderberry Troop girls whom I encountered at several Scout meetings.
Most of the mothers who came to the meetings were housewives with
several young children; a few of them had part-time jobs, and appeared
to be very tired by the late afternoon.

One girl’s mother, who had

come straight from her job in an administrative office at Indiana
University, seemed more aware of the children's educational development
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than did the other mothers.

After the videotape of stories was shown,

she remarked that telling stories showed a lot of what was going on in
the child's imagination; the other mothers, however, smiled tolerantly and
said that they had had no idea that their children told such stories.
This general tolerance and mild appreciation contrasted with the atti
tudes of the Bluebell Troop mothers, who paid no attention to the story
telling sessions until dirty stories were mentioned; then, they complained
vehemently to the Girl Scout Council.
Although I did not meet most of the Elderberry Troop members'
fathers, I learned from Mrs. Porter that most of the fathers were
farmers, employees, or small businessmen in Ellettsville.

Some of them

commuted to jobs in Bloomington; one father in particular had a job in
the purchasing department of the University.
mothers were students.

None of the fathers or

All of the families seemed to be unmarred by

divorce, which was

never mentioned.

One girl, however, was still very

troubled about the

death of her father several years ago,

and often

spoke of it.
Like the University School children who live some distance away
from school in the spacious residential areas, most children at Elletts
ville Elementary are dependent upon the schoolbus or rides with their
parents.

The long

trip of the schoolbus through outlying

farms was

halted for several

days in the winter of 1977, due to the blockage of

the roads by snow.

Since most of the children take the bus, they do

not have a chance to get together after school unless their parents
give them permission to stay for sports, cheerleading, or other school
activities.

Birthday parties are planned far in advance with great

anticipation; during the courses of my visits to Elderberry Troop,
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several slumber parties were the topic of discussion.

Church activities

also provide opportunities for the children to see their friends.

Since

such gatherings do not occur often, the weekly Girl Scout meetings pro
vide a regular occasion for group activities that the children attend
with particular pleasure.

GIRL SCOUT ORGANIZATIONS IN THE TWO COMMUNITIES.

Both Bloomington and

Ellettsville lie within the jurisdiction of the Tulip Trace Council of
Girl Scouts, which organizes and maintains Scouting in twelve counties
in southern Indiana.

While the Council and its staff are supported by

Girl Scout funds, the leaders and other working members of the Girl
Scout Association serve on a voluntary basis.

Association meetings are

held once a month, so that the leaders, the troop organizers for each
school, and the service unit chairpersons can share their problems and
programming ideas with Council staff members.

Most participants in the

Bloomington meetings work with Brownies (ages 7-8), Junior Scouts (ages
9-11), and Cadettes

(ages 12-14) in the Bloomington area, but Brownie

and Junior leaders from Ellettsville also attend the meetings
According to the Tulip Trace "Facts About the National Girl Scouts,"
the purpose of the organization is "to inspire girls with the highest
ideals of character, conduct, patriotism, and service so that they may
become happy and resourceful citizens."

16

This purpose is more simply

stated in the Girl Scout Promise, the ten laws, the official motto ("Be
prepared") and the slogan ("Do a good turn daily").

17

Before their

official investiture into the Girl Scouts of America, all girls must
be able to recite these precepts.
The roots of the Girl Scout movement extend back to a regiment of
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the British army in India, where Robert Baden-Powell taught the soldiers
in his troop to live outdoors and scout in the woods.

He divided the

men into patrols, and taught them games to make them more self-suffi
cient.

When he returned to England in 1909, Baden-Powell founded the

Boy Scouts; his sister, Agnes, later became President of the Girl
Guides.

Several years afterwards, in 1912, Juliette Low established

the first American Girl Scout organization in Savannah, Georgia.
She retained the military terms "troop" and "patrol," along with cer
tain guidelines for organized physical activity and games.

This

military foundation is still an integral part of Girl Scouting, al
though the activities suggested in the more modern handbooks are quite
diversified.
The Girl Scout movement stresses cooperation and conformity to a
nation-wide set of principles, but the individual troop organizations
vary a great deal according to the needs and attitudes of the community
members.

At University School, many leaders find that the children of

students, professors, and other professionally oriented families are
not particularly interested in the more serious aspects of Girl Scout
ing.

They tend to place Girl Scout meetings on a par with swimming

lessons, crafts sessions, picnics, and other forms of organized enter
tainment among which they can readily choose.

In light of several

leaders1 complaints that their girls regard the meetings as "play
hours," the question has been raised whether Girl Scouting is really
needed or appreciated.

Part of the trouble at University School seems

to stem from the frequent changes of leadership; many leaders only stay
in Bloomington for a year or two, as do quite a few of the children.
This lack of stability, combined with the freedom of self-expression
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encouraged at University School, is a significant cause of the erratic
troop meeting behavior that will be discussed in the next chapter.
In Ellettsville, there are fewer group activities to distract the
children from Girl Scouting.

The girls do not object to the amount of

work that Scouting involves, and they seem to take the promise and laws
very seriously.

Although there are several "new girls" each year, the

troops tend to stay together under the continuing guidance of one
leader; often, it is a mother who follows her daughter's progress from
Brownies to Cadettes.
gether for three years:

Mrs. Porter's troop, for example, has been to
two as Brownies, and one as Junior Scouts.

The girls in her troop are well-mannered and orderly in their behavior,
even during parties and games.

The following chapter will treat certain

aspects of their behavior, in comparison with the behavior patterns of
Bluebell Troop in Bloomington.
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CHAPTER 2:
THE STORYTELLERS OF BLUEBELL AND ELDERBERRY TROOPS

TROOP MEETING BEHAVIOR.

For an hour and a half each week, the members

of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops met at their respective schools to
join in a variety of Girl Scout activities.

Both troops followed the

same general meeting plan, which included dues collection, songs and
games, badge work, refreshments, and finally a closing ceremony.

The

meetings were divided between "leader-structured" and "girl-planned"
activities, as the official guidebooks for Scout leaders suggested.
Although the prescribed format for both troops' meetings was the same,
the two groups of girls had quite different ways of carrying out pro
jects among themselves and responding to adult authority.

The key to

these differences may be found in the children's standards of behavior,
which stem from the values and priorities of the middle and upper
middle class communities.
One immediately apparent difference between the two troops was
the ethnic homogeneity of the Ellettsville girls and the corresponding
heterogeneity of the girls in Bloomington.
sisted solely of white Americans

While Elderberry Troop con

most of whom had lived all their

lives in rural Indiana, Bluebell Troop included three Black Americans,
(Annie, Linda, and Sally), two Indians

(Kamni and Kamala), one Puerto-

Rican (Barbara), one Egyptian-American (Mona), and one Colombian (Dora).
In terms of religious background, the Protestant upbringing of the
Ellettsville girls contrasted with the mixture of Hindu, Jewish, and
Protestant traditions among the Bloomington girls.

Kamni, one of the
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two Indians, was a strict vegetarian, while Lydia followed a number of
Jewish cultural observances.

Mona, Dora, and Barbara were eager to

share information about their countries' games and customs with the
other girls, and to bring special foods to the "tasting tea" in honor
of Girl Scout Thinking Day.^
All of the Bluebell Troop members were keenly aware of the dif
ferences in their backgrounds, although they seldom found them to be
a cause for dispute.

At the end of one troop meeting there was a

brief outburst of temper:

Annie, who was darker skinned than Linda

and her younger sister Sally, called them "oreos" because they had
called her a "nigger."

During another meeting, Bonnie's mother asked

me to punish Sally for threatening to "beat up" her daughter in response
to a racial slur; she eventually agreed that it would be better for the
children to deal with the problem among themselves.

Kamni's mother

mentioned that her daughter was very upset about being called "just
an Indian" by a playmate at school, and that she

hesitated

part in any group activities for a while afterwards.

to take

In general, how

ever, there were few problems of this nature during Scout meetings.
A major cause of friction in Bluebell Troop was the enmity between
fourth- and fifth-graders.

The fifth-graders thought that the younger

children were babyish and boring, while the fourth-graders resented
the dictatorial tendencies of the older girls.

Whenever possible, the

fourth- and fifth-graders tried to form separate groups:

in their

patrols, during games, and during such informal activities as egg
hunts.

When a fifth-grader was in charge of refreshments, she would

save extra cookies for the members of her own class; the fourthgraders would do the same.

In the spring, when the fifth-graders
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spent a week away from school at "fifth grade camp," the fourthgraders expressed their happiness at being on their own; a few girls
said that they hoped the fifth-graders would never come back.

In

terestingly enough, no such partisan loyalty was apparent in the
Ellettsville troop.

Frequent competitions, mock-elections, and inter

class games at University School seemed to increase the children's
rivalries, in addition to the encouragement of self-expression which
they received at school and at home.
In Elderberry Troop there were three patrols, which the children
named Our Gang, Happy Scouts, and Pickle Patrol.

The patrols took

turns planning the games and closing ceremonies, as well as the arrange
ments for special parties and outings.

During the patrol planning

sessions, a few of the girls would usually stray from their groups and
amble around the room; a word from their leader, however, was suffi
cient to bring them back to their patrol areas.

The girls never argued

about the division of labor among the patrols, although they sometimes
disagreed over the choice of games and songs.
Patrol loyalties were frequently the cause of violent disagreement
In Bluebell Troop, although they were not as Important to the girls as
their fourth- and fifth-grade partisanship.

In contrast to the Elletts

ville girls' choice of names, two patrols were aggressively dubbed
Dynamite Patrol and Jive Turkeys.

The other two received the names of

hobbies that the girls wanted to pursue:
Patrol.

Cooking Patrol and Pen Pal

The members of Cooking Patrol immediately declared that they

were entitled to do all the cooking on campouts, since "cooking" was
part of their name; the others shouted their disapproval until I in
sisted that such tasks should be shared equally.

Pen Pal Patrol soon
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emerged as the most assertive of all the groups, with a cheer led by
Annie:

"P-P-P!

Pen Pal Patroll"

Members of the four patrols competed

vigorously for their preferred camping chores, as well as for the chance
to hand out refreshments.

They often asked to have games with prizes,

and became very excited when prizes were provided.

On the whole, their

tendency to compete with each other was much stronger than that of
Elderberry Troop.
Although the Bluebell Troop girls were enthusiastic about earning
proficiency badges and chose a wide variety of badges to strive for,
they paid very little attention to the badges themselves once they
arrived.

None of the girls attached their troop camping badges or

cookie patches to their badge sashes, and several mentioned that they
had mislaid the new insignia somewhere at home.

Their lack of concern

for the fruits of their achievement contrasted with the interest in
badge work that was expressed by several mothers:

in particular, the

mothers who lived in the more affluent residential areas and who ad
vocated numerous extracurricular lessons in addition to Girl Scout
meetings.

According to Mrs. Porter, the mothers of the Elderberry

Troop girls did not urge their daughters to earn badges:

instead,

the girls themselves showed a strong interest in accruing new badges
and attaching them to their badge sashes.

By the middle of the school

year, most of the girls had an impressive array of badges proudly dis
played against their uniforms.
Just as their attitude towards badges revealed the Elderberry
Troop girls' pride in achievement, their respect for the Girl Scout
uniform was indicative of the seriousness with which they regarded the
organization.

At least two-thirds of the troop members wore full
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uniforms to the troop meetings each week, and most of the others wore
badge sashes.

In Bluebell Troop, on the other hand, the girls were

quite casual in their attire.

Only Dora, Kamala, and Kamni wore their

uniforms regularly, although most of the girls owned complete outfits.
It was not uncommon for several girls to wear Girl Scout blouses along
with bright-colored slacks or bluejeans, which they usually wore with
tee shirts or sweaters on school days.

A different standard of dress

prevailed in Elderberry Troop, and at Ellettsville Elementary School
in general:

although some girls wore slacks, many others wore dresses

or skirts and sweaters to school.

The greater formality of the girls'

clothing accorded with the school's more traditional approach, while
the casualness of apparel at University School was typical of its more
relaxed and flexible approach to learning.
One exception to the Bluebell Troop girls' disregard for uniforms
occurred on the day of their investiture.

For this official ceremony

to which mothers were invited, nearly all of the girls dressed neatly
in full uniforms with at least partial insignia.

Nevertheless, the

rehearsal for the ceremony was disrupted by Annie's attempt to do "The
Bump" to the rhythm of the Girl Scout Laws.

The fifth law, for example,

became a chant (with bumping motions indicated in capital letters):
will TRY to do my BEST to be conSIDerATE."

"I

Several other girls practiced

the new "Bump" until I asked them to stop, and a few of them tried to
play with the matches that were needed for the candle-lighting ceremony.
In Elderberry Troop the girls were also very excited about their in
vestiture, but they did not evolve any variations on the prescribed
routine.

When Shelley suggested a slightly different order for the

reciting of the promise and laws, Mrs. Porter simply told her that the
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ceremony could not be conducted in any other way.

Shelley accepted

the rebuke in good grace, and except for a few giggles the ceremony
proceeded according to the guidelines in the leaders' handbook.
The two troops'
compared in terms of
of each meeting.

reactions to ceremonial procedures can be better
the closing ceremony, which took place at the end

This ceremony usually consisted of the singing of a

Girl Scout song and then "Taps," followed by the passing of a "squeeze"
around the circle of

girls holding hands with crossed

arms. Each

squeeze was supposed

to signify the making of a wish.At the end,

the girls swung to the outside of the circle and shouted "'Night,
Scouts!"

The Elderberry Troop girls took the closing ceremony very

seriously, and spent a good deal of time making their wishes.

Each

time that I was present at their meetings, they courteously invited me
to join them in the circle.

For the Bluebell Troop girls, however,

the closing circle served as an opportunity to Indian-wrestle and
squeeze the next girl's fingers in a bone-crunching grip.

Even the

leader was not exempt from such painful demonstrations of strength.
Before the passing of the squeeze, we would sing Girl Scout songs that
often disintegrated into falsetto parodies by Annie and Liza.

When I

asked the girls to behave themselves, they would try to be good for a
few minutes; soon, however, their subversive tendencies would reassert
themselves.

All of the Bluebell Troop girls showed great enthusiasm

for the closing ceremony, and they usually insisted that the lights

2
be turned out in order to make the room more "spooky."
Not only the ceremonies, but also the regular processes of decision
making showed significant differences between the expressive behavior of
the two troops.

When it was time to make plans for such important events
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as the Halloween party and the campout, the Elderberry Troop girls
followed their leader's suggestion to discuss the arrangements within
the patrol groups.

Each patrol wrote down a list of suggested activities

and gave it to the leader, who assumed the responsibility for making the
final decisions.

None of the girls questioned her authority or insis

ted upon the choice of their own favorite things to do.

Although the

same procedure of list-making within the patrols was followed in Blue
bell Troop, the results were not the same:

as soon as the children

came back together, many of them loudly asserted their individual pref
erences.

For example, before an outing in the park, Annie shouted,

"Chocolate pudding!

Let's have chocolate pudding'."

in reply, "Yuck, I hate chocolate'.

Barbara shrieked

We have to have butterscotch too!"

When I suggested having cookies instead, both girls vigorously vetoed
the suggestion.

Later, when the cans of chocolate and butterscotch

pudding were placed on the picnic table, the children spontaneously
began to vote about the distribution of the two kinds.

None of them

asked any of the four adults who were present at the outing for advice
or permission to distribute the food in their own way; they simply went
ahead and did it.

On other occasions, they similarly paid little at

tention to adult authority and asserted their own right to choose.
The question of rights, both for the individual and for the troop
as a whole, was a lively issue in Bluebell Troop but not in Elderberry
Troop.

One of the most frequent exclamations heard during the Bluebell

Troop meetings was "That's not fair!"

This protest followed one fifth-

grader's somewhat unequal distribution of cookies, a fourth-grader's
miscalculation of a kickball score, and my own decision to slightly
alter the original rules for our Easter egg hunt.

3

According to
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Alison’s mother, such objections were prevalent among the University
School children:

she once encountered a group of second-graders de

ciding that if children were not allowed to walk through the central
office building on the way to class, teachers should not be allowed
to do so either.

Even the smallest children seemed to have little re

gard for adult authority.

As one teacher’s aide remarked after a week

of work with the fifth-graders, "They don't think adults are any better
just because they re bigger.

4

In addition to a strong concern for their rights, several of the
Bluebell Troop girls showed a marked tendency towards contentious selfjustification.

After I reprimanded Debbie for staying in the bathroom

behind the Commons room for twenty minutes, she replied with outraged
righteousness:

"It's all the Commons!"

Similarly, Sally insisted upon

starting the closing ceremony almost every week; when I said that she
should give the others a turn, she invariably replied, "I asked to do
it last time."

These instances of automatic self-justification can be

explained to some degree by Piaget's observation that the child aged
nine to eleven has a "need for justification at any price."

More

specifically, however, they are understandable in light of the upper
middle class parent's encouragement of assertiveness and self-direction.
Although some of the girls in Bluebell Troop came from more conservative
American families or other countries, they followed the example of the

6
"ringleaders" whose families were relatively affluent and permissive.
Class differences in standards of self-expression have been treated
by a number of specialists in child development.

Hensy S. Maas states

that the lower-class child is afraid of parental authority, while the
upper-class child is "free to express both positive and negative
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feelings."

A similar contrast appears in Melvin Kohn's article on

parent-child relationships:

"To working-class parents, it is the overt

act that matters; the child should not transgress externally imposed
rules; to middle-class parents, it is the child’s motives and feelings

g
that matter:

the child should govern himself."

The establishment of

psychological autonomy has generally been considered the province of
studies in adolescent behavior, such as "Ethnicity, Social Class, and

9
Adolescent Independence from Parental Control," by George Psathas.
As the behavior of the Bluebell Troop girls demonstrates, conten
tiousness and rejection of adult authority are not limited to the
adolescent years.

Instead, they appear to be a factor of the parents’

and teachers' encouragement of openness and self-assertion.

While the

girls at University School displayed a considerable degree of assertive
behavior vis a vis each other and adults, the Ellettsville girls were
even-tempered, cooperative, and docile as a group.

In light of such

differences, it seems that the traditional concept of "adolescence"
should be re-evaluated within the behavioral context of pre-adolescents
in upper middle class communities.

OCCASIONS FOR STORYTELLING.

Most of the opportunities for group story

telling sessions arose at regular meetings, when the girls were com
pleting the requirements for the storytelling badge.

As groups, the

Bluebell and Elderberry Troop girls had the same tendency to gather
closely around the tape-recorder, especially when scary stories were
being told.

Although both groups were enthusiastic and eager to tell

stories, there was an undercurrent of skepticism among the girls of
Bluebell Troop:

for example, when I announced that copies of the story
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transcriptions would be distributed to everyone, Liza said, "Now isn't
that sweet?"

There was a great deal more competition for turns in the

Bloomington group, punctuated by shouts of "I got one," "It's my turn,"
and "Shut up I"

In contrast, the Ellettsville girls deferred to each

other's requests to tell stories and very seldom disagreed about who
should come next.
The unfolding of the girls' repertoires at troop meetings was in
fluenced by the activities preceding each session, as well as the time
of year.

The first troop recording session at University School occurred

after a crafts project to make "monster nutcups," during which the
janitor had a slight epileptic seizure and fell against the stack of
crayons and paper.

Somewhat frightened by this mishap, the girls pro

ceeded to tell stories of their own previous frightening experiences.
At a later meeting, just before Christmas, they were in high spirits
after making ribbon ornaments; this exuberance took the form of several
wildly inventive "made-up stories."
The Ellettsville girls began with a varied assortment of funny and
scary stories, but as Halloween approached they became most Interested
in the telling of the scariest traditional stories and Halloween fan
tasy narratives.

On the day of the Halloween party, they gathered to

gether to tell stories in costume.

A number of the girls were dressed

as "grown-up ladies" in cut-down adults' party dresses, beads, and make
up.

The other costumes included a gypsy, a tap-dancer, a farmer in over

stuffed overalls, a tramp, a princess, and several ghosts.

Happily

conscious of their costumes and of the array of Halloween games that
had been prepared by their leader, the girls told a number of stories
that were closely related to the holiday.
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In contrast, the girls of Bluebell Troop expressed no interest
in telling stories on Halloween; given the choice of storytelling and
another activity of their own devising, they decided to have a spookhouse as the highlight of their party.

The spookhouse, prepared by

the fourth- and fifth-graders in a separate classroom, had an entrance
way entwined with scotch tape and crepe paper streamers.

The girls led

their Brownie guests through the entranceway and past the corner full
of cushions, where they delivered a few pinches and shoves to their
blindfolded victims.

The center of the spookhouse was occupied by a

table of "things to feel":

plastic bowls of "vampire blood" mixed

with water, "guts" made of string, and "brains" made of paper towels
soaked in glue.

10

Although some of the Brownies cried from the pinch

ing and pummeling, only one was disturbed by the fear that the "brains"
might be real.

When the spookhouse became overly boisterous and I

suggested bringing it to a close, those Brownies who were still in line
protested tearfully that they wanted to go in.

Later, both the Brownies

and the Juniors said that the spookhouse was the best part of the party.
Although the Bluebell Troop girls did not choose to tell stories
during their party, this choice did not reflect a lack of Interest in
stories associated with Halloween; instead, it showed their strong
preference for vigorous and independent activity.

Before the campout

on the eighth of October, several girls expressed their delight that
it was close enough to Halloween to tell scary stories and have seances.
They were excited by the proximity of the holiday, and told a number of
hair-raising stories (in addition to a seance) during the evening at
Bradford Woods.

Their costumes at the Halloween party represented some

of the most prevalent characters in these stories:

Frankenstein-like
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monsters, a vampire, ghosts, and several witches.

There were also a

few costumes that were not related to scary stories or the mass media:
a hobo, a gypsy, a clown, and a Chinese princess.
In both troops, the importance of Halloween as an occasion for
supernatural enculturatlon was apparent.

The children were familiar

with a wide range of characters and activities related to Halloween,
and they expressed their enthusiasm for the supernatural in their
choice of costumes and g a m e s . A l t h o u g h both troops had a varied
repertoire of scary stories, the Ellettsville stories were much more
specifically related to Halloween.

The concepts which are reflected

in the children's supernatural narratives, as a result of the enculturation process, will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
In addition to the troop meetings and parties, the two campouts
at Bradford Woods provided opportunities for extended storytelling
sessions.

The girls preferred camping to almost all other activities,

and they considered the telling of scary stories to be an essential
aspect of evenings around the campfire.

The nature of the two camp

outs, in relation to the narrative repertoires and seances of the two
groups, will receive detailed consideration in chapter 6.

OUTSTANDING NARRATORS OF BLUEBELL TROOP:
LYDIA.

ANNIE, JACKIE, LINDA, AND

Among the participants in the Bluebell Troop sessions, there

were several narrators who displayed particular talent and evoked con
siderable enthusiasm from their audience.

All of these narrators were

fifth-graders, and all but one of them held dominant positions in the
group through their assertive personalities.

Before examining the

repertoire and style of each successful narrator, it Is necessary to
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discuss her personality in relation to the other group members.
The most enthusiastic of all the Bluebell Troop narrators was
Annie, who loved to tell scary stories and especially the plots of
movies that she had seen on television.

Outgoing and forcefully

assertive, Annie delighted in taking charge of both regular troop
activities and exceedingly irregular mischievous escapades.

She was

both admired and resented by the other girls who expressed their
ambivalence by following her lead but complaining from time to time
that she was "too bossy."
Annie was the only child in a comfortable and happy home; she was
very proud of both her parents, and often spoke of them.

Her father,

an Indiana University professor, often took her along on research trips,
while her mother, a graduate student and part-time counselor, took an
active interest in her daughter’s progress at school and in extracur
ricular activities.

Annie sometimes worried about living up to her

mother's expectations, but she was secure in her reliance upon both
parents.
During the first few troop meetings, Annie led the other girls in
attempts to see how far they could push back the boundaries of adult
authority.

Our first meeting was held in the gymnasium, where an

assortment of ropes and tumbling apparatus was attached to the wall;
as soon as I was busy with the distribution of registration materials,
Annie encouraged the other girls to pull down the ropes and swing on
them.

They also took down the tumbling mats and began to construct a

playhouse before order could be restored.

Similarly, at the campout

in early October, Annie brought about a wild and officially forbidden
frolic of running in the woods after supper.

She individually tested
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my authority by refusing to come along on our evening hike, and be
ginning to put on her pajamas instead.

She responded well to direct

reprimands, however, and always promised to behave better.

After

several troop get-togethers, she became more tractable and less of a
discipline problem.
Troop games and dramatics offered numerous opportunities for the
children to take leading roles, and Annie was often the one who chose
to be the leader or was chosen by her friends.

In the game "Here

Comes the Judge" she became the first judge, and in "Doggie, Doggie,
Here's Your Bone" she offered to be the first "doggie."

12

During the

dramatics sessions she assumed the roles of two central characters, as
well as the directorship of two skits.

Occasionally she became too

boisterous and fought with other children who did not agree with her;
on the other hand, she was quick to comfort anyone who cried or seemed
troubled.

Her warm-heartedness assured the allegiance of the other

girls, in spite of occasional protests.
Because she was bigger than all the other girls and physically
more mature, Annie had a sharp awareness of all that the onset of
puberty entailed.

At Bradford Woods, she instigated a chorus of off

color chouts after "lights out" by shrieking, "My bra, my bra!
Maidenform bra!"

11

My

She also incurred the assistant leader's wrath by

leading a small, private discussion of how Tampax was used.

She was

quick to note sexual unnuendo, as in the Girl Scout song that began
"I stuck my head in a little skunk's hole...": before learning the first
few lines of the song, she introduced her own dimension of meaning by
pointing to a certain portion of her anatomy whenever the word "hole"
was sung."^

The strong emphasis upon bras and girdles in the skit
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"Cinderella in the Modern Days" was enthusiastically implemented by
all of the young actresses, but it owed its genesis to a suggestion by
Annie.

Although she was quick to emphasize such things within the

context of group activities, Annie was sensitive to remarks about her
own physical appearance and always tried to change the subject as soon
as possible.
During our storytelling sessions, Annie gained immediate acclaim
for her ability to "gross out" the audience with a succession of lurid
details.

Although the other girls responded to her stories with ex

clamations of "Gross!," "Sick!," and "Oohl," it was apparent that they
thoroughly enjoyed them.

Her repertoire included four scary stories

from horror films, two true stories

(one supposedly from a newspaper and

another from her own visit to a haunted house) and one funny story (a
racial j o k e ) . ^
Both the scary stories and the true stories in Annie's repertoire
owed their success to one basic narrative device:

the gradual addition

of more and more shocking details in accordance with the audience's
response.

In her "true story" of the girl eaten by the dog (B-4), for

example, the audience's first exclamation "Ooh!" encouraged Annie to
elaborate upon her original description:
from the dog's mouth, goin'

"...blood was dripping off

'ruff,' an' lickin' it, eatin' it..."

Annie evidently enjoyed creating this vivid sequence of details, and
most of the girls in her audience showed their appreciation with ex
clamations of disgust; one even pretended to vomit with the noise
"A-a-argh!"1^
Annie's favorite stories were retellings of the horror movies that
she had seen on television.

She especially relished past episodes of
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"Nightmare Theater," a series of horror films Introduced by Sammy Terry
that had been cancelled the previous y e a r . ^

Her recollection of the

plots was extensive, though sometimes confused; in any case, she en
joyed filling in the gaps with vividly imaginative descriptions of her
own.

These descriptions were highly visual in nature, as befitted the
18
verbal recreation of a film.
In the story of the blind girl and her grandfather (B-9) , Annie
interspersed her descriptions of mutilation and death with bits of
dialogue.

The story, a variant of the popular "scratch-scratch"

denouement combined with an unnamed film, progressed from slightly
disturbing to quite shocking details:

scratches all over the grand

father's face, an eyeball next to an ear, a cut throat with the neck
muscle visible, and mutilated legs, all "bleeding like rain."

At the

end of the story the audience joined in a satisfied chorus of "0oh!"
The more graphic and unusual the description became, the greater was
the pleasure exhibited by the audience.

Annie's particular talent

seemed to lie in her ability to transform recollected visual details
to narrative form with contagious enthusiasm.
Two of Annie's subsidiary skills were important for the success
of her narratives:

her effective contrast of different tones of voice,

and her sense of color.

In B-14, a retelling of the movie "Insomnia,"

she introduced a mysterious tinge of color towards the beginning:
"...you could see this blue stuff, all over."

The villain's sinister,

growling voice, as he said, "You are my victim.'," was dramatically dif
ferent from the woman's high-pitched rejoinder, "No, no, not me!
too young to die!"

I ’m

This verbal exchange was typical of the melodramatic

quality of many horror films, which Annie tried to convey in her own
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stories.

After a graphic description of the murderer's chopping mo

tions with an axe, the culmination of the murder was indicated in a
vivid color contrast:

"And then he chopped him all over, and blood

was just leaking over their carpet, white-carpet floor."

Later, Annie

mentioned the "green blood" inside the victim, and the audience laugh
ingly replied, "Blue blood'."

The dramatic tension of the story broke

down before the end, as the audience was not able to sustain its
pleasurable disgust through such a long succession of details; instead,
nearly everyone collapsed in giggles.
The development of Annie's stories depended to a great extent upon
audience response, as she did not add any of her long, horrifying
descriptions without the encouragement of an exclamation of mockdisgust.

She was sensitive to the needs of her audience, and good-

humoredly answered questions that were interjected in the midst of her
stories.

As a listener, she was appreciative and moderately attentive,

although sometimes barely able to conceal her eagerness to begin
another story of her own:

after Jackie's story B-7 she shouted, "Oh,

sick, can I tell one?"
Jackie, another prolific narrator, held the attention of her
audience through techniques that were somewhat similar to Annie's.
Her quietness and self-possession contrasted with Annie's boisterous
enthusiasm; both girls were respected as leaders by the other children,
though for different reasons.

While Annie cheerfully strove to become

the leader of as many activities as possible, Jackie was frequently
chosen by the others because of her athletic skills and friendliness.
She was popular with nearly all of the other children, but her "best
friend" was her neighbor Ariadne.
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Jackie’s parents, especially her mother, actively advocated her
participation in a wide range of extracurricular activities.

The family's

home, located in the affluent and secluded residential area Blue Ridge,
was far enough from school to necessitate special transportation for
Jackie's various lessons.

In a series of informal conversations cul

minating in a parents' meeting, her mother repeatedly emphasized the
importance of "certain standards to uphold as Girl Scouts."

19

She

supported creative activities as long as they did not interfere with
good manners; the troop's "nasty stories," for example, were beyond
the pale.

Of all the parents, Jackie's mother expressed the greatest

concern for creative self-expression within the context of socially
acceptable behavior.
At troop meetings, Jackie was never the ringleader in mischievous
exploits on a large scale; during songs and games, however, she would
sometimes make everyone laugh by making a face or saying something in
a droll tone of voice.

She brought her own tape-recorder along on the

campout, and persisted in playing her favorite cassettes despite all
adult admonitions.

Her previous camping experience and sports lessons

contributed to her competence in outdoor activities, for which the
other children expressed considerable respect.
Jackie's repertoire consisted of two funny stories, one funnyscary, one scary, and one nasty story, and three true stories.

Al

though she enjoyed telling the "I Fooled Him" story about the little
girl without any underpants, her interest in other nasty stories and
off-color remarks was indicated only by an amused smile in the presence
of adults.

She told her three true stories clearly and effectively,

but received no particularly enthusiastic responses from her audience;
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similarly, in the scary story "Knock-knock Scratch-scratch"

(B-7), she

did not distinguish herself as one of the most competent narrators as
a result of some confusion of details.

Nevertheless, the variety of

her repertoire was not unappreciated by the other girls; when asked
who were the best storytellers in the troop, several of them replied
that Jackie knew "a whole lot" of different stories.
The principal reason for Jackie’s popularity as a storyteller was
her ability to imitate all sorts of different modes of speech in an
amusing manner.

This ability might have developed as the result of a

slight anomaly in her own speech, which made her conscious of the ways
in which other people talked.

In her two funny stories "You Got My

Brother" and "The Widdle Widdle Boy"

(B— 15 and B-44) and in her funny-

scary story "It's A-Comin'" (B-10), she elicited hilarious laughter
from the audience by employing several different types of speech with
appropriate supporting details.

Her mastery of tone contrast was

similar to Annie's, though much better developed.
The story "It's A-Comin'" was ideal for the display of Jackie's
talents, as it involved four characters of varying ages.

The first,

an old man, was represented by a weak, shaky voice and an old-fashioned
mode of address:

"I want a room, good man!"

His shaky departure from

the hotel after hearing the mysterious voice was followed by the arrival
of a lady "in her forties" with a petulant manner:
just gimme a room!"

"Well, I don't care,

In descending order of age, a hippie nonchalantly

requested, "Hey, man, I want a room, now," and a "little kid" tearfully
whined, "Gimme a room!"

As Jackie introduced each character, the chil

dren laughed and giggled with great abandon.

They admired her ability

to impersonate different characters, and encouraged her to do so on other
occasions.
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In "You Got My Brother" and "The Widdle Widdle Boy," Jackie used
one humorous tone of voice for the whole story.

As the title "The

Widdle Widdle Boy" suggests, baby-talk was the chosen form of expres
sion; at several points in the story, it became so slurred that it was
almost unintelligible.

A similarly slurred but markedly adult tone of

voice appeared in the first line of "You Got My Brother":

"See, there

were this ma-an and this woman, and they, uh, ahem, you know— make
love."

The audience was somewhat less attentive to these two stories

in which there was no lively character contrast, but Jackie was always
able to regain her listeners' attention with an authoritative "You
guys, be quiet!"
Just as Jackie was respected for her particular storytelling
abilities, Linda was tacitly acknowledged to be the most competent
narrator in another area of specialization:
stories.

that of gross and nasty

Linda was generally quiet and circumspect in her dealings

with other children, but when she told one of her favorite stories her
lively sense of ribald humor came to the fore.

She was less gregarious

than Jackie and not as popular, but the other children treated her with
a high degree of respect and consideration.
Linda's family situation was an important factor in her attitude
towards adults and other children.

She and her three sisters, one

older and two younger, lived with their mother in an apartment in
Tulip Tree House.

Their mother was divorced, and thinking of remarry

ing; although Linda's younger sister Sally frequently spoke of that
possibility, Linda avoided the subject entirely.

She was more indepen-

dnet and less trusting than Sally, who always took the responsibility
of bringing in dues and permission slips for her sister and herself.
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In many ways, Linda seemed older and more experienced than the other
fifth-grade girls; she kept out of the adults' way as much as possible,
and was careful to maintain her independence in group activities with
the other children.
At troop meetings, Linda often went off to one side of the Commons
or to a separate classroom when there was a crafts project to do.

She

was seldom at the center of the children's mischievous plots, although
she was able to disrupt the solemnity of Girl Scout ceremonies or dis
cussions with a few whispers.

Her attitude towards the Girl Scout

organization grew increasingly ambivalent, and by the end of the year
she announced that she would probably not continue to be a Girl Scout
next fall.

Her sister Sally tried to encourage her to stay, but Linda

was adamant in her preference.
Although she was faintly disdainful of the simpler stories told at
our troop sessions, Linda was always a quiet and courteous member of
the audience.

She assumed a much more forceful role in the group when

encouraged by the others to tell her own favorite stories.

In addition

to her competence in the telling of gross and nasty stories, she showed
considerable capability in directing the seance to "bring back" several
monsters.

Thus, her chosen area of specialization encompassed both

forbidden humor and occult knowledge that was new and exciting to many
of the children.
Linda's repertoire included five nasty stories and one narrative
that the audience considered to be both funny and gross.

The latter,

known as "the butt story" (B-ll), was the most popular of all the
stories she told; in fact, it was received with such general glee that
it became one of the most frequently requested stories at later s e s s i o n s . ^
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The butt story, which will be discussed in detail in chapter 3, is
based upon a small boy's decision to cut off pieces of his "butt" and
to give them to his mother instead of the meat that she has asked him
to buy.

Linda showed her command of humorous dialogue in the boy's

succinct statement, "Here, mom, here's your m e a t ," and his mother's
eventual response, "Mmm!

That was good!"

She also utilized a form

of incrementally shocking description that resembled Annie's techniques:
"And so they— they eat it and everything.
sandwiches."
"Ooh!

And they eat it raw for

The audience's response at that point in the story was,

Very gross!"

There were great outbursts of continuing laughter

throughout the story, as well as a number of small corrections which
revealed that several audience members knew and were fond of the story
already.
The nasty stories in Linda's repertoire (B-18, B-56, B-75, B-43,
and B-51) are given detailed consideration in chapter 3.

It should be

noted here, however, that all of these stories showed a certain deter
mination to shock some of the other children with dirty words and for
bidden knowledge.

When Lydia protested against her retelling of the

grocery mouse and hardware mouse joke (B-75), Linda made a special
point of proceeding to tell it in a loud and clear voice.

She was not

afraid to insist upon her own choice of stories, although in other
matters she was often more reticent.
Lydia's position in the group was less prominent than Linda's,
although she was well liked by nearly all of the other children.

She

was cheerful, even-tempered, and eager to assist in the settlement of
disagreements.

Her pleasant demeanor among the other girls was matched

by consideration for the adults, with a rare willingness to help clean
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up the meeting room and fetch malingerers back from the bathroom.

Per

haps because of her general good nature and friendliness to adults,
Lydia was not highly esteemed by the other children as a participant
in competitive games and mischievous exploits.
In terms of family circumstances, Lydia seemed to enjoy a secure
and well-balanced homelife in an attractive house near University School.
Her mother, an artist, taught at Indiana University while completing the
requirements for her doctoral degree; her father had died some time ago.
Lydia always spent the craft hours making something for her mother, in
contrast to the many other girls who preferred to make things for them
selves.

She frequently encouraged her mother to assist with Girl Scout

activities, and was delighted when she had the time to do so.
During our storytelling sessions, Lydia was attentive and inter
ested In the stories that the other girls contributed.

Her own

repertoire was varied, though, like Linda's, atypical in its exclusion
of scary stories:

three funny stories, one story that she definitely

considered to be nasty and another on the borderline between funny and
nasty stories, one funny-scary story, and one true story from personal
experience.

Her attitude towards nasty stories was ambivalent and

tenuous, but her gentle sense of humor in the telling of funny stories
resulted in a positive response from the audience.
Lydia's embarrassment in the face of "nasty" topics was evident
when she attempted to tell the story about busts and jeans (B-72).
grew red in the face, forget the punchline, and finally gave up.

She
When

she told "The Four Words" (B-77), however, the humor of the narrative
carried her through the punchline "Take off ze bra, baby," with almost
no discomfort.

The other children enjoyed "The Four Words," and
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laughed appreciatively though softly at the end.
There was a heartier and more open response to Lydia1a three
funny stories:

"Are Peanuts Fattening?" (B-65), which followed the

pattern of a shaggy dog story, and two "Abie and Mikie" jokes (B-70
and -71) based upon linguistic tricks.

Although the other children

enjoyed these three stories, they did not interject any appreciative
exclamations or remarks.

In general, such stories seemed less impor

tant to them than those in which Linda and Annie specialized.
It should be mentioned that Lydia's credibility as a narrator
underwent some damage in the first storytelling session at University
School.

When she told of an attempted kidnapping in New York during

which her mother was present, Lydia found that the other children
simply would not believe her; in their opinion, it was impossible for
such an adventure to occur in the presence of a parent.
Lydia staunchly maintained that the story was true.

Nevertheless,

She continued to

show quiet self-confidence in the narration of her other stories, and
to accept the audience's modest appreciation with pleasure.
There were several fifth-graders who were competent narrators but,
for one reason or another, told very few stories.

Debbie, one of the

most mischievous ringleaders of the group, enthusiastically told three
stories in the first two sessions but absented herself from all the
others.

Similarly, Jackie's neighbor Ariadne, whom the other girls

evidently respected as a teller of good stories, was not able to come
to the last few sessions.

Barbara, a latecomer to the group, contri

buted a few stories before the badge work came to an end, and Gilda
limited herself to the retelling of those stories that had received
the most enthusiastic response from the audience.
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Among the fourth-graders, there were few narrators who made sub
stantial contributions to the storytelling sessions.

Most of them

seemed to be intimidated by the fifth-grade girls, who were more aggres
sive in their competition for turns.

Alison, Dora, and Kamni each told

several stories with considerable success, and Lenore, Sally, and
Margaret ventured to tell one or two stories with initial timidity but
growing self-confidence.

Sarah and Mona, who were best friends and

who, according to their mothers, spent a lot of time telling stories
and pretending to give interviews to each other, contributed one scary
story each.

During the sessions when we told stories in smaller groups,

the fourth-graders were more confident and eager to participate; on the
whole, however, they deferred to their more aggressive older school
mates .

OUTSTANDING NARRATORS OF ELDERBERRY TROOP:
AND BETSY.

PATRICIA, SHELLEY, KATHY,

As a group, the narrators of Elderberry Troop differed

significantly from those of Bluebell Troop.

They were much calmer and

more cooperative in their requests to tell stories; in fact, they some
times decided to tell certain stories jointly.

Mrs. Porter's true

story E-81, for example, was retold by Shelley and Joanie, while the
popular film "The Snake" (E-9) was recollected through the joint
efforts of Shelley and Kathy.

In the narration of TV stories, all of

the girls sang parts of the songs together and helped each other to
remember important details.

Instead of competing aggressively for the

center of attention, they pooled their resources and courteously de
ferred to each other's talents.
As noted in the general discussion of troop meeting behavior,
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there was no noticeable rivalry between the fourth- and fifth-graders
in Elderberry Troop.

All of the girls were on an equal footing, and

the fifth-graders did not claim special privileges because they were
older.

The fourth-graders were as open and relaxed in their contribu

tion of stories as were the fifth-graders, and there were unusually
competent narrators from both classes.

Betsy and Shelley, two of the

most prolific narrators, were fourth-graders, while Kathy and Patricia
were in the fifth grade.

Although these four were particularly success

ful in their elicitation of an enthusiastic audience response, there
were a number of others who were recognized as very good storytellers:
the fifth-graders Joanie, Beth, Deanne, and Marlene, and the fourthgraders Denise and Katie.
One of the most versatile narrators in Elderberry Troop was
Patricia, whose repertoire included three funny and funny-scary stories,
one scary story, two stories from books, two from television, and three
made-up stories.

All of Patricia's narratives were well received by her

audience, but her made-up stories were particularly outstanding because
of her ability to put together a wide range of fanciful details.
The daughter of an Indiana University staff member, Patricia seemed
to be more aware of the Bloomington academic community than the other
children were.

She used Indiana University covers on her books, and

mentioned that her father sometimes drove her to Bloomington for special
activities.

Although she did not behave differently from the other

Ellettsville children, she wore somewhat more stylish clothes and had
long, carefully arranged hair that contrasted with the short hair of
the other girls.

The other children admired her prettiness, but above

all they responded to her unassuming friendliness.

By the end of our
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third storytelling session, Patricia had to leave the Girl Scout troop
because of her election to the post of fifth-grade cheerleader.

It was

a coveted appointment, in hope of which most of the fifth-graders had
been practicing for weeks, but they all seemed delighted that Patricia
had been chosen.
As a narrator, Patricia was relaxed and self-confident.

She be

came highly animated in the course of her stories, and sometimes hardly
seemed aware that the audience was there.

Since she did not take a

pleased reaction for granted, it was a source of delight to her when
one of her stories was a particular success.
told the funny story "The Black Ribbon"

For example, when she

(E-12), her high, singsong

voice in the repeated line "You'll be sor-r y !" elicited a chorus of
loud "Oh!s" from the children.

Unaffectedly satisfied by their response,

Patricia said, "Oh, boy, I told a good one."
Patricia was an avid reader, and her two stories from books (E-27
and -46) showed her ability to recapitulate remembered details without
difficulty.

Her strong tendency towards imaginative elaboration re

sulted in one story (E-42) which appeared to be based upon the type of
description typical of children's books about witches, but representa
tive of Patricia's own capacity for the invention of fanciful details.
She had a lively interest in the supernatural, and combined many
Halloween elements with aspects of traditional stories and movies in
her fantasy narratives E-31 and E-33.

These narratives will be dis

cussed in detail in chapter 4.
Another facet of Patricia's narrative competence was revealed in
her retellings of television shows, "Fearless Fly" (E-19) and "Popeye"
(E-23).

She recaptured the rhythm of the cartoon narration to the
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extent that the other children became quite excited and beamed with
pleasure.

All of the Ellettsville girls were very enthusiastic about

cartoon shows, but only Patricia was able to translate some of their
appeal into narrative form.
In contrast to Patricia's relaxed self-possession, Shelley was
lively and outspoken in her attempts to gain the attention of the
other children.

She was both impetuous and hesitant, always watching

for the approval or disapproval of her friends.

Her need to win the

admiration and liking of the other children was probably related to
her family circumstances:

her mother had a full-time job, and her

father's death was a source of great sorrow to Shelley.

She frequently

spoke of her family's trips, especially a trip to Africa about which
the other children never tired of hearing.
From the beginning of our first storytelling session, it was evi
dent that Shelley was known to the other girls as a good storyteller.
In quick succession, three girls said, "Shelley, you do it!"
you're good at telling stories!"

"Yeah,

"Yeah, you're always telling stories!"

Shelley complied, with a variety of narratives that included four scary
stories, two true stories, five stories from books, and three made-up
stories.

She was sensitive to the interests of the audience, and gen

erally contributed stories that were similar in nature to others that
had recently received a favorable response.
Shelley's penchant for scary stories was closely related to her
enjoyment of all sorts of monsters.

As a small child, she said, she

had often played a "monster game" of her own devising.

The dramatisa

tion sessions gave her the opportunity to express this interest in roleplaying.

She spent some time developing the appropriate mannerisms for
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Pink Ape, and showed several of the other girls how to impersonate the
monster.

In the end it was Janet who was chosen to be Pink Ape, and

Shelley was quite put out at her lack of enthusiasm for the role.
The five stories from books in Shelley's repertoire were representa
tive of her enthusiasm for reading and her eagerness to share what she
had learned with the other children.

She enjoyed telling Indian tales,

Halloween stories from children's books, and narrative poems.

Her

mastery of the poem "Halloween Indignation" gave her particular pleasure.
She took great care to recite each line exactly as .it was in the book,
and was so pleased with the success of her first attempt that she re
cited the poem again at a later session (E-26 and -40).

This pride in

learning was frequently shown by the Elderberry Troop girls, unlike the
girls of Bluebell Troop who professed considerable disdain for any
activity that seemed "too much like school."
Shelley’s delight in memorization did not correspond to any dull
ness of her own imaginative faculties:

on the contrary, she was capable

of inventing long and quite complex made-up stories.

Her stories of

Harry the Frog (E-75) and Tarantchy the Spider (E-87) showed talent
for character development and amusing dialogue.

The other children en

joyed these stories, but Shelley herself was the one who laughed the
hardest at the funny parts.
Shelley's attitude towards "gross" or "nasty" subjects was typical
of that of all the other Ellettsville girls.

In her narration of "The

Snake" with Kathy, she could hardly bear to talk about the sklnnydipping episode:

"It was really gross'.

when they came to the worst parts."

That's why I left the room

This reticence and embarrassment

contrasted sharply with the Bluebell Troop girls' eagerness to tell
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nasty stories and talk about forbidden subjects.
Unlike Shelley, who had traveled abroad with her family, most of
the Ellettsville girls seldom left the environs of the town.

Kathy,

one of the most cheerful and enthusiastic storytellers, was a member
of a family that had lived in the Ellettsville area for many years.
She was popular with the other children, and was also well liked by
adults; her teacher, Mrs. Baker, said that she was a delightful child
but not a very good student.

Nevertheless, Kathy showed serious inter

est in her schoolwork and took part in all of the Girl Scout activities
with contagious pleasure.
Of all the Ellettsville girls, Kathy was the best able to sustain
a long narrative and the most eager to prolong our storytelling sessions.
Her own repertoire consisted of three funny-scary stories, three scary
stories, two stories from

books and two from television,

two true

stories, and four made-up

stories. Her memory for details, combined

with a talent for expansive dialogue, resulted in quite long narratives
except in the case of traditional stories with definite structural
boundaries.^
Kathy was a skilled narrator of legends about local occurrences.
Two of her stories concerned mysterious "colored people" who wreaked
havoc in the community:

a man who broke into a house and then dis

appeared (E-77), and a lady who substituted a baby for meat and was
then punished by an ordeal by fire (E-73).
legends will be discussed

The implications of these

in the "scary stories" section

There was no such mention of danger from people of other
bell Troop, wnere most of the
minority groups themselves.

girls

of chapter 3.
races in Blue

who told racial jokes were members of
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In her made-up stories, Kathy often leapt from one event to
another in a way that was a bit difficult to follow.

She enjoyed

spur-of-the-moment improvisation, and sometimes incorporated her
friends' names into the narratives, to their combined pleasure and
distress.

The week before Halloween, she brought in a story that she

had composed especially for our gathering.

Although she was proud

of her written work and liked to read aloud, it was evident that she
was much better able to retain the interest of her audience through
spontaneous improvisation.
On the day of the Halloween party, Kathy came dressed in a "grown
up" party dress with a string of beads and heavy makeup.

Her pleasure

in these special clothes was particularly evident when she told her
first story for that session:

a serious retelling of "Cinderella."

When she came to the part about Cinderella's new ball dress and her
meeting with the prince, Kathy twisted her beads back and forth with
vicarious excitement.

She was still envoloped in the spell of the

"MMrchenalter," and her sincere appreciation of traditional stories
added to the enjoyment of all the other girls.
Unlike Kathy, Betsy showed little overt enthusiasm for the stories
that she told.

She was quiet and soft-spoken, but authoritative in her

dealings with the other children.

Betsy's family had lived in Elletts

ville for a long time, and her interests were firmly centered within
the community.

The other children respected her as a leader in group

activities, as well as a competent narrator.
Betsy's repertoire included one funny story, two funny-scary
stories, and one story from a book, but her five scary stories were
the ones that elicited the most enthusiastic response from the audience.
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Her narrative style was matter-of-fact and straightforward, with
particular attention to sound effects.

The story of the boyfriend's

death, for example (E-6), owed part of its success to the sounds
"drip-drop" and "bang-bang" that Betsy imitated with appropriate
solemnity.

At the end of the story, Shelley sighed, "That is the

grossest one I could— I've ever heard of!"

Similarly, in the stories

E-34 and -37, Betsy employed the sounds "click" and "drop-drop" with
great effectiveness.
Another reason for Betsy's success as a narrator was her mastery
of the significant pause.

In her funny-scary story E-15, she described

how all of the family members went up to the attic and never came back;
finally, the sister went up and saw "red stuff all over the attic."
She waited a moment while the audience digested this shocking statement,
and then went on:

"She looked in the corner, and they was all— (pause)

they was all eating watermelon."

The other children responded with

giggles and squeals of delight, and Betsy permitted herself to smile
in satisfaction.
The omission of made-up stories from Betsy's repertoire was indica
tive of her matter-of-fact approach to storytelling.

She did not enjoy

creative improvisation, and contributed minimally to our group made-up
stories.

Her seriousness and solemnity, combined with an undercurrent

of humor, made her less apt to participate in the tellings of fantasy
narratives but highly skilled in the telling of scary stories.
There were a number of other children in Elderberry Troop who ex
celled in the narration of certain kinds of stories:

Joanie, Marlene,

and Deanne were all respected for their ability to tell scary stories,
while Beth, Katie, and the leader’s daughter Marcy received highly
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appreciative reactions to their funny stories and stories from books.
Denise, the "new girl" in the troop, quickly gained the others' en
thusiasm for her scary stories and made-up stories.
will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

A number of these
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2

1.

Girl Scout Thinking Day is celebrated on February 22 of each

year, so that Girl Scouts and Guides can "join their thoughts and send
them round the world as a powerful prayer that all men shall be friends."
(Junior Girl Scout Handbook (New York: Girl Scouts of the United States
of America, 1975), p. 19.)
2.

This preference for a "spooky" atmosphere for the closing cere

monies corresponded to the girls' insistence upon darkness for the
telling of scary stories and the display of the Halloween spookhouse.
3.

My decision to make a slight change in the egg hunt rules was

motivated partly by certain difficulties inherent in the original rules,
and partly by the desire to see how the children would react to such a
change.

As I expected, they were furious at this violation of even

temporary standards of "fairness."
4.

Interview with teacher's aide at University School, December 10,

1976.
5.

Jean Piaget, The Language and Thought of the Child (New York:

New American Library, 1974), p. 156.
6.

Although degrees of permissiveness cannot be judged without

fairly extensive observation of the families in question, my conversa
tions with the parents and children provided sufficient data for a rough
comparison.
7.

Henry S. Maas, "Some Social Class Differences in the Family

Systems and Group Relations of Pre- and Early Adolescents," Child
Development 22 (1951):146-52.
8.

Melvin L. Kohn, "Social Class and Parent-Child Relationships:

An Interpretation," American Journal of Sociology 68 (1963):475.
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9.

George Psathas, "Ethnicity, Social Class, and Adolescent In

dependence from Parental Control," American Sociological Review 22 (1957):
415-23.
10.

"Vampire blood," a commercial product, is a popular ingredient

in the Halloween attire of children aged nine to eleven.

It was one of

the first things that the children suggested for the preparation of the
"things to feel" in their spookhouse.

On the whole, the Bluebell Troop

spookhouse was characterized by a lower level of organization and higher
degree of maliciousness to victims than was the sixth-grade spookhouse
described in Sylvia Grider’s

"The Supernatural Narratives of Children"

(Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1976), pp. 534-40.
11.

The games at the Elderberry Troop Halloween party were all

suggested by the leader:

"Pin the Nose on the Pumpkin," a ring game

in celebration of Juliette Low's Halloween birthday, and a hunt for
everyone’s shoes in a darkened room.

In addition to the spookhouse,

two of the Bluebell Troop activities were initiated by the girls them
selves:

the costume contest and bobbing for apples.

Some of the girls

felt it was important to insert dimes in the apples, but the other
leaders and I decided not to risk broken teeth or inopportune swallow
ings.

The other two games, "Pin the Skull on the Skeleton" and "Draw

the Haunted House," were suggested at the October leaders' meeting.
The Brownies enjoyed these two games very much, but the Junior Scouts
paid little attention to them in the furor of preparation for their
spookhouse.
12.

For descriptions of the games "Here Comes the Judge" and

"Doggie, Doggie, Here's Your Bone," see the appendix of games and
songs.
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13.

This mention of the Maidenform bra was typical of the girls'

penchant for repeating commercial slogans, sometimes in the form of
parody.
14.

In Girl Scout songs, hand motions are often used to illustrate

certain words and phrases.

Thus, Annie's introduction of the "hole"

gesture was appropriate to the Scout tradition, albeit in a subversive
way.

Other parodies of words and gestures are listed in the appendix

of games and songs.
15.

Annie's joke,

mouth, not your hand,"

based on the punchline "Chocolate

melts in your

was erased along with the other stories

on the

Bluebell Troop videotape.
16.

Aspects of the children's ambivalence to shocking stories are

discussed in the "scary stories" section of chapter 3.
17.

An on-stage performance by Sammy Terry in Danville, Indiana

(February 22, 1975), is included in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives,"
Appendix B IV.
18.

Such retellings of movies and TV shows have been given the

name "media narraform" in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives."
19.

The parents' meeting for Bluebell Troop took place on November

9, 1976.
20.

The "butt story" was retold by Gilda (B-48) during our third

storytelling session, and some of the other children repeated their
favorite lines from it on other occasions.
21.

Kathy's scary story E-2 is discussed in chapter

3.
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CHAPTER 3:
CLASSIFICATION OF THE NARRATIVES

The classification of children's narratives is a task of no mean
proportions.

Very young informants are seldom able to reply to direct

questions about the stories they tell, though they sometimes give
astonishingly articulate explanations of the differences between cer
tain kinds of stories.

The infrequency of these spontaenous explana

tions necessitates extended observation of storytelling sessions, in
which a variety of factors may reveal significant distinctions:

ges

tures , shivers, mock-shivers, nervous giggles, laughs, and even moments
of total silence (which, as anyone who works with American children's
groups can attest, are sufficiently rare to warrant special attention).
It should not be assumed that, since children depend upon non
verbal modes of expression to a considerable degree, they are not aware
of genre distinctions.

Among the seven- to eleven-year-old girls of my

fieldwork sample, ten separate categories were used to designate
specific narratives.

These categories seemed at first to be incon

sistent, vague, and generally difficult to grasp; on closer examination,
however, they proved to represent a highly complex and viable genre
system.
Needless to say, the names of the categories were not adequate in
themselves for the delineation of genre distinctions.

One can indeed

raise the question whether the in-group terms should be made the basis
of scholarly discussion:

they are not wholly precise, and their signif

icance for American scholars of adult lore, not to mention scholars
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from other countries, is open to doubt.

Nevertheless, serious con

sideration should be given to the insights that can be gained from
working with the narrators' own categories.
The relative merits of native and analytical terminologies

have

been a primary concern of folklore scholars since the late 1920's,
when Andre Jolles developed his hierarchy of "einfache Formen."^
Several years earlier, in 1922, Bronislaw Malinowski published his
Argonauts of the Western Pacific, in which he set forth an attempt to
perceive native genres in terras of situations, attitudes, and values.

2

The foundation for the classification of narratives was laid in 1816,
with the Grimms' explanation of their important distinction between
3
Milrchen and Sage in Deutsche Sagen.
Later scholars, in particular Carl Wilhelm von Sydow, Albert
Wesselski, and Walter Berendsohn, worked out their own elaborate
categories for narrative scholarship.

4

In contrast to these intricate

systems, William Bascom suggested three analytical terms to be employed
on a cross-cultural basis:

myth, legend, and folktale.^ Four approaches

to the modern study of genre— thematic, archetypal, holistic, and func
tional— are summarized in Dan Ben-Amos' article "Analytical Categories
and Ethnic Genres."
at Helsinki show,

As the papers from the 1974 Folk Narrative Congress
the question of native as opposed to analytical

categories continues to be a lively issue.^
In terms of my own sample, the decision to rely upon the girls'
own genre distinctions stemmed from two factors:

the relatively under

developed condition of children's narrative scholarship, and the need
to understand the significance of each type of narrative to the chil
dren themselves.

By carefully examining the verbal and non-verbal
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factors that indicate children's distinction of one narrative from
another, it is possible to arrive at a working definition of the char
acteristics of each genre.

Stories which conform to more than one cate

gory, at the interfaces between the genres, are particularly indicative
of the nature of such boundary lines.
As soon as enough data concerning children's own distinctions has
been analyzed, it will be easier to systematically assign their narra
tives to analytical categories.

In this chapter I shall consider the

appropriateness of some of the most important generic terms, especially
the M^rchen and the legend, but always within the framework of the
girls' own distinctions.

It should be noted that these distinctions

are operative in a single-sex group, the Girl Scouts, and may well
differ substantially from the types of stories told by boys or in mixed
groups.

A comparative study of girls' and boys' stories in single-sex

groups of the same age would be necessary for the explorations of such
differences.
The effectiveness of the girls' genre system rests upon a set of
cues that not only reveals the narrator's intentions, but also prepares
the audience to respond appropriately.

The first one is usually a genre

cue, such as "It's a funny one," "It's

funny-scary," "I got this from

a book," or "This one is real nasty."

Not all such cues are expressed

verbally; Linda, for example, always indicated by a certain boldness
of tone of voice and a particular gleam in her eyes that she was about
to tell a nasty story.

Lydia, on the other hand, prefaced her most

off-color story with a whole series of explanations and excuses.
The second major cue, by which the audience is informed of the
narrative's content, is more elusive than the first.

For many audience
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members who are familiar with a certain story, it may be the first men
tion of the physical feature around which the story coheres (for example,
"There was this woman and she had a golden arm.").

Other, less ex

perienced members of the audience may not grasp the nature of the
story until the ghost first wails, "Who has my golden arm?"

Some

narrators seem to make a special effort to let the audience know what
their stories are about right from the beginning, while other narrators
are less concerned with the audience's pre-awareness of the plot.

In

deed, some narratives succeed better when the audience does not know
what to expect until the surprise ending.
In some cases, the importance of the cues is shown by the narrator's
misuse of them.

Especially in groups of seven- and eight-year-olds, the

cue of a funny-scary story followed by a truly frightening narrative can
be seriously upsetting for the audience.

On the other hand, older chil

dren who have been prepared to expect a nasty story will not hesitate
to show their disappointment if the story turns out to be a "dumb joke."
Even though each narrator is not expected to give a clear indication of
her story's genre and content, she is_ expected to follow through with
appropriate material after giving such indications.
The texts included in this chapter come from the Brownie and Junior
daycamp storytelling sessions and the Spring Mill Camporee, as well as
the primary data sample from the Bloomington and Ellettsville troops.
By including the younger girls' narratives, usually at the beginning of
the section, I have attempted to introduce a developmental focus.

In

the case of funny-scary stories and scary stories, there are particularly
salient differences between the points of view of the younger and older
girls.

Not all of the generic terms were expressed by all five of the
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groups:

only the Brownies recounted their dreams, while the Elletts

ville Scouts were the only ones who referred specifically to "TV
stories,"

Although the Juniors at Phoebe Hollow daycamp and the Cam-

poree were very fond of story-questions, their contemporaries in the
Bloomington and Ellettsville troops never mentioned any.

Thus, the

expression of genre distinctions differs significantly from one age
group to another and from one gathering to the next.
The repertoires of the two primary groups, Bluebell and Elderberry
Troops, can be compared with respect to a number of factors.

First,

the number of stories differs significantly in the two groups.

The

Elderberry Troop girls told 90 stories, while the girls of Bluebell
Troop told only 76.

There was no less time for storytelling in Blue

bell Troop; on the contrary, the girls had more opportunities than the
Ellettsville troop members had.

They were keenly interested in active

sports and games, however, and preferred to spend only short periods of
time at sedentary pursuits.

Their reluctance to take adult-sponsored

activities seriously was also a relevant factor.
As the following charts demonstrate, the repertoires of the two
troops have different proportions.

Comparison of the categories by

percentage of the total repertoire reveals certain centers of interest.
There were half again as many scary stories in the Ellettsville sample
as in the Bloomington sample; on the other hand, there were more than
three times as many funny stories in Bluebell Troop as in Elderberry
Troop.

There were two significantly empty categories:

no nasty stories

at all in Elderberry Troop, and no TV stories in Bluebell Troop.

Many

more stories from books appeared in the Ellettsville sample, in addition
to many more made-up stories.

The implications of these differences
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will be considered in the course of this chapter's discussion.
Just as the girls' stories can be assigned to various categories,
their own skills and inclinations as narrators lend themselves to
rough classification.

In Bluebell Troop there were four outstanding

narrators, as mentioned in the previous chapter:
and Lydia.

Annie, Jackie, Linda,

These four girls, especially Annie, tended to dominate the

storytelling sessions and to set the tone for other's contributions.
Since inter-grade rivalry was rampant, the fifth-graders strove to
keep the upper hand in storytelling just as they did at games.

The

four outstanding narrators were all fifth-graders, and so were the six
competent narrators who participated to a more limited extent:
Ariadne, Barbara, Jessica, Gilda, and Susan.

Debbie,

Among the fourth-graders,

there were several— Kamni, Dora, Lenore, and Alison— who succeeded quite
well at telling a few stories in competition with the older girls.
Four others were less successful at gaining and holding the audience's
attention, although they were enthusiastic narrators.
there were four Bluebell Troop members

In contrast,

(Mona, Sarah, Ruth, and Kristin)

who showed boredom or discontent with the sessions, and one, Liza, who
did not hesitate to express her occasional skepticism.
The Elderberry Troop narrators do not fit the same sorts of dis
tinctions, as their own form of interaction was quite different.

There

was no noticeable rivalry between the fourth- and fifth-graders, so none
of the younger girls found it difficult to tell stories.

By general

acknowledgement, there were four girls who told the best stories of all:
Patricia, Shelley, Kathy, and Betsy.

A fifth, Denise, told more scary

stories than anyone else, but as a "new girl" she was not yet fully
established as a person worthy of respect.

Joanie, Janet, Carolyn, and
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Beth were all competent and enthusiastic narrators, eager to talk and
at ease with their audience.

On the other hand, there were four girls

— Deanne, Marlene, Katie, and Marcy— who had reputations as good story
tellers, but hesitated to tell more than one during our group sessions.
Deanne and Marlene, in particular, were quiet girls who seemed much
more relaxed in small clusters of friends.

Sandy, Lora, and Tina each

tried to tell one story, but with no notable success.

Even when a

story fell flat, the Elderberry Troop girls maintained a courteous
attitude towards the narrator and other group members.
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Bluebell Troop Repertoire

I.

SCARY STORIES:

Annie, 4; Debbie, 2; Sarah, 2; Jackie, 1

Ariadne,

1; Barbara, 1; Kamni, 1; Sally, 1; Mona, 1; Margaret, 1; Colleen,
1; Susan, 1.

II.

FUNNY-SCARY STORIES:

III.

Jackie, 1; Lydia, 1; Gilda, 1.

Lydia, 3; Jackie, 2; Gilda, 2; Annie, ! ; Linda,

FUNNY STORIES:

1; Jessica, 1; Dora, 1; Kamni, 1; Lenore, 1; Colleen, '.; Susan,

1.

IV.

NASTY STORIES:

Linda, 5;

Lydia, 2; Alison, 2; Jackie, : .; Jessica,

1; Dora, 1; Kamni, 1; Susan, 1; Ruth, 1.

VI.

TRUE STORIES:

Jackie, 3;

Annie, 2; Ariadne, 2; Jessica

Kristin, 2; Lydia, 1; Debbie, 1; Barbara, 1; Lenore, 1;
Kamala, 1.

VII.

X.

STORIES FROM BOOKS:

MADE-UP STORIES:

OTHER:

Barbara, 1; Kamala, 1.

Liza, 1.

Annie, 1; Ariadne, 1; Kamni, 1; Sally, 1; Susan, 1.

2;

Liza, 1;
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Elderberry Troop Repertoire

I.

SCARY STORIES:

Denise, 7; Betsy, 5; Shelley, 4; Kathy, 3;

Carolyn, 3; Beth, 2; Patricia, 1; Joanie, 1; Deanne, 1; Marlene,
1; Sandy, 1; Janet, 1.

II.

FUNNY-SCARY STORIES:

Kathy, 3; Betsy, 2;

Patricia, 1; Joanie,

1; Carolyn, 1; Lora, 1.

III.

FUNNY STORIES:

Patricia, 2; Betsy, 1; Joanie, 1; Katie, 1;

Marcy, 1.

VI.

TRUE STORIES:

VII.

Shelley, 2; Kathy, 2; Joanie, 1.

STORIES FROM BOOKS:

Shelley, 5; Beth, 3; Patricia, 2; Kathy, 2;

Joanie, 2; Betsy, 1; Janet, 1.

VIII.

X.

TV STORIES:

Patricia, 2; Kathy, 2.

MADE-UP STORIES:

Kathy, 4; Shelley, 3; Patricia, 3; Denise, 3;

Janet, 2; Tina, 1.

OTHER:

Denise, 1; Deanne, 1.
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Repertoires of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops

Scary Stories

Bluebell Troop
(Bloomington)

Elderberry Troop
(Ellettsville)

22%

31%

4%

8%

20%

6%

Funny-Scary Stories
Funny Stories
Nasty Stories

19%

Story-Questions*
True Stories

22%

6%

2%

16%

Stories from Books
TV Stories

--

4%

Dreams*

—

—

Made-Up Stories

4%

21%

Miscellaneous

5%

2%

*

Present in the daycamp sample of stories, but absent from the

repertoires of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops.
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Individual Repertoires, Bluebell Troop

OUTSTANDING NARRATORS (FIFTH-GRADERS)
Annie
Scary Stories, 4
Funny Story, 1
True Stories, 2
O t her, 1
Jackie
Scary Story, 1
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Funny Stories, 2
Nasty Story, 1
True Stories, 3
Linda
Nasty Stories, 5
Funny Story, 1
Lydia
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Funny Stories, 3
Nasty Stories, 2
True Story, 1

COMPETENT FIFTH-GRADE NARRATORS WHO PARTICIPATED LESS
Debbie
Scary Stories, 2
True Story, 1
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Ariadne
Scary Story, 1
True Stories, 2
Other, 1
Barbara
Scary Story, 1
True Story, 1
Story from Book, 1
Jessica
Funny Story, 1
Nasty Story, 1
True Stories, 2
Gilda
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Funny Stories, 2
Susan
Scary Story, 1
Funny Story, 1
Nasty Story, 1
Other, 1

COMPETENT, RELATIVELY ASSERTIVE FOURTH-GRADE NARRATORS
Kamni
Scary Story, 1
Funny Story, 1
Nasty Story, 1
Other, 1
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Dora
Funny Story, 1
Nasty Story, 1
Lenore
Funny Story, 1
True Story, 1
Alison
Nasty Stories, 2
Other, 1

ENTHUSIASTIC BUT LESS COMPETENT AND ASSERTIVE FOURTH-GRADERS
Sally
Scary Story, 1
Other, 1
Margaret
Scary Story, 1
Other, 1
Kamala
True Story, 1
Story from Book, 1
Colleen
Scary Story, 1
Funny Story, 1

SKEPTICAL OR UNENTHUSIASTIC PARTICIPANTS
Mona
Scary Story, 1
Other, 1
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Sarah
Scary Stories, 2
Other, 1
Ruth
Nasty Story, 1
Liza
True Story, 1
Made-up Story, 1
Kristin
True Stories, 2
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Individual Repertoires, Elderberry Troop

OUTSTANDING NARRATORS
Patricia
Scary Story, 1
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Funny Stories, 2
Stories from Books, 2
TV Stories, 2
Made-Up Stories, 3
Shelley
Scary Stories, 4
True Stories, 2
Stories from Books, 5
Made-Up Stories, 3
Kathy
Scary Stories, 3
Funny-Scary Stories, 3
True Stories, 2
Stories from Books, 2
TV Stories, 2
Made-Up Stories, 4
Betsy
Scary Stories, 5
Funny-Scary Stories, 2
Funny Story, 1
Story from Book, 1
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OUTSTANDING BUT LESS GENERALLY RESPECTED NARRATOR
Denise
Scary Stories, 7
Made-Up Stories, 3

COMPETENT, ENTHUSIASTIC NARRATORS
Joanie
Scary Story, 1
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Funny Story, 1
True Story, 1
Stories from Books, 2
Janet
Scary Story, 1
Story from Book, 1
Made-Up Stories, 2
Carolyn
Scary Stories, 3
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Beth
Scary Stories, 2
Stories from Books, 3

COMPETENT BUT MORE RETICENT NARRATORS
Deanne
Scary Story, 1
Marlene
Scary Story, 1
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Katie
Funny Story, 1
Marcy
Funny Story, 1

LESS COMPETENT CONTRIBUTORS OF A SINGLE NARRATIVE
Sandy
Scary Story, 1
Lora
Funny-Scary Story, 1
Tina
Made-Up Story, I
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I.

SCARY STORIES

Of all the stories told by pre-adolescent girls, "scary stories"
are generally the most popular.

The Elderberry Troop repertoire in

cluded a larger percentage of scary stories than of any other category,
while the repertoire of Bluebell Troop had an equal proportion of scary
and nasty stories.

In Brownie and Junior daycamp as well, scary stories

comprised a substantial segment of the total repertoire.

The prominence

of this type of narrative in children's storytelling has been docu
mented by Sylvia Grider's study of a sixth-grade class in Gosport,
Indiana, and by Leea Virtanen's survey of several thousand Finnish
youngsters aged ten to thirteen."'"

As Linda Degh's analysis of the "be

lief legend" demonstrates, frightening stories continue to fulfill an
important function through the exploratory years of adolescence.

2

Given

this strong preference for stories that Involve some degree of fright,
how can one account for the children's inclinations in terms of their
immediate social environment?
First, it is necessary to consider what we know about children's
fears and, more specifically, their concepts of danger.

Erik Erikson's

personality studies of young children have shown that there is little
distinction between real and imagined danger at an early age; the child
must learn to differentiate between the two.

Elementary school chil

dren, according to the conclusions of Seymour Sarason's research team,
are mostly afraid of things that are remote from their own experience.
Their fears, which resemble their parents', occur with the same fre
quency at different age levels but with different content.^

A more

recent survey by the Foundation for Child Development has revealed
that two-thirds of all American children aged seven to eleven are
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afraid that "somebody bad" might break into their houses; a quarter of
them are fearful of bodily injury outside the house, and nearly a quar
ter are afraid of "TV programs where people fight and shoot guns."

In

contrast to the conclusion that most children's fears are imaginary,
this survey suggests that fear of violence often stems from a child's
personal experience or prolonged TV-watching.

5

The fact that children actively seek the feeling of fear during
storytelling sessions indicates their need for confrontation with
frightening situations under controlled circumstances.

The maniac of

"The Hook" does not constitute a direct threat, but an indirect means
of coming to terms with a danger that is known to exist.

Bruno Bettel-

heim states that separation anxiety and starvation fear, among other
fears and anxieties, can be relieved through such stories as "Hansel
and Gretel."^

Similarly, such legends as "The Hook" and "The Boy

friend's Death" bring children face to face with fears of attack and
desertion.

Just as the protagonist of AT 326 needs to learn "what

fear is," the modern child must be able to deal with frightening
situations.

The delight that children find in scary stories can be

attributed to their indirect mastery of fear, as well as their gradual
acquisition of the idea that spooky and scary manifestations can be
fun.

Horror movies on TV, children's books, and such yearly phenomena

as Holloween spookhouses are important inculcators of this concept.
As comparison of second- and third-graders'

stories with the nar

ratives of older children demonstrates, coming to terms with fright is
a gradual process.

While fourth- and fifth-graders are fairly well

accustomed to the conventions of storytelling, younger schoolchildren
must learn to distinguish between the different genres and to Introduce
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their stories properly.

The children at Brownie daycamp were especially

cautious in the narration of scary stories, which sometimes caused real
distress if not properly introduced.^
have a funny one,

Typical prefaces were:

I have a scary one" (CP-12), and "It's not true...

It's a scary story that my brother told me or something"
Brownies'

"I don't

(CP-41).

The

scary stories included a variant of "The Fatal Initiation"

(CP-64), the Stepp Cemetery legend (CP-4S), "The Doll" (CP-65), and
numerous retellings of horror movies from TV.
Occasional references to scary stories told by brothers and male
friends revealed that the girls had considerable respect for such nar
ratives.

They were proud of acquiring the particularly gruesome or

frightening stories that the boys told, and eager to share them with
other girls.

Although there has been no comparative study of boys'

and girls' scary stories at the elementary school level, collections
of boys' legends have shown particular interests and stylistic patterns
which are different from those of girls' legends.

James P. Leary's

article "The Boondocks Monster of Camp Wapehani," for example, pro-

g
vides insight into the stories that boys tell.

A significant dif

ference between boys' and girls' stories was recognized by Mrs. Porter,
who said that the "real scary stories" could be obtained at Boy Scout
rather than Girl Scout campouts.
The scary stories of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops were similar
in their exploration of seriously frightening situations, but differ
ent in their implicit concepts of danger.

With regard to this differ

ence, community influences are of prime importance,

As Linda D^gh and

Andrew Vazsonyi explain in "The Dialectics of the Legend," the folk
Q

legend is regulated by a certain kind of social control.

While the
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scary stories of Elderberry Troop emphasized the danger inherent In
people who deviated from community norms, Including the insane and
members of other races, those of Bluebell Troop stressed the "gross
ness" of each frightening situation.

This fascination with gruesome

details also existed to some extent among the Ellettsville girls, but
in Bluebell Troop the elaboration of shocking and sometimes off-color
details was consistently received with great glee.

Since the Blooming

ton academic community is much less cohesive and homogeneous than the
town of Ellettsville, it is not surprising that the children were less
concerned with deviance.

Instead, Individual attempts to impress the

other children with particular "grossness" showed the girls'

fascina

tion with the potential danger represented by unlimited discussion of
gruesome, disgusting, or risque material.

Although they vigorously

objected to adult reprimands, their continual probing of the leader's
authority was an indirect expression of the need for more firm behavior
al restrictions.
This difference in concepts of danger can be Illustrated by two
stories, both about a break-in by a menacing intruder.

At the Bluebell

Troop campout, Colleen succeeded in "grossing out" the other girls with
relatively few details:

All right, when I was at daycamp I heard this.

Anyway, um,

there was this girl, and she was spending the night with her
friend, and, um, so, um, it's short though.

And so she got

up, and then she saw this guy in the hall, with the girl's head
detached from her body, and he's holding it in his hand patting
it.

(Audience:

gross?")

"Ooh!"

"I know another one!"

"Isn't that
(B-5)
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Colleen's succinct description of the intruder derived its

shocking

quality from the implication of necrophilia, in addition to the horror
of the sudden murder.

Although the girls probably knew little about

such an aberration, they reacted to the oddness of the murderer's pats
with pleasurable disgust.
A comparable story was told by Kathy at the Elderberry Troop campout:

This isn't true.

Uh, once upon a time there was this boy, and

his mom and his dad, and he was layin'— he was layin’ in bed,
just thinkin' and everything, and his mom and and was in bed,
and he— he heard a peck at the window, and it was, um, a
colored person, there was time to get in, and his dad— and he
screamed, the little boy screamed (pause) and the mom and dad
heard it, and his dad, um, put a shell in his— in the gun, and
went in there, and he says (emphatically) "Come on in" and, but
didn't go in, you know, and he was— and this guy shot his leg,
and he started running off, and he was bleedin' and everything,
and he was runnin', and somehow he dropped his hat, but he didn't
go back and pick it up, and, um, he thought that, um, the guy
thought that he should go back the next morning, to see where
it was, and he went over a river, a stream or whatever, and then
went back on land, and then he came to another river, and went
down the river, and there was bl-o-o-d and everything in the
river, and they couldn't ever find 'im the next day, they just
thought that they— they killed him.

(E-77)

Unlike Colleen, who emphasized the intruder's actions rather than his
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physical appearance, Kathy placed considerable stress upon the fact
that the man who broke into the house was a "colored person."

The

parents’ immediate retaliation against the black burglar contrasted
with the lack of opposition in Colleen's story, where the two little
girls had no parental protection.

It is significant that the family

and community solidarity described in Kathy's story resulted in the
death or at least the disappearance of the burglar, while the parents'
abandonment of the two girls in Colleen's story culminated in the death
of one of them.

The more detailed development of Kathy's narrative

indicated her enjoyment of storytelling and her ability to hold the
audience's attention.
Another story of Kathy's, E-73, had to do with the substitution
of a baby for meat by "a colored woman."

Jackie and Jessica both told

variants of the story (B— 3 and -29) in which the horrifying substitu
tion was put into effect by "a babysitter" rather than a member of a
different race.

Thus, the danger came from outside the immediate WASP

community in the Ellettsville version, but from inside the diversified
community in the version told in Bloomington.
certainly

These two stories are

"scary," but they belong to the specifically designated

category of "true stories."

Nevertheless, the legend of the baby

cooked as meat is not essentially different from other frightening
legends.

As Linda Degh and Andrew Vazsonyi state in their article

"Legend and Belief," belief in a particular legend is difficult to
verify and does not constitute a major determinant of transmission.

10

In accordance with the girls' own genre system, however, it is neces
sary to classify the "baby as meat" legends with the other true stories.
Differences in the two troops' preferred modes of description were
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shown in their versions of "The Boyfriend's Death," a popular and widely
disseminated l e g e n d . I n

Elderberry Troop, one very brief rendition of

this legend became the basis for a skit.

12

A more fully-developed ver

sion was told by Betsy during the first storytelling session:

This man and lady were driving in the woods, and— they ran out
of gas, so the man said, "1 saw a gas station a few miles or—
about a mile to the back," so he went out, and he left the lady
all alone.

A few days— or that night, they— she heard the slice

noise like, and she heard "drip-drop," and "bang."

She thought

it was just thunder and lightning, it was this man hanging, and
that slice was his throat cut, that "bang-bang" was something
banging against the tree, and that "drip-drop" was the blood
liittin’ the ground.

(E-6)

Shelley responded to Betsy’s story with the comment, "That is fhe grossest
one I could— I ’ve ever heard of."

From all of the girls' mock-shivers

at the sounds "drip-drop" and "bang-bang," it was apparent that the
sound effects gave the story its shocking quality.

Betsy explained

the origin of the noises in a matter-of-fact manner, without attempting
to dramatize the lady's discovery.

Like the "knock-knock, scratch-

scratch" of one of Jackie's stories (B-7), the "drip-drop" and "bangbang" of Betsy's were sufficient to evoke a satisfactory response with
out further elaboration.
Bety's version of "The Boyfriend's Death" contrasted with Debbie's
at the Bluebell Troop campout:

Okay, can I be next?

Um, there was this— this lady and her boy-
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friend went out for a drive in the park, this woods, like, and
they went by the creek, and the boy had to use the bathroom so
he went to the creek, okay, and while he was gone she heard
this scratching on the roof (Aud.:

"Oh, I heard this!") and,

she got really scared, and it kept scratching and scratching,
so she climbed under— you know where the steering wheel is, down
in there, and then the police came, and they said, "Lady lady,
drive your car away and don't look behind you."

And she tried

to explain to them that her boyfriend wasn't back yet, but they
kept saying, "Lady,.lady, lady, go drive your car away and
don't turn, look back."

But she looked back and her boyfriend

was hanging on a stick above the car, and his toenails were
scratching the roof (Aud.:

"Ooh!"), he was all cut open, his

guts were dripping out (Laughter; "Oh, sick!") and his blood
was all

Debbie's story

over the car roof.

(B-2)

did not rely upon formulaic sound effects, as Betsy's

did; instead, it capitalized upon the potential for "grossing out" an
audience through explicit details.

By emphasizing the words "stick,"

"toenails," and "guts," Debbie elicited a shocked "Ooh!" from her
listeners.

Before the end of the story, however, the tension broke

into laughter.

The Bluebell Troop girls thoroughly enjoyed being

shocked by gruesome descriptions, but they did not usually sustain such
reactions as "Ooh!" for more than a few moments.

They required more

verbal stimulation than did the Ellettsville girls, and quickly wearied
of taking even the most horrifying descriptions seriously.
While the

legends told by the Bluebell Troop members did not have

any specific location,

some of those told by theElderberry Troop girls
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were attributed to their own community.

The legend cycle "The Hook,"

for example, named the Dairy Queen, a popular meeting place for young
people in Ellettsville, as the spot where the crazed hook-man was lurk
ing.

"The Hook" is especially popular among adolescent girls, as the

many variants in the Indiana University Folklore Archives attest.

In

his essay "The Psychology of Legend," Alan Dundes suggests that the
hook can be a phallic symbol.

He states that this legend summarizes

teenaged girls' fears about parking, which is a situation conducive to
sexual advances.

13

Pre-adolescent girls are less directly interested

in such matters, and "The Hook" is probably secondary in their reper
toires.
According to the fifth-graders of Elderberry Troop, the person
from whom they first heard about "The Hook" was their teacher Mrs. Baker.
Joanie's version, told at the campout, took the form of secondhand per
sonal experience without any claim to truth:

Here, this is what she said.

Well, um, Mrs. Baker said that,

um—

Tell 'em that first!")

(Aud.:

"It's not true.

— it's not true.

Well, she

Mrs. Baker and her friend were in trouble all

the time, and one time that— they paint "Just Married" on the—
on Mrs. Baker's car, and put old shoes and honked their horns
about 9:00 at night, and then, um, they got tired of that, so
one night, they thought they'd, um, go up by this hill that
overlooks the 'sane— what is it?

(Aud.:

"'Sane asylum.")

'Sane asylum, and they had their music— they had their radio
all the way up, and the dial all the way up, and, um—
"There came a flash.")

There came a flash.

(Aud.:

'Flash bulletin:
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A man escaped from the 'sane asylum.'

(giggles)

And it went

on about— three or two— two or three times, and this girl in
the other car got scared, so they— they went to— they said
that they'd meet 'em back at the Dairy Queen, and so, um, Mrs.
Baker was staying there in her— and some people and— kids in
the car, and then, and it went on again, and there was this,
there was a girl that got scared in Mrs. Baker's car, and she
said, "Oh, come on, it's just a big joke or something," and so
she got real scared and said, "Let's leave," so Mrs. Baker got
real mad and took off, and, um, she was getting ready to get
out of the car to go to the Dairy Queen, and, um, there was a
hook on her arm where the— there was this hook-man— hook-man
escaped from the 'sane asylum.

(E-60)

Joanie's version of "The Hook" was rather incoherent, but the
other girls did not mind helping to fill in the details of the story.
At the end, it was not clear where the hook-man had been and how his
hook was discovered.

Whether or not the Dairy Queen was actually the

place of his appearance, the girls were pleasurably shocked at the
thought of his connection with the familiar meeting place.

Although

they faithfully repeated the details of Mrs. Baker's purported experi
ence, they all agreed that the story was "not true."

The inference

to be drawn from this classification was that either Mrs. Baker in
sisted the story was untrue, or the girls themselves found it too far
fetched to accept as a true story.
An interview with Mrs. Baker herself revealed that the narration
of scary stories was a regular part of the fifth-graders' classroom
routine.

Mrs. Baker said that she would pull down the shades and turn
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out the lights, then tell about "unusual things" as personal experiences:
"I always make it up like it happened to me."

Her repertoire included

"The Hook," "The Hands" (a variant of "The Boyfriend's Death") and the
legend of Stepp Cemetery.

This method of transmission, from a teacher

to her pupils in a darkened classroom, did not seem to be typical of
Ellettsville Elementary School classes.

None of the children mentioned

any teacher other than Mrs. Baker who told scary stories, except at
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school Halloween parties.

Mrs. Baker's stories were important to the

fifth-graders, and influenced their ideas of what "scary stories" were
like; thus, they fulfilled a significant enculturative function.

The

fact that the children did not accept them as true stories stemmed from
Mrs. Baker's reluctance to seriously frighten anyone, and her admission
that the events had not actually occurred.
The "Hook" cycle, as it was known to the children of Elderberry
Troop, included a prefatory legend to explain how the hook-man got his
hook.

Having told the main part of the story at the campout,

Joanie

went on to recount the prologue:

This is the part that's sposed to go with the— um— Hook before.
Well, there was this— there was this farm, and they had a whole
bunch of sheep and— sheep on it, and every night there used to
be this man that comes out and stayed with the cows.

He's like,

like an ape man, and, um, one night the farmers got tired of it,
so one night they thought they'd hide in the pasture where the
sheep were at night, and, um, they waited and waited and finally
there was this, r-r-r-r— r, man coming, and he was gettin’ ready
to— strangle a baby cow, a baby sheep, and, um, the farmer took—
the farmers took the axe, and chopped his hand off, and he had
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to go to the hospital, and they put a hook on him, and said—
and sent him to the 'sane asylum.

(giggles)

(E-62)

This part of the Hook legend was less specifically localized than
the other, in which the Dairy Queen was a prominent feature.

It did

include pastures and farm animals, however, with which all of the
Ellettsville children were familiar.

In Bluebell Troop there were no

legends with rural settings, and indeed none that referred to the city
of Bloomington at all.

The Ellettsville children's stronger sense of

a cohesive community accounts for this difference.

The farmers' united

action against the insane "ape man" in Joanie's story is comparable to
the communal search for the menacing "colored person" in Kathy's text
E-77.

Both stories feature deviations from community norms which must

be obviated by all residents* cooperation.
Some stories in the Hook cycle showed evidence of individual, spurof-the-moment creativity.

Denise told a story at the campout which,

from its analogous setting and her frequent giggles, appeared to be
made up on the spot:

These Girl Scouts, they went camping, and then they got in the
camping house, and then they heard something banging against the
windows, and they opened the curtains— there was this man with a
gun pointin' at 'em, and then they closed the windows and he
shot, too late— and (giggles) he shot the troop leader, she was
looking again and he shot her in the nose (laughs) and another
girl went to the hospital, took her, and they cut her (laughs)
nose off and put a hook-nose on her, and she came back— isn't
that funny— and then a man shot another girl, but he shot her
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arm off and they put a hook on her arm and then that's the end.
(E-63)

Denise's obvious pleasure in the story showed her enjoyment of fantasy,
which was shared by many other Elderberry Troop members.

In this case,

the well-known legend of the hook-man served as a model for the imagina
tive projection of a hook-arm for one girl and a ludicrous "hook-nose"
for another.

Denise's giggles at her mention of shooting the troop

leader were indicative of her awareness that such statements could not
be made in everyday life.

Within the framework of fantasy, however, the

mayhem was neutralized and brought no objections from the other girls or
Mrs. Porter herself.
One type of scary story which the girls of both Bluebell Troop and
Elderberry Troop liked very much was the retelling of a horror movie or
frightening TV show.

Structurally,

these narratives were much less co

hesive than other kinds of scary stories.

They consisted of a hodge

podge of recollected details, with occasional snatches of dialogue.

In

Bluebell Troop, Annie was the only narrator whose vivid descriptions
and dialogue elicited a highly enthusiastic response from the other
children.

One of her most successful narratives,

told at the campout,

was based on the movie "Insomnia":

Okay, this might have happened really, but I'm not going to tell
you the names.
married, and so—

It's this, these two couples, they just got
(Aud.:

"I remember this!")

And so they went

to the store, and they got this big old, um, like pitcher, but
not a pitcher, it had, like it was carved, about this big.

It

had a carving of, it was some kind of animal, but one night when
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they were sleeping, well I mean when the man, the husband was
on the couch, the door started to open, and you could see this
blue stuff all over.
my imagination."

And so he looked and he said, "It must be

And so then, he— it closed the door.

And next

day, same thing happened, but it was at daytime at 12:00, It
opened again.

And then afterwards, at nighttime (laughs) the

husband— I mean, wife and husband said, "Look, I'm scared," so
the wife— It starts to open again, and the lady said, the man
said, "You stay here, while I go in," and all of a sudden the
door began to shut.

It shut.

other doors started to open.

And then all of a sudden these
And a man came in with a broken

leg and stuff, and he goes (sinister tone) "You are my victim,"
you know, kind of like— like some kind of cretin.
up and goes—

(Alison:

"You are my what?")

goes, she knows, "No, no, not me!

And he comes

Victim.

And he

I'm too young to die!"

And

then he goes, and the man comes up, he comes chasing her around
there, he was real hunky, and he kepts talking about the devil,
and everything, that I live with him, and I shall perish him,
and all that sort of stuff and junk, and then all of a sudden
the door starts to open, and the lady came in, and the man came
to the lady and took her, and he fainted 'cause he was so ugly,
and started kissing her and all that junk, and he took, took an
axe and chopped, but when he tried to chop him, he wouldn't be
killed.
be dead!

(Aud.:

"Chop what?")

Chop him up!

But he wouldn't

He'll be still walkin' and kissing like some kind of

fag, and then he goes—

(giggles)

And then all of a sudden the

door started— all of this stuff just started cavin' in, and then
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one fell on the man, and he— and then a girl, and he was trying
to get the lady, but he was trying to go— uh!— like that.
"Don't touch me!’1 Annie laughs; "Oh, gross I " )

(Aud.:

And then the lady

came, and she got— she was so weak, and the man says, "Go get
the axe!

Go get the axe!"

but he didn't kill him.

And she— and he chopped the man,

He goes, "Chop the door!

Chop the

door!" and so he chopped the door, and all of a sudden— you know
the carving?

(low voice)

It started leaking out blood.

And he

kept going— ch!— and each time she would whack it, it would, it
would be bleeding on the door, instead of him, and he'll be
getting slices over his eye each time he whacked it.
that's neat!")

("Oh,

And so he whacked it right in front of, across

his eyes, you know, and he could— you could look in it, and
half of it was up here, and half of it was down here.

("Oh,

gross!")

And blood was dripping off from the sides.

("Oh,

gross!")

And, um, and then she chopped him on the cheek, and

it broke right here, and his tooth was, you know, sort of like
jammed in his jaw.

(Giggles from audience)

And then he chopped

him all over, and blood was just leaking over their carpet,
white-carpet floor.

(Protesting "Oh!" from audience)

of his body, including his arm, fell o f f .

And all

("Oh, God!")

And

you could— they showed the inside of him, where the green blood
is and the bones are.

(Aud. giggles, "Blue blood'.")

And his

eyeball was off; it fell because it made a big notch in it, and
it fell off on the floor and started rolling around.
He goes, "Thank God it didn't happen to me."

("Ooh!")

And the door shut

and then the door opened again, and all they saw was their closet.
(B-14)
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Although the first part of Annie's story was quite long and dif
ficult to follow, none of the audience members protested.

Several of

them indicated that they knew the movie in question, and they all waited
patiently for the "real gross part."

As soon as Annie began to describe

the bleeding statue, the audience grew more appreciative:
neat I "

"Oh, that's

Then, as the details of smashed teeth, severed arm, and green

blood began to accumulate, there were howls of "Oh, gross'." and "Oh,
God!"

By the end of the "green blood" description, the tension broke

and many girls giggled.

Their delight in Annie's ability to convey

gruesome scenes showed the extent to which the mass media had influ
enced their capacity for enjoyment.

Further evidence of their media-

oriented priorities was given in the seance, where the figures to be
"brought back" were heroes of horror movies.

The seance itself will

be discussed in Chapter 6.
In Elderberry Troop, retellings of scary movies were more matterof-fact and less devoted to descriptions of blood and gore.

Signifi

cantly, there was much more cooperation among the children in remember
ing important details.

As noted in the discussion of troop meeting

behavior, the Elderberry Troop girls were better able to cooperate and
less competitive than their fellow Scouts in Bloomington.

Shelley's

retelling of "The Fly," for example, was expedited by comments from
several audience members:

It's about the fly, like that fly show, some of you might know,
but this man, he's doing something, and he had had this really
dumb experiment.

He thought it was really great.

So he— so

he— he tried the cat, since he thought it— see, his guinea pig
worked In it, so he tried the cat but the cat— it seemed like
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he went out in outer space, out like that.
echo.

It really sounded funny.

with his wife down there.

And he— he did a bottle of wine

And then he— he turned into a— he

had the fly's eyes, the whole head.
think that's all.
fly's leg.

(Aud.:

You could hear its

He had the head and— I

"No, the fly’s leg.")

Yeah, and the

("And then they had the fly with the white head.")

Yeah, 'cause his little boy caught it, and his mother said
(shrieks) "Ooh, get away— just throw it outside, let it go'."
And his father— and hiar wife said, I mean, and the— guy who
turned it into a fly, he said, "You have to find the fly with
the white head," and— and the— and his wife goes, "I found— I
didn't find it but my son found it, and I made him get rid of
it."

And at the end of the story he put 'im— his wife had to

work the controls because he had to have his head smooshed, put
his head in his hands, and— ("He didn't know what he— they was
gonna do.")

So he just—

("And at the ending there was a little

fly caught in the spiderweb.")
"Ooh, I'm scared!"

Yeah, it's caught— that's right.

He haa a real, real, real wierd voice*

And

at the end that guy goes like (abrupt hand motion) and he killed
both of them.

(E-8)

After Shelley's first hesitation, the narration of "The Fly" be
came a communal venture.

The other girls offered additions and correc

tions in a courteous manner, and Shelley accepted them with good grace.
According to Sylvia Grider's discussion of "media narraforms," the sixthgraders of Gosport Elementary School also pooled their resources in the
recollection of favorite f i l m s . ^

The lack of cooperation in Bluebell

Troop stories of the same type is indicative of the competitive spirit
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engendered in children of the academic community at an early age.

Al

though some of the Bloomington girls vigorously interjected comments
into each other’s stories, they did not like being interrupted them
selves.

This contrast in the two troops' storytelling behavior re

flects a fundamental difference in standards of social interaction that
deserves further study.
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II.

FUNNY-SCARY STORIES

In contrast to truly frightening narratives,

"funny-scary stories"

provide comic relief within the framework of mock-frightening occurrences.
Most of these stories conform to the patterns of traditional folktales,
in particular types 326, The Youth Who Wanted to Learn What Fear Is
and 366, The Man from the Gallows.

They are similar to jokes in that

they culminate in a "catch ending," usually a humorous remark that
effectively neutralizes the fearfulness of the initial situation.
The funny-scary story is essentially a transitional genre.

Like

the folktales that pre-school children learn from their parents or from
Disney films, it always ends happily.

Certain television shows, such

as "The Addams Family" and "The Munsters," influence children's expec
tations by showing outwardly frightening characters to be funny and
harmless.

When a child reaches school age, he has the opportunity to

exchange stories with his peers.

Sylvia Grider has pointed out the

popularity of "folktales with catch endings" among children in the
n

first year of elementary school.

Unpublished studies of second- and

third-graders' stories offer additional evidence of the funny-scary
story's prominence.

On the basis of these studies, as well as the

stories told at Brownie daycamp, it can be concluded that these narra
tives are central to the early development of storytelling competence.
By becoming familiar with funny-scary stories, the child absorbs the
concept of "a good scare" which prepares him to deal with more serious
traditional narratives concerning the supernatural.
The popularity of funny-scary stories among elementary school chil
dren begins to wane around the fifth grade, when such legends as "The
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Hook" capture the attention of the young narrators.

By the sixth

grade, many children prefer "real scary stories" to the comical narra
tives with which they have been familiar for years.

In the first,

second, and third grades, however, the funny-scary story is still
fairly new and exciting.

Some of the seven- and eight-year-old girls

at Brownie daycamp were already competent narrators of this type of
story, while others listened with wide-eyed attention.

Whenever the

tone of the storytelling sessions became too serious or frightening,
some of the more adept storytellers were able to come to the audience’s
rescue by telling funny or funny-scary stories for a while.
The term "funny-scary" is in itself a deterrent to real fright.
It is significant that the word "funny" precedes "scary," although the
humorous portion actually comes at the end of the story.

Nearly all

of the Brownies scrupulously identified their stories with the complete
term, while the Juniors would casually say, "This story is funny and
scary" or omit genre identification altogether.

This difference was

not surprising in light of the greater importance of well-defined
expectations for children who are just beginning to learn how to deal
with storytelling situations.
During the first recording session at Brownie daycamp, the audience

4
reacted negatively to a "sad story" about the death of a family pet.
One of the girls pleaded, "Oh, tell a happy joke!"

In response to

this request, three funny-scary stories were offered in quick succession.
The first two, "The Ghost of the Black Eye" and "Bloody Fingers,"
evoked highly enthusiastic giggles from the audience.

The third, told

by seven-year-old Stacy, was less merrily received.

I got a funny-scary story.

One time this little boy and girl
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were walking home from their uncle's house,

'cause they stayed

too late, and they were walking past this house and people say
it was haunted.

And then they stopped to look at it and they

heard something say, "It floats!

It floats!"

And then the

little girl was real scared, she said, "What floats?
floats?"

And he said, "Ivory soap floats."

delayed laughter)

What

(Audience:

My dad told me that one.

"What?";
(CP-4)

Although Stacy's story followed the funny-scary pattern with its
injection of a humorous remark into a frightening scene, it did not
immediately elicit laughter from the audience.

The problem was not

stylistic, as Stacy clearly recounted all of the necessary details and
smoothly balanced the ghost's wail, "It floats!
double question, "What floats?

What floats?"

It floats!" with the
Nor did the story depart

from the usual concept of frightening apparitions, as the ghost's wail
can be classified under the common motif E402, "Mysterious ghostlike
noises heard."

The audience's difficulty seemed to stem from the

punchline itself, which originated from the Ivory Soap advertising
campaign in the 1950's and perhaps earlier.

For Stacy's father and

others one generation older, the slogan "Ivory soap floats" is more
meaningful than it is for modern children exposed to an immense variety
of advertising slogans.

Nevertheless, the children soon grasped the

humorous intent of the punchline and laughed politely.
A bit later in the same storytelling session, after several scary
stories had been told, a few members of the audience showed signs of
increasing fright.

One of the smaller girls started to shiver and ex

pressed her discomfort with a tacit entreaty:

"Most of them are scary
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stories."

Another girl timidly asked, "Is it scary?" as each new story

began.Jennifer, one

of the more sensitive and competent storytellers,

responded to theothers'

unhappiness with a more cheerful narrative:

I know another one, this is funny-scary too.
"It's funny-scary!"

"That's her third one!")

(Audience whispers:
Once there was

this guy and he was looking for a, um, motel, and he found one.
Everybody
haunted!"

said it was haunted, but he said, "Oh, it's not
And so he went into, and so he went to bed, and he

shut off the light, then, and he went to sleep on his back.
Then he woke up, and he looked, and he saw two white things
sticking up from his bed, and they moved, and he thought "Oh,
this must be haunted,” and so he turned around, but he keeps
seeing that, and he was scared, and so he finally turned on the
light and there were his toes, sticking out from the covers.
(CP-11)

Jennifer's story was followed by an Immediate outburst of laughter
from the audience.

Those who had showed the greatest fright beforehand

laughed particularly loudly, with tangible relief.

The story of the

spooky toes is quite popular among children in the early elementary
grades.

Maria Leach includes a variant of this story in her collection

of ghost stories for children, The Thing at the Foot of the Bed.^
Since this book can be found in most elementary school libraries in
the Bloomington area, it is possible that Leach's variant has substan
tially influenced the story's dissemination.
At Junior daycamp there were fewer signs of discomfort during the
narration of scary stories.

The proportion of funny-scary stories was
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nearly as high as in Brownie daycamp, but the narratives were told for
entertainment without the need for a safety valve.

Nine-year-old Amy,

for example, casually introduced her story "The Viper" in this manner:

7
"Mine starts out as a ghost story and ends up pretty funny."

The

audience laughed with genuine amusement at the punchline of each funnyscary story, although some of the ten- and eleven-year-olds were less
attentive than the others.
There was a marked difference in the prominence of funny-scary
stories in the Bluebell and Elderberry Troop repertoires.

There were

half again as many such stories in Elderberry Troop, the members of
which thoroughly enjoyed each story's mildly humorous punchline.

In

Bluebell Troop, on the other hand, the only truly successful funnyscary story was the slightly off-color rendition of "It's a-Comin'."
The Bluebell Troop girls were impatient with "babyish" stories and
laughed most enthusiastically at "gross" or "nasty" ones.

Only the

one funny-scary story, "It's a-Comin1," fell into the category of gross
stories.
The members of Elderberry Troop were familiar with a wide range of
funny-scary stories:

"Bloody Fingers," "One Black Eye," "The Ghost of

Hairy Head," "The Golden Arm," and others.

As previous studies of

children's narratives have demonstrated, "One Black Eye" and "Bloody
Fingers" are among the most popular stories told in the early grades
O

of elementary school.

In two different narratives, one told by Joanie

and another by Carolyn, the punchlines of these two stories were brought
together.

Joanie began her story without any indication of its genre,

but the word "hotel" served as an effective cue of its content:

Well, there was this man, he was real tired and he was cornin',
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he was on a vacation, and he was goin’ somewhere, and, um, he
saw this hotel up the road (Audience smiles knowingly), and he
stopped, and he was gonna stay there for the night, and he
asked the, uh, the hotel man if there was any rooms left, and
he said, "Yeah, thirteen, but it's haunted," he said, "I don't
care.

I'll take

went— he went up

it,” 'cause he thought it was a joke, so he
there and he was in, and, um, someone said

sumpin' and he jumped out the window, and then a girl came— uh,
a lady came and asked if there was a room left, and he said,
"Thirteen, yeah, thirteen, but it's haunted," well, she went
up there, and she heard somethin', and then she jumped out the
window, and, um, the little— uh, the little baby went up there
and, um, asked the hotel man if there was room left, and he
said, "Yeah, there's thirteen but it's haunted," well the baby
went up there and, um, they didn't jump out the window 'cause
it said, "It's bloody fingers, it's two— one black eye ghost,"
and the baby said, "Well, I'll give you two black eye ghost if
you don't shut up."

(Loud laughter from audience)

(E-56)

Joanie's initial vagueness about the mysterious noise in room thirteen
("someone said sumpin'"; "she heard somethin'") seemed to be a result
of indecisiveness rather than lapse of memory.

She was obviously

familiar with both "One

Black Eye" and "Bloody Fingers," and included

words from both stories

in the final encounter of the baby with the

ghost.
line:

The "one black eye" segment was Joanie's choice for the punch
"Well, I'll give you two black eye ghost..."

None of the

audience members expressed disapproval with regard to the mixing of
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story elements; on the contrary, they all laughed enthusiastically.
Since the well-known situation of the hotel with a haunted room can
lead to any of several mysterious ghostlike noises in funny-scary
stories, the children’s acceptance of multiple noises is appropriate
to their simultaneous awareness of different variants.
In Carolyn's story "The Four Bears"

(E— 68) the locus of ghostlike

manifestations was a haunted attic rather than a haunted room.

Each

member of the bear family took turns sleeping in the attic, and was
greeted with a mysterious voice:

the papa bear heard, "I’m the ghost

of hairy head," and the mama heard, "I'm the ghost of bloody fingers."
Carolyn solved the problem of two separate voices by introducing "two
Q

baby bears" to deal with the threats.

The first baby bear replied

to "Bloody fingers" with the putdown "You better, um, go away because
you don't got no bandages," while the second vanquished "hairy head"
with "You better shut up, or you're gonna be the ghost— ghost of baldy
head."

The audience's response to this story was even more uproarious

than the previous laughter at Joanie's story.

Although Carolyn was not

one of the outstanding narrators of the troop, her ability to handle
two separate heroes and punchlines was unusual.

Many of the putdowns

in funny-scary stories are delivered by the baby or youngest child
(motif LO, "Victorious Youngest Child") but Carolyn's story is the only
one in this sample where two babies deliver two different putdowns to
a pair of ghostly voices.

Whether it resulted from simple familiarity

with different kinds of voices or intentional manipulation of the funnyscary format, the story offers proof of the versatility and potential
expansiveness of the genre.
In contrast to the variety of funny-scary stories about mysterious
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noises in Elderberry Troop, there were no such renditions of "Bloody
Fingers," "One Black Eye," or "Hairy Head" by the Bluebell Troop g i r l s . ^
Their interest in luridly scary stories, as well as gross and nasty
stories, was not conducive to the telling of mock-fearful stories with
innocuous punchlines.

The response to "It's a-Comin'," however, showed

that the girls were familiar with the "haunted room" situation.

Several

of them tried to correct Jackie's version, but she firmly upheld her own
rights as a narrator.

She began with a doubly negative genre identifi

cation.

I bet almost all of you know it, but I still— it's not really a
ghost story, but it's not true either, it's about, you know,
okay, well see, um, this old man went into this hotel, and it
was a real busy hotel, it was a pretty old one, and so the old
man goes (weak, shaky

voice) "I want a

little— "

goes, "Okay, the only room we have

And so she

room, good man, Iwant a

2— 240— 20— 202,"and so he goes, "Okay, I'll take it."

is room
And so

he went up there, and he was, uh, in bed one night and he heard,
"Uh!

It's a-comin'."

tell it, Debbie!

And

his cane, and he goes

(Debbie:

"Oh, I know that one.")

so hetried to run away downstairs

Don't
with

up in there with "Oh, excuse me, there's

something up in that room up there, I'm getting out of here," so
he just ran off.

And so, and so this lady came in, you know, she

was about in her— forties.
room!"

So she goes

(petulantly) "I want a

"Okay, but the room— somebody just ran out and they said

they heard a noise," and she goes (shouts) "Well, I don't care,
just gimme a room!"

And so she goes, "Okay, room 202," and so
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she went, she went up there, but, um, and she was putting her
makeup on in the morning, she heard, "Uh!
(Alison:

"Oh, I've heard this one!")

It's a-comin'."

She ran downstairs, and

she goes, "Hey, mister, there's something up there," and they
go, "Okay!

Okay!

Okay!

Let's just go there and check it out."

And so they went up there and they didn't see anything, you
know, they just looked in there, and they didn't hear it.
so this, um, hippie comes in there, and he goes,
accent) "Hey, man, I want a room, now."

And

(hippyish

And so they go, "Okay,

but this room is, you know, people say it's, there's something— "
He goes, "Shut up and give me a room right now!
it's haunted or anything."

I don't care if

He goes, I mean she goes, "Okay, the

only room is 202, go up and see for yourself, man."

And so he

goes up there, and he's in, he's you know, watching TV one night
and he hears, "Uh!

It's a-comin'!

burst of laughter from audience)

Uh!

It's a-comin'!"

(Out

And he goes by and he says,

"Hey, hey, you're right, you know, man, there's something in
there," so he goes out, and then this little kid about four,
three years old goes in—
Three—
it!")

(Debbie:

"Four!"

(Debbie:
Audience:

"Four!")

Nuh-uh, three.

"Oh, Debbie, let her tell

He comes in and goes (babyish voice) "Uh, uh, 1 wanta

room," and she goes, "You're sposed to be with your mama," and
he goes (tearfully) "No!

Gimme a room!"

(Audience laughs)

And she goes, "Okay, but this room's been haunted," and he goes
(whines) "I don't care!"

(Much laughter from audience)

And so

he goes up there, and he's in bed one night with the covers
pulled up to right there, and he hears, "Uh!

It's a-comin'.
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Uh!

It's a-comin'."

(Gilda: "It's a funny one!")

goes

into his bathroom, and there's this little kid on the

toilet (laughs) going "It's a-comin'!"

And so he

(Whole audience laughs.

"It's not a scary one, Jackie!")

(B-10)

Jackie's initial explanation that her story was "not really a
ghost story, but ... not true either" provided a positive genre cue
by establishing two poles of non-equivalence.

The term "ghost story"

implies some sort of frightening content, whether in the form of a
truly

scary story or of a funny-scary

In Jackie's

story, however, there was

kid on the toilet."

story in which ghostsappear.
no ghost at all; justa "little

This denouement is comparable to the discovery of

talking ants in a toilet or a monkey peeling a banana in the bathroom,
featured in stories told by other Brownie and Junior Scout groups.
Such scatological humor is particularly appealing to young children.

12

Having nullified any expectations of a ghost story, Jackie proceeded
to assure the audience that her story was not true.

Previously, dur

ing her babysitter story (B-3), one girl had pleaded, "Oh, don't tell
true stories!

It scares me!"

Thus, Jackie was careful to explain

that there was neither "true" content nor indeed a ghostly apparition
of any kind.
The other children's comments ("it's a funny one!1'; "It's not a
scary one, Jackie!") showed their awareness of the mixture of funny and
scary elements in this type of story.

The scatological humor of the

story brought it close to the funny (gross) narratives that the Blue
bell Troop girls loved, but its "haunted room" setting gave it the
quasi-frightening buildup towards comic relief that is the essence of
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the funny-scary story.

The fact that someone found it necessary to

comment "It’s not a scary one..." indicated that the ambivalence of
the setting had been effectively communicated to the audience.

Jackie's

ability to imitate different kinds of voices was an important factor
in the story's success, as the outbursts of laughter after the intro
duction of each new voice demonstrated.
In addition to the "haunted room" stories, which can be classified
under type 326, both Bluebell and Elderberry troops were familiar with
stories concerning the theft of some part of the body which belong
type 366, The Man from the Gallows.

to

There were two stories about a

stolen liver and three about "the golden arm" in the Elderberry Troop
repertoire.

The girls' enjoyment of these stories contrasted with the

Brownies' apprehensiveness
Kathy told the

towards bloody livers and severed arms.

13

first story of this type in our initial session, with

a prefatory denial of seriously frightening content:

Oh, this is like a joke, though.

See, there's this boy, and

his mom says, "Go to the store and get some liver," and he seen
this good-looking candy, he goes, "Oh, that looks so good,"
when he

was gettin' back he was gonna go have some supper, so,

and— he

bought some candy, he knows he didn't sposed to, and he

ate all that, he was full and— candy down and said, "Uh-oh, I
was sposed to have supper," so— there was a hanging— this man
was going to be buried, so he goes to this graveyard, this man,
he cuts out the (giggles) liver and then he knows that— what—
what it is and he takes it home,

'cause he's full and stuff,

and he d o n 't want a n y , and she cooks it u p , and she— and the
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mother goes, "Okay, Johnny, It's ready," and he goes (slowly)
"I'm not hungry."

So they eat, sit down at the table and then

at night he goes to bed and goes (low, breathy voice) "Johnny,
I'm on the first floor.
the second floor.

I want my liver back.

I want my liver back!"

Johnny, I'm on

Then it goes on and

on to the twelfth, um, store, and it goes, "Johnny, I'm on the
third floor.

(voicebecomes higher)

I want my liver back!"

don't have it!

Mom cooked it for supper!"

from audience)

"Johnny, I'm on the fourth way— "

me!

I don't have it!

on the twelfth— "

(pause:

Mom cooked it for supper!"

"I don't have it!"

"I

laughter
"Get away from
"Johnny, I'm

(Audience laughs; "Scat!"

"Scram!")

(E-2)

Kathy's first rendition of the liver story was much less polished
than her second (E-45) during the Halloween recording session.

At that

time she told the story with almost no hesitation, did not confuse
"floor" with "store" or "way," and added the traditional ending:
gotcha!"

"I

In spite of the omissions and hesitation in the first version,

the other girls responded with appreciative laughter; in fact, they
filled in two ways for Johnny to get rid of the ghost by shouting "Scat!"
and "Scram!"

It was apparent that none of the girls found the story to

be seriously frightening.

Their laughter and one girl's remark a moment

later, "That's a cute one," contrasted sharply with the "Ooh!" that
greeted each successful scary story.
An interesting variation on the theme of "the stolen liver" was
introduced by Denise, who gave two almost identical versions:

one

about a girl named Rosie and another about a girl named Daisy (E-29 and
-39).

Denise began with the familiar situation of a child needing to
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buy food for her mother, but went on to a scary rather than a funnyscary ending:

There was this girl named Rosie.
the store to get some food.

Her mother told her to go to

And when she came back she tripped,

and then her boyfriend came and said, "What's the matter, Rosie?"
She says, "My mom told me to get some food from the store, and
she said if I don't come back at night she'll chop my head off
and eat it."

(laughs)

And, um, he gave her some money and she

went back to the store and brought it and she tripped again, and
her thing came off and her friend said, "What's the matter, Rosie?"
and she said, "My mom told me to get some food and I tripped and
if I don't bring it back my mom will chop my head off and eat it."
And then she, her friend gave her some money and she went and
brought it, and then she came back and she tripped again, and then
her girlfriend came over and said, "What's the matter, Rosie,"
and she said, "My mother told me to get some food, and if I don’t
she'll chop my head off and eat it," so then her girlfriend gave
her some money and she came back and she tripped again, and she
went back and told her mother all the stuff that happened, and
her mother chopped her head off and ate it (giggles) and her father
came up and said, "Where's Rosie?"

"She's at her gramma's," but

that night her, his, her father chopped off the mother's head and
eat it, and then he went in the woods and the woods ate his head
off.

(Audience:

"Gro-s-sl"

"Ooh!")

(E-29)

The shocked response of the other children showed that they accepted
Denise's narrative as a scary story.

Although the need for replacement
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of food (more specifically called "meat" in the second version) was
the same as that in the liver story, there was no succession of ghostly
threats and no catch ending.

Instead, Denise laughingly introduced a

taboo subject that appeared in a number of the Elderberry Troop stories:
14
parents killing and eating their own children.

The children s fascina

tion with this topic shocked their mothers, several of whom nervously
said, "We dldn1 know they told stories like this" after seeing the
Halloween videotape.

While the "real scary stories" in the Ellettsville

repertoire were based upon deviation from community norms, this border
line scary/funny-scary story brought out one of the strongest taboos In
a setting that first appeared to be mock-frightening but proved to con
tain real danger after all.
The same prohibition against parents' consumption of their children's
flesh appeared in the "butt story" told by two Bluebell Troop members.
Although it was quite similar to Denise's narratives, the butt story re
ceived an uproarious response.

According to the children's reactions

and the retention of much of the "stolen liver" format, the story can
be placed on the borderline between funny-scary and funny (gross) stories.
It is significant that the Bluebell Troop girls were pleasurably shocked
by this "gross" variant, while the girls of Elderberry Troop preferred
to experiment with

the potential for serious fright.

The first "butt

story"was told by

Linda during the Bluebell Troop campout:

There was this little boy, and he's— they were getting ready to
eat dinner, him and his family.
no meat left— " (Audience:

And so his mother says, "There's

"Oh, I know that one!"

so you have to go to the store."

"Oh, I know."1)

And so, to the store, and his

mother gives him about two dollars to

get some sliced meat.

So
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he goes to the store, and— I mean he goes someplace with his
friends and gets a whole bunch of candy and everything, and
then he goes to the

butcher shop, and then asks for a knife,

and then he, um, goes—

(Audience:

"Into the bathroom.")

to the bathroom, he cuts his rear off, rear end off.
"Uh-uh!

It's his butt off, it is.")

his rear end.
end."

(Audience:

In

(Audience:

The way I heard it, it's

"He made a hotdog out of his rear

"Gross, it's all dripping out."

Continuing laughter)

And so he cut his rear end off, there’s a whole bunch of slime,
and he goes home, and then he went home and said, "Here, mom,
here's your m eat."

(Much laughter from audience)

— they eat it and everything.
(Audience:

"Ooh!"

mother says, "Mmm!

And so they

And they eat it raw for sandwiches.

"Very gross.")

And so then, after that, her

That was good!11

sends him out to get some more.

(More laughter)

So she

So she gives him about five

dollars this time, so he could get extra.

So he went with his

friends to the place and then got a whole bunch of candy again,
and then went back to the butcher shop and asked for, um—
(Audience:

"Axe-knife.")

A butcher knife.

So he does the same thing again.

(Aud.:

"A cleaver!")

And then, and then his mother

says, "That was good," and everything, and says, "Well, now
time for you to take your bath."

(Audience:

"Nuh-uh!

it's

No, he

cuts off the front, and then he goes and he— let me tell the rest,
okay?"

Let me tell it!")

And so then he went in to take his

bath, and then his mother comes in and says, um, "Let me see if
you're clean," and he goes, "No, mom, that's okay,
I'll wash real good this time, I promise."

'cause I can,

And then he— and then
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his mom goes, "You better stand up to see if you're clean," and
when he stands up, she says, "What happened to your rear end,"
he says (petulantly) "You ate it!"

(Much laughter from audience)
(B-ll)

As the audience reaction indicated, several of the Bluebell Troop
girls knew the "butt story" and were willing to fight for their own
version.

When one girl tried to take over the narration of the story,

however, the others stopped her.

Unlike the "stolen liver" story told

by Kathy, this narrative contained no theft from a corpse and no ghost
like voice.

Instead, the young hero intentionally cut off his own

flesh as a substitute for the meat he could no longer afford to buy.
The triumphant punchline of the story, "You ate it!," owed its effective
ness to the boy's mother's complete ignorance of his deed (G61, "Relative's
flesh eaten unwittingly") rather than deliberate cannibalism, as in Denise's
story (G72.1, "Woman plans to eat her children.")
The Bluebell Troop girls expressed no horror at the mother's con
sumption of her child's flesh.
grossness of the story:

They were delighted by the increasing

the slime, the raw meat in the sandwiches, and

themother's enjoyment of the meal.

Although the story focussed upon

"gross" details, there were some indications that a "nasty" version
existed.

Linda's most vehement competitor said, "No, he cuts off the

front, and then he goes and he— let me tell the rest, okay?"

The others

seemed well satisfied with Linda's version, however, and Gilda's later
retelling of the same story (B-48) resembled hers in most details.
Another important sub-type of The Man from the Gallows, entitled
"The Golden Arm!1 was well known to the members of both Bluebell Troop
and Elderberry T r o o p . ^

"The Golden Arm"is probably one of the first
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stories that young children learn from their peers, as many third- and
fourth-graders already consider it to be an "oldie."

At Brownie day

camp the most enthusiastic narrators of"The Golden Arm"were seven- and
eight-year-olds who said that they had recently learned the story.

None

of the Ellettsville girls showed great eagerness to tell or listen to
it, but they were sufficiently enthusiastic to tell three different
versions.

The first, Lora's (E-3), was a cursory rendition with no

catch ending but a final statement:

"She got so scared, she just died."

Towards the end of the same storytelling session, Betsy offered a more
coherent version:

It's just like that one, but different.

Well, see, there was

this man and woman, and they just got married, and, um, this
lady, she had to get her arm cut off, I don't know why.

And he,

he liked her so much that he got her a golden arm, and, um, she
died and he buried her and, um, he got— he was gettin' poor, so
he— so he dug her up and took her golden arm, and he went back
home, and a few weeks later, um, he heard this noise (moans)
"Where's my golden arm?
"Give it back'.")

Where's my golden arm?" (Audience:

She's in the living room, and it got in the

hallway and says, "Where's my golden arm," and she— and, um,
she opened the door and then closed it and says, "Where's my
golden arm, where's my golden arm," and he said, "Well, I took
it because I was gettin' poor."

(giggles)

(E-21)

The husband's lame rejoinder at the end of Betsy's story elicited
a few giggles from the audience, but no strong approval or disapproval.
Its anticlimactic effect can be compared to that of the "real stupid"
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or self-explanatory remarks at the end of certain funny stories popular
among the Ellettsville children.

In contrast, Patricia's version of

the story (E-36) ended with a more serious and inventive conclusion:
"...and finally the next morning, when he was driving, he found her
golden arm hanging up by a rope in the, um, garage."

The greater

gravity of Patricia's ending can be at least partially attributed to
her serious attitude towards Halloween, during the celebration of which
her story was recorded.

Interestingly enough, none of the three ver

sions of"The Golden Arm"culminated in the catch ending which Mark Twain
considered to be a highly important and delicately-timed c l i m a x . ^

The

girls seemed satisfied with their own low-key endings, perhaps because
the famlliar"Golden Arm"was no longer an exciting story that merited
special effects.
In Bluebell Troop the girls agreed that "Everybody knows'The Golden
Arm,'" and only one narrator, Debbie, offered to tell the story.

Her

rendition (B-17) contained many garbled statements in approximation of
the style of a literary fairy tale.

For example, when the queen sudden

ly lost her arm, a peddler asked, "Oh, thy queen, what has happened to
thy arm?" and the queen replied, "Oh, peddler, shovel it— go away."

In

the middle of Debbie's story, when the king decided to buy the queen a
golden arm, one audience member protested, "Oh, I know this.'
such an oldie!"

This is

As the story progressed towards its conclusion with

the queen's death and the appearance of her ghost, the noise in the
audience increased to near-pandemonium.

Debbie finally gave up, and

said apologetically, "I messed up somewhere."

As this response demon

strated, a familiar funny-scary story with no outstandingly gross or
humorous aspects was not sufficient to capture the attention of the
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Bluebell Troop girls.
THe two troops' different attitudes towards funny-scary stories
represented a fundamental difference in priorities.

While the Bluebell

Troop girls were keenly interested in experimenting with gross details,
the girls of Elderberry Troop were more enthusiastic about the super
natural content of their narratives.

Much greater courtesy towards

individual narrators prevailed in the Ellettsville sessions, whereas
the University School girls did not hesitate to fight for turns and
for their own versions of details in other narrators' stories.

These

widely divergent standards of behavior are attributable to the degrees
of permissiveness and stability in the two communities, briefly compared
in Chapter 1.
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NOTES FOR SECTION II

1.

The prevalence of these two tale types in children’s narratives

is analyzed in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 197-226.
2.

Ibid., pp. 177-91.

3.

A recent study of second- and third-grade Brownies’ stories is

Hannah Baldwin's "Narratives and Influences on Narratives," terra paper
for F455, directed by Linda Degh, fall, 1976.
4.

See the discussion of this story in Chapter 4.

5.

German parallels of "It Floats" are given in Hermann Bausinger,

"Strukturen des Allt&glichen Erz^hlens," Fabula 1 (1958), p. 252.
6.

Maria Leach, The Thing at the Foot of the Bed (New York: World

Publishing Co., 1959), pp. 15-16.
7.

A m y ’s story "The Viper" (PH-42) provided the impetus for a skit

by the same name, discussed in Chapter 5.
8.

See Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," and Baldwin, "Narratives

and Influences on Narratives."
9.

It is difficult to know whether Carolyn learned the story in

this form or introduced the second baby bear herself.

Her inclusion

of two young heroes who both reply to the ghost is unusual for this
type of story.
10.

Margaret’s narrative "The Story of Bloody Fingers" (B-23) did

not fit the traditional funny-scary format; instead, it followed type
366 (The Man from the Gallows) and culminated in a grisly death.
11.

Variants of the "little ants in the toilet" story include texts

U-8 and S-18 from my field collection of Junior Scout stories in Novem
ber of 1975; among the "Now I Gotcha" stories of the monkey in the bath
room are CP-24 and -42, from Brownie daycamp.
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12.

The significance of "gross stories" in Bluebell Troop will be

considered in section III.
13.

This apprehensiveness extended to scary stories, as noted in

section I.
14.

Parents' consumption of their own children occurs in AT 720,

My Mother Slew Me; My Father Ate Me.
15.

The Juniper Tree.

An excellent bibliography of published"Golden Arm"variants is

given in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 577-83.
16.

Mark Twain, How to Tell a Story and Other Essays (New York:

Harper's, 1897).
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III.

FUNNY STORIES

In contrast to funny-scary stories, funny stories are not based
upon mock-frightening situations or characters.

They are simply humor

ous narratives, usually classifiable as jokes, that derive their humor
from the actions of numskulls, linguistic tricks, or off-color details.
Although most elementary school children are familiar with a variety
of such stories, they have individual preferences for certain kinds of
humor which reflect the standards of behavior in their homes and com
munities .
The successful narration of funny stories requires a kind of
verbal competence that some children master very early, but others
find difficult to handle.

Soclolinguistic studies, such as John

McDowell's dissertation "The Speech Play and Verbal Art of Chicano
Children," have recently examined the development of young children's
proclivities for joke-telling and the exchange of interrogative routines.

1

My own fieldwork at Brownie daycamp revealed that many seven-

and eight-year-olds were eager to tell what they called "funny stories,"
"jokes," or "stupid ones," but few could tell them to the satisfaction
of their audience.

Seven-year-old Susy, for example, told a "bad joke"

about a leaf (CP-20) to which the others responded with puzzled looks,
but her somewhat younger friend Becky told several jokes in succession
that made the other girls laugh.

The most popular jokes told at

Brownie daycamp belong to the category of "nasty stories," and will be
treated in section IV.
There was a much higher percentage of funny stories in Bluebell
Troop than in Elderberry Troop:

20%, as opposed to 6%.

The Bluebell
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Troop stories featured more rapid and elaborate wordplay, while the
Elderberry Troop narratives placed less emphasis upon linguistic tricks
and more upon ludicrous situations caused by stupid people.

In gener

al, this difference can be correlated with the higher priority accorded
to linguistic cleverness in the professional community of Bloomington.
While the Ellettsville girls enjoyed telling funny stories, they were
not particularly interested in demonstrating their own ability to tell
tricky jokes; the memorization of a difficult poem, on the other hand,
represented an important accomplishment for them.

2

The traditional

instruction at the Ellettsville school, in contrast with the more in
novative methods advocated at University School, accounted for a good
deal of this discrepancy in the two groups' priorities.
One type of narrative that both groups hearily enjoyed was the
shaggy dog story, with its long and apparently pointless sequence of
events culminating in a ludicrous punchline.

Jan Brunvand defines this

type of story as "a nonsensical joke that employs in the punchline a
psychological nonsequitur, a punning variation of a familiar saying,
or a hoax, to trick the listener who expects conventional wit or humor."
Marcy's story about "the little blue box" was a favorite of the Elder
berry Troop girls.

When she began to tell it during the first record

ing session, Marcy made it clear that the audience should not expect a
scary story like the others previous to hers:

I got one, but it's not very spooky.

Well, this little boy asked

this little girl, "Do you know what the little blue box means?"
She goes, "No, go up and ask the teacher."
"What are you doing out of your seat?"

The teacher goes,

"I asked the little girl
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what the little blue box means, she sent me up here and here I
am."

"Well, I don't know.

You go ask the principal."

are you doing out of your room?"

"What

"Well, I asked the little girl

what the little blue box means, she sent me to the teacher, the
teacher sent me here, and so here I am.
little blue box means?"
tendent."

"No, I don't.

Do you know what the
Go ask the— superin

"What are you doing out of school?"

"I asked the

little girl what the little blue box means, she sent me to the
teacher, the teacher sent me to the principal, the principal
sent me here, so here I am."

"Well, I don't know.

the— that policeman over there."
school?"

You ask—

"What are you doing out of

"I asked the little girl what the little blue box

meant, the little girl sent me to the teacher, the teacher sent
me to the principal,

the principal sent me to the superintendent,

and the superintendent sent me here, so here I am."
don't know.

Ask that— mailman over there."

out of school?"

"Well, I

"What are you doing

"I asked the little girl what the little blue

box meant, she sent me to the teacher, and the teacher sent—
to go to the principal, I don't know.

And— the principal sent

me to the superintendent, and the superintendent sent me to the
policeman, and the policeman sent me here, so here I am."
I don't know.

Ask the President."

gotta be kidding.

(Shelley:

That's a long way to go.")

doing out of school?"

"Well,

"President?

You

"What are you

"I asked the little girl what the little

blue box meant, she sent me to the teacher, the teacher sent me
to the principal, the principal sent me to the superintendent,
the superintendent sent me to the— mailman, the mailman sent me
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to the— me, and then he sent me here, so here I am."
don't know."

"Well, I

So he was crossing the street, and he got run over,

and guess what the little blue box meant?
you cross the street I

Watch both ways when

(Outburst of laughter from audience)
(E-13)

Marcy was very proud of her ability to tell such a long and com
plicated story, and the other girls admired her for it.

The cumulative

structure of the narrative, with its reliance upon one basic sequence
of questions and answers, made it suitable for lengthy elaboration.
Marcy told the story in a rhythmic, almost mechanical manner, much as
the other girls recited poems that they had memorized.
the sequence of the formula break down:

Only once did

when the little boy had to

reel off his long list of previous requests to the mailman.

It is

possible that the mailman did not belong in that place in the narrative,
as all of the other adults followed an ascending hierarchy of authority.
The significance of this hierarchy, as a child's-eye view of the power
structure and a humorous contrast between adult supremacy and ignorance,
is representative of the enculturative capacities of funny stories.
The authority figures in Marcy's story can be compared with those
in a similar story told by Lydia, "Are Peanuts Fattening?"

Lydia began

informally, with no indication of the nature of her story, and continued
to tell it in a relaxed and slightly facetious manner:

Okay, there was this boy, and he wanted to know if peanuts were
fattening.

And he went up to his dad and he said, "Dad, are

peanuts fattening?"
know?

And his dad said, "How am I supposed to

I don't work with food, I work with animals," and then
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"Go ask your mother, go ask your mother if she knows."

And then

she asks her mother, she goes (sweet voice) "Now, honey, I have
no idea.
know."

Why don't you go ask your teacher, she'll probably
And so the boy says to the teacher (arrogantly) "Hey,

do you know peanuts are fattening," and she says, "Oh, I have
no idea.

Why don't you ask, uh, the principal."

So she, he

goes and asks the principal, "Are peanuts fattening?" and the
principal says, "Why d o n ’t you ask old wise old Professor Jones."
And so he goes over to old wise old Professor Jones, he says,
"Old wise old Professor Jones, are peanuts fattening?"
"Well, have you ever seen a skinny elephant?"
audience)

He says,

(Laughter from
(B-65)

While Marcy's story featured a teacher, a principal, a superin
tendent, a policeman, a mailman, and finally the President as authority
figures, Lydia's began with the child's two parents, continued on to
the teacher and principal, and ended with "old wise old Professor Jones."
It is noteworthy that Lydia's hierarchy did not extend beyond the
academic community, while Marcy's showed a wider awareness of those
who hold positions of responsibility in a town.

These different per

spectives were coupled with different attitudes towards adults: the
boy in Marcy's story spoke politely to all the adults he encountered,
while the boy in Lydia's arrogantly addressed his teacher with the
salutation "Hey."

Lydia paid greater attention to individualizing the

speakers' voices than Marcy did, and she spoke less carefully, without
the air of a recitation.

Thus, the two shaggy dog stories revealed

considerable differences in the Bloomington and Ellettsville children's
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attitudes towards adult authority figures and desirable styles of nar
ration.
The adults portrayed in Marcy's story, with their presumed ability
to deal with children's questions, contrasted sharply with the doltish
"hippie boy" featured in a popular numskull story told by Patricia.
Although Patricia was somewhat apologetic about the "real stupid" con
tent of her story, she found that the audience was delighted to hear
it:

This is a real stupid one.

Okay, there's this— these three

hippie boys and they're gonna get on this bus.

And, urn, one of

them, see, one got on, and the other got on and goes, urn, (Aud.:
"Um, um, uml")
get it off!"

"Oh, I got a booger on my finger and I can't
The driver goes, "What do you mean?"

And he goes,

he said it louder, he goes, "I got a booger on my finger and I
can't get it off!"

And the bus driver goes, "Now, tell me that

again," and he yelled it real loud, and everybody could hear, he
goes,

"1 got a booger on my finger and I can't

get it off," he

goes,

"Well, get off the bus and get it off!"

(Laughter)

you it was dumb!

I told
(E-16)

The choice of a "hippie boy" as a figure of fun was appropriate to
the conservative attitudes of the Ellettsville community members.

Un

like some funny-scary stories told by Bloomington children, none of the
Ellettsville narratives had a hippie as the hero.^

The children enjoyed

Patricia's description of the hippie's stupidity, as well as her repeti
tion of the slightly risque word "booger."
Shelley said

When the story was over,

laughingly, "I got a booger on my face!"

None of the girls
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tried to weave more shocking details around the word, however, as the
Bluebell Troop girls did in their made-up story of the "Booger Castle."
Although the Ellettsville girls did not mind mentioning the word a few
times, they showed no inclination to extend it beyond the limits of
polite social interaction.
Only one Elderberry Troop member, Betsy, successfully told a joke
based upon linguistic confusion.

A previous attempt by

the story "Shut Up and Trouble" had ended in disaster;
remember which name came where, and had to give up.

Ldra to tell
Lora

could not

Betsy's story was

simple and straightforward, with no mix-ups:

There was this— this one girl making cookies and her mom tastes
some, and she said, "Susan, these cookies taste terrible, are
you sure you put everything in it?" and she said, "Yeah,"
started reading the ingredients, she said, "Okay, did you put
a dash of salt in," and she said, "A dash of salt?
s a i d

a

d i s h

o f

s

a

l t ! "

( L a u g h t e r ,

" I

h e a r d

t h

a

t ! " )

I thought

i t

( E - 6 4 )

The simple misunderstanding in Betsy's story was similar to the
one in a succinct joke told by Lenore, one of the fourth-graders in
Bluebell Troop.

Lenore seldom spoke in the presence of the more

aggressive fifth-graders, but she became bolder in one storytelling
group where only fourth-graders were present:

I know a joke.

There's this one guy, there's two guys and

they're at school, and one says, "Hurry up, hurry up," and the
other one says, "I'm rushin', I'm rushin'," the other one goes,
"Oh, I always thought you were German."

(B-67)
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There was a moderate amount of laughter at the end of Lenore's joke,
which was easily comprehensible to children who associated with others
of different nationalities every day at University School.

There were

no such jokes about people from other countries in Elderberry Troop,
just as there were no ethnic or racial jokes.

Of the three ethnic and

racial jokes told during the videotaping session in Bluebell Troop, only
one (Jessica's B-52) was not offered by a member of a minority group.
Kamni told about the "Polack of the Year" award (B-58), and Annie told
a joke based upon the slogan "Chocolate melts in your mouth, not your
hand" (B-53).
When the fifth-graders were present at the Bluebell Troop sessions,
more complicated stories with linguistic tricks were narrated.

Lydia

told two "Abie and Mikie" jokes, the first of which earned an apprecia
tive howl of laughter:

It's a joke, but it's a story.

Okay, once there was this boy

and his name was Abie, and his brother's name was Mikie.

And

Abie and Mikie were going to school, and Mikie went home because
he got sick.

And he got to school, and the teacher goes, and the

teacher goes, "Now, Mikie, please say the alphabet."
goes (sings) "C-D-E—

(Aud.:

N-0-P-Q-P.--S-T-U-V-W-X-Y-Z."

"I know that") — F-G-H-I-J-K-L-MAnd then, um, the teacher goes,

"Mikie, what happened to A-B?"
"He's a-home sick."

And Mikie

And then, uh, and then Mikie goes,
(B-70)

As soon as Lydia found that the audience appreciated her play upon the
homonyms "A-B" and "Abie," she began a similar but somewhat more complex
joke of the same cycle:
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I know another one like that, too.

Okay, M i ki e and Able were

going to the store with their mother.

And their mother, it's

like a tall tree on the second floor, there's that balcony, and
their mother, their mother says, "Mikie's upstairs working off."
And then his mother says, "Abie, go upstairs and get my key."
And then, so Abie goes upstairs, and then he throws Mi— he goes,
"Mom, I'll throw 'im down to you."

"Throw 'em."

then he picks up Mikie and throws him down.

And then, and

(Aud.:

Moderate laughter)

"Oh, no!"
(B-71)

The confusion between "im" and "em," contractions that sounded almost
exactly the same, did not emerge with full effectiveness due to Lydia's
slight hesitation towards the end of the joke.

Nevertheless, the audi

ence enjoyed the punchline.
Two other funny stories, Lydia's "Four Words" (B-77) and Dora's
"Three Words" (B-45) are more specifically classifiable as nasty stories.
Dora told another version of "Three Words" that was simply funny, being
based upon "Shut up," "Superman," and "Yeah, yeah, yeah" instead of
"bitch," "shit," and "fuck."

All of these stories rely upon the com

bination of three or more separate words that are usually innocuous by
themselves, but form a shocking sentence when combined.

The Bluebell

Troop girls were delighted with these stories, just as they enjoyed the
"gross" attributes of Linda's "butt story" and Colleen's "I See Your
Hiney"

(B-20).^

On the whole, it was the so-called gross and nasty

elements in the funny stories that most thoroughly captured their
attention.
The absence of gross stories in Elderberry Troop, as well as the
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lack of strong Interest in linguistic tricks, showed that the children
were less needful of demonstrating their own manipulation of standard
restrictions than were the girls of Bluebell Troop.

In the homogeneous

community of Ellettsville, the children's standards of good behavior
included subordination to adults' rules and suggestions.

The same can

not be said for the University School area, where childhood autonomy
was encouraged.

The consequences of this difference extended through

out most other aspects of storytelling behavior, as well as the telling
of funny stories.
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NOTES FOR SECTION III

1.

John H. McDowell, "The Speech Play and Verbal Art of Chlcano

Children: An Ethnographic and Sociolinguistic Study" (Ph.D. disserta
tion, University of Texas, 1975).
2.

The Elderberry Troop

children's respect for literary works

penchant for memorization is

treated in section VII, "Stories from

and

Books."
3.

Jan Harold Brunvand,

Journal of American Folklore
4.

"A Classification for Shaggy Dog Stories,"
76 (1963):44.

Funny-scary stories with a hippie as hero were collected at

Brownie and Junior daycamp.
5.

Part of the made-up story of the "Booger Castle" is included in

section X.
6.

The "butt story," B-ll and -48, belongs to the category of

funny (gross) stories but is included for comparative purposes in
section II.
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IV.

NASTY STORIES

Within the genre system of pre-adolescent girls, the category
most likely to be hidden from adults is that of "nasty stories."

Al

though most nine- and ten-year-old girls will admit that they know a
few stories of this sort, they will not readily share them with adult
interrogators.

Even if they consent to tell a few, one cannot easily

determine the extent of their true repertoire.

It would almost be nec

essary to become a child again, in order to converse freely with the
children and to find out how much they know about the taboo subjects
featured in nasty stories.

In default of a fountain of youth, the

fieldworker must rely upon certain cues of the children's attitudes
towards the stories they tell:
ing, or inordinate boldness.

shyness, confusion, embarrassed fidget
Even so, such cues reveal the children's

expectations of adult reactions rather than the reactions of their
peers.
It is easier to assess parental attitudes towards nasty stories,
which tend to be openly expressed when there is some question of in
appropriate behavior.

After the Bluebell Troop campout at Bradford

Woods, several mothers grew quite alarmed at the rumor that we had
"told dirty stories and talked about sex."

The three mothers who re

ported the matter to the Girl Scout Council lived in one of the more
affluent residential areas of the city.

Though permissive in many

respects, they were opposed to sex education; in fact, Jackie's mother
would not allow her daughter to see sex education films at school.
Bonnie's mother was afraid that "one thing might lead to another":

if

she spoke to her daughter about Tampax, she might then have to answer
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questions about premarital sex.

Her viewpoint was reinforced by Ver

onica’s mother, who stated that it was very important for the girls to

1
be "clean in thought, word, and deed."

When Jackie's mother said that

a Girl Scout campout was the wrong place for such things, Veronica's
mother cried, "Not the wrong place.'

There's no right place for that."'

Although Mona's and Ariadne's mothers, both trained in counseling, ex
pressed more liberal opinions, most of the parents were vehement in
their Insistence that no further nasty stories should be allowed.

2

The Bloomington parents' uneasiness about nasty stories and dis
cussions of sex reflected certain principles of child training.

Sex

was not a subject for children to discuss within the hearing of adults,
although, as some of the parents acknowledged, "they do talk about it."
Instead, children were expected to keep quiet until the subject was
officially presented through sex education films or parental explana
tions.

As a Scout leader, several parents said, I should act in loco

parentis and forbid improper discussions.

The strictness of this atti

tude contrasted with the parents' permissiveness regarding their
children's general behavior.

Perhaps for this reason, the girls made

a special point of telling nasty stories and shouting out dirty words
in the presence of a quasi-parental figure who was not likely to punish
them.
In Ellettsville, the children were not confronted with this sort
of inconsistency.

Their parents'

firmness extended to most aspects of

behavior, including discussions of sex.

After the first sex education

film in fifth grade, Mrs. Porter said, the children were told, "You
don't talk about that kind of thing to other people."

She herself did

not allow her children to discuss such things at home, and she affirmed
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that the other parents handled the issue in the same way.

Her explana

tion of the Elderberry Troop girls' avoidance of "nasty words" was
simple:

"That's not Girl Scout business...

them say anything like that."

They knew I wouldn't let

Thus, the parents' general firmness

resulted in appropriate behavior on the part of the children.
Two incidents at the Elderberry Troop campout demonstrated the ways
in which the children handled discussions of sex and nasty words among
themselves.
t e p e e

At one point, Shelley began to tell a few girls in the

about "what girls and boys do."

Joanie, who had learned at

school that such things were private, grew very upset and told her
mother.

Actually, according to Mrs. Porter, Shelley knew less about

sex than the others because she had no older sisters.

Several girls

in the troop had older sisters who had had illegitimate babies, with
the result that their families had direct knowledge of what could
happen between boys and girls.
The second incident involved adult disapproval, as well as dis
approval by several other children.

Shelley dropped something into

the campfire by mistake and said "a nasty word."

Immediately, Mrs.

Porter told her, "We don't say things like that."
reinforced by the other girls' looks of scorn.

Her admonition was

Shelley never said

another nasty word at Girl Scout meetings, nor did any of the others.
In this way, peer group pressure was brought to bear upon children who
violated their parents' strictures.

It can be concluded that the chil

dren accepted the standards of their parents and felt no need to con
tinually test them, as the Bloomington children did.

Although it is

quite possible that some of the Ellettsville girls told nasty stories
in private, none of them attempted to do so during our storytelling sessions.
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In addition to Bluebell Troop, there was only one other Scout
group in which nasty stories were spontaneously told:
daycamp at Cascades Park.

the Brownie

The Brownies showed fewer inhibitions than

the older children, although they were aware of adult sanctions; none
of them told nasty stories without some hesitation.

It can be stated

in general terms that children who tell nasty stories to adults are
likely to be of the younger age group (7, 8, or 9), eager to tell re
cently acquired stories of all sorts, or the older group (10-11), aware
of the import of the stories and yet willing to tell them in the spirit
of daring.

As the contrast between Bluebell and Elderberry Troops

demonstrates, each group has a different set of boundaries.

The up

bringing of each child determines individual limits that may or may
not be exercised in the process of group interaction.
Just what is a "nasty story?"

It is not, as one might think, any

story in which taboo subjects are mentioned.

Although Girl Scouts

sometimes use the terms "nasty stories" and "gross stories" inter
changeably, they reserve a special meaning for nasty stories that can
not be called by any other name:

those in which sexual exploration,

dirty words, and taboo parts of the body are included.

Thus, although

"nasty story" may occasionally denote a narrative of a scatological
nature, it retains the principal meaning of stories with sexual over
tones.
The most competent narrator of "real nasty stories" whom I en
countered at Brownie daycamp was 9^-year-old Lana, a cheerful, sweettempered child who enjoyed telling both legends and folktales with
humorous endings.

Lana was articulate and at ease during the story

telling sessions, as many other children from the Bloomington professional
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community seemed to be.

Nevertheless, she needed a sign of approval

from me before continuing on from the genre cue:

I know a real nasty one.

It has a bad word at the end.

tates; looks questioningly at collector.
right.")

ET:

(hesi

"That's all

See, this boy, he walked this girl home from school,

and he goes, "Would you, um, walk up my doorstep?" and she goes,
"Well, my mama wouldn't let me do that," so he says, "I'll give
you a cookie," and then he goes, "Will you come upstairs with
me?" and she says, "No, my mama wouldn't let me do that," and
he goes, "I'll give you another cookie.'"
stairs.

And so she goes up

And he goes, "Will you come in my room with me?" and,

uh, she goes, "No, my mama wouldn't let me do that."
a cookie!"

"Well, okay."

Uh—

(Audience:

cookies!")

"Will you take off your clothes for me?"

"No, my mama wouldn't let me do that."

"This kid loves
She goes,

And, um, he goes, "I'll

give you a cookie," and she goes, "Well, okay."
goes, "Will I, um, take off m ine?"

"Give you

And then he

And he goes, she goes, "No,

my mama wouldn't let me do that," and, um, he goes, "I'll give
you a cookie," and he goes, "Will you get in bed?"
wouldn't let me do that."
okay."

"I'll give you another cookie!"

And, um, he said, "You let me get in bed?"

my mama wouldn't let me do that."
"Oh, all right."
next?

"Oh, my mama

She said, "No,

"I'll give you another cookie!”

And he runs out of cookies.

"Will you let me look under the covers?"

my mama wouldn't let me do that."

"Well,

And then, um, what's
She goes, "No,

He goes— and his mom walks in:

(horrified voice) "Johnny Fuckerfaster!"

He goes, "I'll fuck her
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any faster, I'll go through the other side!"

Fuckerfaster was

his last name!

(CP-77)

The traditionality of "Johnny Fuckerfaster" is documented in
Gershon Legman's Rationale of the Dirty Joke.

Legman classifies his

two variants of "Johnnie Fuckerfast" under AT 1545, The Boy with Many
Na mes, including motif K1399.2, "The Unusual Names."
of this traditional story was markedly individual.

Lana's rendition
Although she hurried

from one question-answer exchange to the next, she imparted a charac
teristic tone to both voices in the dialogue:

a breathless, wheedling

quality to the boy's and a sweet hesitancy to the girl's.

The mother's

voice at the end of the story conveyed a sense of outraged adult author
ity that contrasted sharply with the soft, tentative voices of the two
children.

Although Lana began her story with a slight degree of un

certainty, she seemed to enjoy it more and more as she went along.

The

last lines, containing the dirtiest of all dirty words, formed a cres
cendo of triumphant enjoyment.
Interestingly enough, it was the accumulation of cookies rather
than the progress of sexual overtones which particularly appealed to
many of the Brownies in the audience.

When one girl commented, "This

kid loves cookies!," the others smiled and giggled in agreement.

Lana

herself showed some confusion over the final invitations when she asked,
"And then, um, what's next?"

From this uncertainty and the puzzled looks

on the faces of some of the audience members, it seemed that the repeti
tion of the comical offer of cookies made better sense to them than did
the sexual aspects.

All of the girls understood that "Fuckerfaster" was

a taboo word, however, and the knowing smiles on a few girls' faces in-
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dlcated that they were aware (or at least wanted to seem aware) of the
word's meaning.
Another enthusiastic narrator of nasty stories was seven-year-old
Becky, whose ability to sustain long and complicated narratives was
unequalled by anyone else at the Brownie daycamp.

According to her

mother, who was a crafts counselor at the camp, Becky has always "talked
two years older than she was."

She particularly loved to make up

stories, and could invent fantastic accounts of the things that she had
been doing.

Becky's mother's observation proved to be pertinent to our

storytelling sessions, in which the child would often begin with a
traditional story and proceed from there into an elaborate dialogue of
her own devising.
During the first storytelling session in Unit IV, Becky began to
tell a nasty story with no hesitation at all.
to her

The audience's

story was quite different from the other group's happy

response
giggles

at the end of Lana’s narrative:

Oh, I got a lot on my mind!

Can I tell you another one?

Well,

see once there was this lady who says, "Can I feel up your leg?"
and she says, and so that guy says, "Sure."
pants?"

He says, "Sure!"

"Can I feel up your

"Can I feel up your panties?"

there's a private thing there, there's a private thing
know."

there, you

And so he says, "Can I feel down your top shirt," and so,

and says, "Can I feel down your pants?"
down your panties?"
there."

He says, "No

"Sure!"

"Can I feel

And he says, "No, there's a private thing

And so that night he came to that lady and says, "Can

I feel down your top?"

"Sure," and he says, "Those things were
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kind of rock bumps," you know, that guy said that they were rock
bumps, those things.

(CP-25)

The girls listened carefully, and thought about the conclusion of
Becky*s story for a moment.
Breasts!"

Then Susy said, "I know what those are.

Apparently, they accepted the story as a fairly serious

account of permissible and non-permissible exploration.

None of the

girls laughed at the end, though a few smiled at the words "rock bumps."
Since none of the girls had heard the story before, it did not seem to
be one of the more popular nasty stories of the younger children's
repertoire.
Immediately after her first story, Becky offered another one that
caused her more embarrassment and hesitation.

She began a bit shakily,

discarding the first part of one story to select another instead:

I have also another one too.
she was— oh no, that isn't it.

See, there was this little girl,
Once there was this guy and he

walked home and it w a s , and he saw this and he brought it to—
and so—

(Audience:

"What do you mean?")

he drunk can after can after can.
to bed, and he threw up.

And so he went and

He went home and they went

And the beer said (slaps table at each

word) "Put me back in my can, put me back in my can," so pretty
soon he had to go to the bathroom and his poop said, "Put me back
in your— "

You know.

Yuck, I don't like to say that.

Becky paused after refusing to say the dirty word, and it seemed that
the story was over.

While the explicit account of bodily exploration

in the previous story had not embarrassed her at all, the utterance of
an

improper word before an adult and other children violated her sense
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of propriety.

Nevertheless, after explaining that her next-door neigh

bor had told her the story, she went on:

And so— and so he took a while, and so he took a while, and so
that poop came back in there, and then—
telling it'.")

(Audience:

"Keep on

And so when that guy went to the bathroom again,

he had to pee this time, and his pee said, "Drink me, drink
me."

That lady went in there in the bathroom and says, "I

wanta drink," and so he says, "Here’s your drink," so he peed
in the cup and says, "Here’s your drink."

(CP-26)

Since Becky was generally a very fluent narrator of traditional
stories, the pauses and breakdowns in her sentence structure can be at
tributed to the invention of on-the-spot details.

The audience seemed

to enjoy the sprightly dialogue, particularly the demands made by the
beer and the "pee."

This expression of volition on the part of in

animate objects reflects Becky's perspective as a very young story
teller:

she had just turned seven, while most of the other girls were

eight or nine years old.

According to Piaget's developmental scheme,

traces of animism remain in the imagery of intuitive thought, which
continues until the beginning of operational thought around the age

3
of seven.

Thus, Becky’s dialogue and descriptions can be said to

differ significantly from those of her older friends (except in the
case of carefully rendered traditional narratives).

Her choice of the

phrase "Drink me, drink me" may be an indication of her familiarity
with Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, a book which is frequently
read to young children.

4

Turning from the Brownies to the girls of Junior Scout age, we
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find much less spontaneous willingness to tell stories that can be con
sidered nasty.

Several Scouts at the Junior daycamp said that they

knew a lot of nasty stories, but none of them chose to tell them during
our storytelling sessions.

It was not until I began work with the

University School troop, which enjoyed a protracted period of testing
what I would and would not permit, that a substantial repertoire of
nasty stories emerged.
Of the twenty-three stories that were told during Bluebell Troop's
campout at Bradford Woods, three may be considered to lie on the border
line between "funny stories" and "nasty stories."

Each of the narrators

in question— Alison, Ruth, and Linda— stated that her story was a funny
one, but certain giggles, squirms, and sidelong

glances revealed that

the narrator and audience were aware of another dimension of enjoyment.
Since I did not object to the stories, the stage was set for more daring
renditions at the next meeting.
The first twelve stories told at the campout were scary ones ap
propriate to the semi-darkness and firelight, but the thirteenth, told
by Alison, Introduced a note of slightly ribald humor.

Before beginning

her story, Alison gave an indication of its borderline nature:

It isn't a scary one, it's a funny one.
sort of.

It's sort of naughty,

Not really, but, um— okay, be quiet!

[the flashlight] in my face.

Don't.

Don't shine it

There's this one lady, she

was old, and she bought these two, um, pups, and she wanted to,
um, name 'em, so she named— she decided to name one of 'em Girdle
and one of 'em Butt.

So, and (laughs) one day she wanted to take

'em on a walk, so she took 'em to the park and sat down on a
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bench, and, you know, she was holding 'em, and um, this one
policeman came and sat down beside her and, um, Butt (laughs),
that pup, he jumped out of her arms and jumped right into a
puddle of mud, and then, um—

(Aud.:

"Oh, I know this one.")

And then, um, and then, um, she, um, goes, "Oh, my," and then
she told, she asked the policeman, "Will you hold my Girdle so
X can wipe my Butt?"

(Moderate laughter from audience)

(B-13)

Since Alison's story was the first of its type to be told in our
group, it is not surprising that she justified it with an elaborate
statement to the effect that it was "sort of naughty," but "not really."
The name "Girdle" did not seem to present any particular problem of em
barrassment, but the name "Butt" provoked laughter from the narrator
and her audience each time it was uttered.

The cue of the story's con

tent was not acknowledged ("Oh, I know this one") until the pup with
the dirty name fell "right into a puddle of mud."

At this point, it was

apparent that a play on words was about to occur.

The humor of the

punchline "Will you hold my Girdle so X can wipe my Butt?" it essentially
the same as that of the mother's exclamation in "Johnny Fuckerfaster":
words that would normally be neutralized through their usage as proper
names are restored to their full taboo flavor in an easily misinterpretable statement."*

This type of humor is particularly popular among

children who are old enough to perceive double meanings and daring
enough to apply them to forbidden subjects.
The chain of exclusively scary stories was broken with Alison's
story, and two narratives followed:

one funny, the other scary.

Then

Ruth, a chubby, quiet child who had stood on the sidelines of the other
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activities, contributed a "funny one" that was acknowledged by the others
as a somewhat nasty story:

This is a funny one.

This girl's mother told her to go out and

play, and so she came out to play, and this man came along and
said, "Turn upside on that tree," and she did, and then she went
and he gave her some candy, and then—
of turn!")

Uh-uh!

(D.:

Debbie, let her!")

"Uh-uh!

(Debbie:

"You went out

I was after Jackie!"

And then she went home and

"Oh,

let the other guy

give her some candy, just to turn up, and she said, "He's just
wants to see your underwear," and then it happened again, the
man came up and said, "Will you hang upside down on that tree?"
and—

(Audience:

Scouts.")

"Oh,

And she, uh,

her some more candy.

I know this.

I got it at last Girl

and she said she would if he would give

So he did, and then she went home and told

her mom that he gave her some candy to turn upside down, and she
said again, "He only wants to see your underwear."

And she went

out to play, and this, and this guy said, um, "Come out, and turn
upside down and I'll give you some more candy," and so she did,
and so she went home and told her mom that the guy had given her
some cai

y to turn upside down, and she said, "Well, he just

wanted to see your underwear," and she said, "Well, this time I
fooled him, I didn't wear any."

(Laughter from audience)

(B-16)

From the reaction of the audience, it was apparent that "I Fooled
Him" was a popular story that several of the girls had heard before at
Girl Scout campouts.

One casual remark, "I got it at last Girl Scouts,"

revealed that troop members who regularly attended campouts could expect
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to "get" new stories for their own repertoires as a matter of course.
Even though a number of the girls knew the story already, they all
laughed appreciatively at the end.
It should be noted that the sinister man who offers candy to the
little girl is the adult counterpart of the little boy in "Johnny
Fuckerfaster."

Although the man does nothing more threatening than

observe the child as she hangs by her knees, his very interest in the
sight of a partially unclothed girl is inappropriate and menacing.
Children, especially little girls, are taught to avoid any contact
with grown men who offer them candy or other treats.

Hence,

the adult

offerer of candy in Ruth's story represents an actual frightening figure,
while the young protagonist of "Johnny Fuckerfaster," with his offers
of cookies and inept invitations, is a child-size seducer shorn of any
real nienance.
The concluding line of the story, "I fooled him, I didn't wear any,"
is a lighthearted response to the fears of an anxious parent.
one hand,

On the

the little girl has the last word in the dialogue with her

mother— this accounts for part of the story's appeal for children— but
on the other, she shows a foolish ignorance of her observer's sinister
intentions.

Her behavior is that of the typical foolish girl featured

in jokes and anecdotes

(AT 1440-1524, Stories about a Woman (Girl).)

The story's circulation for many years in the United States, independent
ly and as a part of the "Mary Jane" joke cycle, is an index of its endur
ing popularity.
The final nasty story of the Bradford Woods session was told by
Linda, who began without any genre identification:

Okay, there was this lady, real rich and everything, so she
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wanted to buy a house, and she bought a big ol' mansion.
she wanted to find out what she wanted to name it.
" I ’ve heard this one!")

And

(Alison:

And so, um, she goes, she says, "Well,

when I go to

the store today, the first name I hear, I'll name

it."

she goes, she heard one of the men say, "Harry,

And so

would you please
so she named
(Debbie:

get this toilet paper off the shelf

her house Harry.

"It was sposed to be Harry But."

sposed to be Harry But."
'Oh, Harry, but!
does.'")

(Annie: "Oh, wow!")

Colleen:

Alison:

for me?"

And so, um—
"Yeah, it's

"Someone in the store goes,

You know the toilet paper costs more than this

Well, she named it Harry But.

And so, she had a baby

and she said, "Well, the first thing 1 hear," no, she said, "The
first thing I see or hear I'll name my baby."

So she saw these

two kids walking down the street, so she said, "What," and one
of the kids said, "What does this vocabulary word mean?"

And so,

um, she goes, "No, that's not a good word, that's not a good name
for my baby."

So she saw a hole in the ground.

(laughs)

So she

said, "Oh, yeah, that's a good name, I'll name my baby Hole!"
(protesting "Ohh!" from audience)

And so one day she, um, she

goes, she comes back from the store 'cause her baby was upstairs,
it only took her like five minutes to go.

And so, um, after she

comes home she looks all over the house, and so she calls, and
then she calls the police, and so she goes, "Police, police, I've
looked all over my Harry But (audience joins in completing punch
line) and I can't find my Hole."
laughter)

(laughter and raucous mock(B-18)
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By the time that Linda’s story was told, the audience knew there
would be no repercussions for active participation in the narration of
a nasty story.

Alison admitted right away that she knew the story ("I’ve

heard this one!") and Annie expressed open appreciation of the possible
consequences of the name Harry ("Oh, wow!")

When Linda omitted the

vital term "But." three audience members— Debbie, Alison, and Colleen—
eagerly said what was needed to complete the name.

Most of the older

girls laughed uproariously at the first mention of the name "Hole,"
and some of them pretended to object to the name in the manner of adults
protesting at a pun.

The communal completion of the punchline was a

final proof of the popularity and wide circulation of the story.

Al

though the audience's participation was particularly stimulated by
Linda's important omission, it was clear that everyone derived great
pleasure from responding to the names and contributing to the effective
ness of the last line.
Structurally, Linda's story belongs with the numerous variants of
"Three Good W o r d s . T h e s e

stories involve the search for three words

or names which, when combined for the person who has requested them,
form a shocking or wildly inappropriate sentence.

This form of syntac

tical experimentation with new or familiar words seems to be highly
appealing to elementary school children of all ages.

Since the mastery

of vocabulary words is part of their daily schoolwork, the humorous
rearrangement of words affords subversive satisfaction to the young
narrators.

Linda's story is the only one of this type in which an

adult, not a child, makes the ludicrous statement.

The fact that this

adult brings her statement to the police, supreme authority figures in the
children's media-oriented experience, is an additional source of merriment.
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Bluebell Troop's most concentrated sample of nasty stories was
elicited through the stimulation of videotape recording.

Although the

girls were a bit uncertain about where they should sit and how they
should behave during the recording session, they soon grew excited
about the potential for putting their most daring stories on tape.
Just before I gave them the signal to begin, there was a whispered
consultation between ICamni, Linda, and several other girls.

It seemed

that they had decided to set the tone of the session with a decidedly
nasty story, as Kamni, after a few giggles, began with "Bubba Don't
Want To."

Unfortunately, the complete text of this story and the others

recorded on videotape cannot be included here, as the tape was erased
7
by the Monroe County Public Library shortly after it was completed.
Kamni's rendition of "Bubba Don't Want To" (B-40) was received with
appreciative giggles by most of the fifth-graders, but was apparently
difficult for the fourth-graders to understand.

It began with a con

frontation between Bubba, a slow-witted boy, and his female math teacher.
The math teacher said, "Bubba, come on into my house!" and the boy re
plied, in a foolish, countrified accent, "Bubba don't want to!"

She

threatened, "I'll give you an F on your report card!" and after a
slight pause he agreed, "Bubba will."

Following approximately the same

sequence as the "Johnny Fuckerfaster" story, the Invitations became more
the more intimate; finally, the math teacher said, "Bubba, get on me."
Faced with the same threat of an F on his report
then, Kamni said, "They went to sleep."

card, he did so, and

The final verbal exchange, which

took place the next morning, should be quoted in its entirety:
get off me." "Bubba don't want to!"
card."

"Bubba still don't want to!"

"Bubba,

"I'll give you an F on your report
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Although a few of the fourth-graders and most of the fifth-graders
understood the humor of the incongruous situation between Bubba and his
math teacher, none of them found the punchline to be very amusing.

Just

as Lana was vague about Johnny Fuckerfaster's ultimate intentions in
her story, Kamni did not specify what the math teacher wanted; she
simply said, "They went to sleep."

The children's knowing looks and

giggles indicated that they grasped the taboo nature of the story, even
if they were not sure of its exact meaning.

Kamni's command of intona

tion and dialogue resulted in a very effective story.
Kamni's narrative Is structurally similar to "Johnny Fuckerfaster,"
but it is significantly different in two respects:

the relationship be

tween the two people and the nature of the aggressor's persuasive
measures.

Here it is not a wily young boy who attempts to seduce a

little girl, but an authoritative female math teacher who takes advan-

g
tage of a dull-witted male pupil.

She does not offer him a reward of

cookies or candy, but a threat of a failing grade in her course.

In

light of his submission to the math teacher's demands, the boy's
triumphant self-assertion at the end of the story is particularly
humorous.

The children giggled at the boy's refusal to submit to adult

authority, and showed by some knowing looks that they perceived the
sexual connotations of this refusal in a general way, at least.

The

final line of the story can be compared to the punchlines of "One Black
Eye" and "Bloody Fingers," in which the threatening figure is verbally
defeated by the baby.
Three of the nasty stories that followed "Bubba Don't Want To" were
retellings of those told at the Bradford Woods session.

Alison retold

her favorite story of Girdle and Butt (B-42), Jackie told a variant of
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Ruth's "I Fooled Him" (B-47), and Linda retold her story of the lady
in the mansion, with a slightly different punchline:
my Hole.

I've looked all over my Harry But."

(B—56)

"I can't find
All of these

stories were well received by the audience, although the laughter was
not as uproarious as it was at the campout.
Three other stories originally told at Bradford Woods were told
again during the videotaping session.

These stories were not consider

ed to be nasty stories, but gross stories:

Gilda's retelling of "You

Ate It" (B—48), first narrated by Linda; her own version of Colleen's
"I See Your Hiney" (B-50), and her rendition of Jackie's "It's A-Com i n " 1
(B-57).

All of Gilda's contributions to the videotape were narratives

that the audience had heard before.

Although she enjoyed telling gross

stories, she seemed to need the reassurance of a previously favorable
response from the audience.

Her three narratives, though less daring

than the nasty stories, facilitated the maintenance of a permissive
spirit in which all sorts of secret stories might be told.
Of the nasty stories that were told for the first time at our video
taping session, several were similar in structure to the Bradford Woods
narratives.

Dora's variant of "Three Good Words," for example (B-45),

involved a little girl's questions to the mother: "What does 'bitch'
mean? ... What does 'shit' mean? ... What does 'fuck' mean?"
the mother's answers was far from the truth:

"'Bitch' means

was the first reply, and the others were similarly evasive.

Each of
'priest'"
The punch

line brought all of the forbidden words together in a highly embarrassing
sentence.

Similarly, Linda's story "How About That" (B-43) was based

upon lexical and syntactic confusion.

A little boy who had been told

never to say the word "cock" came running to his teacher with the
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following exclamation:
cock.

How about that?"

session:

"Teacher, teacher, I saw a roach without a
Linda told one other nasty story during this

a variant of "Johnny Fuckerfaster" called "My Mama Told Me

Not To" (B—51).

All of these stories were based upon a sequence of

questions and answers, culminating in an embarrassing statement that
originated in linguistic mix-ups.
When the
of them asked

girls learned that their videotape
why I had not saved it for them.

had been erased,afew
Linda, however, imme

diately acknowledged that the tape was "too nasty" for adults to allow.
Mary and Jackie agreed that Linda was right, and that they would not
usually tell such stories for adults to hear.

The children's percep

tion of adult attitudes towards nasty stories revealed their sensitivity
to the norms of the adult world.

This sensitivity was particularly

striking in contrast to the horror expressed by the parents and library
officials who

learned about the existence of the

It is noteworthy that,

although a number of

tape.
the parents were

scandalized by their daughters' remarks about the nasty stories told
at Girl Scout meetings, they were much more upset by the rumor that
there had been a discussion of sex at the campout.

What had actually

occurred was a private discussion of Tampax among three girls, one who
knew about it and two who didn't.

When the assistant leader shouted

that the girls should "shut their mouths," the discussion Immediately
ceased.

The girls were so strongly impressed by the assistant leader's

disapproval that they continued to talk about her interference months
after the campout.

The parents' reactions indicated that overt dis

cussions of sex were much less acceptable to them than nasty stories,
in which sexual content could be expected to take a more indirect form.
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After the girls learned of their parents' reactions to the stories,
none of them referred to their repertoire of nasty stories for nearly
three months.

During our meeting on February 3, Lydia hesitantly offered

to tell a joke that belonged to that category:

There was this joke, it's nasty.

It's short, but it's nasty.

It goes, wait, I gotta think of how it goes.
Wait.

It's nasty, though.

are your busts.

(pause)

Oh, yeah.

In jeans the only thing that counts

It goes, it goes, yeah, in your jeans, you know,

the way you look when you grow up, it goes, the only thing, it
goes, no, it's—
it!")

(Linda:

"Say it!")

The only—

(Others:

"Say

In jeans, in your jeans, the only thing that counts is

when you grow up, is having big busts.

("Big what?")

remember it.

I can't
(B-72)

Lydia's narrative was introduced as a joke rather than a story, be
cause of its brevity and forgotten punchline.

From the threefold repe

tition of the genre cue "It's nasty," it was apparent that she was
flustered and reluctant to be the first teller of such a story after
the long period of avoidance.

Her inability to remember the punchline

probably stemmed partly from this embarrassment, and partly from her
incomplete understanding of the joke's significance.

The audience m e m 

bers, especially Linda, seemed eager to hear the punchline, but they
accepted their frustration in good spirits.
Once the self-imposed ban against nasty stories had been broken by
Lydia, Linda boldly began a suggestive riddle without any indication of
its nature:

"Do you all know what's the difference between a grocery

mouse and a um, um, um, and a hardware mouse?"

Susan replied, "Yes, I
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know that one."

Indeed, most of the girls had heard the riddle once,

as Jessica had told it during the videotaping session.
to ask eagerly, "You know?
ever, Lydia intervened:

You know?

You know?"

"Linda, that’s nasty.

Linda continued

At that point, how

That's nasty, Linda."

Paying no attention to her objection, Linda went on:

"Wei]

, the

grocery mouse stands behind the corn and peas [pees], and the hardware
mouse stands behind the wood and screws."
audience was, "Oh, yuck!"

(B-75)

The reaction of the

Although they expressed inock-disapproval,

the listeners seemed pleased with Linda's riddle and more confident
about the resumption of off-color storytelling.
This relaxation of inhibitions was evident in the next story that
Lydia told.

Having objected rather strenuously to Linda's riddle, she

began a nasty story of her own with no apparent qualms:

I have another one.

Okay, there was this boy, and he was from

another country, and he knew English, but his teacher still told
him, "I want you to go out and learn three, and learn four words."
And so first he goes to the airport, and he hears, and he hears,
uh, a airplane, people saying, "Flight 247 will be taking off,"
so he hears, "Take-off, that one’s good," so he puts In his mind
"Take-off," and then he went to the zoo and hears this man say,
"Hey, Charlie, let’s feed the zebras," so zebras, so he has, "Ah,
zebra. Zebra,"

And then he was going by this nursery school, and

he heard this lady say, "Okay, it's time to change the baby's
diapers," and he goes, "Ah, baby.

Baby."

And then he goes to

school the next day, and his teacher goes, "What, what words,
what words did you learn," he goes, Take off ze bra baby." (B-77)
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Since Lydia showed no reluctance to tell this story, in contrast
to her rendition of text B-72, it is possible that she did not con
sider it to be a "real nasty story."

The word "busts" in her previous

story and the double meaning of "screws" in Linda's riddle caused her
some embarrassment, but the word "bra" did not bother her at all.

In

addition, the "Three Good Words" structure tended to be primarily
associated with funny stories among the girls of Bluebell Troop.
handling of the punchline of her story was expert:

Lydia's

she not only put the

words in the proper order, but also changed the meter of "take-off" and
"zebra" from trochaic to iambic and imparted a lewd tone of voice to the
entire statement.

The discomfiture of the teacher through sexual in

nuendo seemed to appeal to many of the girls, although some of the
fourth-graders did not understand why it was supposed to be funny.
The younger girls, with the exception of Kamni and Alison, were
rather shy about telling nasty stories themselves, although they enjoyed
hearing them.

Towards the end of our session on February 3, Kamala told

a story which revealed how much simpler her definition of nastiness was
than the older girls'.

She began with an explanation of the source of

the narrative, and then interrupted herself in the first sentence to
warn the audience what to expect:

Libby, this is from ray reading book.

Once upon a time there was

a girl, and her name was Jane, and she had to take her dog out
for a walk, it's pretty nasty—

(Audience giggles in anticipation)

Um, and her dog ran away into the woods, and so she had to go and
find him, and then, and then Jane found a pencil, she picked it
up and she took her dog bone and she took her dog back to the
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house, and then she started drawing with it, she drawed a piece
of candy and the candy came to life, so she found it must be
magic and then she drew some more, than she drew some bones for
her dog, a fur coat for her mom for Christmas, and a car for
her father.

And one day, um, and the next day, when she woke

up, she made herself some beautiful dresses and she made, she
made her hair long, and she put, she made some eyelashes and
some lipstick, and then she decided to take the magic pencil
over to her friend's house, till she saw this ugly goblin who
came, he came

up to her and said, "Have you seen my magic pencil?"

and she said,

"I don't have a ma—

I don't know what a magic

pencil is," and then she, then she ran home, and then the next
day she went to do the same thing, and then she saw that ugly,
um, goblin again, and it said, "Have you seen my magic pencil?"
and she says,

"I haven't seen it."

He goes, "You look like the

girl who came

yesterday," and then

she turned red and, and that

goblin found out that she had that magic pencil, so he ran after
her, and she tripped over a piece of wood, and then, and then
the goblin took her magic pencil away and'said, "Magic pencil,
take all of her things she drew today."

And then (giggles) he,

and as I said, she made herself a beautiful dress, well, he took
everything away and left her in her underwear (breaks down in
giggles) And so she, she ran home and her mom got mad at her for
going outdoors without no clothes, and she had to stay in her
room.

And she told her mom the story, but her mom didn't believe

it and her mom got mad, so she had to run upstairs and go to bed
and she knew that the pencil was magic,

'cause she drawed, um, the
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fur coat and that car.

(B-73)

In terms of the recollection of details from a story in a book,
Kamala's narrative was unusually coherent for a child of her age.

The

audience was disappointed, however, because her warning that the story
was "pretty nasty" was not justified from the standpoint of the older
girls' definition of nastiness.

For Kamala, the idea of a girl standing

outside in her underwear was sufficient to bring on a spasm of giggles,
but for most of the other girls it was not daring enough to provoke
even a smile.

Nevertheless, the audience was fairly attentive during

Kamala's narrative.
The Bluebell Troop girls' extensive exploration of concepts of
"nastiness" showed their need to assert themselves in an area officially
placed off-limits by their parents.

The Elderberry Troop members, on

the other hand, accepted their parents' standards and behaved with con
sistent courtesy towards adults.

It can be concluded that there was a

more stable transmission of values from parents to children in Ellettsville, while the Bloomington children, left more to their own devices,
felt compelled to establish their own rules within the context of peer
group interaction.
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NOTES FOR SECTION IV

1.

The phrase "clean in thought, word and deed," part of the Girl

Scout Law, was changed in 1972 to "show respect for myself and others
through my words and actions."
2.

These opinions were expressed at the Bluebell Troop parents*

meeting on November 9, 1976.
3.

Jean Piaget, Play, Dreams, and Imitation in Childhood (New York:

Norton, 1962), pp. 254, 285.
4.

In Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, the command

" D R I N K

M E "

is associated with a cautionary tale:

It was all very well to say "Drink me," but the wise little
Alice was not going to do that in a hurry.

"No, I'll look

first," she said, "and see whether it's marked 'poison' or not,":
for she had read several nice little stories about children who
had got burnt,

and eaten

up by wild beasts,and

things, all because they would not remember

other unpleasant

the simple rules their

friends taught them,..

This portion of the text is taken from The Annotated Alice, ed. Martin
Gardner (New York: World Publishing Co., 1962), p. 31.
5.

The story "Girdle and Butt" conforms to type 1018*in Janos Berze

Nagy's Magyar Nepmeset^pusok (P^cs: Baranya Megye Tanacsanak Kiadasa,
1957), in which the servant John is told to cook mutton stew and put in
pepper and parsley.

He then throws in two dogs by these names.

(Motif

K1399.2, "The unusual names")
6.

Motif K1399.2

is also applicable to the "Harry But" story.
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7.

As noted earlier, the videotape was erased as a result of the

library officials* fear of lawsuits.
8.

The story "Bubba D o n ’t Want To" includes motif K1399.5, "Teacher

secudes pupil left in his charge."
and subject matter:

Two ballads are similar in structure

"Sirdpgalo Janos," in Magyar Nepballadak, ed. Gyula

Ortutay and Ildiko Kriza (Budapest: Szepirodalmi KBnyvkiado, 1968), pp.
468-70; and "The Beggar-Laddie."

#280 in The English and Scottish Popu

lar Ballads, ed. Francis James Child (New York: Dover, 1965), vol. 5,
pp. 116-120.
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V.

STORY-QUESTIONS

The story-question, or narrative puzzle, was not mentioned during
the storytelling sessions of either Bluebell Troop or Elderberry Troop.
At Phoebe Hollow daycamp, however, it was one of the most popular kinds
of narrative.

The Juniors at Phoebe Hollow used the terms "question"

and "story-question" interchangeably, sometimes linking the phrase "also
a question" to another category such as "ghost story."

The fifth- and

sixth-graders at the Spring Mill Camporee, on the other hand, employed
the term "question" and "story" without the composite form "storyquestion."

Although neither of the two primary groups contributed

stories of this type, comparison of the Phoebe Hollow and Spring Mill
texts indicates that such stories are fairly well known to children in
the upper elementary grades.
The telling of a good story-question depends upon at least one and
sometimes two kinds of expertise:

the ability to recount all of the

details necessary to test the listener's skill, and the creative talent
to add new questions to the end of stories already known to some of the
listeners.

As Roger Abrahams and Alan Dundes state in their "Riddles"

chapter in Folklore and Folklife, the puzzle places more emphasis upon
the riddlee (or puzzlee) than any other type of enigmatic question.^
It requires the listener to come up with an answer, often one that in
volves some sort of specialized knowledge.

Thus, it is important for the

narrator to present all of the essential details in the proper order.
Some of the texts in this sample follow the pattern of verbal
puzzles with predetermined answers, while others are variants of tradi
tional stories with questions added on at the end.

It can be postulated

that at some point in the telling of a traditional story, children with
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an affinity for the puzzle framework decide to add their own questions.

o

These questions are then transmitted in later retellings as the distin
guishing features of a separate narrative genre, the story-question.
One narrative puzzle of which the Phoebe Hollow girls were particu
larly fond was "Truthville.11 Abrahams and Dundes cite a variant of
this puzzle concerning "Full Bloods" and "Half Bloods" in their chapter
on riddles.

Ten-year-old Ann's rendition of "Truthville" provoked a

lively discussion:

Ann:

"It's a question.

Oh yeah.

It goes, if you wanted to go

to— if you wanted to go to Truthville where you only tell the
truth, and there's another town that's called Liarsville where,
where people only lie.

This man, he wanted to go to Truthville.

He was walking down the road, he came to a fork in the road, and
he saw a man there.

What would you ask the man?

(No response)

If you wanted to go to Truthville, and there was a fork in the
road?"
Audience:
Ann:

"Oh!"

"You would say, "Where did you come from?"

response from audience)
point to Truthville.
Audience:
Ann:

"Which one?"

"Well, if he was a liar, though!"

Audience:
Ann:

"To Truthville, which road?"

(pauses; no

"Then he'd say 'Truthville,' and he'd

And that guy'd go down to Truthville."

"What if he was a liar?"

"No, if he came from Liarstown he wouldn't say 'I came from

Liarstown' and point at Liarstown.
ville,' and he'd go,

He'd say,

'I came from Truth

'Liarsville,' he'd say 'Truthville' and
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point to Liarsville, and the guy would make him go off the road."
Audience:

"But he still might make him— well, he wouldn't know

if the person was telling the truth or not!"
Ann: "He wouldn't know, but he'd think he was telling a lie.
If he wasn't, he would go to the other road."
Audience:

"Then he's In the wrong place!"

(PH-20)

As this discussion demonstrates, the telling of a story-question
involves much more than the placement of the question in its appropriate
narrative matrix.

Ann found it necessary to clarify the situation in

order to stimulate a response, and to offer her own solution when the
others were incorrect.

As soon as she gave the answer, several other

girls attacked its validity.

The most vehement attackers were children

from the professional community of Bloomington, whose concern for truth
and fairness was similar to that of the Bluebell Troop girls.

After

the exasperated comment, "Then he's in the wrong place!," there was a
stalemate

in the conversation.

One of the adult leaders, the wife of

an Indiana University professor, quickly offered an alternative question
for the traveler:

"Are you a tree frog?"

Ann and the other girls

happily agreed that anyone who said "Yes" would be proved a liar, and
peace was restored.
Another puzzle, told by ten-year-old Natalie, evoked a much less
lively response.

Natalie began by fully identifying the genre of her

s tory:

It's kind of a story-question.

It's about, if Mr. and Mrs. Brown

were going to the big ball, in Birmingham or something like that,
and Mr. Brown got ready to put on his blue blazer with the big
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buttons, and one of the big buttons was off the blue blazer, so
Mrs. Brown said, "Why don't you borrow Barry Burns' blue blazer,"
so he did, and so they went to the big ball, how many bees are
in it?

(PH-22)

In answer to this puzzle, several audience members mumbled, "I dunno!"
Meredith showed her awareness of the puzzle's ambiguity by saying, "No
bees, but b's letters'."

Natalie agreed:

"There's no bees."

The

audience did not challenge the solution to the puzzle, and indeed showed
little interest in it after recognizing its ambiguity.

It can be con

cluded that fairly straightforward linguistic tricks are less appealing
to children who enjoy arguing and asserting their own points of view.
As previously mentioned in chapter 2, the Bluebell Troop girls invested
a great deal of enthusiasm in their own arguments but often responded
negatively when an adult gave them something specific to do.
The narration of traditional stories with questions at the end pre
cluded argument in a different way:
tive, the answer was fairly obvious.
entirely clear.

for anyone familiar with the narra
Nevertheless, it was not always

Many traditional stories, such as "Humans Can Lick

Too," contain some degree of ambiguity.

The children sought solutions

to these obscure issues during their dramatization sessions, but they
seemed less interested in seriously offering answers at the end of
traditional story-questions.

Gerry's version of "Humans Can Lick Too"

was open-ended:

This is a ghost story, but it's also a question.

One time there

was this lady and she was blind, so she had a German shepherd dog
to help her around.

So one night, you know, before she went to
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bed, she was pettin' the dog, so then she went upstairs to use
the bathroom and when she went in the bathroom, after she had
used the bathroom she went to wash her hands and she felt some
thing in the sink.

So she called the neighbor to come over and

find out what it was,

'cause she was blind and she couldn't see.

And so when they came over, they said,

"It's your dog's head in

the sink." And the question is, what was she petting?

(PH-11)

Gerry's story was followed by an interval of complete silence, dur
ing which a few of the girls nodded knowingly.
anybody know the answer?"
answer.

Finally, I asked, "Does

Gerry said impatiently, "It doesn't have an

She was just pettin'

the dog and she went upstairs."

Since

all of the girls had heard Tracy's version of "Humans Can Lick Too"
(PH-6) a short while before, they evidently found it unnecessary to
reiterate the ending.

In spite of this general knowledge, Gerry had

eliminated any mention of the "escaped convict" in order to make her
story more puzzle-like.

Later, when the girls began to practice their

skit based upon the complete story, they resolved some ambiguities
about what the convict did through their own actions.
The traditional!ty of Gerry's story-question variant was corroborated
by its similarity to a somewhat more elaborate version told by Ellen, a
sixth-grader at the Spring Mill Camporee,

Ellen was the first to volun

teer to tell a story after supper, and she hesitated a bit as she began:

Well, some parents were— and— they went— she was their only child,
and she was about twelve years old, you know, and she was in the
house all by herself one night, because they had gone to a party,
and she didn't have anything to do, so she went into her bedroom
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and sat on the bed and started petting her dog.
something dripping—
this!"

(Shriek from audience:

"Shut up, Pat, we'll tell you later.")

something dripping—

And she heard

"I didn’t hear
So she heard

("Oh, I've heard this one!")

And she

went downstairs and she looked at all the bathrooms and the
kitchen to see if anything was—

(Audience:

"Leaking.")

Leak

ing or anything, but nothing was, so she went upstairs and
started petting her dog again.
and she went, and—

And then she heard it again,

on the top floors, and looked in the bath

rooms, and in one bathroom she found her dog, dead, with the blood
dripping.

Now,

there's two questions to that.

One, who killed

the dog, and two, what was she petting?"

(SMC-1)

Ellen's description of the twelve-year-old girl alone in the house had
a pleasurably frightening effect upon her sixth-grade audience.

The

girls pretended to shiver, and offered comments and corrections at the
tops of their voices.

Their readiness to interrupt, and indeed many

other aspects of their behavior, were analogous to the troop meeting
behavior of the Bluebell Troop girls.

This similarity was understand

able, as the Spring Mill campers came from the fairly sophisticated
professional community of Columbus, Indiana.

Most of them were articu

late and highly assertive, both during their storytelling session and
during games.
Like Gerry, Ellen said nothing about an escaped convict in the
development of her story-question.

She placed a great deal of emphasis

upon the girl's slow discovery of the dog's death, and separately asked
"who killed the dog."

Despite the careful phrasing of these questions,
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Ellen was not at all displeased when a few audience members simply said,
"I don't know!"

Although several girls said that they knew the story,

none of them found it necessary to give an answer.

Both Gerry's and

Ellen's audiences indicated that it was the questions rather than the
answer that mattered, at least in the narration of a well-known story.
The versatility of the story-question was demonstrated by Judith,
another sixth-grader at Spring Mill, who used an episode from the chil
dren's TV show "Zoom" as the basis for her narrative "The Watermelon
Find."

Since this was an extremely long and garbled story, it will

suffice to summarize the text:

a family, having eaten a large water

melon and then watched TV and gone to bed, was devoured by murderous
watermelon rinds that escaped from the trash can.

At the end, all of

the family members got out of the rind through a hole chewed by their
dog.

Judith said, "Now here's two questions:

how could the watermelon

rind get back in— get out of the trash can, and how could the people,
whoever they were, um, oh, yeah, how could the people get out?"

The

audience quickly supplied the solution to the people's escape (through
the hole bitten by the dog), but there was some dispute about the other
question.

One girl said, "The trash can fell over and the lid fell off

and the watermelon rind rolled out...
"No," and a brief fight ensued.

Is that it?"

Judith replied,

The girls' willingness to fight over

the answer indicated that a non-traditional story, which only a few of
them had seen on television, was more appropriate for active responses
than were such stories as "Humans Can Lick Too."
More extensive research on the telling of story-questions should
yield interesting data about children's concepts of puzzles embedded in
stories, as well as individual children's affinities for certain kinds
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of traditional and non-traditional or media-oriented puzzles.

A com

prehensive collection of riddles and story-questions from Bloomington
children would provide the necessary data for a thorough examination of
attitudes towards various kinds of enigmas.
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NOTES FOR SECTION V

1.

Roger D. Abrahams and Alan Dundes, "Riddles," in Folklore and

Folklife, ed. Richard M. Dorson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1972), p. 137.
2.

In accordance with the hypothesis of multi-conduit transmission

proposed by Linda Degh and Andrew Vazsonyi, children with an affinity
for narrative puzzles would tend to pass them along through a conduit
of their own.
3.

Abrahams and Dundes, "Riddles," pp. 138-39.
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VI.

TRUE STORIES

As noted In the discussion of scary stories, some frightening
legends belong to a separate category because they are "true."

Whether

or not the girls actually believe in the stories' veracity is not the
issue; explicit genre identification and distinctive reactions indicate
that "true stories" constitute a category in themselves.
fact, two kinds of true stories:

There are, in

frightening legends that supposedly

come "from the newspaper" or some other reliable source, and personal
experience stories.

Both kinds tend to draw the audience's full atten

tion, sometimes to the point of serious fright.
The category of true stories has been given various names by folk
narrative scholars.

Andre Jolles used the term "Memorabile" to desig

nate one simple form of narrative, while C. W. von Sydow coined the
more generally accepted term " M e m o r a t . A l b e r t Wesselski stated that
a "Geschichte" was a plain account of supposedly true events, to be dif2

ferentiated from the more artistic " M r lein."
Hermann Bausinger's important article "Strukturen des AlltHglichen
ErzHhlens" divides everyday stories into three categories:

happy occur

rences, which follow the pattern set by the MHrchen; merry occurrences,
which resemble the Schwank; and sinister occurrences, which stem from

3
the belief legend.

In her illuminating discussion of how true stories

are told, Ilona Dobos distinguishes between two types:
perience narratives

personal ex

(often about childhood, love, and suffering) and

narratives about the experiences of others (family stories, funny anecdotes, erotic or obscene stories, and scary stories).

4

The latter

category, according to Dobos, corresponds to Wesselski's "M^rlein'1 in
its higher degree of folklorization, while the former category is like
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the "Geschichte."

These two types correspond to the distinction b e

tween "something that happened to me" and less immediate occurrences
in Girl Scout storytelling.
At Brownie daycamp, the girls were fond of telling about scary,
surprising, or unusual things that had happened to them.

Sometimes a

true story about something upsetting received a negative response from
the audience, as did Krystal's "sad story" about the death of her cat."*
The most enthusiastic reactions were elicited by mildly frightening
accounts, in which no real sadness or worry was expressed.

Ten-year-old

Jenny's story was typical of those that the other girls enjoyed:

This is true.

When we went to bed, it was 3:00 in the morning

and my mom was up, she had got up, to eat a cookie,

'cause she

gets hungry in the night, and she heard something outside and
then somebody shot a gun and it hit our house, it didn't break
any windows, and she went and got Dad and she said, "Chuck,
Chuck, there's something in— outside," and he didn't really, and
then that gun (giggles), he got up and he heard another gunshot,
he said, "What's happened?"

He got up and got his rifle out and

he looked so funny, he was in his pajama shorts with a gun!
(laughs)

...

(CP-75)

Jenny's story continued for several minutes, with elaborate and
amusing descriptions of her mother's anxiety, her father's call to the
sheriff, and her dog's fright.
laughed along with her.

Whenever she laughed, the audience

It was evident that the girls enjoyed hearing

about the adults' discomfiture, especially in the context of a scary
but not seriously threatening situation.

Although Jenny's account was
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Both personal experience stories and more highly folklorized nar
ratives appeared in the repertoires of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops.
There were many more personal experience stories in Bluebell Troop than
in Elderberry Troop, and a higher percentage of true stories with regard
to the total repertoire (22%, as opposed to 6%).

The Bluebell Troop

girls’ greater readiness to tell stories from their own experience can
be at least partially attributed to their assertiveness as individuals.
They did not begin to tell personal experience stories in earnest until
a disturbing experience in our own meeting room (the janitor’s epileptic
seizure) stimulated the recollection of similar incidents.
precipitating factor, therefore,

Without a

this kind of narrative seems less

likely to occur than the "true" legend, which mingles easily with other
frightening stories.
In both troops, one of the most popular "true stories" was the
legend of the babysitter who cooks the baby instead of meat.

Since the

fifth-graders were nearing the age when they would be able to babysit
themselves, they were particularly interested in stories about baby
sitters.

Ariadne's narrative about the babysitter and the telephone,

6
for example, was so popular that it became the subject of a skit.
Jackie told her own story towards the beginning of the Bluebell Troop
campout, with prior indication of its "trueness":

Okay, this is a true story, somebody told it to me.
"Oh, don't tell true stories.
I can't help it!
"Shut up, okay?")

(Alison:

It scares me.")

(Ariadne:

Well, it's there!

"Will you just tell it?"

Annie:

Well, she had a baby in his apartment, and— I

can't remember who told it to me, it was somebody, and, uh, and
so anyway, she was going on a date, she asked this girl that was
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twelve years old to come over and babysit,

And, um, so, well,

her and her friend to come over and babysit, and because she was
going on a date with her boyfriend.

And so they were babysitting,

they couldn't find anything to eat, and so, um, they, um, fed the
baby and they just took him upstairs, and, um, well, they didn't
take him upstairs, I can't remember what happened.

Well, anyway,

and so when the girl came home, she goes, "Where's the baby," and
then she went into the kitchen and looked in the frying pan and
the baby was in there cooking.

(Aud.:

"Ooh!"

"Gross!")

(B-3)

Although Jackie's story was vague and incoherent in spots, the other
girls responded with gratifying revulsion:

"Ooh!"

"Gross'."

Ariadne's

objection at the beginning revealed how frightening such narratives could
be.

She had previously told quite a horrifying scary story herself (B-l),

but found true stories to be more seriously frightening:
true stories.

It scares me."

"Oh, don't tell

Similar, though less explicit reactions on

the part of several other girls indicated that something "true" could
conjure up particularly fearful mental images.

Through the repetition

of this frightening narrative, the girls gradually became less apprehen
sive.

Jessica's rendition (B-29) contained more definite details:

the

connivance of two male babysitters, the substitution of a baby for a
chicken, and the story's appearance "in the newspaper a long time ago."
By the time that this story was told, there were no signs of agitation
among the audience members.

Indeed, there was an enthusiastic suggestion

to dramatize Jessica's version with a real chicken and a baby-doll as
props.^

In this manner, the children came to terms with their fear with

in the framework of narrative and dramatization.
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In Elderberry Troop, the legend of the demented babysitter was
narrated by Kathy.

This is true.

She began with a brief authentication:

Um, there was this boy and there was this boy and

girl and they had a baby, and there was— and they was gonna let,
um, this colored woman take care of it, and, um, and they came
home from work, and they go, "Well, what're we having for supper?"
"We're having meat," okay, and they went upstairs to see on the
baby and the baby wudn't there, and there— they found a little
bitty fin— no, he goes, they found a little bitty finger, and
they went up there and to find, um, see if the baby was up there,
the baby wudn't, and they found out that was their baby, so they
took the colored woman and took hot, uh, fire and took her back
and forth through the hot fire.

(E-73)

Kathy's story differed significantly from the Bluebell Troop ver
sions in its emphasis upon a "colored woman" as the perpetrator of the
unnatural deed.

Instead of a "girl that was twelve years old," like any

young babysitter in Bloomington, the colored woman represents the danger
inherent in deviance from WASP community norms.

Her punishment, being

drawn through the fire (H221, "Ordeal by fire") is derived from a long
tradition of retribution for antisocial behavior; in particular, the
witchcraft trials of Europe and America.

It is significant that such

a punishment appears in a story from Ellettsville, a relatively stable
and homogeneous community, rather than the more transient and fragmented
academic community of Bloomington.
Stylistically, Kathy's story is notable for its lively dialogue
and emphasis upon the dramatic discovery of the baby's "little bitty
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finger,"

The other girls shivered appreciatively when Kathy mentioned

the finger, but none of them complained that the story was too scary.
Unlike the Bloomington girls, they courteously refrained from objecting
to each other's choice of narratives.

Nevertheless, their particular

attentiveness to "true stories" showed that they took such frightening
occurrences quite seriously.
Two other stories in the Bluebell Troop repertoire involved the
consumption or mutilation of young children:

Ariadne's narrative about

a little girl eviscerated by a crazy man (B-8) , and Annie’s about a
baby eaten by a German shepherd dog.

These two true stories, in addi

tion to the two variants of the babysitter legend, demonstrated the
girls' fascination with gruesome injuries and cannibalism.

Annie's

story placed especially strong emphasis upon grotesque details:

Oh, I got one!
there's—

Well, first before I tell you it, there's a,

It's not scary, but, um, just my brother told me in

the newspaper, that this lady went over to a friend's house,
and she left a baby there 'cause they were just nextdoor, she
just went to go get a cup of milk.

And they— and she left her

in the backyard, and she had a German shepherd, and, um, the
German shepherd got in the house and ate the baby.
"Ooh!")

(Aud.:

And then when the, when the mother came home, the baby

was there, but you could only see her ridge-cage, and she wasn't
there and blood was drippin' off from the dog's mouth, goin'
"Ruff," an' lickin' it, eatin' it, and all it was was just a
ridge-cage, with little meats of her skin.
simulated vomiting)

(Aud.:

"A-a~argh!";
(B-4)
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Annie's penchant for graphic description, which contributed to the
success of her scary stories, resulted in a lavish display of revulsion
at the end of this narrative.

The audience's delight was probably

heightened by her assurance, "It's not scary," which cleared the way
for pleasurable concentration upon gross details.

Even though the

story was supposed to have originated "in the newspaper," the girls
did not find its content to be overly frightening.

Annie's virtuosity

in the manipulation of gruesome images overshadowed the fearfulness of
the child's death, with the result that the whole audience was "grossed
out" but not at all disturbed.
After the incident of the janitor's seizure and subsequent bizarre
behavior, the Bluebell Troop girls began to tell stories from their own
experience.

Debbie's narrative was directly related to the upsetting

occurrence in our meeting room:

This is a true story.

See, last year in Girl Scouts there was a

girl named Barnie Shore, and that same janitor that was here today,
um, she left her fifty-dollar ballet suit or something in the
building, and he locked us out, and we went down to E-2, and we
saw, and we went down to the boys' bathroom in the hall, and we
heard the toilet flushing and everything, and we banged on the
door telling him to come out and nobody came out and we went in
and nobody was there.

(pause)

And we heard the toilet flushing

and it wasn't in the boys' bathroom and nobody was in there. (B-30)

Debbie's accentuation of the term "true story" showed that she anti
cipated some disbelief on the part of her listeners.

None of the girls

objected to the story, however; in fact, no one said anything.

Finally,
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I asked, "What do you think it was?"
but we heard that toilet— "

Debbie replied, "I don't know,

The flushing noise was, therefore, the

authenticating factor in the enigma of the empty bathroom.

It can be

classified by the same motif that is featured in many funny-scary
stories:

E402, "Mysterious ghostlike noises heard."

Instead of seek

ing an explanation, the girls preferred to leave the possibility of
supernatural involvement open.

Since the janitor had just exhibited

some distinctly odd and frightening behavior, the girls did not seem
inclined to question any other peculiarity connected with him in the
past.
Another personal experience story,
more vulnerable to doubt.

told by Lydia, proved to be

Lydia's story had to do with an attempted

kidnapping during summer vacation:

Well, when we were in New York City, we went this summer, and we
were going

through, um, Park Avenue, and my mom was with

this

lady who'd

lived there all her life, because my mom used

to live

in New York City and she forgot what it was like and there were,
um, they, they were friends, and since like around the second
grade, and they, we went out, and she, these people, she goes,
"Don't talk to anyone," and this man came by and he tried to
kidnap us, and see we were walking this way, and—
"Really kidnap you?")
It was true!

Yes!

(Aud.:

(Jackie:

"Oh, I'm sure.")

Really!

And he, he was telling us all these lies, and he

told us to come with him, and he'd take us out, all over
place, and

we didn't know what to do,

the

'cause he said there was

a man with a broken bottle down the other way, and we didn't
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know if there really was or there wasn't, we weren't sure if he
was gonna kidnap us or— so we had to go down to the light,

'cause

we didn't know if he was gonna tell us to stay there, and then
like,
M y

'cause we were really scared—

m o m ,

a n d

m y

"Your mother?
you?"

Aud.:

b

r o

t h

e

r ,

a n d

h e r

f r i e

(Jackie:
n

d

.

( L i z a ,

"Who was we?")
i n

d

i s

b

e

l i e

f :

Your mom was with you, and he tried to kidnap
"Well, I'd be scared too!"

"I would too.'")

(B-33)

The audience's response to Lydia's story showed that the girls did
not hesitate to interject questions, exclamations, and sarcastic remarks
when they found reason for doubt.

Jackie's first question, "Really kid

nap you?," indicated that there was some leeway for "pretend" stories
that were not supposed to be true.

Lydia, however, vehemently defended

the authenticity of her narrative.

In spite of her insistence, the

others found it impossible to accept the fact of an attempted kidnapping
in the presence of a parent.

Such things certainly did not happen on

television, and were inconsistent with the protective role of a mother.
Two girls defended Lydia's fright, if not the authenticity of her story:
"Well, I'd be scared too!"

"I would too!"

Even before this infringement

of the girls' expectations, Lydia was not accorded much respect as a
narrator or a participant in games.

It is quite possible that the others'

willingness to criticize her story stemmed from their lack of esteem.
Another relevant factor was the similarity between the first line of her
personal experience story and that of a funny-scary story she had told
at the campout:

"There was this lady, and she lived in New York City,

near Park Avenue."

In this respect, as in Debbie's emphasis upon the

mysterious noises, there appeared to be an application of scary or
funny-scary story material to the narration of true stories.
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Most of the other Bluebell Troop stories followed a theme similar
to Lydia's:

pursuit by a sinister man or men.

One of Jackie's stories

(B-32) was a secondhand account of the time that her brother and cousin
were chased in College Mall.

Similarly, Ariadne's narrative B-37 dealt

with the attempted seduction of her friends Amy and Patty.

Kamala's

rather incoherent description of a shooting match in the midst of a
tornado (B-34) evoked a few disgusted looks, but no outright statements
of disbelief.

After challenging Lydia's story, the girls seemed con

tent to listen quietly.

Their demeanor during the narration of true

stories was much more serious than usual, indicating the earnestness
of their attitude towards this type of narrative.
In contrast to the varied sample of personal experience stories in
Bluebell Troop, only one was told in Elderberry Troop.

Shelley's

account of her trip to Africa was stimulated by her recollection of
the movie "The Snake," which she and Kathy had just finished describing.
Her first sentence showed that she was not unaware of the exotic appeal
of her story:

I went to Africa, and there was a scientist— there's this guy
that, he— see, we had to stay with him for a couple of days, and
he was working on snakes and stuff.

It was really gross, he took

the snake, it was

poisonous, and he took it,

plastic on top of

the lid, and there

was

and they have this
glass, and he squeezed

the snake's mouth, and it— and it put its, its teeth in, and all
the— that poisonous junk just soaked in, it was that high in the
glass.

He had to

take his mouth off

and

let'im run, 'cause he

was trying to get

all the poison out

of him,so if they bite,
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won't kill anybody.

And he got me— he got ma— a lot of them was

kind of that color on your— right there.

It was really y i c k .
(E-10)

Shelley's exploitation of the "grossness" of the situation in Africa
was similar to Annie's technique of gruesome description.

She did not

depart from the facts, although she seemed tempted to do so:
got me— he got me..."

"And he

The other girls listened with wide-eyed attention,

and did not offer any comments.

Except for such TV shows as "Tarzan,"

Africa was far beyond the limits of their everyday lives.

Shelley was

well aware of her privileged position in being the only troop member who
could tell about exotic trips, even though her family had since settled
in Ellettsville like everyone else's.

The other girls' reticence to

tell about their own experiences was probably due to the lack of a
specific stimulus (such as "The Snake") and a preference for other, more
highly folklorized stories.
Another story of Shelley's should be considered because of its com
bination of the "true" and "made-up" story formats.

The first part of

the story, told at the campout, was obviously made up on the spur of the
moment, but the latter part drew upon the formularized noises common to
scary stories:

Okay, there were these Girl Scouts, like it's all set here— and,
um (laughs), one's named Joanie, one's named Denise, one's named
Shelley, one's named Betsy, one's named Chris— one's named not
Chris, but Kathy (laughs again) and one's named (listens to
whispers from audience) Dana and Mrs. Porter and— her name's
Mrs. Porter and— what's her name?

(More whispered names)

And
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one's named Jean.

And they're all sleeping in a ca— well,

there's

a lot more people that are— that are not... and one night they
heard— one night they hear these trashcan noises, and then, and
then everybody thought they were just trashcans, and there's,
there's this, you know, drip, drip, there's this— (Giggles from
audience)

There's this drip-drip, and there's— there's a clang-

clang, there's— there's kind of like a plop-plop (giggles); the
drip-drip clang-clang plop-plop was a porcupine in the trash
cans.

(laughs)

And it's true!

(E-71)

Although Shelley's story began with a spontaneous recital of names,
it soon incorporated the convention of formularized noises that Betsy

g
had employed with great effectiveness.

Not only the voices found in

scary stories, but also the explanatory ending was adopted:

"...the

drip-drip clang-clang plop-plop was a porcupine in. the trashcans."

Thus,

Shelley showed that she was capable of reproducing the structure of a
scary story and not just isolated noises.

The "trueness" of her narra

tive stemmed from the girls' actual discovery of a porcupine in the
trashcans, after hearing some strange and frightening noises.

Shelley's

creative retelling of the incident in scary story form, after a "madeup" beginning, demonstrated the fluidity of the different genres in the
hands of a capable and imaginative narrator.
Since children's narration of personal experience stories seems to
depend upon a specific stimulus of some sort, an estimate of their full
repertoire would require spending a great deal of time with them under
a variety of circumstances.
this sample:

Some favorite subjects can be gleaned from

inexplicable occurrences, frightening encounters (especially
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with the opposite sex), and exotic happenings.

"True" legends such as

that of the babysitter and the meat, on the other hand, come naturally
to the fore when scary stories are told.

Both kinds of true stories

must be carefully examined in order to gain some insight into the
serious concerns of children of this age group.
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Krystal's story is discussed in
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See Chapter 5 for a description

Chapter 4.
of the dramatization of Ariadne's

story.
7.

After suggesting that Jessica's story of the babysitter and the

chicken be dramatized, Debbie decided that it "wasn't a good idea" after
all.

On further questioning, she and Jessica said that the story wouldn't

be appropriate to act out in front of other people.
8.

See Betsy's scary stories E-6 and -34, as well as Carolyn's E-70.
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VII.

STORIES FROM BOOKS

As the many children's literature textbooks and publisher's guides
attest, suitable reading matter for children is of great concern to
parents and teachers.

May Hill Arbuthnot's Children and Books, for

example, discusses the quality and appropriateness of folktales,
realistic fiction, fantasy, and other categories of books.

1

Josette

Frank, the author of Your Child's Reading Today, states the issue of
parental guidance in terms that reflect a familiar point of view:

"Here

at the very start is a stumbling block for the conscientious parent.
Shall we choose the child's books to please him or to improve him, or
can we do both?"

2

The implication is that parents do indeed have con

trol over their children's reading, and can mold them in ways that they
see fit.
Other writers of books about children's literature have taken a
lighter and somewhat more realistic approach.

Paul Hazard's choice of

titles for two chapters of Books, Children and Men is indicative of his
attitude:

"Men Have Always Oppressed Children" and "Children Have Al-

ways Defended Themselves."

3

There has been no systematic study, however,

of the ways in which children pick and choose among recommended books or
go off in search of books that are not meant for them at all.

In early

adolescence, for example, it is common for children to seek out "adult
books" that will help them to understand what their parents call "the
facts of life."

In any case, the modern American child seems quite

capable of circumventing adult requirements that do not suit his or her
own preferences.
My fieldwork at the Brownie and Junior daycamps suggested some pre-
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lirainary conclusions of a general nature.

First, the younger girls

(Brownies and nine-year-old Juniors) were more eager to tell what they
called "stories from books" than were the older girls.

Reading was a

fairly new experience for them, and they were proud to display their
understanding of what they had read.

A few girls, in particular eight-

year-old Jamie and nine-year-old Frances, showed a strong proclivity
for this type of narrative.

Jamie told five stories from books, in

cluding "The Hairy Toe," "The Dinner Party," and "The Fishing Trip,"
while Frances told several stories about ghosts.

Five of the seven

narrators who told stories from books did not come from upper-middleclass families.

Of the two who did, one chose to recite "a Greek myth"

and the other told a particularly gruesome story about a gravedigger.
Thus, eagerness to demonstrate competence in reading per se seemed to
germinate in children whose families had less of an intellectual orien
tation.
In Elderberry Troop, stories from books comprised 16% of the total
narrative repertoire.

Kathy, Shelley, Patricia, and several of the other

girls were very proud of their familiarity with reading-book stories,
as well as books that they checked out from the school library.

Among

these books were many written especially for girls, such as mysteries
with young female detectives.

They were quick to identify stories "from

a book" or "out of a book," and sometimes gave the exact author and title.
Their open interest in books contrasted with the Bluebell Troop girls'
almost total disregard of anything that was "too much like school."

Only

2% of the Bluebell Troop repertoire came from literary sources, and only
one of these stories was spontaneously identified as a reading book text.
The children were obviously accustomed to multi-media learning at
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University School, and did not accord a higher esteem to books than to
any of their other varied activities.
One story that was typical of the Ellettsville girls' orientation
was Patricia's rendition of "The Witch on the Mountain."

She thought

for a moment at first, and then began with a literary formula:

This is one I learned from a book.

It goes, um (pause); Once

upon a time there was this witch on a mountain.

Once upon a time

there was this witch on the mountain, and, um, she lived on this
great big hill, and she had a great big house, and it, it had
spooks in it all the time.

Stairs would creak, the doors would

open, the shutters would open, and they'd slam at the same time,
real spooky, and chains would rattle down in the basement and in
the attic.
sounds.

And at midnight you'd always hear these, um, ghost

Well, one night, this witch, she came, she thought it

was a clean house and everything and she, she was a good witch
and she went there, and she wanted to live there, and she tried
to clean everything up, and that night this witch that died in
there was a bad witch, and turned her into a bad witch, and when
she woke up she was doing nasty things and everything, doing,
giving spells on food and everything, and then that night she
went back to bed, a good witch that died there came back and
turned her into a good witch and then when she woke up, she won
dered why these things were in her house, and she heard chains
rattle, and everything, and she goes, and she said to herself,
"What's going on?"

And she went out for a little stroll, and

people were saying, people were telling her about that house,
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'cause they didn't even know she lived in there.

And then that

night when she went back, there was this bad witch and this good
witch that were having a fight in front of the door, inside.
And, um,

she saw that it was true, so she went back outside and

went and

got the police, and she was the only one that could see

them, and when she got the police, when she got the police they
arrested her because they didn't see anything and when it was
time for her to get out of jail, she had to stay in there 24
hours, and next day she came in there and they were still fightin'
and everything and she came in, and she kicked the bad witch out
and, um, asked the good witch what was this all about, and then
the bad witch came in storming and everything and she had, um, she
was real windy and everything and she got so mad that she made
everything blow all over the place, and it killed the good witch
that had

already died, it killed her spirit.

And the good witch

that was

still living had to try to get rid of her, before she

would ruin anybody else's mind, and so she tried as hard as she
could, and finally when she went to bed that night, she had, ura,
these voices and everything, and the old witch had been climbing
up the stairs, and she had chains around her legs and everything,
climbing up the stairs with an axe in her hand, and went upstairs
and, um, chopped off her head.

And the good witch, after her head

was chopped off, she still picked up the axe and chopped her all
to pieces.

(Audience:

"Ooh!")

(E-27)

This lengthy narrative demonstrated Patricia's ability to recall a
great many details in their proper sequence.

Since she proved to have a
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vivid imagination in telling made-up stories, it is quite possible that
she reworked some of the details of this story in her own way.

"The

Witch on the Mountain" served as a model for her Halloween made-up
stories in a number of respects:

the placement of the witch's house

upon a hill, the method of describing a haunted house, and the destruc4
tion of the witch at the end.

If such a story could be transformed

into a fantasy narrative, it seems likely that fantasy elements could
easily enter into the retelling of the literary story.

As in the TV

stories, to be discussed in section VIII, the important place to estab
lish the story's generic authenticity was right at the beginning.
Patricia carefully employed the formula "Once upon a time," found in
many children's stories, and she repeated the entire introductory line
before beginning the story itself.

From that point on, she was more

relaxed in her own manner of storytelling.
Like Patricia, Shelley was very interested in stories related to
the supernatural.

Both girls enjoyed telling stories about ghosts and

witches, whether they came from books, TV, oral transmission, or their
own imaginations.

One of Shelley's favorite stories was "The Marsh

mallow Ghost," which she had read in a book:

I got one.
a lady.

Okay, it's about these ghosts, and a lot bigger, and

Like, this lady, she'd go to the store and she can turn

herself into— like she looks like a person, I guess.

And her

two little children, who are dressed— like the storekeeper at the
candy thing said, he said (hearty voice)

"Already Halloween?"

and he gave— and they said, "Halloween?

What's Halloween?"

So

they ran to their mother and asked what

Halloween was, and she
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goes, "When Halloween comes, you can go out trick-or-treating,
but remember, do not eat mushrooms!11
(laughs)

I mean marshmallows!11

And they go out Halloween, and they ate some marsh

mallows, and (laughs) and they came home and, see, they thought
they saw a Halloween, they thought they saw the children going
— some policemen, they thought they saw some children going
into,

'cause it was Halloween night, so they saw 'em go in, and

(laughs) and they tried to disappear 'cause, but they couldn't
disappear 'cause they— they ate those marshmallows (laughs) and
the lady came and I

think she said (high voice)

to eat no marshmallows!"

(laughs)

"Itold

you not
(E-24)

Although Shelley did not begin her story with a literary formula,
she gave the title at the end:

"It was called 'The Marshamallow Ghost.'"

Her frequent laughter throughout the story was partly from pleasure in
recounting one of her favorites, which she had eagerly asked to tell,
but also from embarrassment at garbling some of the most important de
tails.

After inadvertently substituting "mushrooms" for "marshmallows,"

she started speaking a bit more slowly and concentrating upon the cor
rect rendition: of the story.

Nevertheless, she still made many mistakes

and became more and more uncomforatble.

It was apparent that correct

ness was essential for the

retelling of a story from a book,with which

some of the other children

would probably be familiar.

Shelley was much more successful in her recital of the poem "Hallo
ween Indignation," which contained a variety of stereotypes propagated by
adults:

a "sulky witch," a "scowly owl," a "grouchy ghost," and a "skel-

lington" who was afraid of modern children.^

She prefaced the poem with
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its full name, in the style of recitation once advocated in American
primary schools, and concluded with the author's name:
That's a big poem for me to know I "

Fishback.

"By Margaret

Her pride in this word-

perfect recitation showed that memorization was esteemed among the
Ellettsville children.

At University School, however, my own request

to memorize the brief Girl Scout Promise brought howls of protest from
the children.
Another whole series of "poems," six variants in all, appealed very
strongly to the Ellettsville children:
narrative.

the "Dark Dark" or "Black Black"

Betsy's version was the first to capture the attention of

the others:

Okay, it goes:

(softly and slowly)

a dark dark house.

In the dark dark woods there's

(giggles at own slowness; speeds up)

dark dark house there's a dark dark room.
there's a dark dark hammock.
dark dark shell.
box.

In the

In the dark dark room

In the dark dark hammock there's a

In the dark dark shell there's a dark dark

In the dark dark box there's a ghost; WHOO!

audience laughs too)

(laughs, and
(E-28)

This narrative was followed by a brief exchange that demonstrated the
children's idea of its generic nature:

Patricia:
Betsy:

"No, I didn't!"

Patricia:
Betsy:
did."

"Oh, you found that from the music book last year!"

"Llberry!"

"No, I didn't!

I forget who told it to me, but somebody
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When Patricia said that Betsy's story came from a book, several of the
other children nodded their agreement.

Although Betsy staunchly main

tained that she had heard the "Dark Dark" story from someone else, her
manner of recitation was distinctly similar to that of other stories and
poems from books.

The children may have considered "Dark Dark" to be a

poem because of its regular repetition of one phrase in a rhythmic manner.
In this term they disagree with the Opies, who list a variant of "Dark
Dark" as a narrative in their "Spookies" section of The Lore and Language

g
of Schoolchildren.
Another variant called "Dark, Dark,

Dark"

is included in Maria

Leach's book The Thing at the Foot of the B e d , which is one of the
"Halloween books" in the stacks of the Ellettsville Elementary School
7
library.

It is possible that a number of the Elderberry Troop girls

were familiar with this book, although their own versions showed con
siderable creative variation.

Leach ends with "a dark, dark GHOST,"

but Beth concluded with "a genie," Joanie with "a red jelly bean," and

g
Shelley with "a little tiny mouse eatin' cheese.”

The girls introduced

their own versions of the story with great glee, and the audience's re
action to each one was extremely favorable.
The girls' concept of "stories from books” did not seem to include
comic books, which they occasionally mentioned but took no trouble to
recall in narrative form.

The only indication that comic books could

be told as stories came from Beth, who rushed through one very brief
and fragmentary summary of a "Little Lotta" episode and later told a
9
story about the "Three Mice" that originated from a comic book.

Since

the girls' enthusiasm for accurate retellings of literary stories was
continually reinforced by their teachers' approval, comic book stories
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had lower prestige.

Nevertheless, the children did not hesitate to

tell exceptionally violent scary stories that the teachers, with the
exception of Mrs. Baker, did not actively encourage.

The conclusion

can be drawn that either comic books were not usually summarized in
narrative form by the Ellettsville girls, or they were narrated more
often in situations other than our Girl Scout gatherings.
In Bluebell Troop, the one clearly identified story from a reading
book was told by Kamala, a very small fourth-grader who continually
clamored for the attention of the adults.

Very few of the other girls

listened carefully to her story, and several of them made faces at her
innocent attempt to make it "nasty."

This story, already discussed in

section IV, was not typical of the narrative priorities of the group.
The other literary story, which Barbara first identified as "more or
less a scary story," was called "Slime."

When I asked Barbara where

she had learned it, she casually said, "Oh, it was from a book.
Hitchcock monsters."

Alfred

It was evident that she did not consider the

story’s origin to be the defining factor of its genre, as the Elderberry
Troop girls did.

The University School girls were not especially proud

of their reading, which was one of many learning experiences with the
multi-media approach.

In spite of this dispersal of priorities, the

girls complained every now and then that Girl Scout activities involv
ing writing or reading were "too much like school."

These complaints

probably stemmed from the belief in their own right to choose after
school activities, and to give vent to their spontaneous play preferences
as much as they wished.
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VIII.

TV STORIES

The girls of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops, like other members of
the "TV generation," were extremely fond of certain television programs
and eager to talk about them.

The narrative repertoires of both groups

of girls included retellings of horror movies shown on TV, as previously
mentioned in the discussion of scary stories.

Only the Elderberry Troop

girls, however, referred to a specific category of "TV stories."

These

stories, mostly recreations of cartoons and comedy shows, involved the
participation of the entire audience through comments, corrections, and
songs.

The Bluebell Troop girls had their own way of recreating TV

shows, but it took the form of spontaneous dramatic performances rather
than storytelling.
Before examining the stories themselves, it is necessary to con
sider the girls' general viewing preferences.

Responses to question

number 9 on the questionnaire distributed to both troops, "What are some
of your favorite TV shows?," yielded a consensus of enthusiasm for cer
tain situation comedies.

The members of both troops were ardent watchers

of "Happy Days," "The Brady Bunch," "One Day at a Time," and "Laverne
and Shirley."

Such family-oriented comedies are especially popular among

little girls, in comparison with boys of the same age group.^

Signifi

cantly, four situation comedies with black characters ("The Jeffersons,"
"Good Times," "Sanford and Son," and "Chico and the Man") received an
enthusiastic response from the Bluebell Troop members but no acknowledge
ment at all from the members of Elderberry Troop.

It can be concluded

that the children who lived in an ethnically heterogeneous community
appreciated the humor of these shows, while the children of an exclusively
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WASP background did not find them relevant to their own experience.
Both groups of girls enjoyed watching shows about super-strong
heroes and heroines, especially "The Bionic Woman" and "The Six Million
Dollar Man."

Two Bluebell Troop girls listed "Wonder Woman" among their

favorites, while one Elderberry Troop girl included "Batman."

The

frightening shows "Science Fiction Theater" and "Night Gallery" were
only mentioned a few times on the questionnaire, but both groups fre
quently spoke of them.

Certain shows that were popular among the Elletts

ville girls were not held in high esteem by the Bloomington children:
"Popeye," "Howdy Doody," "The Three Stooges," "Little Rascals," and "Our
Gang."

In general, such simple programs that could be condemned as "kid

stuff" were scrupulously avoided by the fifth-graders (and some fourthgraders) of Bluebell Troop.
the opposite preference:

The Ellettsville children expressed just

a strong liking for cartoons and children's

comedy shows that found expression in the genre of TV stories.
Another questionnaire that I distributed to the girls was intended
to determine the average number of hours that they spent watching tele
vision every day.

The girls were requested to keep track of the

approximate number of hours that they devoted to TV-watching and reading
each day for a week.

Unfortunately, only a few of the girls proved to

have the necessary interest and patience to keep such a record.

Many

of them said that they spent "a whole lot of time" watching TV and not
as much time reading.

Statistics provided by A. C. Nielsen indicate that

children under five watch an average of 23.5 hours of television each
week.

By the time of his high-school graduation, the average American

child will have watched at least 15,000 hours of television, an amount
of time consumed by no other activity except sleep.

More specifically,
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STORYTELLING BADGE:

Name
Age

QUESTIONNAIRE

________________________________________
______________

Grade

________

How many years have you lived in Ellettsville?
1.

Do you like to listen to stories?

2.

Do you like to tell stories?

3.

Where do you learn stories?
TV shows
Movies

_________

(check)

_______

Friends

Teachers

_______

_______

Relatives

Other

__________

_______

Comic books

_______
_______

_ _ _ _

4.

What kinds of stories do you like best?

5.

When is the best time for storytelling?

6.

Do you ever tell stories
at school?

_______

at home?

_______

at camp?

_______

at slumber parties?
at other places?
7.

_______

(which ones?)

_______

___

What are some of your favorite books?

Why?

Why?
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STORYTELLING BADGE:

QUESTIONNAIRE, Page 2

8.

Do you like to read comic books?

9.

What are some of your favorite TV shows?

10.

Do you have one story or joke which you like to tell best of all?
If so, which one?

_____

If so, which ones?

____________________________________________
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Name

________

Troop #

_____

TV AND READING CHART FOR THE WEEK OF

READING TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

TV TIME

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes

hours

hours

minutes

minutes
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he will have observed 18,000 murders and absorbed the slogans of 350,000
commercials.^
Of course, statistics concerning "the average American child" do
not take class differences or any other sort of distinction into account.
Scholarly research has resulted in the isolation of a number of signifi
cant variables in children's viewing habits, such as age, peer group
interaction, and level of parental education.

In a recent issue of the

Journal of Communication, Thomas S. Robertson and John R. Rossiter have
advanced the hypothesis that children who respond positively to TV ad
vertisements tend to be younger and less closely integrated in their
peer groups, which provide an alternative "reality check."

Children

whose parents are well educated are less likely to take everything they
3

see on TV seriously.
Another recent study, Adelbert Sommer's and Hans Grobe's Aggressiv
durch Fernsehen? , has correlated extensive TV-watching with aggressive
behavior.

The authors suggest that violent programs provide positive

reinforcement of aggressive tendencies, sometimes leading to juvenile
delinquency.

Permissiveness, according to Sommer and Grobe, is an

4

additional stimulant to heightened aggressivity.

It is possible that

some of the aggressive tendencies displayed by the children of the
Bloomington academic community are directly related to such a combina
tion of long TV-viewing and parental permissiveness.
My own conversations with Bloomington and Ellettsville families
provided some evidence of different attitudes towards children's TVwatching habits.

Most of the Ellettsville mothers seemed fairly toler

ant of their children's viewing preferences, but strict in not allowing
them to watch TV after their prescribed bedtime.

The children showed no
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resentment at missing the later shows, and expressed considerable ap
preciation for the ones they were allowed to see.

The children of

student families in Bloomington, on the other hand, seemed to enjoy a
great deal more latitude in the length of time that they were allowed
to spend watching TV far into the evening.

They were less rigidly

supervised than the children of the more affluent professional families,
whose time was taken up by lessons and other planned activities.

All

of the Bloomington girls were vociferous in their enthusiasm for cer
tain shows, and several of them loudly protested that they didn’t want
to miss the variety show "Donny and Marie" during our campout.
What sort of effect might this overwhelming dedication to tele
vision have upon children's storytelling preferences and abilities?

A

research team at the University of Southern California conducted an
experiment with 250 elementary school children, most of whom had greater
than average intelligence.

They found that three weeks of intensive

TV-watching resulted in a decrease in all of the children's creative
abilities except verbal skills.

According to Dorothy Cohen, a child

development specialist, "TV has taken away the child's ability to form
pictures in his mind."

Some children are so reliant upon visual rein

forcement that they cannot understand a simple story without accompany
ing illustrations."*

If the ability to create mental images is indeed

impaired by television, children's stories should exhibit little imagery
not derived from the mass media or printed sources.

Such a drastic

conclusion does not seem warranted by the creativity demonstrated in
Bluebell and Elderberry Troops, although the latter was much more adept
at spontaneous "made-up stories" than the former.
In the telling of TV stories in Elderberry Troop, creative variation
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was anathema to the young narrators.
fully

All of them cooperated to faith

reproduce the most important details of the show, and to sing

any song that belonged to it.

Two

narrators in particular, Patricia

and Kathy, showed a strong interest in this type of story.

They en

couraged comments and singing from the audience, but retained the nar
rative portion of the stories for themselves.
The first TV story was initiated by Shelley, whose impatience at
the incompetence of two other narrators caused her to suggest a genre
change:

"Ta-da!

Now somebody finally finished the story.

tell a Casper story!"

Somebody

The whole audience obliged with a chorus of the

song "Casper, the Friendly Ghost," but no one seemed inclined to begin
a full-fledged "Casper story" (a sub-classification of "TV story") at
that time.

Then Patricia remembered a different cartoon that she liked,

and began to tell about it:

There's this— there's this one fly out of all the flies in the
United States, and it's real strong.
swatter can't kill him—

(Shelley:

The flypaper, uh, fly"Superfly1
.")

can’t kill him, and no flypaper can hold him.
And, well, his girl—

(Shelley:

(Audience laughs)

"That's a cartoon!")

His girlfriend lives in this little
and, uh, Fearless Fly stays

Insecticide

I know!

sugarboat that's cracked,

in this matchbox, and he goes in

there and he's known as Herman and when there's trouble he gets
into Fearless Fly costume.

And his glasses— his glasses is

antennas, they get real weak, he can't do anything.

And, uh,

there's these old, uh, Chinese men that are trying to kill 'im,
and the old fat one's acting like that he's dying, he goes, "Go—
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go get Fearless Fly, I wanta pay him my respects and tell him
that I ’m sorry," so the skinny one goes and gets Fearless Fly,
says, "Fearless Fly, um, he's dyin’, and he wants to pay you his
respects."

So he, um, he looked at his watch, and, um, he found

out that it was just a trick, and, um, but he went there anyway,
and when he landed on his arm, he landed on the old man's arm,
he goes, "I'm here," and he goes, he goes, "I'd like to say I'm
sorry," and, um, he said, "Here's a token of my grandfather's
watch," and so it had a bomb in it.

And so he took it and he

goes, "I can't take this," and he gave it back and, um, all of
a sudden it blew u p .

And they never have been able to catch 'im.
(E-19)

Patricia received an immediate outburst of laughter in response to
her initial description of Fearless Fly, which followed the rhythmic
pattern of such grandiose assertions at the beginning of TV shows.

From

Shelley's exclamation, "Superfly!," and the audience's pleased laughter,
it was evident that the children were aware that "Fearless Fly" was a
cartoon parody of the earlier series "Superman."

Patricia's careful

retention of the rhythm of the first statement contrasted with the matterof-fact tone of the rest of her story, which consisted of dialogue and
descriptions strung together with "and's" and "urn's."

It seemed impor

tant to her to briefly establish the narrative's authenticity as a TV
story, and to please her audience with the familiar rhythm before going
on to relate the details in her own way.
After the first statement, Patricia went into a digression for the
benefit of anyone who might not be familiar with Fearless Fly's way of
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life:

"His girlfriend lives in this little sugarboat that’s cracked,

and Fearless Fly stays in this matchbox..."

These details are not

usually narrated in the TV series, but are visually communicated to
the viewer.

Thus, Patricia was free to translate them into any narra

tive form that she chose, or to leave them out if she preferred.

Her

choice of a fairly long background description probably stemmed from
her conscientiousness in recreating the show, as well as her enjoyment
of digressive storytelling in general.
The major portion of Patricia's story comprised the threat to Fear
less Fly's life and his clever escape from the evil Chinamen.

This

sequence of threat and escape is typical of TV cartoon shows, in which
the action must be rapid and dramatic in order to hold the attention of
very young viewers.

The traditionality of this particular episode can

be shown through its resemblance to AT 50, The Sick Lion, in addition
to its inclusion of motifs K1818, "Disguise as Sick Man," and K2060,
"Detection of Hypocrisy."

Patricia was well able to narrate the events

in their proper sequence, with sufficient dialogue to retain the flavor
of cartoon repartee.

She sometimes did not clarify who was speaking,

but the audience members did not seem to mind.
The audience's obvious pleasure in Patricia's narrative led Kathy
to offer another TV story right away, this time a "Casper story."

She

prepared her listeners to expect not only a narrative, but also a song
in which they could join:
the story.

"Okay, I'm gonna sing the song and then tell

That's how it starts out."

Kathy's slight embarrassment at

singing by herself was relieved after the first line, when the others
joined in:

Casper, the friendly ghost,
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The friendliest ghost you know,
The grownups...

(garbled)

And the children all love him so*.
Casper, the friendly ghost,
Couldn't be bad or mean
The grownups...

(Audience falters, laughing)

(garbled)

...with fright

The children all love him so!
He always says hello at the really glad to meet you,
Wherever he may go,
They're bound to be the living creature.
Grownups don't understand
The children all love him so,
Because he's Casper,

the kids with fright,

The children all love him so!

(E-20A)

Kathy's insistence upon singing the song first, because "that's how it
starts out," was similar to Patricia's careful reproduction of the first
few lines of "Fearless Fly."

This conscientious adherence to the TV

format showed that the children took the shows quite seriously and did
not want to damage their original integrity.

They were especially care

ful to follow the TV format at first, in an extended genre cue peculiar
to the TV story.

As an introductory device, the song brought the entire

audience together in recollection of enjoyable viewing hours.

The

Elderberry Troop girls' rendition of the Casper song was garbled and
fragmentary, but they laughed good-humoredly at their own mistakes.
Kathy then proceeded to tell the narrative portion:

Okay, one time Casper was, um, he

couldn't make friends or any-
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thing, they were all scared of him.

So, um, he wanted to make

a friend and it was Halloween night, and he seen these kids
walkin', they were trick-or-treatin', they go, "Come on, go to
that next house," and she— and he goes to that house and he
goes, "Trick or treat!"

And, uh, and she goes, "Just a second,

I'll go get some candy"; when she comes back, she opens and shuts
the door and he goes back and forth and she goes (screams), "Aah!
A ghost," and jumps outa her socks and shoes (laughs) and then,
he couldn't make friends there, so he was goin' to a— he went to
this Halloween— he, well, he was walkin'—
Halloween— ")

(Audience:

"With the

No, he was walkin' and these girls had— he heard

everybody had some good times, so he stand up, stand up and looked
in this mirror and there was people dressed up in Halloween, and
he goes, "Gosh, I wish I had a costume.”

So he sort a walked and

he fell in some— this white stuff, paint, and so he found— he
found him a costume, like, and he goes in and then he brings it
out and then he goes to a costume— that costume party, they start
dancing and stuff, and there was this little girl, she was dressed
up like a— she— she was a ghost, but she was dressed up in a
costume, and then, uh, at the end, they start the "Swing your
partners, get your lady," and she swinged him in the water, and
they all got scared and they ran out of the side of the house, and
then— and then that little girl— well, Casper started crying and
stuff, and that little girl she— she was laughin' and stuff, and
she goes, "You're— " and Casper goes, "You're not scared of me,
are ya?" and she goes, "Uh-uh!" and she steps out of her costume
and then they start singing "Skip to my Lou, my darling."

(E-20B)
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It Is noteworthy that Kathy did not choose to sing the final song
"Skip to my Lou," although everyone had enthusiastically participated
in the Casper song.

Apparently it was only the theme song that was

necessary to give the story the quality of its TV origin.

In its

integration of song and narrative, the TV story can be compared to the
cante fable.

The theme song does not usually extend beyond the intro

duction of the narrative, however.
Kathy's choice of the Halloween episode for her Casper story re
flected her interest in all that pertained to the celebration of the
holiday.
stories,

This interest emerged even more strongly in her made-up
to be discussed in chapter 4.

Her rendition of the Casper

story was somewhat confused and faltering, unlike many other stories
in which she showed considerable ease in the handling of plot and
dialogue.

These hesitations did not seem to bother the audience, al

though they were a bit less receptive to the story than they had been
to Patricia's shorter and more succinct narration of "Fearless Fly."
Two other TV stories, Patricia's "Popeye"

(E— 23) and Kathy's "Our

Gang" (E-25), followed the same general pattern as the first two.

The

"Popeye" story began with two songs, first the official theme song and
then a parody version known to many American children.

"Our Gang" in

volved no individual or group singing, but it contained a great deal of
lively dialogue that conveyed the conversational tone of the series.
The audience members showed their appreciation of these two stories
with frequent smiles, giggles, and nudges.
Unlike the Elderberry Troop girls, the members of Bluebell Troop
had no category of "TV stories."

They were impatient with cartoons and

shows intended specifically for children, while adult situation comedies
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and horror films firmly captured their interest.

On the whole, they

were less concerned with the faithful representation of favorite TV
programs than were the Elderberry Troop members.

Their tendency towards

parody and subversive behavior, discussed in chapter 2, impelled the
girls to offer to put on a short play called "The TV" for the troop.
Ariadne, Liza, Jessica, and Linda volunteered to be the actresses, and
the other girls left them alone for a while to rehearse.^
Although the Bluebell Troop girls were not very cooperative in the
implementation of activities sponsored by adults, they were remarkably
efficient in organizing their own forms of entertainment.

Linda and

Liza immediately dragged down a large cardboard box from a shelf, up
setting several piles of books that happened to be in the way.

This

box, they explained, was the "TV" that they were allowed to play with
at school.

It had a large, square opening cut in one side, with knobs

painted on underneath the viewing area.

It was apparent that the

teachers' encouragement of this form of play had given the girls enough
previous opportunities to practice and become adept at their own shows.
Linda, Liza, Jessica, and Ariadne practiced for only about fifteen
minutes, and then declared that they were ready to put on their show.
It was impossible to make a complete transcript of "The TV" from
the tape-recording, as the girls' shouts, laughs, and giggles drowned
out most of the dialogue.

In any case, a brief description is sufficient

to indicate the nature of the play.^

After the four girls had signalled

to the others to be quiet, Liza sat down a few feet from the box in the
role of the TV-watcher. Jessica began with a parody version of the "Dawn"
commerical, in which she showed that the product could actually destroy
one's hands.

She then joined with Ariadne in a vigorous rendition of the
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theme song in the children's show "Zoom.”

Liza, as the sophisticated

watcher, immediately showed her disgust at the children's show and
turned the 'knob,' saying "I'm gonna turn it to a soap opera!"
In her enthusiasm for the soap opera, Liza jumped into the box and
joined her three friends in a fight replete with shrieks and accusations.
One of the girls screamed, "We're getting a divorce!"

Ariadne stopped

shouting for a moment and then protested, "But we're too young to get
divorces!"

This turn of events showed the children's well-developed

ability to shift from one level of perception to another:

from the

implicit criticism of all the rampant emotionalism of soap operas to
the recognition that children themselves do not belong in such a situa
tion.

For two of the young actresses, Linda and Jessica, fights about

divorce were part of daily life at home.

All of the children showed a

certain ambivalence towards the idea of divorce:

acceptance of the

fact that "lots of people do it," but fear of the effect upon their own
lives.

The particular intensity of this segment of "The TV" probably

developed from the children's own intense concern about this aspect of
adult life, and their need to control it within

the framework of their

own play.
After Ariadne's putdown, Jessica indicated that she was now the
emcee of the children's show:
you in our show 'Zoom.'

"Hi, we're going to put on a play for

It's called 'Flubby Dubby Gubby W u b b y . " 1 Ariadne,

as the "star," began to jump around in the viewing area, uttering non
sense syllables.

Liza cried, "It's breaking my eardrums!,” and pretended

to turn it down.

She was again the TV-watcher, and no longer a partici

pant in the action.

The 'Flubby Dubby Gubby Wubby' parody, with its

meaningless syllables and tiresome action, effectively conveyed the
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children's distaste for such shows.

Although they were ambivalent

about the soap opera, they evidently preferred it to anything that
could be branded as "kid stuff."
The next part of the show consisted of two commercials, a brief
reprise of the soap opera, and a third commercial.

Ariadne presented

an unnamed deodorant product and urged, "Now smell your underarms!"
As she smelled her own, she pretended to vomit:

"A-a-rgh!"

Jessica

then did a very brief parody of the "Rose Milk" commercial, under the
name of "Milky Rose."

When Liza shrieked, "I must see the end of my

soap opera!," the other three girls resumed their previous fight with
even greater violence:

"I get the house!

... I get the car!"

Finally,

Ariadne waved the others away and held up a plastic bag, saying, "My
mink is gorgeous!

Feel it!

Rubber!

Plastic rubber!"

The three girls'

delight in commercial parodies was shared by the other members of Blue
bell Troop, who giggled hysterically as each new "product" was introduced.
Towards the end of the performance, both commercials and program
vignettes became extremely brief and fragmentary.

The audience's atten

tion was not waning, but the young "stars" seemed to find it difficult
to sustain their concentration upon the show for much longer.
"I'll turn it to 'Happy Days,' okay?," and nobody protested.
questionnaire had revealed earlier,
favorite shows.
the monsters!

Liza said,
As the

"Happy Days" was one of the girls'

In a moment, however, Jessica screamed, "I wanna see
I wanna see Frankenstein!"

Linda and Ariadne replied,

"Monster Squad!," and immediately made monster faces as they throttled
one another.

This action not only showed the girls' readiness to invent

an apt parody of the crime show "Mod Squad," but also demonstrated their
lively interest in the behavior of monsters.

The substitution of monsters
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for criminals was indicative of the girls' implicit acknowledgement
that television criminals sometimes behaved like monsters.

After the

dramatic throttling episode, the show came to a close with a "Pampers"
commercial led by Linda and a final soap opera plaint by Jessica:
darling!

"Oh,

Oh, I wish he didn't run away!"

From "The TV," it was evident that the Bluebell Troop girls had a
sensitive awareness of a wide range of television programs.

Unlike the

girls in Elderberry Troop, they were not content to recreate certain
shows in narrative form.

Instead, they made use of their talents of

parody and argumentation to restructure the shows and commercials in
their own dramatic framework.

The girls' contentiousness and self-will

were evident throughout the violent arguments of the various segments.
On the other hand, their bitterness and confusion with regard to divorce
and other problems of the adult world seemed to necessitate violent
dramatization as an outlet.

Within the setting of their own "TV," the

Bluebell Troop girls could come to terms with their worries for a short
time.

This brief dramatic performance, in contrast with the tranquil

TV stories of Elderberry Troop, showed that children in the academic
community must deal with a number of adult problems before they are
emotionally mature enough to do so.
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NOTES FOR SECTION VIII

1.

In Hilde T. Himmelweit, et al., Television and the Child (London:

Oxford University Press, 1958), the different viewing preferences of
boys and girls are discussed.

In particular, girls prefer plays, family

serials, and panel games more often, while boys generally have greater
enthusiasm for Westerns and documentaries.

(p. 117)

American children

display similar differences in TV-watching habits.
2.

Harry F. Waters, "What TV Does to Kids," Newsweek 89:8 (February

21, 1977), p. 63.
3.

Thomas S. Robertson and John R. Rossiter, "Children's Responsive

ness to Commercials," Journal of Communication 27 (1977) :101-06.

The

authors' hypothesis is closely related to the results of three other
studies:

E. E. Maccoby, "Why Do Children Watch Television?," Public

Opinion Quarterly 18 (1954);239— 44; M. W. Riley and S. H. Flowerman,
"Group Relations as a Variable in Communications Research," American
Sociological Review 16 (1951):174-80; and D. F. Roberts, "Communication
and Children: A Developmental Approach," in I. de Sola Pool, et al.,
eds., Handbook of Communication (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973), pp. 174215.
4.

Adelbert Sommer and Hans Grobe, Aggressiv durch Fernsehen?

(Newied and Berlin: Luchterhand, 1974).
5.

Waters, "What TV Does to Kids," p. 65.

6.

Bluebell Troop's play "The TV" was presented at a troop meeting

on December 9, 1976.
7.

I have used the terms "play" and "show" interchangeably, as the

girls did so themselves.
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IX.

DREAMS

As Brian Sutton-Smith points out in his article "The Expressive
Profile," children's dreams have traditionally been the province of
developmental psychologists rather than folklorists.'*'

Such Freudian

scholars as Ernest Jones, Erich Fromm, and Geza Roheirn have dealt with
the relationship between dreams, myths, and tales.

According to Roheim,

the dream can be considered to be the forerunner of the myth or tale.

2

The Jungian Hedwig von Beit has pointed out the similarity between dream
and MHrchen motifs,

while Josephine Bilz has drawn analogies between

children's tales, dreams, and games.

More recently, Brian Sutton-Smith

has expressed the idea that many narratives of young children may actually
be retellings of their own dreams.

In light of these studies, it is

apparent that a systematic comparison of dream retellings with narratives
can offer valuable insights to the folklorist.
Such a systematic comparison was unfortunately not possible with my
own sample, as there were very few spontaneous accounts of dreams.

Al

though I could probably have obtained a number of other accounts by
direct elicitation, I preferred not to influence the girls' own choice
of stories.

Two Brownies in Unit II at Cascades Park daycamp offered to

tell their dreams, and did so with no apparent hesitation or anxiety.
Mary Sue and Tammy were both very proud of the dreams that they told,
and were pleased with the favorable response of the audience.

The other

girls' apparent familiarity with and enjoyment of dream retellings in
dicated that they considered the dream to be a significant expressive
form, though not one generally appropriate to group storytelling sessions.
It Is probable that dreams are usually narrated by one girl to another,
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or at most to a small gathering of friends.
Mary Sue, a good-natured and gregarious nine-year-old, was the
daughter of one of the unit leaders.

She began her narrative with

characteristic enthusiasm:

Okay, this is— Beverly, she had it.

Well, she was dreaming this

once, and she said that there was this— well, they all needed to
go to the bathroom, so Lisa, Elaine and me and Beverly went to
the bathroom, okay, and Elaine went to the bathroom and she went
in, and, um, I mean Lisa did, and

then Elaine goes in and says,

"I'm not afraid," yeah, Elaine goes in and says, "I'm not afraid,"
and then, uh, she goes on and then I come up and do it, and then
Beverly runs out of the house and runs and runs, and then, no,
first she sees a hand come up and look around and see if anybody
else is, and she ran out and she ran, um to her own house, and
(giggles) there she saw two hands coming out and they pulled her
down.

And that was me, Elaine and Lisa.

(CP-29)

It is interesting that the dream of which Mary Sue was so proud was not
her own, but a friend's.

Nevertheless, she and two other friends were

important characters in the narrative.

The occasional repetitions,

pauses, and garbling of the order of events probably resulted from the
secondhand nature of the story.

As Piaget’s collection of dream retell

ings shows, children's accounts of their own dreams are likely to be
confused and choppy; it is logical, therefore, to assume that the
description of someone else's dream would be even less coherent.
In spite of the garbling of events in Mary Sue's story, it is
possible to distinguish certain elements that are characteristic of
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traditional narratives.

After the general statement "Elaine and me and

Beverly went to the bathroom...", Mary Sue established the correct se
quence:

"I mean Lisa did, and then Elaine goes in and says, "I'm not

afraid..."

The entrance of several characters, one by one, into a

spooky or frightening room is found in such popular funny-scary stories
as "Bloody Finger" and "One Black Eye."

The phrase "I'm not afraid"

is frequently the line of the baby, or of all characters who enter the
haunted room.

Significantly, the frightening place in Beverly's dream

is not a hotel room, cellar, or attic, but an ordinary bathroom.

The

popularity of the bathroom as a place for telling scary stories or play
ing frightening games is evinced by descriptions of bathroom storytelling
and accounts of the game-ritual "Mary Wolf," in which the children look
into the mirror of the school bathroom.
The appearance of a hand in the bathroom is reminiscent of the
title "Bloody Fingers," but it seems to be more closely related to mass
media sources.

Horror movies are replete with mysterious hands reaching

around corners, issuing from coffins, or floating in the air.
TV show

On the

"The Addams Family," there is even a hand called "Thing" that

delivers mail from a small black box.
Towards the conclusion of the dream, a nightmare quality overshadows
the traditional progression of narrative elements:

"...and,she ran, um,

to her own house, and there she saw two hands coming out..."

Instead of

offering hermitage, the dreamer's own familiar house becomes a place in
which the original threat is doubled.
that point she presumably awakes.

The hands pull her down, and at

Mary Sue's giggle at that point in

the story seemed to reflect her awareness of the fright that would nor
mally be engendered by such a dream, as well as her enjoyment of the
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surprising multiplication of hands.

Her final sentence was indicative

of her principal reason for taking pride in the narrative:

"And that

was me, Elaine and Lisa."
The second dream narrative was a firsthand account by 8%-year-old
Tammy, a rather quiet child who thoroughly enjoyed the storytelling
sessions.

As soon as Mary Sue finished telling about Beverly's dream,

Tammy began telling about her own:

Once I dreamed that me and my

friends from school, me

friends were sittin1 on the fence, near the road.

and my

And this guy,

this man came up, his name is Marvin and he goes around and he
talks, and we didn’t know, the bell was gonna ring, and he was
talkin', and he said, we said, "We gotta go in, Marvin, so we
can, um, eat." and so, and Audrey didn't know, and so we went
in, she's my girlfriend, and he took her,

and he went out in the

field and he took off all her clothes and

he tied her up to

(giggles) his bicycle, and dragged her.
toes.

And cut off all her

(giggles)

(CP-30)

In contrast to the children's tolerant amusement at Mary Sue's account,
their response to Tammy's dream was one of horror:

"Ooh, gross!"

of the younger girls asked with trepidation, "Is that real?"

One

When Tammy

replied "No, it was a dream," they relaxed and giggled a bit.
How can one account for these two very different responses?

The key

to their difference seems to lie in the presence of absence of traditional
"funny-scary" elements.

While Mary Sue's narrative follows a sequence of

entrances into and exits from a spooky room, interlarded with the phrase
"I'm not afraid," Tammy's contains no such cues that the story is not
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seriously frightening.

In fact, it resembles the serious "scary stories"

in which a young girl is overpowered by a menacing male figure.^

It can

also be compared to the stories of rape and dismemberment that are

7
characteristic of sixth-grade trance sessions.
Although Tammy's story brought the familiar schoolyard together
with a frightening meance, she did not seem to be at all perturbed by
her recollection of the dream.

She giggled happily at the mention of

the bicycle, and giggled even more when she came to the conclusion of
dismemberment.

Like Mary Sue's laughter, hers seemed to show awareness

of the probable fright that these details would inspire and enjoyment
of her own control over the details.

The truly nightmarish conclusion

was not something that happened to her, but to a friend of hers; thus,
the event was imbued with a certain objectivity similar to that of
Mary Sue's secondhand account.
The relationship between dream retellings and the telling of tradi
tional stories is illuminated to some extent by the narratives which
children associate with dreams.

Right after the conclusion of Tammy's

story, eight-year-old Lisa asked permission to tell another dream.

Then

she realized that what she had in mind was not a dream after all:

Can I tell a dream?

I dreamed once— well, this isn't a dream,

it's a story that my cousin
teller.

told me, us, she's a real story

She was tellin' us about Bloody Bones, and, see, it's

about this little girl, and her mom
I'll give you some money-

says, "Go get some ketchup,

And don't stop and play jumprope or

else you'll lose your money."

And these girls were playing

jumprope and they asked her if she wanted to play, and she said,
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"Yeah, but if you don't," she said, "No but, I will, if you don't
tell my mom," and they said, "Okay, we won't tell," and so she
played and she lost all but, well, a few dimes and everything.
And first she went to the store and she found out the price of
the ketchup and she didn't have that much money so she bought
some candy and ate it and then on the way home, she saw this pig
lying right, real big and fat, and so a ketchup bottle was on the
road, and a cap, and so she killed the pig and got its blood out
and put it in the ketchup bottle (giggles) too and went home to
her mom.

And they ate it for supper, on french fries, and then

her mom said, "Mm, that was good.
ketchup."

Go back and buy some more

And she did, and she did that again, and then the third

time that she was going back, she came back with it, and then that
night she heard,

(pause, soft voice) "I'm on the first step.

on the second step.
step.

I'm on the third step.

I'm on the fifth step.

— um— I'm by the door.

I'm on the fourth

I'm by the door.

I'm by your bed.

(pause; stifled gasps from audience)

I'm

I'm in the house

You want some ketchup?"

Her mom's sposed to say that.
(CP-31)

Lisa's first request, "Can I tell a dream?" and her subsequent ad
mission, "...well, this isn't a dream, it's a story..." reveal two aspects
of narratives that belong to this genre:

they can be told, like stories,

but they are different enough to be classified separately.

Mary Sue and

Tammy considered their dreams to be suitable for inclusion in a story
telling session, and thus at least temporarily classifiable as stories,
but the other girls drew a sharper line between dreams and stories.
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Nevertheless, they all recognized that both dreams and stories could be
told to an audience.
Lisa’s association of dreaming with the story that she learned
from her cousin may have indicated that she once had a dream about the
story, or that the story resembled another dream of hers.

At any rate,

the final progression of the mysterious voice up the stairs, towards
the little girl cowering in bed, is reminiscent of a nightmare situa
tion.

The story belongs to the "Stolen Liver" cycle (AT 366, The Man

from the Gallows) and as such, it seemed familiar to the audience.
Nevertheless, several girls gasped in surprise at the humorous ending.
It is probable that they knew the "jump ending" of the variants involv
ing the theft of human flesh, and that they did not expect to hear a

g
funny request at the end.
In addition to traditional narratives, movies and television
programs are associated with dreams in the children’s recollections.
At the end of Lisa’s story, eight-year-old Jessica told about an episode
of "Nightmare Theater" that she had seen during a slumber party.

Since

"Nightmare Theater" is indeed the stuff of which nightmares are made,
it is not surprising that the children are afraid of dreaming about
Sammy Terry's films.
me.

Only the youngest children admitted this fear to

Seven-year-old Susy was so apprehensive that she found it difficult

to tell her story at all:

1 think it's too scary.
(hesitates)

Oh no, they make me dream about it.

See, there was this man, and this man had this big

thing, and he turns on the light, and everything reflected blue,
and he, um, started reading a book and then turned off the light
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because he wanted to go back to sleep and he— he got a— he got
a pill before he went back to sleep and then, insomnia, he, the
devil was coming up, and then the cross was up, and she, um,
went back and he just, but the cross was uncrossed,
devil got back up and he ... the devil was just as

and then the
scared as he

would be from the cross, and he got, the first night he picked
the girl, and the woman who was looking in then— the same thing
happened again, he came out with the girl and the girl turned
into a girl devil, he stabbed her with, um, a pork knife before
she turned into a devil.
the man into a

And, um, she got into one and she turned

deviland then, um, the whole thing happened back

wards because they ran it two times, one forwards and then it
turned out to be backwards, and I saw it all and tripped out.
(CP-87)

Susy's narrative
derived from the mass

stylewas typical of the way in which scary stories
media are usually told:

numerous hesitations, con

fusion of characters, and reliance upon "and" or "and then" to string the

9
events together.

She was additionally hampered by her fear of a

frightening dream, which made her hesitate all the more at first.

As

she went on with the narration, however, her anxiety seemed to lessen
and she enjoyed concentrating upon the story line, without further refer
ence to dreams.
Although this small sample of narratives is not sufficient to warrant
any definite conclusions, it brings out certain characteristics of dreams
as a narrative genre:
ments

their incorporation of traditional narrative ele

and mass media figures, their fearfulness for small children, and

their usual segregation from other stories,

Further attempts to record
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children's dreams and explore their relationship to traditional stories
and the mass media should clarify other aspects of this significant
category.
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Indiana University, April 14, 1977.
5.

See Chapter 6 for a discussion of "Mary Wolf."

6.

Texts B-5 and B-8 are examples of this type of story.

7.

The sixth-grade trance sessions are discussed in Chapter 6.

8.

Two variants of the story of the little girl who substitutes

blood for ketchup are found in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp.
208 and 209-10.

These two variants are numbers 6 and 8 of the first-

grade transcript.
9.

Annie's story B-14 is so similar in content to Susy's that it

may quite possibly have been based upon the same movie, "Insomnia."
Nevertheless, Annie insisted that her story "might have happened really."
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X.

MADE-UP STORIES

The telling of fantasy narratives, or "made-up stories," is a
popular pastime on Girl Scout outings.

Usually, one girl (or perhaps

the leader) will begin the story, and everyone else will take a turn
until it comes to a mutually satisfactory close.^

With the girls'

wholehearted approval, I initiated such storytelling rounds at daycamp
and at the Bluebell and Elderberry Troop meetings.

The Bloomington and

Ellettsville girls participated enthusiastically in sequential made-up
stories, but expressed different attitudes towards made-up stories in
general.

Many more made-up stories were spontaneously told during the

Ellettsville sessions, as a result of the Elderberry Troop members'
enthusiasm for make-believe.

The Bluebell Troop girls, on the other

hand, found individual made-up stories to be "babyish" and preferred
to tell funny, scary, or nasty stories.
Differences in the imaginative predispositions of children have
been studied through a variety of projective techniques.

Since the late

1930's, psychologists have utilized the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)
and other forms of associative stimuli to determine certain behavioral
tendencies.

In his book Psychodiagnostics, Rorschach explains that

movement- and color-oriented responses to the inkblot test indicate a
broad reliance upon imagination or emotionality rather than specific
conflicts or needs.

Later studies have demonstrated that children's

imaginative responses are influenced by the balance between the time
that they spend with adults and the time that they spend alone daydream
ing.

Jerome Singer and other psychologists have advanced hypotheses

linking children's imaginative predispositions with the closeness of
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their relationships to their mothers, and indeed to both parents in
general.

3

The study of made-up stories can reveal not only differences in
imaginative predisposition, but also community influences.

In the

academic community of Bloomington, the children felt the need to assume
"grown-up" airs at quite an early age.

In Ellettsville, however, no

such need was apparent and the children seemed content to indulge in
quite simple forms of make-believe.

Since Ellettsville is a more stable

community, where children lead relatively sheltered lives, it is not
surprising that there are fewer signs of pre-adolescent rebellion against
supposedly childish pastimes.
Analysis of the Ellettsville girls' stories yields certain patterns
of repeated elements, which represent a higher degree of folklorization
than other, more singular aspects of the stories.

The derivation of

various portions of their Halloween narratives from books, movies, be
liefs, and other children's stories is treated in Chapter 4.

Some of

the Elderberry Troop members repeated each other's Halloween stories,
with a few modifications and changes in overall style.

Such spontaneous

recapitulations are noteworthy from the viewpoint of folkloric durability.
A more systematic study of folkloric elements would have resulted from
requesting the girls to repeat their made-up stories several times; how
ever, the desire to obtain a spontaneous repertoire overcame such con
siderations .
During the sequential make-up sessions, I began one story in each
4
group with an introduction designed to elicit a certain kind of response.
It presented the outline of a nightmarish situation, which the girls
could fill out with their own concepts of frightening figures:
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Once there was a little girl, and she was walking along through
the woods.
really

And it was starting to get dark, and it was getting

scary, and she started

to walk faster, and it was getting

darker,and she was getting more and more scared,
she saw—

and suddenly

5

Emphasis upon the words "dark" and "scary," in the context of the little
girl's solitary walk through the forest, was intended to stimulate the
participants' ideas of the dangers inherent in threatening situations.
Several girls

associated the forest,

a typical SchreckmUrchen setting,

with folktale

characters such as the

wolf in "Red Riding Hood."

Inter

estingly enough, the Brownies and the Elderberry Troop girls showed more
evidence of folkloric associations in their made-up stories; the Blue
bell Troop girls, on the other hand, displayed a marked tendency to
emphasize "gross" details of their own devising.
The four groups of girls at Brownie daycamp

responded to the phrase

"...and suddenly she saw— " with various frightening manifestations:
mouse,"

"A big bear," "A ghost," and, more elaborately, "A bear!

little bear.

And a big bear.

And a mama bear!"

"A

A

The last of these

responses showed a distinct resemblance to "The Three Bears," which
Becky had narrated just before Unit IV's make-up session.
worthy that three of the four choices involved animals.

It is note
Small children's

dreams frequently contain frightening animals, as Piaget and other child
development specialists have pointed out.^

The fear of "a ghost," which

many of the Brownies indicated by genuine shivers during the narration
of scary stories, is also prominent among children's fears before bedtime
and in nightmares.
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Each group of Brownies evolved a distinctive plot-line after nam
ing the first frightening figure.

Unit I's story was about a haunted

house with a hidden jewelry box, in addition to a store with a man in
side hanging from a rope.

The descriptions were fairly superficial,

and the ending was inconclusive.

In contrast, the story fabricated by

Unit II followed a coherent line of development with recognizable folkloric elements.

The first four girls put together details of the little

g i r l’s pursuit by the "big bear," and then Mary Sue added a well-formu
lated episode:

And the bear missed, and they started running again, and she fell
again, and she rested on this one log, and this little elflike
man came out, and he says, "I'll give you three wishes," and she
wished that she could, um, that the man would go away, and the
second wish that she could be home in her bed, and she kept on
waiting for a third wish.

(CP-61)

The bestowal of three wishes (F341, "Fairies Give Fulfillment of Wishes")
is a common occurrence in the fairy tales included in books for children.
Mary Sue showed her familiarity with this phenomemon in her spontaneous
invention of two plausible wishes.
"a chocolate sundae."

The third wish was added by Laura:

Tammy, the next narrator, revealed "that he really

w a s n ’t a little guy, that he was a witch, some kind of a witch."
point, one of the audience members corrected her:

"Warlock."'

At this

Evidently,

transformation was central to Tammy's conception of witches or warlocks:
"...he could change himself into anything.
little girl into a lady witch."

And he wanted to change the

Marcia added a comic note with her

description of the little girl's injury to the witch, so that he had to
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be taken to "witches’ hospital."
wishes" format:

Finally, Lisa returned to the "three

"...the girl got a great big hot fudge sundae."

Thus,

the girls wove together the concepts of fairy wishes and supernatural
transformation to form a cohesive narrative.
Unit Ill's story, which began with "a ghost," differed from the
other units' narratives in its rapid assumption of a humorous tone.
Jamie, who was a bit impatient with the process of waiting and contri
buting in turn, elicited a burst of laughter with her contribution:
"And she saw that her mother was a bear, a purple and a green and a
red and a yellow and a blue and a black and a white bear."
the laughter died down, she continued:

As soon as

"And she ran out in the forest

to find her father, and her father was a rabbit.

A purple and a green

and a red and a yellow and a blue and a white and a black rabbit."
Even though Jamie's flights of fancy were intended to be humorous, they
hinted at a serious concern with transformation (D100, "Transformation:
Man to Animal").

When Krystal took up the thread of the story, the idea

of transformation became less amusing:

"...she couldn't find her brother.

So she ran behind a tree and she looked at the tree and it was a horrible
face, blood all over it."

The other girls giggled nervously at Krystal's

statement, which accorded with her generally serious approach to the
supernatural.^

Jamie restored the humorous tone of the story with an

episode that resembled the "funny-scary" framework in its progress from
uncertainty to laughter:

And then she saw these two bloody fing— these two bloody figures
that looked like her brother and sister, but she didn't think
they were because she thought they were just playing with their
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friends or something.

And then they spoke to her and said,

"Hiya, sister, how ya doin’?"

(CP-18)

Jamie's mention of the broken phrase "bloody fin— " showed that she had
a funny-scary story in mind, and was more or less consciously modeling
her contribution along the lines that it suggested.

Her concern with

transformation assumed more sinister overtones at first, with the
appearance of two siblings as "bloody figures."
episode ended happily and so did the whole story:

Nevertheless, the
"Then they lived

happily at the end."
While Unit Ill's story avoided serious fright through "funnyscary" devices, Unit IV's soon branced off into thinly veiled personal
experience.

For a while,

introduced by Mary Beth.

the girls elaborated upon the "three bears"
Becky seemed to have Goldilocks in mind when

she said, "And then she found this little cottage, and she knocked on
the door, and so it says,
And so she ran away."

'You can't come in, or else I'll eat you.1

After a few more details, Becky incorporated

the recent mishap in which Daria's baton had fallen into the stream:
"So one day she met a girl named Daria, she had all her hair on her
side, and she lost her baton,"

The girls were fascinated by Becky's

further discussion of the baton incident, which had captured their
complete attention an hour or so before the storytelling session.

As

noted in the discussion of "true stories," such an event can bring about
the telling of personal experiences which otherwise would probably not
be mentioned.

The rest of Unit IV's story was all about Daria and her

baton, with a joint ending by Daria herself ("And she jumped in the
pond— ") and Susy ("And she killed herself!").
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In contrast to the Brownies' made-up stories, Elderberry Troop's
cooperative effort showed a higher tolerance for the thought of serious
ly frightening situations.

There was a strong interest in transforma

tion, as in Unit I I 1s narrative, in addition to a plethora of menacing
animals and supernatural figures.

In order to convey the nightmarish

quality of the Elderberry Troop story, it is necessary to give the
complete text:

Janet:

She saw a wolf.

But she didn't know it was a wolf, and

these eyes were glowing in the dark, and she started screaming,
and started running back, and she found that she was lost, and
she couldn't find her way back, and then there were a whole bunch
more eyes—
Kathy:

The eyes were glowing, and it started off after her— they

started off after her.
she goes, "Help!
Shelley:

She took off running and screaming, and

Help!"

All of a sudden the eyes, they all— one of the eyes

was just a pair of plastic eyes, those were over her brother.
Then she thought it was a joke, so she came over and tried to
yank the eyes off one of the real ones.
Betsy:

And it charged at her.

But the others were real eyes, and so she still tried to

yank the others off, but they were real eyes and just glowing,
and so she started running, but nobody went up there because it
was late at night, and she started running around in circles; she
couldn't find her way home.
Denise:

And then her brother popped out, it was really a witch.

And then his eyes was glowin', and it bit her on the butt.
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Dana:

And then she saw an old lady and the old lady started

coming after her.

And she took a stick and started beating her.

The old lady says, "That doesn't hurt," so—
Tina:

The wolfs didn't like the little girl, so they decided

to go home.
Beth:

And then some bears come out and jumped on her.

And when the bears jumped on her, they thought that she

didn't taste so good either, so they left, and out came some
ghosts.
Anna:

And the ghost scared her, so she was— so she ran home,

and told her mom.
Carolyn:
Sandy:
Lora:
Inside,

And her mom didn't believe her, so she told her dad—
Her dad didn't believe her—

So she went back outside and got scared, so she went back
'cause she was scared outside, and she forgot about what

she was doing, so—
Marcy:

And then she remembered she left her doll outside, so she

went out there— her brother was standing where her doll was,
'cause her doll was up in a tree, and he went over there and he
grabbed her and goes "Boo!" real loud, and it woke up their mom
and dad, and their mom and dad went out there and looked around.
(E-84)

In the course of this made-up story, several primary concerns
emerged:

fear of the unfamiliar, as opposed to familiar family members;

attempts to distinguish between real and unreal manifestations; and
deliberate pursuit of fearful experiences.

Janet's initial statement,

"She saw a wolf," indicated that she might have "Red Riding Hood" in
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mind.

As she went on, however, it became clear that the situation was

just like a nightmare:

"...these eyes was glowing in the dark, and

she started screaming, and started running back, and she found that
she was lost...11

The sense of powerlessness, disorientation, and

threat that one feels in nightmares was effectively conveyed by Janet’s
description.
"Help!

Kathy continued in the same vein, ending with a scream:

Help!"

Even though the situation was beginning to take on some

truly frightening aspects,
tance to continue.

the Elderberry Troop girls showed no reluc

Unlike the Brownies, they were able to imagine

horrifying experiences without seeking immediate comic relief.
as the rest of the story demonstrated,

In fact,

they actively enjoyed making up

more and more frightful details.
Shelley's contribution emphasized the ambiguity of "real" and super
natural manifestations.

Mistaking "a pair of plastic eyes" for one of

the "real ones," the heroine of the story found herself in a difficult
position.

Betsy had no trouble continuing where Shelley left off:

"...so she still tried to yank the others off, but they were real eyes
and just glowing."

Taken together,

these two portions of the story pose

a serious question:

what is real?

How should one behave when confronted

with something familiar in the midst of chimeras that represent a dif
ferent kind of meaning?

Here the heroine of the story assumes the role

of the "Deuter," in Max LtIthlJs terms; she must penetrate the disguise
of the supernatural, and come to terms with the situation without any
help from others.

8

The next part of the story, contributed by Denise, presented an
even more worrisome ambiguity:
really a witch.

"And then her brother popped out, it was

And then his eyes was glowin', and it bit her on the
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butt."

A comparable concern with the frightening transformation of

siblings and parents was evident in the Brownies' stories.

Apparently,

fears of the unreliability and preternaturally malign intentions of
close relations are not uncommon among small children.

Denise's choice

of "a witch" as the brother's alter ego was consistent with the Elder
berry Troop members' strong interest in all that pertained to Halloween.
The story reached its climax of intensity at that point, and went on to
encompass "an old lady," "bears," and "ghosts" in a more fragmentary
fashion.

Marcy's final episode of the little girl's encounter with her

brother was much closer to everyday reality, and effectively brought the
nightmarish situation to a close.
In contrast with this serious exploration of a

nightmare landscape,

the Bluebell Troop story capitalized upon the possibilities for "gross"
description.

Gilda filled out Alison's chosen setting with a few details

of mass-media supernaturalism, and then went on to introduce the pleasant
ly risque term "booger":

Alison:
Gilda:

A haunted castle.
And in the haunted castle there were ghosts

(giggles) and the floor creaked when she walked in.
that's stupid'.")

and goblins
(Aud.:

"Oh,

She started to go upstairs, and suddenly she

saw a w h ite, a white sheet

(giggles) flying around, and then she

pulled the top off and saw

it was a booger. (Audience explodes

in gales of laughter)
Kamni (still giggling):

Then

she ran out!

chasing her and chasing her.Then it

flew

But the boogers kept
into her mouth!

"Oh, gross!")
Sally;

There were other boogers chasing her.

(Aud.
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Liza:

But after the boogers stopped chasing her she went back

to the castle, and she saw this one real pretty lady.

And the

pretty lady was, um, smoking a cigarette.

(giggles)

little girl breathed it, and she fainted.

And then this man,

this real nice man came.

And the

And he picked her up and he put her,

and he put her on the bed!

(Aud. giggles; "Uh-oh!")

Then,

after she woke up, she wanted to know what she was doing there,
and he said, "My wife scared you and you fainted."

And then she

said, "Well, it looks like it's almost morning, so I'd better be
going home."
(Aud.:

And then he said, "No_."

"Ooh!")

And you could see fangs.

And then (giggles) and she started running to

wards the woman by the door, and the woman had fangs.

And then

she ran under the woman's legs, and then she ran to the little,
the boy who, um, opened the door for the castle, for her to get
in the castle.
Annie:
Alison:

And then he ate her.

But that's not, that'll be the end, though, wouldn't it?
No, it wouldn't!

(B—59)

In this part of the "booger story," Gilda's description of the haunted
house served as a prelude to the real point of interest:
of the comically disgusting booger.

the appearance

When Kamni suggested, "Then it flew

into her mouth!," the audience groaned with delight:

"Oh, gross!"

Liza

showed a particular interest in characterization, with her descriptions
of the "real pretty lady" and "real nice man."

Even so, "gross" innuendo

was prominent in her part of the story ("...and he put her on the b e d !").
The Bluebell Troop girls were primarily fascinated with their own ability
to horrify each other with descriptions of taboo bodily functions and
sexual threats.

Unlike the girls of Elderberry Troop, they focussed
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upon the capacity for horrific disgust within themselves, rather than
the danger of unreal and unfamiliar manifestations from outside.
After Annie's and Alison's disagreement, the story continued under
the name of "The Booger Castle."
mock-rescuer:

Linda gave the booger the role of

"And after the booger, the booger chased the little boy,

and then the little boy threw the little girl up, because he didn't
chew her up good."

A dramatic scene of reconciliation followed between

the booger and the girl.

Considering the Bluebell Troop girls' talent

for parody, this episode can be compared to the huntsman's rescue of
Red Riding Hood from the wolf's belly.

The rest of the story was de

voted to pleasurably disgusting descriptions of "booger stew," and of
the girl's resultant vomiting:

"...all of a sudden then she puked all

over the table, and then the booger came out saying,
swallow me?'"

'Why didn't you

Kamni responded to the others' gleeful appreciation with

a spontaneous tongue-twister:

"A booger and a burger are two different

things, but some people like booger and booger-booger burgers."

By the

end of the story, the girls were still highly enthusiastic about the
boogers and insisted upon making up another story of the same type.
This story lasted for a shorter time and eventually dissolved in general
bickering.
With the exception of the two "booger stories," which arose from my
own suggestion of the sequential making-up session, there were very few
"made-up stories" per s e .
"The Four Bears"

Liza invented one very long narrative called

(B-63), in which the four animal characters underwent

various adventures that bore a strong resemblance to TV drama.

She told

this story to a group composed almost exclusively of fourth-graders,
where there was less pressure to avoid being "babyish."

Otherwise, the
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girls channeled their creative energies into the parodies of songs,
stories, and TV shows in which they thoroughly enjoyed exercising their
verbal cleverness.

In this respect, their priorities were significantly

different from those of the Ellettsville girls.
Two made-up stories in the Elderberry Troop repertoire have already
been discussed in previous sections:

Denise’s story about the "hook

nose," which she told as a sequel to the other stories about "The Hook,"
and Shelley's partly true, partly made-up story of the porcupine in the
trashcans.
legends.

Both of these narratives are closely related to traditional
Most of the other made-up stories, told just before Halloween,

will be analyzed in Chapter 4.
Two other Elderberry Troop stories deserve brief consideration:
Janet's story of the jungle (E-86) and Kathy's mischievous narrative
about the other girls and their boyfriends (E-88).

The former is notable

for its degree of unconstrained interaction between storyteller and
audience.

Towards the end of her description of the rich hunter's

safari in Africa, Janet hesitated and looked to the others for sugges
tions :

...There was a whole bunch of monsters in the cave and they were
like in a zoo and they were caged up (laughs) and there were a
whole bunch of signs in front of the cages, they had a whole bunch
of wierd names like—
"Snoozle!")

(Aud.: "Buffalo!")

Queenie-Beenie—

(Aud.:

And he started to walk out of the cave, and he found

that he couldn't, because there was a big gorilla blocking the
cave and they send— one of those things got out of the cave, and
they ran over and they ate the gorilla (laughs; audience does
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too.

Shelley:

"Queenie-Beenie!")

And he got out of the cave,

and the guideman goes, "Where have you been?" and he goes (droll
voice) "I don't knowI"

And they started driving around the

jungle again.

(E— 86)

Although Janet was able to make up many details about the African jungle
on her own, she was glad to accept suggestions from the audience members
when her own imagination faltered.

The girls' willingness to cooperate

in mutual enjoyment of the narrative contrasted with the competitiveness
displayed in Bluebell Troop, where interruptions were often fiercely
contested.
Another major difference between the two troops, as mentioned in
section IV, was their openness or reticence with regard to taboo topics.
While the Bluebell Troop girls enjoyed telling nasty stories and making
up long narratives about boogers, the members of Elderberry Troop found
stories about kissing to be amply shocking.

Kathy began hers amid

giggles and blushes:

There was this boy and girl and their name was Tina and Brad.
And they were— no, it was Tina and Mike, and they were walking,
they were walking— well, they were brothers and sisters and they
were gonna get a dog, both of 'em, each one, and they cost five
dollars apiece.

No, they were giving 'em free.

And then, um,

Tina started walkin' with her boyfriend named Brad, and they, uh,
met a girl named (laughs) Anna, and Brad went over there, started
talkin' to her, and Tina started getting jealous—
mock-sympathy:

"Ah, Tina!")

(Shelley, in

and then they was walkin' home from

school and Tina seen them walking together, so she goes, "Huh!
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I'll go home and see if the puppies are here yet."

Then they

got started playing with the puppies, I think, she goes, "I
think I'll call Brad up tonight'."

(laughs)

No, and she goes,

"Hi there, Brad, I see you was walkin' with somebody today."
"Oh, that was my buddy."

"Buddy?

(Laughter from audience)

"Well, I'm not sorry.

She hung up.

(laughs)

A girl?"

"Oh, I'm s£ sorry,"
Pool"

Hang up.

And then he came over to her house, and

started talkin' to her.

And then they went to the liberry, and

sitted down together and made up together, and then they seen
another girl.

Her name is Janet.

(Laughter from aud.)

(laughs) now this is about the cutest girl she met.
"I'll be back, Tina.
buy us a coke."

And

She goes,

You go ahead in the liberry, I've gotta go

So what he does, he goes over there with Janet

and starts talkin'.

And then they start likin' each other, and

they start kissin'.

(Laughter from whole audience, including

Mrs. Porter)

And then he— then Tina goes, "Come on, Brad!"

So

they— they drunk their coke and then they go back in the liberry.
(E-88)

Kathy's ability to create a lively and appealing dialogue was evident in
this story, which elicited a great many giggles and mock-protests from
the audience.

When particular girls' names were mentioned, they covered

their faces with their hands and looked genuinely ill at ease.

Later,

when Shelley's name was mentioned in a similar narrative, she protested
with mock-alarm,

"I'll flatten your head!"

On the whole, however, the

girls enjoyed hearing about made-up encounters with their "boyfriends."
This concept of risque subject matter contrasted sharply with that of
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the Bluebell Troop girls, and demonstrated the extent to which children
are sheltered in the community of Ellettsville.
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NOTES FOR SECTION X

1.

I observed the narration of sequential made-up stories during

several Junior Scout outings that I attended in 1975.

According to the

leaders of the Junior troops, such stories were often told on special
occasions such as campouts and picnics.
2.

Hermann Rorschach, Psychodiagnostics (Berne: Hans Huber, 1942).

3.

Jerome Singer, The Child's World of Make-Believe (New York:

Academic Press, 1973), p. 62.
4.

Such experiments have been conducted by Charlotte Bllhler, Edit

Fel, and others.
5.

This introduction,

taken from the Bluebell Troop transcript, is

almost exactly the same as those of the other sessions.
6.

Piaget, Play, Dreams, and Imitation, pp. 176-82.

7.

See Chapter 4 for discussion of Krystal's role as a narrator in

Unit III.
8.

Max Llithi, "Gehalt und ErzHhlwelse der Volkssage," Sagen und

Ihre Deutung, ed. Wlll-Erich Peuckert (GHttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
1965), pp. 11-27.
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CHAPTER 4:
MADE-UP STORIES BASED ON TRADITIONAL TALES

TWO BROWNIE STORYTELLERS:

KRYSTAL AND JENNIFER.

As even a cursory

examination of the fantasies or "made-up stories" in this collection
indicates, children’s imaginative processes are significantly influenced
by orally transmitted tales, children's books, and the mass media.

Many

such stories include characters from well-known films and television
shows; others feature heroes or heroines of children's literature.
Given the breadth of the modern child's exposure to the mass media and
the wide variety of books written especially for children, it is dif
ficult for the researcher to identify the sources of all elements in
cluded in fantasy narratives.

In the final analysis, however, it seems

more important to assess the significance of each narrative as a more
or less cohesive whole.

In some fantasies it is possible to note changes

of style, as the narrator shifts from remembered details of books or
movies to more subjective flights of fancy; in others, such distinctions
are blurred.

A special category of "made-up stories" should be desig

nated for those narratives which rely less upon the mass media than upon
the framework of certain traditional tales, all of which owe their
popularity to the Grimms’ Kinder- und Hausm&rchen.

It is to this category

of narratives that we now turn.
I first encountered a story of this type at the Brownie daycamp in
Cascades Park, during the summer of 1976.

The seven- and eight-year-old

girls of Unit III had already acquainted me with their repertoire of
scary and funny-scary stories the previous day, and six of the most
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enthusiastic storytellers asked permission to tell some more during
their lunch break.

Among them was Krystal, a chubby, earnest eight-

year-old from the rural outskirts of Bloomington.

Krystal had a pen

chant for made-up stories that was evident from the beginning of our
first session:

while the others took some pains to remember the de

tails of their stories, she blithely wove such details into a story
of her own devising.

As the following narrative demonstrates, how

ever, she relied upon more than the casual recollection of details:

One day this girl was walking along the forest, and, um, heard
this sound like somebody was walking toward her, or following
her.

She turned around, and she thought, "I should be 'magining

this."

So she walked on, and she was going to her grandmother's

house.

And, um, a few blocks, it was, and then she got to her

grandmother's house, and then she knocked on the door.

And this,

uh, killer, there was a killer there that killed her gramma and
came for her, and asked who was there.
(Audience:

"Are you telling the story of Little Red Riding Hood?"

Krystal pauses, confused)
in and, um—

"I'm little— little— "

(Audience:

"I'm your little— "

And then she came

"Little Red Riding Hood!")

That killer

got in back of 'em and took the knife, and cut off all her hair
off, and then, and then she, um, then she went to her gramma's,
then she went in there.

Then that man was there and he said,

"Every time I come to your grandmother's house, I'm gonna cut,
I'm going to cut off your head and a finger, and a ear, and a
nose, and a eye and a tooth," and so she never came back to the
house again.

The end.

(CP-82)
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As the audience recognized in the middle of Krystal's story, there
is a striking similarity to the well-known tale "Little Red Riding Hood."
Krystal preferred not to place much emphasis upon this similarity, as
the following dialogue indicates:

ET:

"Where did you learn that one?"

Krystal:
Audience:

"X just made it up."
"Oh, that's 'Little Red Riding Hood,'"

"Nuh-uh, it's

a different one!"
ET:

"That does sound kind of like ’Little Red Riding Hood,'
doesn't it?"

Krystal:
ET:

For Krystal,

"Yeah, but I made it up."

"I see."

therefore, it was quite important that the narrative be

recognized as a "made-up story."

The first indication of this attitude

came within the text itself, when the usage of a specific adjective
brought about an interruption from the audience.

Krystal hesitated

after introducing the statement "I'm little— little," perhaps because
she realized that she was coming too close to the traditional story.
When a member of the audience asked, "Are you telling the story of Little
Red Riding Hood?" she paused, slightly rephrased the statement ("I'm
your little— "), and then broke it off to begin a new course of action:
"And then she came in..."

Nevertheless, one girl still whispered at

that point, with an air of pleased discovery:

"Little Red Riding Hood!"

At the end of the story, when we discussed its origin, the opinion
of the audience was divided:

several girls still thought that the story

was "Little Red Riding Hood," while one asserted that it was indeed a
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different tale.

These opinions may have been based upon the listeners’

spontaneous reactions to the story or their acceptance/rejection of
Krystal's insistence that it was made up; probably a combination of
the two factors.

Krystal herself, when asked to account for the

similarity to "Little Red Riding Hood," conceded that it existed, al
though she continued to stress that the story was her own creation.
Her response to this admittedly "loaded" question from an adult authority
figure does not provide strong evidence in favor of her awareness of the
traditional story, however.
Greater insight into the nature of this narrative may be gained
from direct comparison with the traditional folktale.

Since the publi

cation of "Le Petit Chaperon Rouge" in Perrault's Histoires et contes du
temps passe in 1697, the tale has enjoyed considerable popularity among
European and American children.

It was first published in English in

1729, in a translation of Perrault’s stories entitled Histories, or
Tales of Past Times.

The rapid growth of the tale's popularity in

England may be gauged by the fact that it was printed in such anthologies
as A Pretty Book for Children, first issued in 1744, and The Top Book of
All, for Little Masters and Misses, which appeared in 1760.

As early as

1803, the tale entered the English pantomime tradition in the form of
"Red Riding Hood: or, The Wolf Robber" by Charles Dibdin.'*'

A German

variant of the story, "Rotkyppchen," was included in the Grimms' Klnderund Kausm&rchen of 1812.

It is to the particularly wide appeal of this

collection in Europe and America that the tale's present popularity among
American children may be attributed.
In the Aarne-Thompson type index, "Little Red Riding Hood" is
classified under type 333, The Glutton.

This tale type is composed of
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two episodes:

Wolf's Feast, in which a wolf deceives and devours a

little girl, and Rescue, which involves removal of the victims from
the wolf's belly, substitution of stones, and subsequent death of the
creature.

Only four English-American variants are listed in the index,

as well as ten Franco-American texts,

three texts from the West Indies,

and numerous variants from Europe.
Krystal's story begins with a simple formula, "One day," which
often marks the beginning of traditional stories told by children of
the Brownie age group.

The initial statement makes it clear that a

funny-scary story can be expected:

the girl who hears a strange sound

while walking through the forest, and tries to persuade herself that
she should (or rather must) be imagining it, closely resembles the
protagonist of "It Floats" and other ghost stories.

Hence, by the end

of the remark "I should be 'magining this," the audience has been pre
pared to expect a funny-scary story which will quite possibly culminate
in a catch ending.
The next development, however, is a shift to the well-known details
of "Red Riding Hood."

At this point Krystal began to speak with greater

rapidity and self-confidence.

Her speech assumed a definite, rolling

rhythm, which can be indicated in this manner:

... So she WALKED ON,
and she was going to her GRANDMOTHER'S HOUSE.
And, um, a few BLOCKS, it was,
and then she got to her GRANDMOTHER'S HOUSE,
and then she KNOCKED on the DOOR.

It is noteworthy that this portion of the tale is followed not only by
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a loss of rhythmical speech, but also by a change from the formal term
"grandmother" to the less formal "gramma,"

It is at this point that a

legend-like atmosphere begins to emerge.
Instead of the familiar wolf, who in the Grimms’ "RotkUppchen"
appears to be polite and friendly at first, Krystal introduces an un
ambiguously horrifying figure:

a killer.

She emphasizes his first

appearance by repeating derivatives of the verb "kill":

"And this, uh,

killer, there was a killer there that killed her gramma..."

Comparable

to such a figure are the crazy man featured in "The Hook" and the unseen
murderer in "The Boyfriend's Death."

In terms of this particular story,

it is interesting to note that some orally transmitted variants of "Red
Riding Hood" do not have a wolf as the menacing figure.

In her valuable

study Ursprung und Entstehung von Warn- und SchreckmHrchen, Marianne
Rumpf points out the fact that in seven of thirty-seven variants of
"RotkMppchen," the "Verschlingergestalt" is a werewolf, an Oreo or an
Orca, a cannibal, a wild, horrible man, a wild woman, or a "Stempe."
On the basis of certain legends and accounts of sixteenth-century were
wolf trials, Rumpf suggests that the original swallower was a werewolf
rather than a wolf.

2

For the purposes of this analysis it is sufficient

to conclude that the exact nature of the swallower has undergone creative
variation from man to animal or vice-versa, and may easily do so again.
The bestial actions of a killer are not, after all, very different from
the predatory behavior of an animal.
After Krystal's hesitation over the term "little," prolonged by the
audience's interruption, she seemed determined to continue the story on
her own terms, with her own non-lupine villain:
back of 'em and took the knife..."

"That killer got in

Instead of savaging the little girl
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with his teeth, as the wolf would do, the killer takes his knife and
cuts off her hair.

Why the hair should be cut off first is difficult

to say; in any case, it is an act that causes no physical pain but is
definitely menacing.

As any little girl who has unwillingly submitted

to the hairdresser’s scissors might say, it is not at all pleasant to
have one's tresses forcibly removed.

Indeed, within the child's micro-

cosmic world view, it may well be the small threats that assume the
greatest importance.
As soon as the heroine of Krystal's story enters her grandmother's
house, she encounters quite a complicated threat from the killer:

"Every

time I come to your grandmother's house, I'm gonna cut, I'm going to cut
off your head and a finger, and a ear, and a nose, and a eye and a
tooth."

Keeping in mind the killer's similarity to the wolf of the

traditional story, one is reminded of the question-and-answer sequence
which culminates in a "catch" ending.

In the first English translation

of Perrault's story, it reads:

The little red Riding-Hood undressed her self, and went into bed,
where she was very much astonished to see how her grandmother
looked in her night-clothes:
great arms you have got!
pretty child.

It is the better to embrace thee my

Grandmamma, what great legs you have g o t !

to run the better my child.
got!

So she said to her, Grandmamma, what

Grandmamma, what great ears you have

It is to hear the better my child.

eyes you have got!

It is

Grandmamma, what great

It is to see the better my child.

what great teeth you have got!

It is to eat thee up.

Grandmamma,
And upon

saying these words, this wicked Wolfe fell upon the little Red
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Riding-Hood, and eat her up.

More modern renditions of the tale tend to simplify this sequence, so
that the little girl remarks in turn what big eyes and ears, what a big
nose,and finally what big teeth her grandmother has.

Krystal's killer

incorporates the usual eye, ear, and nose into his warning, adds a
finger and head, and ends with the all-important tooth.

In a sense,

therefore, the traditional elements of the tale are conserved.
Since the little girl in Krystal's story takes the killer's warning
seriously and never returns to the house, the narrative may be considered
to be a literal rather than figurative WarnmHrchen.

Instead of a hor

rifying example which should teach children to be careful, the story
incorporates a dreadful warning which successfully deters the little
girl's danger.

Nevertheless, it is incorrect to retain the term M&rchen

for this version of the traditional story.

Although the little girl

never requires rescue from physical assault, she is temporarily at the
mercy of a dangerous killer who suspiciously resembles a ritual murderer.
For the grandmother, whose murder is briefly mentioned, there is no
escape:
dead.

no huntsman comes along to magically resuscitate her from the
Thus, although the story seems to develop from a traditional

MHrchen base, it becomes legend-like through the storyteller’s creative
abilities.

Indeed, the MMrchen in question has legend-like features

from the outset.
The analysis of this story must remain open-ended, as there are
numerous questions which require an answer.

For example: if the story

is truly based upon "Red Riding Hood," why does it simply end with a
warning?

Why does the girl escape, obviating the need for the second
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"Rescue" episode common to type 333?

In order to better understand

why, one must examine other aspects of Krystal's repertoire and her
interaction with Jennifer, the other outstanding storyteller of Unit
III.
The first story that Krystal told, breaking the ice for the initial
session in Unit III, was quite different from her "Red Riding Hood"
narrative.

Usually very serious and deliberate in all that she under

took, Krystal assumed a particularly serious demeanor and stated em
phatically, "I’m gonna tell a sad story."

After the other girls finished

their desultory discussion of "blumber parties,"^ she began:

When we was down at the market, Popcorn already had her kittens,
and, um, I went to get my own, it was mine, Peachy.
from audience)
(More laughter)

(Laughter

I called it Peachy because it's the color peach.
And I took it home, I was goin', I was cornin'

in, and it was then that my dad, and it ran under the lawnmower.
(Audience:

"You already told this!

Too many times."

"Nuh-uh!")

And my dad was starting the mower, and it cut off its back leg
and its tail.

And I had to, and we buried it right by the other

cat that died.

(CP-1)

When I agreed that it was a sad story, Krystal said triumphantly, "I
told ya I was gonna make a sad one!"

Even though she had told a personal

experience story, she seemed to be quite seriously aware of her role as
the creator of a narrative for everyone to hear.

The audience, however,

was not entirely appreciative; one girl protested that she had heard the
story too many times, and another sighed, "Oh, tell a happy joke!"

It

would be exaggerated to say that Krystal was preoccupied with sadness
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and death, but the primacy of this story in her repertoire seemed to
indicate that she had a serious and realistic orientation to storytelling.
Immediately after Krystal's sad story, the tone of the session changed
in response to the other girls' preference for "happy jokes."

Andrea, a

cheerful child who insisted that her exact age was 7 3/4, hurriedly saved
the audience from possible depression:

There was a house, and it was a creepy house, and this telephone
rang (giggles).

And the father answered it and the ghost goes,

"I'm the ghost of the black eye!"
then it rings again.

(Aud.:

And then he hangs up, and

"Oh, yeah.'")

The mother answers

it and it goes, "I'm the ghost of the black eye,"
hangs up.

(Krystal:

"Is this true?")

Uh-uh.

and then he

And the ghost

goes, I mean the telephone rings again and the sister answers.
(Aud.:

"Hello?")

And then the brother, and the ghost goes, "I'm

.the ghost of the black eye!"

Around the, and the telephone rings

again, and the sister answers it, the ghost goes, "I'm the ghost
of the black eye," and then they hang up, and then it rings again
and the baby answers it (anticipatory giggles from audience) and
then the ghost goes, "I'm the ghost of the black eye," and the
baby goes, "Shut up, or I'll give you two black eyes!"
collapses in giggles.
heard it before."

Aud."

"Uh-uh!")

(Andrea

"I already heard that one."

"I've
(CP-2)

When asked how she had learned the story, Andrea replied, "I think I
made it up."
it as

The fact that

most of the girls in the audience recognized

a popular funny-scary story after the first few lines belied this

assertion, however.

Only Krystal needed to be assured that the story
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was not true, perhaps because she was still preoccupied by the sad story
that she had just told.
The next narrator, Jennifer, almost immediately gained the admira
tion of the audience for her unusually skilled and enthusiastic narra
tion.

At my

elbow during the entire session, Jennifer was so full of

bubbling enthusiasm that she could barely keep still.

Her extreme

liveliness and verbal facility contrasted markedly with Krystal's serious
demeanor and slow, deliberate word choice.

It should also be mentioned

that Jennifer was slightly older than Krystal (8i$) and that her parents
belonged to the professional segment of the Bloomington population, while
Krystal's family did not.
Jennifer's first story was prefaced by a brief explanation:
gonna be a short story.

It's sorta like hers, but it's not."

"Mine's

After a

pause, the narrative began:

Once upon a time there was this man and he lived all by himself.
And one day the telephone rang, and it says, "This is bloody
fingers and I am six blocks away from your house," and then he
hangs

up.

ghost
house!"
again:

Then the telephone rings again and says,"This is the

of the bloody fingers. I am five blocks away from your
(Aud.:

"Oh, I heard this one.'")

And the telephone rings

"This is bloody fingers, I am now four blocks away from

your house."

And the telephone rings again, and "This is the ghost

of the bloody fingers, I am four, three blocks away from your
house," and he hangs up, and then he hangs up and then the tele
phone rings again, (giggles)

And this time the ghost says, "I am

the ghost of bloody fingers and I am two blocks away from your
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house."
the— "

Then the telephone rings again.
(Aud.:

"This is the, this is

"Ghost of the bloody fingers.")

"This is the

ghost of the bloody fingers and I am one block away from your
house!"

Then the doorbell rings.

bloody fingers.

"This is the ghost of the

May I have a bandaid?"

(Whole audience laughs)
(CP-3)

The incongruously polite request at the end of this story, as well as
the brisk progression from six blocks to one block away, earned a unani
mous accolade from the audience in the form of laughs, nudges, and
giggles.

Stacy, a rather shy seven-year-old, was encouraged by this

response to tell another funny-scary story, "It Floats," which is in
cluded in the discussion of genre in chapter 3.
It is necessary to consider all three funny-scary stories, Andrea's,
Jennifer's, and Stacy's, in order to understand the nature of the madeup story that Krystal told immediately afterwards.

She offered to tell

the story with a degree of enthusiasm that was unusual for her, but
natural In the context of the hilarious responses to the three narratives
previously told:

I got another one!
hers.

(Aud.J

It's kind of like hers, but it's not really

"Hey, that's no fair, she gets to tell two!"

"Well, so can you.")

Well, there was this woman, and— no, it's

not like hers— and she was looking for a motel.
know this one!"

ET:

"What was she looking for?")

(Chorus of "I
A motel.

And, um.

and she was, and she saw an old house, and somebody said, "This
is a mo-tel!"

Real spobky like.

And she walked in with the bag,

and the old, and the doors opened by theirselves.

And when she
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laid the bag down, the bag went up to her room and she followed
it, by theirselves.
she went in there.

And she opened this squeaky door.
(Aud.:

"Oh, I know this one!")

this big case, big as this table.

And, um,

She saw

And, um, then she opened it

and then she saw a head (one girl giggles nervously), a head
with blood all over it and fingers with blood all over it and
feet with blood all over it.

(Aud.:

"Ooh!")

they got her and they bit her, and she died.

They got up, and
(Other "Ooh!"s,

more in disgust than pleasure).

(CP-5)

It was obvious during the narration of Krystal's story that the
audience was not happy with its development.

Still giggling in response

to the three previous funny-scary stories, they rapidly sobered up and
began to look nervous and uneasy.

A few girls giggled a little, but

not in a pleased way; at the end they all simply cried, "Ooh!"

As numer

ous storytelling sessions have shown, "Ooh" is a very common reply to a
successfully told scary story.

In this case, however, it seemed to de

note displeasure rather than enjoyment.

In what way, then, does this

story differ from other scary stories that usually receive a favorable
response?
The answer to this question appears to lie in the structural anomalies
which Krystal introduced.

At the end of the story, she stated proudly and

firmly, "I made that one up"; nevertheless, there are distinct remnants
from popular ghost stories within the framework of the narrative.
begins with the statement that "It's kind of like hers" (i.e.
story of the spooky house with the noise "It Floats."')

It

Stacy's

It Is also pos

sible that by "hers" Krystal meant Jennifer's story of the ghost of the
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bloody fingers.

In any case, the initial description of a search for

a motel is usually found in the variants of "Bloody Fingers" most popu
lar among the Brownies and Girl Scouts.

The woman's discovery of the

spooky motel furnishes a clue that the story will be a funny-scary one,
probably "Bloody Fingers."
Krystal's first deviation from the traditional framework was the
insertion of supernatural manifestations which sound like they originated
in a horror movie:

"And she walked in with the bag, and the old, and

the doors opened by theirselves.

And when she laid the bag down, the

bag went up to her room, and she followed it, by theirselves."

These

details effectively accentuated the spookiness of the motel and seemed
to please the audience.

The turning point of the story came when the

woman opened the squeaky door and went in.
thought they knew what would happen next:
speaking ghost.

Several audience members
probably the discovery of a

Instead, however, Krystal introduced a line common to

the "Rap-rap" story:

"She saw this big case, big as this table.

um, then she opened it..."

And,

In the "Rap-rap" story, the protagonist

learns that a spooky rapping noise has been caused by wrapping paper in
side a case.

Prepared to hear a variant of this sprightly play on words,

the audience of Krystal's story underwent a sudden violation of expecta
tions.

There was no comic relief, no wrapping paper or ludicrous "ghost

of bloody fingers," but a bloody head, bloody fingers, and bloody feet
that frightened the protagonist, bit her, and killed her.

These blood-

covered parts of the body, probably inspired by the stories of "Bloody
Fingers" and other gory apparitions,

were too graphically horrible to

belong at the end of a story which had seemed at first to be funny-scary.
Krystal's propensity for realistic horror did not, therefore, result in
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a pleased response from the audience in this case.
To return briefly to Krystal's "Red Riding Hood" story, told the
day after all of the other narratives discussed here, it is possible
to see the effect of her imaginative and realistic propensities upon
the form of the traditional folktale.

The prominence of the warning,

however, requires a special explanation.

It is necessary to examine

the form of one of Jennifer's stories, which was told just before the
"Red Riding Hood" variant:

There was this—
story.

(whispers)

It's a ghost story, it's a ghost

(raises voice again)

went out for, to a party.
slumber party.
and— pop.

There was this girl and her parents

And this girl, she decided to have a

So she invited all her friends over, for popcorn

No, that's wrong.

Pizza and pop.

And, and they went

out, they went out and (pause) and they were watching TV.
all of a sudden, there was a broad— announcement.
announcement.

A special

And it said: there is a crazy man who has escaped

from the jailhouse four blocks away from your house.
house.

And, but guess where they were?

fixing more pizza and pop.

and they said, "it's one block away."
guess where they were?

From their

They were in the kitchen

Then they were, and they went out

again, and they went back in there.

pop.

And

So there were more people,
From their house.

But

They were in there, fixing more pizza and

And (pause) and then, um, then the crazy man was at their

house, and then finally (raises voice) they heard it, and, and,
and they all went down to hide.

Everybody else hid somewhere

else, but then— they all went down to hide.

But only one person

thought of downstairs to hide, and she hid downstairs behind the
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piano.

But the crazy man broke in, downstairs, and then she,

and he found 'em.

Then upstairs, they heard this noise, it went,

Click-click.

Sh-sh!

Click-click.

Sh-sh!

Click-click.

Sh-sh!

And it kept goin1.

Click-click.

Sh-sh!

And that was, and he

cut off his,

um, the elbows and stuff, her legs up

to her knees

and her arms

up to her elbows and, um, and they, and, um, and

they found her, and that was, and the noise was her knees going
click-click, and

the sh-sh was her elbows going sh-sh, whenever

she cut 'em off,

but then finally they found out, then their mom

came home the next morning and she saw blood all over the floor
and she said, "Never, the children, never let them have a slumber
party again," without them being home.

The end.

(CP-81)

In terms of narrative style, this story was not one of Jennifer's best.
She was obviously trying very hard to recall the exact details as she
had learned them, to the extent that substituting "popcorn" for "pizza"
seemed to be a serious error.

This attention to detail contrasted

markedly with Krystal's lack of hesitation to manipulate traditional
materials.
known

The story of the crazy man at the slumber party is well

to Girl Scouts in the Bloomington area, although it usually does

not contain the "

blocks away" sequence.^

It is possible that Jenni

fer added this sequence after hearing several tales that contained it
the previous day; however, with regard to her

zealousness to preserve

the original story, it does not seem likely.
Jennifer's slumber party story may be considered a Wammflrchen to
the extent that it incorporates a serious warning about the dangers of
leaving children alone at home.

Unprotected and yet self-sufficient in
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the production of repeated servings of pizza and pop, the girls find
themselves suddenly at the mercy of a dangerous lunatic.

In essence,

the story conforms to the first part of AT 123, The Wolf and the K i d s ,
where "the wolf comes in the absence of the mother and eats up the

7
kids."

The Grimm variant of this story, "Der Wolf und die Sieben

Jungen Geisslein," recounts the attempts of the young goats to hide:
"One jumped under the table, the second into the bed, the third into
the tile stove, the fourth into the kitchen, the fifth into the cupboard,
the sixth under the washbasin, and the seventh into the case of the clock

g
on the wall."

While only one kid, the one in the clockcase, is saved,

only one of the girls in Jennifer's story is murdered.

Every one of the

devoured goats is rescued at the end of the folktale, but the victim of
the dangerous lunatic is beyond rescue.

The sounds that she makes climb

ing the stairs, "Click-click sh-sh," are more elaborate than the scratch
ing noises featured in the legend told by college students, "The Room-

9
mate's Death."

For children old enough to go to slumber parties, the

situation presented in Jennifer's story is equal in horror to the legend
of the murdered roommate.
In light of Jennifer's popularity and effectiveness as a narrator,
it is not surprising that her slumber party story shaped Krystal's "Red
Riding Hood" variant to some degree.

The first effect was, quite simply,

the suggestion of a situation in which a child is molested by a murder
ous lunatic.

The severing of elbows and knees that occurs in Jennifer's

story is comparable to the threatened removal of an eye, finger, tooth,
and other parts of the body in Krystal's.

The two stories both end with

explicit warnings, one on the basis of tragic experience and the other
on the basis of what might happen if the little girl is not careful.
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Thus, the traditional story told by Jennifer provided guidelines through
which Krystal could rework the story of "Little Red Riding Hood."
The interaction of these two young narrators can also be viewed in
the context of a single narrative:

the sequential made-up story.

As

previously explained in Chapter 3, each group of children was given the
same "nightmare situation" as the introduction to a story to which each
child could add a segment in turn.

Unit III was particularly enthusiastic

about this form of storytelling, and the day after the initial session
Krystal asked, "Why

d o n ’t you make another one up, and we go

that?"

of the moment, I began another story:

On the spur

ET:

on like

Once there was a family, and the family was inside a house,

and it was pretty dark and the lights went out.
like these ghost stories that we're making."
ghost stories!")
said, "Well,

And it was

(Jennifer:

Krystal:

pretty dark upstairs, and

"I

"I love
the mother

now somebody's just gotta go down there and see about

turning on those lights, but I d o n ’t wanta do it," so she said to
her husband, "Well, you do it," and so her husband went downstairs.
(Jennifer:

"Oh, w e ’re gonna start the baby again’
.")

down, and suddenly he went, "Aah!"
Andrea:

And he went

And then—

And then the, he went back upstairs because he thought

he heard sumpin’ like, uh, footprints towards him, so he went up
and said, "You go and do it yourself!
here, there.
Jennifer:

There’s something down

I ’m chicken."

Then the baby went down there, and tried to turn— no,

the sister went down there and tried to turn on the lights, and
she heard, and she heard, "Aah!" and she screamed.

Then, the brother
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went down there and turned on the lights.

And he screamed.

And

then the baby went down there and heard this noise, and all those
people were laying down in blood.

And then she

heard this ghost

say (pause), "I, I will get very mad at you if you touch your
sister, brother, dad, or mother,"

And she said, and the baby

said, "I'll make you even madder!"
Krystal:

And—

And then the ghost was mad, and he came up, and he had

this big knife like a butcher knife.

And, uh, cut all of their

heads off.
Audience:

The end.

The end!

The end!

(CP-83)

From Jennifer's and Krystal's reactions to the first segment of the
story, it was apparent that the audience had received two cues:
thatit was a ghost story
it was

(dark house with lights out)

first,

and second, that

a story in which a baby would provide the catch ending.

It is

significant that Jennifer, whose attention and sensitivity to detail was
outstanding, first recognized that the mother's remark to her husband
could lead to a whole sequence of abortive attempts by family members to
do what was needed.

Her own segment of the story built upon Andrea's

brief indication that the husband was chicken, and went on to the sister,
the brother, and finally the baby.

At this point, Jennifer realized

that the ghost would have to say something, and the baby would have to
reply with a putdown.
"I will get very mad
even madder!"

After a slight pause, she gave the ghost’s threat:
at you if..." and the baby's reply, "I'll make you

Thus, in her own words she reconstructed the framework

of the essential "speaking ghosts" story, which belongs to type 326,

10
The Youth Who Wanted to Learn What Fear Is.

Krystal, on the other
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hand, transformed the ghost from a verbally defeated threatener into a
murderer who took immediate action and chopped off the whole family’s
heads.

Both types of creativity, the reconstruction of a familiar

story type and the reversion to realistic, legend-like horror, contri
buted to a composite story that pleased the young audience immensely.
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HALLOWEEN STORYTELLING IN ELLETTSVILLE:
KATHY.

PATRICIA, SHELLEY, JANET, AND

Among the fourth- and fifth-graders of the Ellettsville Scout

troop, Halloween proved to be an especially propitious time for story
telling.

The girls spent several meetings deciding what they would like

to do on the Tuesday just previous to Halloween, and after agreeing upon
a party with games and special refreshments,
be fun to tell scary stories.

they decided that it would

Their anticipatory enthusiasm was so

great, however, that they began to tell stories about Halloween a week
before the date of the party.

Three of these stories, one told by

Patricia and two by Kathy, revealed a strong interest in fearful en
counters with witches.

In the course of these three stories and four

others told the following week, it became clear that the children's own
stories about Halloween bore a marked resemblance to the Grimms'

tale

no. 15, "Hansel and Gretel."
This resemblance first emerged in quite a lengthy made-up story
told by Patricia.

In accordance with her usual behavior during the

storytelling sessions, Patricia was very relaxed and self-confident.
She evidently enjoyed telling the story and had no trouble holding the
attention of her audience.

In introducing the story, she pointed out

Its similarity to the traditional tale:

It's something like "Hansel and Gretel."

Okay, once upon a time

there was two kids, a boy and a girl who lived right down the
street from the forest.

And this forest, on Halloween night,

it— well anyways it had graves in it, and on Halloween night it
seemed like all the people came out of the graves and spooked
everybody.

Well,

these two kids, they went dancing through the,
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um, forest and they seen this imaginary house and it had candy
all over it and it was built by candy.
thing.

Its windows were, every

And, um, they started to take some and the witch popped

out and goes, "Don't you dare pick any off my house!"
go, "Well, we're hungry!
to get some candy!"

And they

It's Halloween night, and you're sposed

And they go, and she goes, "Go get some off

the trees, this whole forest is made of candy anyhow."

So they

went to this tombstone that looked like a tree, and they got,
and there was this person on it, and it was sposed to be candy,
see, and— 'cause she said everything was made of candy— so they
picked it off and they tried to eat it and they grabbed their
mouth and stretched it.
a ball.

And it was 'about this big, it was as bigas

And then they went around, and they couldn't even say

"Trick or treat" because their mouth was so much.

And then one

night, and then that night they went back into that forest and
there was a whole bunch of witches dancin' around, around this
fire.

And there was, um, a whole bunch of warlocks, warlocks,

um, in the middle, they'd sit around and, um, then there was
this one little kid that was just born, and they had, um, a bed
that was over the fire and they were dancing around it.

And then

when they picked the baby up, when they blew out the fire and
picked the baby up it had this great big red mark on its back.
It was sposed to be a devil's mark, the devil's mark.

And, uh,

then they picked it up and they put candy clothes on it and
everything, and the kids, um, went over there and goes, "What's
this mark on her back?"

And, um, they go, "It's just candy,"

and the witches then, when they found out that it was the devil's
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mark, the witches put them over the fire, but the fire didn't
make no mark on 'em, because they were already a human being
and was no witch.

So then, since they couldn't get the devil

mark on 'em, they, um, took 'em, and they clawed devil marks
on 'em, and then had, and took the stick and burnt a hole right
in their backs.

And when they went home, um, they showed their

mom, and their mom goes, and their mom starts screaming and
everything.

And, um, and she goes, "Who did that?" and he goes,

"We'll take you to where," and then they did her the same way.
And then, um, they went to the police, and the police didn't do
nothing about it,

'cause they thought, you know, since it was

Halloween night it was just dressup.

So then, all those witches

were in their house that night, and when they went to bed they
burnt their whole house down and everything.
burnt in it.

Everything was

And the people, they were still alive except for

the devil's mark.

I mean they were, you know, they were burnt

up except for that devil's mark.

The devil's mark never did

burn.

(E-31)

The length and complexity of this narrative demonstrated Patricia's
particular talent as a storyteller:

she loved to tell intricate stories

with a wealth of detail, and was completely at ease with her audience.
It was evident from the beginning that Patricia was aware of the tradi
tional framework from which her story grew.

Unlike Krystal, she was not

at all reluctant to admit that her own "made-up story" was related to a
well known tale.

Quite simply and matter-of-factly, she stated, "It's

something like 'Hansel and Gretel.'"

This consciousness of her own
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imaginative processes, coupled with willingness to explain them, was
unparalleled by the other girls in the Ellettsville troop.
The first few sentences of Patricia's story created the cohesive
setting that was necessary for such a complex narrative.

By mentioning

the name "Hansel and Gretel," followed by the traditional opening formu
la "once upon a time," she indicated to her audience that their knowledge
of the Grimms' tale would contribute to their understanding of the story
she was about to tell.

Right away, however, she began to modify the

traditional characters and setting.

Let us compare the first sentence

of Patricia's story with the first two sentences of the Grimms':

"Near

a large forest lived a poor woodcutter with his wife and two children.
The boy's name was Haensel and the girl's Gretel."'*''*'

While the tradition

al tale first describes the impoverished parents and then gives the names
of the children, Patricia's story disregards the entire parental situa
tion and Introduces the two protagonists as simply "two kids, a boy and
a girl."

This modification creates a more generalized impression of two

children whom one might encounter in any modern neighborhood; nameless
children who are like the protagonists of the popular folktales with
catch endings.

Instead of living "near a large forest," the children

live "right down the street from the forest."

Thus, the very first

sentence conveys a sense of familiarity and everyday reality which dif
fers markedly from the atmosphere of the magic tale.
After the initial description, Patricia made it clear to her audi
ence that the traditional setting was to be transformed by the time of
year:

Halloween.

She paused slightly, apparently making up appropriate

details, when Halloween came into the story:
Halloween night, it— well anyways..."

"And this forest, on

Two changes, the growing prominence
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of graves in the forest and the materialization of spooks from the
graves, set the stage for a legend-like turn of events.

The familiar

landscape of house, street, and nearby forest is transformed into a
spooky graveyard in which the "imaginary house" of the witch
predominates.
The action of Patricia's story differs significantly from that of
the traditional tale.

Unlike the two hapless children who are abandoned

in the forest by their parents, "these two kids" dance merrily into the
woods on their own.

In this regard they can be compared to the protagon

ist of AT 326, The Youth Who Wanted to Learn What Fear I s .
covery of the candy house is phrased in intersting terms:

Their dis
"...they

seen this imaginary house and it had candy all over it and it was built
by candy.

Its windows were, everything."

Although it is not entirely

clear whether or not the children are conscious that the house is imagi
nary, the impression conveyed to the listener is matter-of-fact acceptance that such a manifestation must, of course, be imaginary.

1?

The

children are modern trick-or-treaters, and as such they make the best
of their opportunities.

Further details demonstrate, however, that

candy apparitions entail dangerous consequences.
When the children begin to sample the candy, the witch suddenly pops
out and says, "Don't you dare pick any off my house.1"

Unlike the conniv

ing witch of the Grimms' tale, who sweetly invites Hansel and Gretel to
come in and stay with her, Patricia's witch is unambiguously hostile; in
fact, she behaves like the bad-tempered witches that are sometimes de
picted in Halloween storybooks for c h i l dren.^

The children, however,

reply with unruffled self-confidence and belief in their rights as trickor-treaters:

"Well, we're hungry!

It's Halloween night, and you're
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sposed to get some candy I"

With a long history of ritual begging be

hind them, not only Halloween trick-or-treating but also, in the more
distant past, Christmas mumming, children of Anglo-American ancestry
may well feel self-confident about their right to receive candy on
Halloween.

The extension of the trick-or-treat situation to an en

counter with a witch in a candy house seems quite natural, given the
trick-or-treaters* preoccupation with candy and their potential exposure
to menacing householders.

In recent years there has been steadily in

creasing anxiety about Halloween dangers throughout the United States,
and both the Ellettsville and the Bloomington children seemed well aware
of it.

The witch with the candy house can be said to represent, from the

children's point of view, both the light and the dark sides of Halloween
to an extreme degree:

the delight of an entire house made of candy,

coupled with the menace of a truly frightening figure within.
Interestingly enough, Patricia did not limit her view of potential
treats to the candy house; according tc the witch in her story, the en
tire forest is made of candy too.

As soon as the children approach a

"tombstone that looked like a tree," however, they lose control of the
situation.

It is at this point that the ambiguity of the forest/grave

yard setting becomes more pronounced, and the balance shifts towards a
more spooky and threatening atmosphere.

There is a tombstone that looks

like a tree, rather than a tree that looks like a tombstone, and the
"person on it" (probably a stone image of some sort) is only "sposed
to be candy."

When the children reach for their treat, this "person"

grabs their mouths and stretches them until they are "as big as a ball."
The expectation of treats, and indeed the ability to ask for them, is
effectively quenched by the stretching process:

"...they couldn't even
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say 'Trick or treat' because their mouth was so much."

Thus, after the

full malevolence has been released from the deceptive treats, the trickor-treat episode is summarily brought to a close.
The next part of Patricia's story begins with a sequential formula,
"And then one night," which separates it from the earlier episode at
the witch's house.

Here the action diverges from the well known "Hansel

and Gretel" framework and assumes the characteristics of an encapsulated
horror movie.

When the children return to the forest, after an escape

that is implied but not stated, they find witches and warlocks dancing
around a fire, with a baby suspended over it in a bed.

To be sure, the

motif of a witches' dance is traditional (G247, "Witches dance"), but
the narrative style of this part of the story indicated that Patricia
was recalling the details of a movie:

more frequent hesitations, repeti

tions of words or phrases, and less varied syntax.
Although the witch figure of "Hansel and Gretel" is submerged in the
dance of the witches and warlocks, the idea of deception through candy
continues throughout this part of the story.

The witches expose the

devil's mark on the baby, and then cover it with candy clothes; they
explain that the mark is "just candy."

This occurrence reinforces the

earlier indication that candy may superficially disguise something that
is actually evil and malevolent.

Such films as "The Omen" and "Rosemary's

Baby" have recently brought devil children into prominence, as well as
recurrent rumors and legends."^

It seems probable that the candy clothes

and devil's mark were introduced by Patricia herself, as a continuation
of the "Hansel and Gretel" situation, and not recollected from a movie.
Although her style of narration did not change, a certain impish gleam
in her eyes seemed to indicate that she was improvising the other candy
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objects on the spur of the moment.

15

The denouement of the story is rather horrifying, even for a lis
tener accustomed to horror movies:

after unsuccessfully trying to burn

the children in the fire, the witches claw devil’s marks on them and
burn holes in their backs.

The children's enraged mother attempts to

avenge them, but she only receives the same treatment herself.

Even

the police refuse to help, because they think it is all "just dressup."
Finally, the witches burn the house down, and only the devil's mark re
mains.

Patricia finished telling the story with a great deal of satis

faction, and her audience seemed to enjoy the ending as much as she did.
It was a tribute to her storytelling abilities that the other children
found no incongruity between the first, more traditional segment of the
story and the later, more media-oriented details.

Taken as a whole, the

story incorporates only one complete episode of AT 327A, Hansel and Gretel
(a subtype of The Children and the Ogre) :

"Arrival at Ogre's House."

The second episode, "The Ogre Deceived," does not occur in Patricia’s
story, nor does the third, "Escape" (although there is an implied escape
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between the first and second segments).

Beginning with a combination

of two well known situations, trick-or-treating and the witch's encounter
with Hansel and Gretel,
horror legend

the story slowly takes on the ambiguities of a

and then culminates in a wave of mass media terror.

Patricia’s emphasis upon trick-or-treating in her made-up story can
doubtless be attributed to the excitement of the upcoming holiday; more
specifically, however, it can be traced to a story which Kathy told
immediately before hers.

This story differed from Kathy's other narra

tives in that it had been written out beforehand, with the result that
the delivery was rather stilted and uncertain.

Like Patricia, Kathy
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loved to tell stories and was confident enough to tell long and compli
cated ones; in addition, she took her role as a storyteller very serious
ly and often volunteered to tell stories for me when her fellow Scouts
were involved in other activities.

Telling, writing out, and acting

out stories all appealed to her immensely.
As she began reading from her prepared text, Kathy assumed a flat,
jerky monotone suitable for reading aloud in school:

On a Halloween night, me and my friend Alice are going trick-ortreat.

Tonight.

"What time?" said Susan, my other friend said.

"X said 10:30 tonight, I wish I would go."

"How’s come you can't,

because the witches always (laugh) keeps an eye on you and she
will make your candy poison, don't you ever go trick-or-treat?"
"Yes, but I always go on Saturday when the nothing like witches
ghosts is out.

There's ghosts and witches, don't let black cats

or witches go in front of your eyes because,
blind."

"Get ready, Alice!

"Okay, I am!"
laughs)

It's 10:30.

"You're grouchy, Alice."

"Okay, okay, let's go."

'cause you will go

Get ready, hurry!"
"Oh, shut up."

(Audience

First house.

Ding-dong, trick or treat!
Gimme something good to eat!

(giggles)

She gave us a apple, a apple and a whole bunch of candy.

Next

house was a witch:

(pause;

checks paper)

Oh yeah.

Did you see when— "
say, "Wait!

"Come iji!"

"Run, Alice, run!

My— "

"My gosh, I will never go there any more.

Wait!

I forgot to put that in but I'll just

Did you see when I pushed her out of the way?

wig went up and one of her fingernails came off.

Her

Let's go back."
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Ding-dongI

"Come in!

Nobody comes to my house!"

cause I always dress up like a witch.
the candy I've got.
candy.

Help yourself."

"Why?"

Here all the, here's all
It was lots and lots of

She said, "Come and visit me, I— me.

I always have— "

(pause)

I wrote so fast I can't even read it!

okay.")

Always— have— candy in— oh, I forgot one line:

in this room."
home.

Me and Alice said, "Okay."

We were laughing.

you laughing gas?"
up like a witch.
yourself."

(ET:

"That's

Mom said, "Those witches didn't give

"No, there was a lady, lady every year dressed
She gave us all kinds of candy.

She said, "Help
I said, "Run,

Alice said a wig popped off when she pushed her.

Nobody comes to her house.

She told us to come and visit her.

She got all kinds of candy in a room, in piles and piles.
said, "Come back.
I forgot something.

Get some more candy."

next line starts)

a minute.

(Patricia helps

She got all kinds of candy in a room.

just— in piles and piles, she said.
candy, we heard a miaou—

She

We heard— wait a minute,

Let's see, where was that?

her to find the place)

black cats.

"— candy

It was time to go

First we thought she was a real witch.

Alice, run!"

"Be

I

Come back and get some more

(argues with Patricia about where the

I just noticed something.

She said, cats.
Put them, in the box.

She had these three

She put them in the, in a box.
We heard 'em miaou.

the box, it was two cats, she is a good woman.

Wait

We looked in

The end.

(E-30)

In Kathy's story, an initially frightening encounter with a woman who
seems to be a witch provides the mainspring of the action.
counter is very brief indeed:

The first en

as soon as the two young trick-or-treaters
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hear the witch say "Come in," they run away and resolve never to return.
It is only in their discussion afterwards that Alice realizes the signi
ficance of what she has seen and done:

in pushing the witch away, she

has loosened her disguise and proven her to be just "a lady."

Although

this occurrence is firmly rooted in the everyday world, albeit at an
ambiguous time of year, it follows the episodic sequence of AT 327.
First, the two children arrive at what seems to be the house of a witch.
Then Alice gives the witch a push, which does not— as in the traditional
story— propel her into an oven, but does show the children that they have
nothing further to fear from her.
think over what they have seen.

Finally, they make their escape and
Although this entire sequence occurs

very rapidly, it receives further emphasis in the narrator's discursive
explanation at the end of the story.
Kathy's portrayal of the witch figure deserves particular attention.
In the initial dialogue, the narrator and her two friends express their
own beliefs about witches: the fear that witches can make candy poisonous
on Halloween, the coupling of black cats with witches, and the belief
that blindness can result from letting black cats or witches go before
one's eyes.

The association of witches with poisoned treats seems to

be fairly common among children in the Bloomington area."^

It may quite

possibly have been brought about by two factors, among others:

the

children's awareness that some people put poison in apples and candy on
Halloween, and their familiarity with the evil, apple-poisoning step
mother of "Snow White," the Grimms' tale no 53 and the popular Disney
film.

Kathy's particular fascination with the witch's candy is strongly

emphasized by repetition:

in all, there are eight mentions of "all

kinds," "lots and lots," and "piles and piles" of candy.

Although she
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does not draw an analogy between this houseful of candy and the witch's
house in "Hansel and Gretel," she certainly indicates that the children
are lured back by the magnetic attraction of the candy hoard.
After building up the impression that the woman with the candy is
really a witch, Kathy reveals her true nature through Alice's push and
the subsequent disarray of her costume.

Unlike the witch in "Hansel

and Gretel," who first seems kind to the children and later shows her
true wickedness, Kathy's witch turns out to be simply "a good woman."
This revelation is twofold:

first the woman's friendliness and generosity

are indicated through dialogue, and then the "three black cats," which
originally incriminated her as a witch, are shown to be ordinary animals
miaouing in a box.

Interestingly enough,

the latter occurrence seems to

be the conclusive proof of the woman's good nature:
box, it was two cats, she is a good woman.

"We looked in the

The end."

Although it is only briefly mentioned, the mother's query deserves
attention:

"Those witches didn't give you laughing gas?"

girls come into the house laughing,

When the two

the mother apparently assumes that

"those witches" have caused their sudden merriment.

She does not refuse

to admit any possibility of supernatural involvement, as the parents in
other children's narratives often do.

Particularly in the Ellettsville

sample, statements to the effect that "Her mom didn't believe her and
her dad didn't believe her" form a continuous litany of parental dis
belief.

Kathy's unusually fluid associative tendencies not only included

the mother in a serious discussion of witches, but also brought in the
element of "laughing gas" from P. L. Travers's children's classic, Mary
2.8

Poppins.

In the context of an ambiguous encounter on Halloween, the

suggestion of magical but harmless and pleasant laughing gas seems
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appropriate.

It should be emphasized that this type of fanciful associ

ation was not common among the Ellettsville Scouts, although Patricia
and Shelley showed a similar imaginative tendency.
In terms of narrative style, Kathy's story about the witch was both
characterisitc and uncharacteristic of her usual storytelling abilities.
Her command of dialogue was particularly evident in the first part of
the story, although it was not always clear whether Alice, Susan, or
the narrator herself was the speaker.

Since she had no difficulty with

similarly complex dialogues in other stories, it can be concluded that
the utilization of a prepared text was confusing for her.

Kathy's intro

duction of humorous twists greatly appealed to her audience:

the exchange

"You're grouchy, Alice"/"0h, shut up," the narrator's good-natured re
joinder, and the rhymed chant "Ding-dong, trick or treat!
thing good to eat!"

Gimme some

Kathy evidently enjoyed inserting the chant, and she

giggled when it was finished.

Both the words and the tune are familiar

to American children, although usually with a slightly different begining:

"Trick or treat!

Trick or treat!"

The incorporation of the sound

effect "ding-dong" into the chant seemed to particularly please the
audience members.
Numerous structural qualities of Kathy's story can be attributed to
her use of a prepared text.

The dialogue is comparable in liveliness to

her other narratives, but the shorter declarative sentences exhibit the
flatness of reading-book prose:
and "We were laughing."

for example, "It was time to go home"

Twice in the story, the narrator says, "Run,

Alice, run!" in a nearly expressionless tone of voice.

The potential

urgency of this exhortation seems to be dulled by its familiarity to
young readers.

In such texts as Dick and J ane, for example, simple verb
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constructions are exhaustively repeated:
run!"

1 9

"Run, Dick, run'.

See Dick

Not only individual sentence structure, but also the larger

outlines of the story show the effect of reading-book imitation.

The

recapitulation of the encounter with the witch, in the explanation to
the narrator's mother, is reminiscent of the lengthy repetitive sequences
in children's stories.

Although Kathy followed her own Inclinations in

creating a lively dialogue, she seemed to write the story in accordance
with these expectations of how a printed text should look and sound.
Kathy's first trick-or-treat story was not explicitly based upon
the episodic sequence of "Hansel and Gretel," but it resembled the tale
strongly enough to trigger Patricia's interest in telling a story that
was "something like Hansel and Gretel."

Immediately after the conclusion

of Patricia's narrative, Kathy asked to tell "another Halloween story"
that she had
pared

made

up on the spur of the moment; this time with

text. It is interesting to see how her second story was

nopre

influenced

by the pattern of Patricia's narrative:

Okay,

it's another Halloween story that I made up.

well,

I'll say Halloween night.

Um,it

says,

Okay, there was these two kids,

they were going, well, I'll say two kids were going trick-or-treat.
And one kid, no, five kids were real little and another five kids
were real big, and the five little Jcids, and they would, every time
they'd go trick-or-treatin', uh, they would say,
"Trick or treat'.

Smell my feet!

Gimme something good to eat!"

(laughs)

And they would never get no candy, they would always shut the door,
and then, and they, they was going to this house, and first they
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go, "We don't want to take those five.
never get any candy."

They always get— we don't

"Take them or you guys don't go."

So, um,

they went to this house and it was a wit c h , and they go,
"Trick or treat!

Smell my feet!

Gimme something good to eat!"
And when they said, uh, "Smell my feet," they grabbed her mouth,
and the witches, they didn't even know it was a witch, they'd go
(honeyed voice) "Come in!"

And so she says, "Have a seat!"

And,

um, so she started getting the pot ready, and stuff, and she goes,
they go, "I smell something cooking!"

"Oh, it's just vegetables.

I haven't had my supper."

And they go, "I think— "

"I think that's a witch!"

And the other one goes, "Pass it down,

I think it's a witch!"

One whispered,

And they all thought it was a witch, and

then when they seen this black cat, it went in front of one of
the kids, and they started rubbing their eyes, and their eyes got
black, and it was a witch cat, and if it would go in front of your
eyes, you would turn into like a witch, and it was this kid started
growing a long nose and things like that, long hair, and his
clothes

started turning black, and they go, "What is happening?"

and the

witch came out, "Eh-eh-eh!

took off, out running.

I'm the witch!"

And they all

And she gave 'em some candy, but it had

razorblades and everything in it, and, um, the next house they
went, it was a real nice lady and she had all kinds of candy and
she had

this paper that was made out of candy, you could write,

and stuff, and chew it,

and eat itand everything, and she gave

them all each of that, and they saved it for a long time, and
sumpin1 happened, she was a real nice lady, but there was a witch,
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it's a real little witch that lives in this mousehole.
audience laughs too)

(laughs;

And the mouses is her friends, and she has

this little bitty, urn, stagecoach, and she laces them in and she
rides, and she goes trick-or-treat, she's got a broom, and some
thing turns that paper, they started eating it and everything,
and when they did, they turned, they turned into a frog (bursts
out laughing).

Oh yeah, that other one, that started turning into

a witch, they, it was coming with them, they knocked it down and
said, "Get away!"
tell Mommy!"

(laughs)

And it goes, "Ee-ee-ee!

I'm gonna

Mommy goes, "You'll scare Mom half to death.'"

(Interruption:

discussion of videotaping)

come back home,

'cause something got 'em.

And they never did
That's the end.

(E-32)

From the beginning of Kathy's second story, it is evident that the
elements of two separate narratives are being taken into account:

her

own previous made-up story, and Patricia's story of the two children and
the witches.

One

cannot know which of the two stories she is referring

to in the statement "It says, well, I'll say Halloween night," or again
in the remark "...they were going, well, I'll say two kids were going
trick-or-treat."

Since both of the two previous narratives occur on

Halloween night and involve two children, either or both of them may be
the referent; but in any case, the process of selection from recent
patterns is clearly indicated.
Kathy's creative expansion of the number of protagonists occurs
early in the story:

"...one kid, no, five kids were real little and

another five kids were real big."

In this way, the possibilities for

spirited dialogue are increased fivefold.

Another type of expansion
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changes the first line of Kathy’s earlier trick-or-treat chant, "Dingdong, trick or treat," to an amusingly offensive variant which follows
roughly the same melodic and metric pattern:
my feet I"

"Trick or treat'.

Smell

The second chant is also well known to American children.

Kathy seemed to derive particular enjoyment from introducing this chant,
which offered a new slant to the initial trick-or-treat situation.

Re

pelled by the offensive words, the owners of the houses close their doors
as the children come near.

Then, at the house of the witch, the chil

dren repeat "Smell my feet" and seize the witch by the mouth.

This

action reverses that of Patricia’s story, in which the children them
selves are grabbed around the mouth by a malevolent "person" on the
witch's tombstone.

Here it is the children who take the initiative in

employing violent measures.
Kathy's introduction of the witch shows less resemblance to the two
previous stories than to the traditional tale "HUnsel and Gretel."

In

stead of being a truly nice woman or an unambiguously hostile one, this
witch is obviously an evil person with a deceptively sweet manner.
a very kind tone of voice she ugges the children, "Come in!
seat!"

These invitations seem to stem from the Grimm tale:

you dear children, who brought you here?
no harm will befall y o u . " ^

In

... Have a
"Well, well,

Come right in and stay with me;

Unlike the explicit description of the

witch's cannibalism in the Grimm tale, Kathy's story obliquely indicates
her true nature:

"...she started getting the pot ready, and stuff..."

When the children ask what the pot is for, the witch slyly replies, "Oh,
it's just vegetables."

Thus, by following the traditional pattern in

dicated by Patricia, Kathy delineates the witch's nature through her own
characteristically innovative dialogue.
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As in Kathy's earlier story, the portrayal of the witch is rein
forced by certain belief elements.

Kathy continues to associate the

glimpse of a cat with damage to the viewer's eyes, although she no
longer specifies blindness:

"...they seen this black cat, it went in

front of one of the kids, and they started rubbing their eyes, and their
eyes got black..."

In this portion of the statement, she draws a

direct analogy between the blackness of the cat and the blackness of
the eye that has seen it.

She then draws a similar analogy, using the

term "witch cat" instead of "black cat":

"...it was a witch cat, and if

it would go in front of your eyes, you would turn into like a witch..."
Her transference of the characteristics of the cat to the person who has
seen the cat represents, in both cases, an elementary awareness of the
principles of magic.
Before the children leave the witch's house, she gives them candy
with "razorblades and everything in it."

This occurrence re-emphasizes

in more modern terms the danger indicated in Kathy's first story:

"...

the witches always keeps an eye on you and she will make your candy
poison."

At the next house, however, there is a switch from supernatural

menace to ordinary, pleasant trick-or-treating— or so it seems at first.
The children meet "a real nice lady" who has "all kinds of candy," just
like the benevolent woman in Kathy's earlier story.

Nevertheless, it

soon becomes clear that this woman is not wholly ordinary: she has candy
that looks like paper and can be used for writing, but can also be eaten.
In the midst of her description of the marvelous candy, Kathy indicates
an abrupt return to the realm of the supernatural:
she was a real nice lady, but there was a witch..."

"...sumpin1 happened,
It is not clear

whether the nice lady has suddenly become a witch or a witch has appeared
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beside her, but the subsequent description implies that a transformation
has occurred.
In Kathy's description of the second witch, a new image seems to
take hold:

the image of the benevolent witch in contemporary children's

literature.

A number of books intended for children in the early grades

of elementary school feature a small, friendly witch whose greatest de
sire is to join the human community.
21
protagonist of Weeny Witch.

One such heroine is the diminutive

Unlike the first witch of Kathy's story,

the second one is tiny, amusing, and completely non-threatening:
it's a real little witch that lives in this mousehole.

"...

And the mouses

is her friends, and she has this little bitty, um, stagecoach, and she
laces them in and she rides, and she goes trick-or-treat, she's got a
broom..."

This string of details, added one by one to the image of the

tiny witch, seems to come from two sources:

the folktale heroine Cinder

ella, who rides in a coach drawn by mice, and the witch of children's
literature who goes trick-or-treating on Halloween, pretending to be a
child.
The end of Kathy's story is brought about through reversion to the
two previously mentioned encounters with supernatural or quasi-super
natural figures.

First, the nice lady's candy paper turns the children

into frogs, and then the evil woman's influence completes the transforma
tion of one of the boys into a witch.

The first transformation may have

been suggested to Kathy's imagination by her prior use of folktale
imagery:
children.

like "Cinderella," "The Frog Prince" is a tale well known to
22

Neither the narrator nor her audience found this shape

change to be at all frightening; in fact, Kathy blithely disregarded
the occurrence and went on to speak of the children as normal, un-frog-
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like trick-or-treaters.
however.

Having become a witch, the unfortunate child was no longer a

"he" but an "it":
and said,

The second transformation was more serious,

"...it was coming with them, they knocked it down

'Get away'.'"

Thus, a fanciful transformation along the lines

of a folktale is of little consequence, but the transmogrification into
an evil figure believed to be a witch must entail rejection.

It is

significant that the child was not rejected because he had grown to
resemble the tiny witch in the mousehole or the nice lady with the magic
candy; he had assumed the characteristics of the first witch who had
truly frightening supernatural powers.
In accordance with Kathy's return to the supernatural climate of
the first part of her story,
never did come back home,

the end is suitably legend-like:

'cause something got 'em.

"And they

That's the end."

This mysterious disappearance through an unknown agent contrasts sharply
with the ending of Kathy's first story, in which the children safely
return home and calmly describe their adventure.

This difference may

be attributed to the fact that the first story was written out on paper,
while the second was not; nearly all printed children's stories culminate
in happy endings, while the stories that children tell themselves,
particularly supernatural narratives, often end with death and destruc
tion.
After the telling of these three stories and several others the week
before Halloween, the children were eager to continue with similar nar
ratives at their Halloween party.

Although they were all dressed up in

various costumes, with a video camera nearby, none of them seemed to be
ill at ease or inhibited.

Patricia told the first story of this session:

Okay, once upon a time there was this old house up on a hill, in
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Winscontsin.

And there was this old lady that had a straight

nose, well, it pointed out and it was kind of crooked at the
top, and she had ratty hair, and she was always dressed up as
a witch.

Of course she was a witch.

And it was Halloween night,

on every Halloween she'd go, um, flying on her broom, to the moon
and everything, and then she'd go— go past houses and everything.
And everybody would get real scared.
went up to

One night these kids,

her house, and she was there, andthey knocked

door and they go, "Trick or treat!"

And she took ’em in,

they

on the
and she

goes, "Take a nice hot bath," and they got in the, um, sto— in
the pot on the stove, and, um, she was puttin' carrots in and
everything, and she told 'em it was bubble bath.

And then they

got out and they said, "We washed," and when they— when they got
out then they left, but they came back and they asked her, she
goes, "Why didn't you give us any candy?"

Then he started chas

ing them all over the house and everything, and finally they went
back home.
same thing

And then a bunch more kids came.And she did
to them.

the

And— then these parents came with their kids.

And they threw water on her or something, and they said, "Trick
or treat," and then they threw water, a bucket of water, and she
started to melt.

And when she melted her clothes were all left

and everything and bats around her clothes and everything.

And

then they took the clothes and everything to the police, and the
police thought it was just a gag.

So next Halloween, she— they

just put her clothes in the right spot, next Halloween she did,
she just came back up again.
took it to the police.

And it happened again.

But nobody

She just died, and she never did come
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back.

(E-33)

Patricia's story begins with the traditional formula "once upon a
time," but it specifies the location "Winscontsin" (probably a mispro
nunciation of "Wisconsin") rather than maintaining the implication of a
MHrchen environment.

The placement of the old house "up on a hill" may

have been derived from Patricia's story "The Witch on the Mountain"
(Text E-27) which she told the previous week.

Little other than the

title seems to have been adapted from that story, which came "from a
book," and was based upon the struggle between two witches in a haunted
house.

"The Witch on the Mountain" exhibits one definite similarity to

Patricia's two made-up stories, however:

a strong interest in witches

and an ability to describe them with considerable vividness and atten
tion to detail.
The witch figure of Patricia's second made-up story certainly appears
to be a typical product of the mass media:

she has a pointed or crooked

nose, ratty hair, and a broom which enables her to fly.

Significantly,

Patricia first says that she is "dressed up as a witch," and then affirms,
"Of course she was a witch."

Although Patricia's strong interest in

witches allows for little ambiguity, her consciousness of the relation
ship between "dressup" and reality underlies the early details of the
story.

This awareness is more fully illustrated by the transformation

in her first made-up story, E-31.
It should be noted that no candy house or marvelous treat lures the
children in, but rather the personality of the witch herself.

She is a

witch of the "Hansel and Gretel" tradition, kind on the surface but
actually wicked and deceitful.

Her invitation to take "a nice hot bath"
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Is slightly more elaborate than the witch's exhortations in Kathy's
story E-32, told the previous week.

It soon becomes evident that

Patricia is building upon Kathy's image of the witch's pot of vegetables,
adding her own suggestion of the hot bath:

"...she was puttin' carrots

in and everything, and she told 'em it was bubble bath."

Thus, the

witch's cannibalistic nature and her duplicity are brought to the fore
by the fanciful addition of details.

The association of the witch with

a hot stove seems to originate from the Grimm tale, in which she is
pushed into her own oven.
As in Patricia's first "Hansel and Gretel" story, the children es
cape quite easily from their first encounter with the witch.
story follows the episodic sequences of AT 327A more closely:

The second
before

escaping from the witch's house, the children deceive her by blithely
stating, "We washed."

This brief sequence of arrival, deception, and

escape is followed by the children's return, this time in the guise of
resentful trick-or-treaters:

"Why didn't you give us any candy?"

The

witch simply chases the children away this time, and she does the same
thing to "a bunch more kids" who appear afterwards.
The turning point of the story comes when the children, who are
basically helpless against the witch, return with their parents.

It

is not clear whether the people who throw water on the witch and say
"Trick or treat" are parents, children, or both; but in any case, the
presence of the parents seems to bring about the witch's downfall.
Patricia's statement "...then they threw water, a bucket of water, and
she started to melt" is obviously taken from the movie "The Wizard of
Oz," which appears on television once each year.

The idea of subjecting

a witch to an ordeal by water has been preserved in the annals of
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numerous witch trials, but the dramatic result of melting is peculiar
to "The Wizard of Oz."

The fact that Patricia chose to introduce this

form of destruction, instead of the method of incineration featured in
the traditional tale, is an indication of the breadth and facility of
her imaginative adaptation.
After the destruction of the witch, the story follows a somewhat
confusing and contradictory path to its conclusion.

The unsuccessful

appeal to authority ("the police thought it was just a gag") repeats
the pattern of Patricia's first made-up story, but the final sequence
of events defies
the

logical interpretation:

witch spread out her clothes so

the people who have destroyed

that she can return, and after a

successful return "she just died, and she never did come back."

Quite

possibly, the final details were improvised in order to bring the story
to an expeditious close, with little attention to consistent explanations.
A third Halloween story which Patricia made up during the video
taping session deserves special attention, though more from the stand
point of creative description than inclusion of traditional elements:

Okay, um,

this is about some

things that witches did.

There was

this, um,

story about, um, a witch that always liked to make soup

and wrap it in bows and give it as presents on Halloween, she'd
always make, um, lizards' tails and lizards' gizzards, and, uh,
frogs' hearts and frogs' tongues and put it in the pot and stir
it and everything, and then when it came out, she put— and then
when it was done she'd put carrots in, celery, and some, um, blood,
and some tomato juice, and some tomatoes, and she'd always put some
teeth of alligators, and chop the alligators up and put them in,
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and then she’d stir it a little bit more, and then, um, she'd
always put in these bows ’bout four inches high and about three
inches wide, and then she'd put, um, plastic bags over 'em, and
she'd give 'em out to the kiddies, and when the kiddies got home
they'd always pick out the tongues and put 'em, and since they
were tongues they'd always keep their tongues for theirself.
(E-42)

Although this brief story seemed at first to be recollected from a
specific source ("There was this, um, story about..."), Patricia went
on to indicate that it was a narrative of her own devising.

In essence,

it seems to be an expanded version of the occurrence common to many of
the Halloween made-up stories:
treats.

the witch's preparation of dangerous

Interestingly enough, there is no particular emphasis upon

poison or maliciousness in this description.

The witch appears to be

quite a kindly figure who carefully wraps her concoctions with bows and
gives them to the "kiddies" without even one threatening word.
The image of the witch's vegetable pot, previously developed in
Kathy's and Patricia's stories, is extended here to include lizards,
frogs, and alligators as well as ordinary vegetables.

The ordinary

and extraordinary ingredients are described separately, except for one
admixture that seems to result from imaginative extension of the color
red:

"...she'd put carrots in, celery, and some, um, blood, and some

tomato juice, and some tomatoes..."

In listing the vegetables, Patricia

assumed a slightly indifferent air; she was apparently most interested
in the lizards' tails and gizzards, the frogs' hearts and tongues and
the minced alligators.

According to the conclusion of the story, it
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was the tongues that mattered the most:

"...and since they were tongues

they’d always keep their tongues for theireelf."
Patricia’s fanciful combination of ingredients may be attributed to
her particular imaginative ability, but the mixture of all the ingredi
ents into a soup can be traced to the story told just before hers.
Janet, the narrator of the story, began with considerable exuberance:

I have one, I asked first!

There was once these, um, seven kids

that lived in this real old house, and l e t ’s see, they went out
trick-or-treating in the woods one time, and all seven of them,
and let's see, when they were all looking around in the woods,
let's see, six of them turned around and one of 'em was gone, and
then they thought nothing of it, he was playing a trick on 'em
or something, and they started walking further and further on,
and then, let's see, five turned around and there was still
another one missing, and, let's see, then they went a little bit
further because they thought he had found out where he was and
they were both going to play a trick on him, so they went a little
bit further, and then four of them turned around and another one
was missing, and finally, um, let's see, they walked a little bit
further and then one more was missing, and the, um, three kids
that were left, they got real scared, and they started, they
started walking until they got to this old house, and they rang
the doorbell and, let's see, a witch answered, and there were
bats flying all around the house and they go (makes a face), and
she goes, "Come in," so they came in, she goes, "How would you
like a bowl of soup," and they go, "Okay," so then they all sat
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down to a bowl of soup, one of them found out that there was
fingers in the soup, and then, um, let's see, they went, they
decided that they didn't want to eat that soup, so they, um,
sat down, and they poured it on the floor and pretend they ate
it, and, let's see, then the witch goes (nasty tone), "How do
you like your soup?" and they go, "Mm, it was good," and all
that, and let's see, then finally they were walking around the
house, and they, let's see, saw the, the other— they found their
brothers and the brothers and sisters that disappeared, they
were locked up in the cage, and let's see, finally they discovered
that was a witch, and there was an old shed behind the house, and
let's see, they took an axe and, let's see, tied it to a string
and strung it out one of the holes, and then, let's see, the
witch came in and said to those kids that were in the cage, she
goes, "Where's your brothers and sisters gone," they go, "Out to
the shed," and then so she went out to the shed and she looked
around and she goes, "Yoo-hoo," and she bent her, um, head over,
and then they let go of the string and it chopped her head off,
the axe did, and then they went back, and they couldn't find the
key anywhere to, um, lock up, to unlock their brothers and sisters,
so finally they went, well see, one of 'em was missing 'cause his
fingers were in the soup, and then, let's see, they went around
and they finally found the key under an old rug, and so they un
locked the brothers and sisters that were left and, let's see, they
all ran home to their mother, and, let's see, their mother didn't
believe a word they said until she found out that the seventh one
was missing, and then, let's see, she fainted and let's see, they
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took her to a doctor, and then the kids went back and looked at
their father.

(E-41)

One remarkable feature of Janet's story is its stylistic develop
ment:

the entire narrative consists of one very long sentence, tied

together by numerous "and"s and "let's see"s.

This mode of expression

is characteristic of Janet's other stories, to the extent that "let's
see" and other reflective pauses break up the flow of the narrative.
The continuation of one long sentence, however, occurs only in her
made-up stories.

It can be concluded that the concentration necessary

for weaving together a made-up story created a continuous sequential
development, without the usual pauses for sentence division.
In terms of content, this made-up story is equally characteristic
of Janet's approach to narration.

Her strong interest in books of all

kinds, from illustrated animal books to collections of fairy tales and
ghost stories, emerges here in the development of certain episodes which
closely resemble their counterparts in "Hansel and Gretel"— both the
Grimm tale and the simpler, diluted renditions that appear in collections
of fairy tales for children.
Like the other Halloween fantasy narratives, Janet's story begins
with the departure of the children on a trick-or-treat expedition.

Never

theless, it diverges from the other stories in emphasizing the setting
from which they depart:

a "real old house."

The fact that there are

"seven kids" may possibly be related to Janet's familiarity with the
Grimms' "Der Wolf und die Sieben Jungen Geisslein."

The disappearance

of the children is not caused by a wolf-like creature, but by a mysterious
situation that brings out the ambiguous nature of Halloween:

the continu

al suspicion of harmless "tricks," and the sinister possibility that
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malicious harm may be intended by unknown agents.
The progression from seven to six, five, four, and finally three
children is skillfully handled in Janet's story.

Her emphasis upon the

words designating incremental build-up ("another" and "more," in addi
tion to numbers) effectively conveys the children's rapid disappearance
one by one.

This type of sequential disappearance is reminiscent of

the American rhyme "Ten Little Indians" and the German children's song
"Zehn Kleine Negerlein," in which a group of ten children dwindles down
to one for various peculiar reasons.
It is noteworthy that there are three— not two— children who stay
together long enough to arrive at the house of the witch.

This dwelling

is simply described as an "old house," just like the children's own place
of residence.

It is not made of candy, nor is there any indication that

candy treats are stored inside.
a bowl of soup.

Instead of candy, the witch offers them

This gesture can be compared to the witch's preparation

of a pot full of vegetables in Kathy's story E-32, as well as her addition
of carrots (in the guise of bubble bath) to the "nice hot bath" in Patri
cia's E-33.

Here, it is not the preparation of the meal but the contents

of the soup itself that excites the children's suspicion.

Within the

soup they find fingers, which are sufficiently horrifying to make them
decide to pour the brew on the floor.

When the witch asks how they

liked the soup, they trickily reply, "Mm, it was good"— an answer that
resembles the deceptive "We washed" of Patricia's text E-33.
Janet's development of the soup episode can not only be compared to
the two previous made-up stories, but also to the Grimm tale.

After

Hansel is locked up in the cage, he tricks the witch into thinking that
he is still thin by stretching out a chicken bone instead of his own
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finger.

Thus, the association of a finger with deception is important

in the traditional tale.

For the purposes of Janet’s narrative, the

appearance and tricky disposal of the fingers establish the children's
recognition of their adversary and their ability to successfully deceive
her.
A direct resemblance to "Hansel and Gretel" occurs in the children's
discovery of their brothers and sisters "locked up in the cage."

As

soon as they discover the cage, the three children devise a method to
rid themselves of the witch:

"...they took an axe and, let's see, tied

it to a strong and strung it out one of the holes..."

This elaborate

preparation for the witch's death contrasts sharply with the simple,
media-derived act of throwing a bucket of water that occurs in E-33.
Janet's solution to the problem of the witch's death is much closer to
the traditional tale, particularly in its denouement:

"...she bent

her, um, head over and they let go of the string and it chopped her
head off, the axe did..."

Instead of being pushed into the oven as

she bends over to look in, the witch is decapitated as she bends down.
This method of disposing of the witch is not only more spectacular and
appropriate to modern times, in which axe murders are known to occur,
but also more appropriate to Janet's story than a simple adoption of
the Grimm episode would be.

In the Grimm tale, the witch is punished

for trying to cook the children by being pushed into the oven; in Janet's
story, she receives just punishment for cutting off a child's fingers by
having her own head cut off.

Hence, the symmetry of the Grimm tale is

preserved within the framework of Janet's made-up story.
The children's escape from the witch's house (episode III of AT
327) is more fully developed in Janet's story than in any of the other
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fantasy narratives.

Just as Gretel opens HHnsel's cage after the witch's

death, the three children free their brothers and sisters from the cage
in which they have been imprisoned.
complete:

23

Nevertheless, the escape is not

the children and their mother discover that the seventh child

is missing, "'cause his fingers were in the soup."

The escape of all

but one of the seven children reverses the pattern of "Der Wolf und
die Sieben Jungen Geisslein," in which only one of the seven kids escapes
from being gobbled up by the wolf.

At the end of that tale, however, all

the rest of the kids are restored to life.

Janet's story ends on a more

realistic note, as do most of the other Halloween fantasy narratives:
the murdered child does not return to life, and the grieving mother must
be taken to a doctor.
The final made-up story completes the cycle of Halloween fantasy
narratives.

This story is a re-telling by Shelley of the first made-up

story related to Halloween, Patricia's text E-31.

With the space of a

week between the original story and its recapitulation, it can be seen
that certain details are omitted:

Okay, it's about these kids, they lived at the edge of a forest,
and they, um, Halloween night they went into the forest, just
exploring, kind of, and went— they saw these witches dancing.
They came up to a candy house, and— and the witch said, "Don't
eat my— don't eat my candy!

Don't eat my house!" she said.

then she— then they were scared away; then she left.

And

Then they—

then the next Halloween, she came back and— the kids came back,
and they saw a whole bunch of witches, dancing around a fire.
And there was this little baby, not only about a day and a half
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old, and the baby was over the— over a fire.

And they— when

the baby was taken off the fire they saw this great big round
thing, with— it was a devil's mark, and— and when the witches
saw the kids, they tried to burn— they tried to make a devil's
mark on them, but the— the fire didn't make it, so they
scratched— they scratched fingernail marks all over 'em, and
stuck a hole through their back.

And then— and when they went

home to show their mother, their mother says (shrill voice),
"Where'd you get that?" and they said, "We'll show you."

And

she went there, and they showed her, and the witches did the
same thing to her.

And then when they were sleeping, the witches

came and set the house on fire.

The people weren't there, but

the devil's mark was still there.

(E-43)

In accordance with her tendency to imitate other children's behavior
with an eye to their approval, Shelley's story introduces very few in
novative elements into the framework of Patricia's narrative.
additions to the story are descriptive in nature:

Her only

such details as the

baby's age, "not only about a day and a half old," and the size of the
devil's mark, "this great big round thing."

It is more important to

consider what is omitted from the story, and what receives primary em
phasis as a result of these omissions.
The ambiguous landscape of Patricia's story, with the trees that
are graves and the candy tombstone that is an assailant, does not appear
at all in Shelley's narrative.

Indeed, the entire sequence of confronta

tion with the witch in the candy house, followed by escape, is omitted
except for one threat from the witch:

"Don't eat my candy!

Don't eat
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my house!"

This threat is incorporated into the children's discovery

of the dancing witches, which forms the second portion of Patricia's
story but is adopted by Shelley as the main focus of her narrative.

It

was apparently the violent acts of the story, namely the burning,
scratching, and gouging of holes in the children's backs, that retained
Shelley's greatest interest.

Although she stumbled over the earlier

part of the story, her description of these violent acts was just as
graphically vivid as Patricia's original description.

Thus, the ele

ments of the story that seemed to be derived from "tinsel and Gretel"
were less appealing to Shelley than the more spectacular, media-derived
elements.
Taken as a whole, this group of fantasy narratives reveals a certain
conceptual orientation towards Halloween.

This orientation can be corre

lated with aspects of enculturation which are prominent in the children's
upbringing.

In all of the narratives, Halloween appears to be a time of

danger and delight, when a friendly woman may seem to be a witch or a
witch may seem to be a kind, generous person.

Other supernatural figures,

such as ghosts, devils, and witch-cats, reinforce the general impression
of ambiguity.
The concept of witch like behavior emerges as the strongest concern
of the Elderberry Troop girls, in contrast to the Bluebell Troop members'
interest in the grotesque behavior of mass-media monsters.

This differ

ence reflects a fundamental discrepancy in the cultural environments of
Bloomington and Ellettsville.

While the Ellettsville children show

evidence of exposure to a considerable network of folk belief in their
community, the Bloomington children draw their ideas of the supernatural
almost exclusively from mass-media sources.

Both groups of children are,
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of course, very interested in TV shows, but the supplementary influence
of local beliefs significantly shapes the Ellettsville repertoire.
This aspect of the Ellettsville children's enculturation is most
clearly indicated in their stories about witches.

Actually, three dif

ferent kinds of witches appear in their Halloween stories:

the evil

witch with supernatural powers, who may or may not try to disguise her
hostility; the "nice lady" who has some powers of transformation; and
the tiny, charming little witch who inhabits a mousehole or some such
diminutive domain.

The second and third types of witch figures, es

pecially the third, are more or less directly drawn from children's
storybooks and TV shows.

As previously mentioned, the tiny witch is

an extremely popular character in books for children of the early
elementary grades.

Books about bad-tempered witches also fill the

shelves of children's libraries, but they do not represent a truly
different attitude towards witchlike behavior.

The bad-tempered

witches are only mean on the surface, with "hearts of gold" underneath.
Similarly, the "nice lady" witches of such TV shows as "Bewitched" pro
vide ample proof of their benevolent intentions.

Thus, if the children

accepted these portrayals at face value, they would have little, if any,
fear of the supernatural powers that witches possess.
In spite of the influence of books and TV, the witch figure that
dominates the Ellettsville Halloweeen stories is an evil, threatening
creature.

She has a penchant for poisoning treats, with the implication

of an evil eye.

Kathy's statement in text E-30 makes this point with

particular clarity:

"...the witches always keeps an eye on you and she

will make your candy poison..."

The effects of a direct glance from

the witch are extended to the influence of her familiar, the cat:

"...if
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it would go in front of your eyes, you would turn into like a witch."
(E-32)

The witch's power is therefore, according to the Ellettsville

children's viewpoint, largely a capacity for transformation.
The emphasis upon various kinds of transformation in connection
with witches is consistent with the Elderberry Troop girls' made-up
stories, in which numerous transformations occur.

It can be postulated

that the expression of certain beliefs about witches within the community
results in the children's fascination with changes in shape.

The adults'

fear of treat-poisoning in Ellettsville has become, in the children's
minds, a fear of witches who are capable of doing the poisoning.

Simi

larly, belief in the malevolent properties of black cats and other quasi
supernatural figures has apparently strengthened the children's conception
of witchlike transformations.
Even the "nice lady" is credited with the transformation of several
children into frogs in text E-32, but her efforts do no lasting damage;
the children rapidly return to their original shape.

Since transforma

tion into a frog is reminiscent of such folktales as "The Frog Prince,"
it seems to belong more to the MHrchen landscape than to the everyday
world.

A little boy's transformation into a witch, however, entails

rejection and horror on the part of the other children.

It implies the

change to a legend-like atmosphere, within which horrific changes are
irreversible.
In several of the Halloween stories, witches are portrayed as ex
tremely violent attackers.
particularly horrifying:

The action in Patricia's story E-31 is
"...they, um, took 'em, and they clawed devil

marks on 'em, and then had, and took the stick and burnt a hole right
in their backs."

At least part of the violence of this statement can
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be attributed to the influence of TV shows, in which gory wounds are
commonplace.

The appearance of the demon-child at the witches1 sabbath

shows the impact of such movies as "The Omen" and "Rosemary's Baby."
Even if the children have not seen these movies themselves, they have
become familiar with their content; perhaps through retellings in narra
tive form, or similar dramas on television.
Another important aspect of the witch figure depicted in the Elletts
ville stories is her propensity for cooking up a dreadful brew, or "soup."
In Kathy's story E-32, it is simply a pot of vegetables, and in Patricia’s
E-33 it is a vegetable stew that the witch deceitfully describes as
"bubble bath."

Both of these concoctions provide evidence of the

witch's dire intentions to cook and eat the poor children.

No such

goal appears in Patricia's text E-42, in which the "soup" is a pictures
que combination of lizards' gizzards, frogs' hearts, and frogs' tongues
(all mentioned in various children's books about Halloween).

In Janet's

story E-41, however, the cannibalistic intention is brought into effect:
"...there was fingers in the soup."

As the children soon discover, the

fingers belong to their captured brother.

The traditionality of this

element of the witch's brew can be traced back at least as far as the
brew of the three witches in "Macbeth":

"finger of birth-strangled

0/

babe, ditch-deliver'd by a drab."

In any case each "soup" represents

the cannibalistic nature of the witch, whether or not she follows through
with an actual stewing.
Devils, ghosts, warlocks, and witch-cats appear in the Ellettsville
stories as secondary characters, with primary attention to the witch
herself.

Kathy's statement in text E-30

shows the way in which the

various Halloween figures are associated with one another:

"There's
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ghosts and witches, don't let black cats or witches go in front of your
eyes because,

'cause you will go blind."

This simultaneous warning

against several supernatural beings betokens the children's awareness
of the multiplicity of frightening figures portrayed in Halloween cos
tumes and decorations, as well as narratives.
In spite of the genuine fears associated with Halloween, the holi
day itself becomes an occasion for children to gleefully assert their
own rights, even against adult authority if necessary.

Since the

Ellettsville children usually showed respect for adults and submission
to adult requests, their enjoyment of trick-or-treating entailed a rite
of reversal.

The offensive chant "Trick or treat!

Smell my feet!,"

for example, elicited knowing and mischievous smiles from the young
audience in the course of Kathy's story E-32.

The protagonists of

Patricia's E-31 uphold their right to receive a treat in the face of
the witch's disapproval:

"Well, we're hungry!

and we're sposed to get some candy!"

It's Halloween night,

Thus, the children's right to

assert themselves on Halloween represents a departure from everyday
standards of behavior in the community of Ellettsville.

In the academic

community of Bloomington, no such particular glee was evident among the
young trick-or-treaters.

Since assertiveness (and even aggressiveness)

constituted desirable juvenile behavior, there was no great need for a
holiday on which the young people's submissiveness to adults could be
reversed.
Within the Ellettsville children's Halloween stories, the holiday
is fraught with ambiguity as the result of transformations and misunder
standings.

The narrators bring out this ambiguity with varying degrees

of skill and thoroughness.

Traditional tale types provide a common frame
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of reference, especially the Halloween-like aspects of "HHnsel and
Gretel."

The only episode of AT 327 which all the narratives have in

common is the encounter with the witch ("Arrival at Ogre's House").
The emphasis upon this encounter is logical, considering the children's
strong interest in trick-or-treating.

Less consistent emphasis is given

to the deception of the witch, and even less attention to the children's
escape.
With the firm association of the trick-or-treat situation with the
witch's appearance, the children are able to develop narrative patterns
of their own, some of which are adapted by others and carried over into
subsequent stories.

In general,

the adaptation of folktale elements

seems to result in departure from the MHrchen environment, with the
substitution of a sinister, legend-like framework in which death and
destruction are the probably consequences for the protagonists.
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STORYBOOK-WRITING AT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL:

ANNIE AND ARIADNE.

In contrast

to the Ellettsville Scouts, the girls at University School showed no
particular preference for telling made-up stories.

Although they en

joyed developing the nasty story of the Booger Castle one by one, they
made no request to tell other sequential made-up stories later on.

The

only individual narrator of a made-up story was Liza, who took great
pride in her extremely long narrative "The Four Bears."

25

Otherwise,

the telling of such stories did not seem to be desirable enough to be
initiated by the children themselves.

This difference in preferences

between the two Scout troops can be attributed to the University School
girls' impatience with "babyish" activities, and their sophisticated
ability to develop parodies of traditional tales, films, or current
■
j
•
*
26
events in
dramatic
form.

There was, however, one channel for the creation of made-up stories
that the girls found acceptable and appealing.

In the winter of 1976-77,

the fifth-grade teachers at University School instituted a project for
the writing of storybooks.

Each child was encouraged to write a story,

to illustrate it with watercolor drawings, and to bind it in a cloth
cover.

The resultant storybooks were put on display in the University

School library, to the great delight of the individual writers.
Most of the storybooks written by members of the University School
troop closely followed the dictates of lower-grade children's literature:
the presentation of a simple problem, its solution through a few actionpacked episodes, and a happy ending.

Jackie's book "The Littlest Fish

in the Sea," for example, dealt with the unhappiness of a small fish and
its eventual self-assertion through feats of daring.

Debbie's book
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"Jessie's Big Problem" had to do with another source of conflict:
idea that boys are better than girls.

the

Although both storybooks followed

original plot lines, their conformity to the patterns of children's
literature was evident.
Two of the storybooks, one by Annie and another by Ariadne, ex
hibited a different type of influence:

the incorporation of traditional

tale types and mass media elements into the development of the plot.
Both Annie and Ariadne were among the most capable narrators of Bluebell
Troop.

Annie's competence centered upon stories from the mass media and

Ariadne's upon traditional horror legends.

Therefore, it was not sur

prising that their storybooks showed evidence of their particular skills.
Annie's storybook, "The Wizard of Goodness," begins with the classic
situation of a young person setting out to seek his fortune:

Once there was a princess named Jan.

She was very very lonely.

Until one day her mom, Queen Anne, called her to the room.

Her

mother said in a faint voice, "You are old enough to seek your
own future!"

So the next day she packed her clothes and left.

She was very sad to go away.

Then she took her pony and rode for

miles and miles until she got to a cliff.
puff of smoke coming up.
steep cliff.

She looked down and saw

Then she took her pony and rode down the

She was trying to find the puffs of smoke but in

stead of looking for the puffs of smoke she saw a funny person
walking by.

So she asked the funny looking person, "Which way to

the Witch of Badness' Castle?"
It is quicker."

He answered, "Take the South road.

She said, "Thank you, you are very kind.

yes, I forgot to ask you, What is your name?"

Oh

He answered, "My
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name is the great Wizard of goodness."
and she was very happy.

So she found the castle

She knocked on the door three times.

A

woman came to the door who had long black hair and a pointed
black hat.
voice.

The woman answered, "What do you want?" in a squeaky

Jan said, "I want a job here."

said, "O.K.

But

get the job.

If

She rubbed her chin and

first let me give you a test.

If you pass you

you don't you won't get the job."

took her down to

thedungeon.

you make it from

all those crabs and dead fish you will be the

first one to be alive.
want."

But before she left

So the witch
she said, "If

If you do pass, you get whatever you

But Jan was afraid because she never had a test before.

The first test was to stay with crabs, crayfish and dead fish.
Then the witch pushed her in the dungeon and shut the door and
laughed a nasty laugh and mumbled.
said the witch.

"You will never make it,"

So Jan was very sad and began to cry.

not notice that the crabs were around her.

She did

She cried and cried

until she fell asleep on a little hill of hay in the dungeon.
So the witch came in while Jan was sleeping.

She woke her up

and said, "How could you make it through the giant snow crabs?"
Jan answered, "It just runs in the family."

Jan passed all the

tasks which were given by the witch.

Jan requested coins of gold,

a wooden rod and a strip of leather.

But the witch refused to

give her the goods and put her back in the dungeon.

She was

screaming for help and the Wizard of Goodness heard her and came
to the rescue.

(B-78)

In analyzing the content ot Annie's story, it is necessary to
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consider the circumstances under which it was written.

Unlike oral

fantasy narratives, composed on the spur of the moment with attention
to audience reactions, the storybooks were written under the guidance
of a teacher during several class sessions.
most evident in terms of style:

The teacher's influence is

the grammar, punctuation, and paragraph

division are all impeccable, in sharp contrast to the girls' uncorrected
written compositions.

)7

Although the children were encouraged to make

up their own stories, their range of possible subject matter was limited
by two factors:

they were aware that parents and teachers would see the

outcome of their efforts, and they knew that children's storybooks had
to conform to certain criteria.

The violence and fright represented in

the Ellettsville Halloween stories, for example, would not be suitable
for inclusion in a storybook to be read by parents and teachers.
From the title of Annie's story, "The Wizard of Goodness," it is
apparent that an important source of inspiration was the popular film
"The Wizard of Oz."

Since media-derived stories were uppermost in

Annie's repertoire, her use of the film as a storybook source was ap
propriate to her self-conception as a storyteller.

At first glance,

her story does indeed seem to follow "The Wizard of Oz," but on closer
examination this resemblance is revealed to be a fairly superficial
matter of characterization.
Let us examine the principal characters of the story: the Wizard of
Goodness, the Witch of Badness, Princess Jan, and her mother, Queen Anne.
Interestingly enough, the names of the witch and wizard show the story
teller's insight into the good/evil polarities of "The Wizard of Oz."
In the film there are two utterly wicked witches, one from the West and
another from the East, one wholly good witch named Glinda, and a supposedly
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all-powerful Wizard of Oz.

Annie's choice of the names "Wizard of

Goodness" and "Witch of Badness" creates a simpler confrontation be
tween one good (and also "great," or powerful) wizard, and one bad
witch.

While' there are four possible directions to follow in the film,

North, South, East, and West, there are only two in Annie's story:
North and South.

One of the watercolor illustrations depicts two sign

posts, one pointing north to the wizard's castle, and another pointing
south to the castle of the witch.

The wizard's advice on how to reach

the witch's castle, "Take the South road.

It is quicker," seems to

embody an awareness of the Christian world view:

an upper realm where

goodness prevails, and a lower region which can be reached by an easily
accessible road.
The two human characters, Jan and her mother, represent a differ
ent kind of projection.

The derivation of their names is significant:

Queen Anne bears Annie's own full name, while Princess Jan has a shorten
ed version of the name of A n nie’s mother, Janice.

Thus, in terms of the

names alone, the parent/child roles are reversed.

The character named

after the narrator's mother must leave the palace to seek her future,
while Queen Anne remains comfortably at home.
Beyond characterization, the structure of the story does not conform
to "The Wizard of Oz," but rather to the episodic configuration of the
heroic quest.

AT 326, The Youth Who Wanted to Learn What Fear I s , is

especially pertinent.
Quest:

This tale type is based upon three episodes:

to Meet Fear, II,

Experiences, and III.

Learning Fear.
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I.
Al

though the third episode is subsumed in a humorous putdown towards the
end of Annie's story, the other two episodes are integral to the story's
development.
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The first episode is based upon the statement and acceptance of a
quest.

Queen Anne's pronouncement, "You are old enough to seek your

own future," implies that the attainment of a certain age is sufficient
to necessitate a young person's departure from home.

Such an attitude

is characteristic of the MHrchen hero's quest, with superficial adapta
tion to the modern environment.

It soon becomes evident that there is

more to Princess Jan's quest than the search for an undefined future;
when she first encounters another person on the road, she asks, "Which
way to the Witch of Badness* Castle?"

Even when the "funny looking

person" admits that his name is "the great Wizard of Goodness," Jan
continues in her deliberate quest to meet the fearful witch.

Instead

of showing apprehension on arrival at the witch's castle, she is "very
happy" to be there.
The encounter with the Witch of Badness begins on a formulaic note,
as Jan knocks on the door three times to summon her.

The woman who comes

to the door is a standard mass-media witch, whose briefly described char
acteristics are "long black hair and a pointed black hat."

In the sub

sequent dialogue, Jan adapts a traditional formula in terms current in
the everyday world of today*s children:

"I want a job here."

reply resembles a teacher's response to a pupil:
me give you a test."

"O.K.

The witch's

But first let

This is merely a superficial resemblance, however;

Jan must not undergo an arithmetic or spelling quiz, but a "fear test"
(motif H1400).

The acceptance of this ordeal marks the beginning of the

second episode, in which the protagonist must submit to fearful experi
ences.
The nature of the witch's challenge, "If you make it from all those
crabs and dead fish...", is not entirely clear.

Certainly the menace
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of the dead crustacea does not seem to be a supernatural one:

no ghosts

arise from the carcasses, and no mysterious voices call to the hapless
princess.

In effect, the menace seems to lie in the fact that the

crabs, crayfish, and dead fish are all rather smelly and offensive.

It

is possible to draw this conclusion on the basis of Annie's preference
for luridly "gross" details in her other stories, always with an eye to
the reaction of the audience.
Like the hero of the Grimms' "MMrchen von einem, der auszog das
Fhrchten zu lernen," Princess Jan remains unperturbed through the night
in her fearful environment.

When the witch asks in astonishment how

she could possibly "make it through the giant snow crabs," Jan responds
with a proud statement that sounds like a humorous putdown:
runs in the family."

"It just

This reply is reminiscent of the children's re

torts in "Bloody Fingers" and "One Black Eye," two traditional stories
that conform to the same tale type.

After this statement, the rest of

the story seems hurried and anticlimactic.

Jan passes "all the tasks"

and requests three objects which seem appropriate to a MHrchen heroine:
coins of gold, a wooden rod, and a strip of leather.

(No explanation

of the utility of these objects is given in the story.)

Then she is

imprisoned once more in the dungeon, and finally rescued by the Wizard
of Goodness. The demand for a reward and the rescue receive only very brief
consideration, as they are superfluous to the main point of the story:
the survival of a fear test and the ability to make a self-confident
retort to a supernatural figure.

Annie's own exuberance and self-

assurance are reflected in the character of her heroine, who survives
the ordeal with her sense of humor intact.
Ariadne's story "The Dragon and the Monster" exhibits a similar
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exuberance, within a different traditional framework.

In the manner of

popular storybooks for children, it begins with a sympathetic portrayal
of a fire-breathing dragon:

Once there was a dragon.
laugh and play.

He was a nice dragon that liked to

But nobody would play with him because they

thought he was mean.

The dragon lived in the dark dark woods,

and in that dark, dark woods there was a dark, dark cave and the
dragon lived in that dark, dark cave.

The dragon sat in his

cave all day and all night feeling sorry for himself instead of
doing something about his problem.

But one day the dragon de

cided to go set out and try to make some more friends.
set out that day for the village.

So he

But when he got to the village,

there was nobody there, because a monster chased them all away!
The monster that chased the people away was the meanest monster
in the world!

So the dragon said to himself, "I'm going to fight

that monster and I'm going to win, so the village people can come
back to their village!"

That day he got ready for his journey.

So he set out on his journey that very afternoon.
walk, he heard something.

IT WAS THE MONSTER.'

still chasing the villagers away.

After a long

The monster was

So the dragon said bravely,

"You better quit chasing those people away or I'll hurt you!"
"Oh, ya!" said the monster.

"You can't hurt me; I'm bigger than

you.'" the monster answered.

"Well," said the dragon, "I'll burn

your house down with the flames from my nostrils!"

"That doesn't

scare me because I don't have a house, you little punk!" said the
monster.

"Then I'll burn you up!" said the dragon.

When the
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dragon said this it made the monster think.

Finally he said

he'd try it, but if he didn't like it he would be mean again.
So he told the village people that he was sorry and told them
he would give them a ride back to their village since he was so
strong.

The monster was nice the rest of his life, for fear the

dragon might burn him up.

Now all the people realized how nice

the dragon really was, and they let him live in the village with
them.

And everybody was the dragon's friend.

(B-79)

At the beginning of the story, the dragon seems to be merely a
harmless, woebegone creature such as the one featured in "Puff, the
Magic Dragon" and other popular children's songs.

His physical appear

ance, in Ariadne's watercolor sketch, resembles that of the green, scaly,
humpbacked dragon found in the illustrations of many children's books.
The description of the dragon's "dark, dark" environment is drawn from
the well-known cycle of "dark dark" stories, which the Ellettsville
Scouts particularly enjoyed reciting.

Joanie's text E-44, for example,

shows a strong resemblance to Ariadne's description:

"You walk down

this dark dark road to a dark dark house, in the dark dark house there's
a dark dark room..." and so forth.

Further description of the dragon

reveals that he indulges in self-pity "instead of doing something about
his problem."

This problem orientation is not only typical of contem

porary children's literature, but also indicative of Ariadne's upbringing
as the daughter of an educational psychologist.
As soon as the dragon arrives in the deserted village, it becomes
apparent that AT 300, The Dragon Slayer, is, in a sense, a basis for the
plot.

Ariadne does not follow the elaborate episodic structure of this
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tale type, but she builds upon the hero's quest to save a village from
the clutches of a dangerous creature.

The creature in question is the

monster, while the dragon is the intrepid hero.

In the ensuing battle

of wits, the dragon represents the forces of good, and the monster
stands for evil destruction.

The story is thus didactic in nature.

Examination of the two characters can shed some light on the compara
tive significance of folktale and mass-media monsters for modern chil
dren.
How do these two creatures differ in behavior and physical appear
ance?

The dragon is a scaly, fire-breathing animal like others of his

ilk, while the monster resembles a pot-bellied child with pointed ears
and fingers.

Their behavior befits the difference in their appearance:

while the dragon is a serious creature with noble intentions to save
the village, the monster is childish, cantankerous, and highly petulant.
His response to the dragon's first threat exemplifies his immaturity:
"Oh, ya!

... You can't hurt me; I'm bigger than you.'"

In these few

words, Ariadne captures the flavor of a typical childish taunt.

At the

outset of the conflict, the saucy monster seems to be getting the best
of his adversary.
This situation continues through the next threat, which is adapted
from the well-known children's tale "The Three Little Pigs":
your house down with the flames from my nostrils!"
if a delightfully inventive putdown:
don't have a house, you little punk!"

"I'll burn

The monster's retort

"That doesn't scare me because I
Thus, the impact of the dragon's

traditional threat is undermined by his failure to observe the living
habits of the younger and less conventional monster.

At this point, the

monster is definitely the verbal victor of the conflict.
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FIGURE 1

Ariadne's Monster (Enlarged Sketch)
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With the next threat, however, the tide turns:

the monster can

find no answer to the dragon's "Then I'll burn you up!"

Although he

capitulates in time to ensure the necessary happy ending, the story
ends on a note of realism not generally found in children's literature:
"The monster was nice the rest of his life, for fear the dragon might
burn him up."

The solution to the original problem, that of the dragon's

loneliness, is ensured by the monster's surrender.

Thus, within the

framework of a mock-"Dragon Slayer" situation, including elements from
two other traditional tales, the childish monster is vanquished by his
venerable adversary.

Nevertheless,

the reader is left with the impres

sion that the monster has indeed had the last word through his succession
of effective putdowns.
Annie's and Ariadne's storybooks are indicative of the kind of
adaptation from traditional patterns that can occur within the confines
of a classroom situation.

Not only the children's imaginative abilities,

but also their conceptions of appropriate storybook material emerge in
the course of their narratives.

Further examination of children's

storybook writing in the classroom should yield significant data con
cerning the interplay between innovation and preconceived literary
expression.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4

1.

Iona and Peter Opie, The Classic Fairy Tales (London and New York:

Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 63.
2.
raHrchen.
3.

Marianne Rumpf, Ursprung und Entstehung von Warn- und SchreckFolklore Fellows Communication 160 (Helsinki, 1955), p. 4.
Opies, Classic Fairy Tales, p. 97.

This dialogue occurs in

other traditional tales and legends, but with a changed meaning.
4.

A "blumber party," according to 7'2-year-old Lori, is a special

party that can develop from a slumber party.

Other than indicating that

it was funny and unusual, she declined to tell what it was like.
5.

Further details concerning such bloody apparitions are given in

Sylvia Grider's discussion of types 366 and 326 in "The Supernatural
Narratives of Children" (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1976),
pp. 220-50.
6.

I collected a variant of this story from a Junior Scout at Camp

Gallahue, November 14, 1975 (text G-23).
7.

Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson, The Types of the Folktale, Folk

lore Fellows Communication 184 (Helsinki, 1961), p. 50.
8.

The Grimms1 German Folk T a les, ed. Francis P. Magoun and Alexander

H. Krappe (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1960), p. 21.
9.

A detailed analysis of this legend is given in Linda Degh's

article "The Roomate's Death and Related Dormitory Stories in Formation,"
Indiana Folklore 2 (1969):55— 74.
10.

Further information about ghost stories conforming to AT 326 is

found in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 236-50.
11.

Magoun and Krappe, Grimms' German Folk Tales, p. 57.
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12.

This matter-of-fact attitude towards candy houses is perpet

rated by such children's books as Ian Serraillier1s Suppose You Met a
Witch (Boston: Little, Brown, 1973):
witch's name— jogged them home.

"And Grimblegrum— that was the

This was the usual sort, a candy villa

with walls of gingerbread, porch and pillar of barley sugar.

She kicked

the gate and the licorice-beaded door, undid the sack string and tipped
them onto the glassy glacier-minted floor."
13.

Examples of bad-tempered witches in children's books are "Old

Witch" in Ida DeLage's picturebooks The Old Witch and the Snores and The
Old Witch Goes to the Ball (Champaign, Illinois: Garrard, 1970 and 1969),
the wicked old witch in Virginia Kahl's Gunhilde and the Halloween Spell
(New York: Scribner, 1975), and the cantankerous witch who hatches a
cuckoo's egg in Madeleine Edmondson's The Witch's Egg (New York: Seabury,
1974).

Although all of these witches are bad-tempered,

they are not

portrayed as truly evil or frightening figures; in fact, they are not
very different from the sweet, diminutive witches described in footnote

20.
14.

The recent rumor of the birth of a demon-child in Charleston,

South Carolina, is an example of the recurrent fear of demonic births.
AT 476*, In the Frog's House, deals with the birth of a child to a devil/
frog.

Two variants of this legend are "The Midwife and the Frog," //71

in Folktales of Hungary, ed. Linda Degh (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1965), pp. 296-99; and "Midwife to the Huldre-Folk at Nore,"
//49b in Folktales of Norway, ed. Reidar Christiansen (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1964), pp. 108-09.
15.

Such details of narration can be best captured by videotape

recording.
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16.

Type Index, pp. 116-17.

17.

One of the stories which I collected from a Cadette troop in

the fall of 1975 (text G-l) includes a particularly vivid description
of "the

Witch of United States of America," who gives poisoned apples

to "bad

little boys and littlegirls."

18.

The reference to "laughing gas" appears in chapter 3 of Mary

Poppins, by P. L. Travers (London: Gerald Howe, 1934).
19.

The "Dick and Jane" readers published by Scott, Foresman and

Co. in 1965 are discussed in Dick and Jane as Victims: Sex Stereotyping
in Children's Readers (Princeton: Women on Words and Images, 1972).
20.Magoun and Krappe, Grimms' German Folk
21.
books:

Tales, p. 61.

Tiny, lovable witches are the heroines of a number of children's
Weeny W i tch, by Ida DeLage (Champaign, Illinois: Garrard, 1968), in

which the smallest witch of all discovers that she is really a night
fairy; Little W i tch, by Anna Bennett (New York: Lippincott, 1953), in
which the protagonist succeeds in making friends with the townspeople;
and Phoebe, the Swishy Witch, by Ann May (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1967), in which a small, lonesome witch lets herself be caught by a
little girl so that they can play together.

Like Kathy's witch, Phoebe

enjoys the company of mice, but she does not depend upon them for trans
portation:

"Without her broom Phoebe had to walk.

tiny, she went very slowly.
22.

And since she was so

Even the mice could run faster."

(p. 24)

The belief that a witch can turn a person into a frog or a tree

is expressed on p. 26 of Phoebe, the Swishy Witch.

In Kahl's Gunhilde

and the Halloween Spell, baby Gunhilde and her twelve sisters are all
transformed into small toads by a wicked old witch.

Other references to

such transformations can be found in children's literature and comic books.
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23.
theme.

The disenchantment of missing brothers is a common folktale
In AT 451, The Maiden Who Seeks Her Brothers, the brothers, who

have been turned into ravens, are disenchanted with their sister's help.
24.

William Shakespeare, "Macbeth," ed. Kenneth Muir (London:

Methuen, 1951), p. 110.
25.

Liza's story "The Four Bears" is discussed in Chapter 3,

section X,
26.

The children's abilities to dramatize stories are discussed at

length in Chapter 5.
27.

From the children's handwritten songs, game descriptions, and

letters to penpals it was apparent that they made quite a few mistakes
in spelling and punctuation; therefore,

the letter-perfect storybook

texts reflected considerable revision by teachers.
28.

Type Index, p. 114.
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CHAPTER 5:
DRAMATIZATION

ROLE-PLAYING.

As noted in the preceding discussion of children's stories,

storytelling Is often accompanied by the use of dramatic devices:

signi

ficant pauses, shouts, special sound effects such as moans and dripping
noises, and variations in tone of voice from hushed, sinister whispers
to shrieks and roars.

Some children have a particular flair for the

incorporation of dramatic devices Into their stories, while others try
and fail due to errors in timing or pronunciation.

Taking this penchant

for dramatization one step further, some girls spontaneously assign roles
to each other and turn their stories into plays.

Their approach to role-

playing reveals certain kinds of behavior that the children enjoy emulat
ing, as well as significant attitudes towards the narratives themselves.
I first observed a spontaneous role-playing session on November 22,
1975, in the back of a station wagon in which five Junior Scouts, one
mother, and I were returning from an all-day hike at Spring Mill Park.
Nine-year-old Charise, who had told the story "One Black Eye" at lunch
time, asked the other girls if they would like to "act it out."
quickly divided the roles among her friends:
the mom, and you be the ghost."

She

"You be the baby, you be

For herself she reserved the role of

narrator, in addition to the responsibility for making the "footstep
noises" of the baby's father.

Although there were only two speaking

parts, those of the ghost and the narrator, the other children cheer
fully consented to help with the footstep noises.
tor, Charise began:

In her role as narra
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Narrator:
some wine.

There were this family eating dinner and they wanted
So the father went downstairs to get some wine.

(Father stamps feet)
And he heard—
Ghost:

"I am the ghost with one black eye!”

Narrator:

So he runs up the stairs and hides.

And then the

mother goes up— goes downstairs to get some.
(Mother stamps feet)
Ghost:

"I am the ghost with one black eye!"

Narrator:

And the mother runs upstairs and hides.

Then the baby

goes downstairs to get the wine.
(Baby stamps feet)
Ghost:
Baby:

"I am the ghost with one black eye!”
"If you don't shut up, you'll be the ghost

with two black

eyes!"

Although the coordination of exclamations, footsteps and commentary
might seem to be a complicated task, the girls had no difficulty in put
ting their parts together.
two others.
of voice:

They
as

The first "take" went smoothly, as did the

enjoyed repeating their lines and improving their tones

the practicing progressed, the ghost spoke

spookily and the baby grew saucier and saucier.

more and more

The narrator showed her

involvement in the action by switching from past to present tense in the
first runthrough.

Even the foot-stampers increased the vehemence of their

efforts as the practicing went on.
The ease of the girls' adaptation to their spontaneously assumed
roles can be explained by the fact that children become adept at symbolic
play very early; from the age of three or four, they assign roles to each
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other so that they can play games of house, store, or school.

Piaget

points out that such role-playing becomes more sophisticated after the
age of seven,

when the child's symbolic constructions come closer to

everyday reality and his need for symbolic play decreases.^"
The child's adaptation to reality through role-playing has been
treated in studies of European peasant villages.

According to Maria

Kresz' analysis of learning processes in the Transylvanian village of
Nyarszo, peasant children learn "through observation, imitation, and
practice."

From a very early age, children are expected to help with

such small chores as grazing cattle, bringing water from the spring, and
taking food to laborers in the fields.

Little girls have a spinning-

room of their own, where they approximate women's work by getting to
gether and chatting while they spin.

Due to the close quarters of pea

sant dwellings, as well as frequent interaction in the fields, the chil
dren become familiar with all sorts of adult work before they are able
to do it themselves.

The importance of constant work is reflected in the

children's play, which is usually "imitation of the grown-ups* work."^
In this way, children learn very soon to take on the roles that they
must follow in later life.
Not only work, but also the recreations of adult life provide models
for children's play.

Dancing, singing, acting, and storytelling provoke

spontaneous imitations from young observers.

Margit Luby has dealt with

this aspect of learning in her book A parasztelet rendje (The Order of
Peasant Life).^

Details of children's participation in family celebra

tions, such as weddings, are given in Proper Peasants by Edit Fel and
Tamas Hofer."*

With regard to storytelling in particular, communal work

and evening gatherings are major occasions for observation by young
members of peasant families.

Such occasions are examined in detail in
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Linda Degh's Folktales and Society.^
Present-day American children do not follow a regimen of constant
work under parental supervision, although such a situation prevailed in
the early days of Puritan New England.

In his study A Little Common

w ealth, John Demos notes that a small boy at Plymouth Colony looked like
"a miniature of his father,1' while a little girl was "a miniature of
her mother."

Children and adults worked and played together, and

learning took place through shared activities.

There is no surviving

record of children's games and pastimes during that period, but all
available documents indicate that young people were expected to approxi
mate their parents' behavior as closely as possible.^
Role-modeling in children's behavior can be consciously or uncon
sciously inculcated, as David Landy points out in Tropical Childhood.
Landy discovered that mothers in the Puerto Rican village of Valle Cana
advocated the imitation of desirable role models, such as neighbor
children, older siblings, and godparents, as well as the avoidance of
bad behavior exhibited by neighbor children, older siblings and cousins.
Such deliberate inculcation of values and responsibilities can be called
conscious role-modeling.

Unintentional absorption of adults' occupational

behavior, social interaction, and values proved to be more difficult to
assess.

Landy was able to draw a number of conclusions through controlled

sessions of doll play, but he did not have the time to thoroughly explore
"cultural transmission through schoolbooks, traditional poems, plays, and
folklore.^

His research provides useful guidelines for such further study

through the combination of anthropological and sociological techniques.
One highly important aspect of children's role-modeling is their
imitation of behavior that is specific to sex roles.

From early child

hood, as Margaret Mead points out in Male and Female, children are made
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aware of their identity as little boys and little girls.

Mead draws a

number of conclusions by comparing sex-role behavior in contemporary
America with parallel situations in seven South Sea cultures.

9

,
Fel and

Hofer also describe sex-specific enculturation in Proper Peasants:
little girls, for example, must learn not to roughhouse and to keep their

10
skirts below their knees.

Role-playing generally involves some aspect

of sex-role imitation, either implicitly or explicitly.
Another significant facet of role-modeling is the imitation of
adults' behavior with regard to the supernatural.

Through such holidays

as Halloween, children are enculturated into their parents' beliefs and
practices.
data.

Studies of isolated societies offer interesting comparative

In Growing Up in New Guinea, Margaret Mead examines the ways in

which children learn about devils and incorporate them into their games.
They sometimes refer to comrades who dress or act strangely as "devils,"
and use the same term to identify inept sketches of men.

On the whole,

however, Manus children show little concern for the spirits which their
parents propitiate.

Mead draws an illuminating contrast between this

behavior and our own society:

"Where our children react to a militantly

matter-of-fact world with compensatory interest in fairies and ogres,
derived from fairy tales, Manus children, also acting contra-suggestibly,
reject the supernatural in favor of the natural."^
In the course of my own observations of the dramatization of narra
tives, I found that the youngest children (seven- and eight-year-olds)
were most eager to suggest actions and dialogue to bring their favorite
stories to life.

The older children, however, had a greater capacity

for continuing to practice their chosen roles without being distracted
by something else.

Each group of children selected one or more stories
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and divided up the roles with minimal guidance from the other Scout
leaders and myself.

DAYCAMP SKITS.

The first dramatization sessions occurred at Brownie

daycamp, where the director announced that each unit would be respon
sible for putting on a skit at the end of the week.

It is traditional

for such impromptu dramatic presentations, which are generally brief
and humorous, to be given at the end of daycamp or residential camp.
They may be part of a show for the parents, or simply entertainment
for the girls themselves.

Adult counselors sometimes suggest a theme,

but the Scouts have been allowed to choose more freely since "girl
planning" has been advocated in the last few years.

When I told the

girls of Unit IV that they could put on any kind of skit that they
wanted, they immediately suggested two of their favorite stories:
"Cinderella" and "Bloody Fingers."

Without further ado, they began

to divide up the roles and to talk about what should happen in their
performance of the two stories.
The process of transformation from narrative to dramatic form is
dependent upon a number of factors.

Essentially, it takes place through

an already existing relationship between the genres.

Scary stories,

for example, contain markedly dramatic elements that provide the core
for a spur-of-the-moment performance.

On the other hand, funny and

funny-scary stories end with ludicrous situations or punchlines that
can be sufficiently vivid to inspire dramatization.

Although there is

some variety in the stories chosen for dramatization, nearly all such
texts have a recognizable dramatic flair.
Scary stories are particularly popular among adolescents and younger
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children in America, so it is not surprising that they were frequently
chosen for enactment in Bloomington and Ellettsville Scout groups.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate the extent of story drama
tization in Girl Scout troops and other children's organizations through
out the United States.

No study of this sort has been made, though it

is generally known that American children enjoy acting out roles in
games and impromptu plays.

Halloween provides a yearly occasion for

some degree of role-playing, when young Draculas, Frankensteins, Tinkerbells, ghosts , and witches walk the streets.
The transition from story to skit raises a number of interesting
questions.

Two sets of expectations are involved:

those of the teller

and audience of the story, and those of the actors and audience of the
play.

How do the girls shift from one medium to the other without doing

violence to either set of expectations?

With regard to this question,

it is helpful to consider Erving Goffman's concept of "frames."

Goffman

suggests that human behavior can be analyzed in terms of a number of
frames— theatrical, radio, and novelistic, for example— within which
certain predetermined modes of action prevail.

By the tacit acceptance

of the rules governing each frame, people can switch quite rapidly from

12
one to the other.
for skit behavior;

None of Goffman's terms are entirely appropriate
the term "TV frame" would probably most closely desig

nate the girls' modus operandi.
Once the children have decided to act out a story, they must deal
with the assignment of roles.

This process of role-choosing, and indeed

the choice of the story itself, is worthy of particular attention.

As

the spontaneous performance of "One Black Eye" demonstrates, eight- and
nine-year-old girls can easily cooperate in the division of roles from
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a story that they all know and like.

It is necessary for one girl to

serve as "director," and for the others to be sufficiently enthusiastic
about the story to take minor roles if necessary.

Indeed, some of the

quieter children express a preference for the roles of minor characters.
The role of director, often combined with that of one of the central
characters, usually goes by tacit agreement to the most self-confident
and respected girl in the group.

If she does not offer to take charge

of the performance, as Charise did in "One Black Eye," another girl's
question "What should we do now?" is usually sufficient to bring out
her qualities of leadership.
The characters for role-playing fall into two general categories:
familiar adults, such as parents, policemen, and babysitters, and
frightening figures, including ghosts, monsters, and maniacs.

Charac

ters of the first category can be imitated from the children's own
everyday experience, as well as their exposure to adult behavior on
television.

The second category of frightening figures requires the

children to draw upon their concepts of supernatural manifestations,
which are also heavily influenced by television and other mass-media
sources.

In contrast to the direct role-modeling described by Maria

Kresz, these two types of characterization involve a complex admixture
of influences that is typical of our technological society.
The development of actions and dialogue for the various characters
is a creative endeavor, but one that conforms to the girls' common
knowledge of the story.

It is important to observe how conflicting

variants are handled, and how individual additions and deletions are
introduced.

Some parts of the story are consistently emphasized in a

series of practice sessions, while others tend to be winnowed out.

In
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spite of the continual changes from one practice session to another, a
stable narrative core emerges as the final product-

If the girls take

the story quite seriously, the narrative core will generally be retained
with scrupulous exactitude.

Other, less serious stories tend to be

treated with greater flexibility and more options for individual varia
tion.
The dramatization of "Bloody Fingers" began on the first day of
Brownie daycamp, when seven-year-old Becky said that she would like to
"do a play" about it.

The other girls enthusiastically agreed.

All of

them said that they knew the story, although none had volunteered to
tell it in our first storytelling session.
story without telling it first.
disagreed about the title:

They began to act out the

Right from the beginning,

the girls

some thought it should be "Bloody Fingers,"

while others maintained that it was really "Butterfingers."

Becky, the

self-appointed director of the skit, upheld both names at different
points in the practice sessions.

She was less concerned with verbal

consistency than with a general congruence of action and dialogue.

Accord

ing to her mother, Becky was fond of acting out dramatic scenes with her
dolls and speaking in a different voice for each character.

Thus, her

assumption of the role of director was consistent with her usual play
preferences.
Becky immediately chose the baby's part for herself and specified
that there should be eight other characters:
two brothers, and a ghost.

a mom and dad, three sisters,

It was the role of the ghost that immediately

captured the girls' interest.

Their descriptions of how the ghost should

look and act reflected their concepts of the supernatural, as derived
from Halloween costumes and mass-media sources.

Becky said, "The ghost
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has black horns, he's red like the devil and he gots this thing like
the devil and feet."

Her visualization of the ghost resembled the pitch

fork-bearing "red devil" that is a popular children's Halloween costume.
Seven-year-old Susy's description, on the other hand, seemed to come from
the funny-scary story "One Black Eye":
eye in the middle."

"He has a sheet with one black

1 3

With regard to the ghost's behavior, Susy advocated a "lion noise"
and Becky suggested flying:
that monster can fly."

"You're gonna have to use a clothesline so

When I asked if the ghost was really a monster,

she replied indignantly, "No!

It's a ghost!"

Just as "Butterfingers"

and "Bloody Fingers" seemed equally appropriate to her as story titles,
the terms "ghost" and "monster" both served as names for the originator
of the mysterious voice.

Most of the other girls agreed that it was

indeed a ghost, and that it should jump out at each of the characters
in turn.

Nevertheless,

there was sufficient disagreement to indicate

that the children's concepts of ghostlike behavior were not identical.
Becky's directions to the girls who chose to be "parents,” "brothers,"
and "sisters" were quite simple:

"The baby keeps telling the others to

get the bottle, and the monster keeps saying,

'Butterfingers!'"

Eight-

year-old Rhonda, who had gotten-the role of the ghost despite fierce
competition, stationed herself at the foot of the stairs of the shelterhouse.

The dialogue developed as follows:

Baby:

"Daddy, go get my bottle!"

(Father goes downstairs, where ghost is waiting)
Ghost:

"Butterfingers!"

re-corrects:

(Becky corrects:

"No, it's 'Butter!'")

"Bloody!" and Daria
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(Father runs back upstairs)
Baby:

"Mother, go get my bottle!"

(Mother goes downstairs)
Ghost (louder):

"Butterfingers!"

(Mother screams and runs back up)
Baby:

"Julie, go get my bobble!"

(Julie goes down)
Ghost:

"Butterfingers!"

(Julie runs back up)
Baby:

"Shelley, go get my bobble!"

(Shelley goes down)
Ghost:

"Butterfingers!"

(Shelley screams and runs back up)
Baby:

"Jamie, go get my bobble!"

(Jamie goes down)
Ghost:

"Butterfingers!"

(Jamie screams, runs back up)
Baby:

"All right, I'll get it myself."

(Baby goes down)
Ghost:

"Butterfingers!"

Baby (giggles):

"You're gonna be Milkfingers soon!"

This simple sequence of demands and exclamations, repeated over and over,
is typical of young children's preferences in stories.

The dialogue

pleased the girls so much that they repeated it several times the first
day.
Becky’s modifications of the baby's lines showed how she perceived
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a young child’s speech patterns.

Having substituted "bobble" for

"bottle" in the first practice, she went on to substitute the simpler
word "baba."
"Dada."

Instead of "Mother" and "Daddy," she said "Mama" and

Through these changes, she completed an intentional regression

to "baby talk" in the refinement of her role.
While Becky limited herself to verbal self-expression, she told
the other girls to perform certain actions:

the father should read the

paper, the mother should work in the kitchen, and the brothers and sis
ters should play with each other.

The father and mother went about

their appointed tasks with great seriousness, though the props were
minimal:

the father had only a piece of notepaper, and the mother made

do with a few paper plates.

The brothers and sisters ran off to play a

noisy game of Tag, which Becky changed to handclapping games when she
saw that the children were too far from the stairs.

In this manner,

the girls reconstructed the life roles of parents and children as they
knew them.

Parents should perform serious tasks, while children run

off in pursuit of their own pleasures.

This world view contrasts markedly

with that of the peasant children described by Maria Kresz, who performed
many small tasks themselves and imitated their parents' work during their
few hours of play.
Another performance of "Bloody Fingers" took place at Junior daycamp, where the nine-, ten-, and eleven-year-olds were told by their
unit leaders to prepare skits for the last day.

Unlike the Brownies,

the Juniors chose "Bloody Fingers" after listening to the story.

Nine-

year-old Sherry's version was much more complex than Becky's, with more
elaborate dialogue and episodic development:

Onee there was this woman and she was gonna go to the motel, and
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as she was travelin' she didn't know where to go.

So she went

to the motel and asked the man if he had a room, he said, "No,
all of 'em is filled up except one of the haunted ones," so
she said, "I don't believe in ghosts," so he gave her that room
and that night he heard something in the bathroom going "Bloody
fingers.'

Bloody fingers I "

So she jumped out the window.

And

then the next night a man came and asked if he had a room, he
said, "Nothing but a haunted room," and so he said, "I don't
believe in ghosts," so he went on in, and that night he heard
something say, "Bloody fingers!
himself.

Bloody fingers!"

So he shot

So the next night this hippie came, and he said, "Have

you got a room for sale, place for the night," and so he says,
"Yeah, but it's haunted," and, urn, so he said, "I don't believe
in ghosts," so he went in the room and he heard, "Bloody fingers!
Bloody fingers!"
aids."

And then he said, "Shut up man, you need band-

(giggles)

(PH-36)

As soon as the girls decided to act out Sherry's story, they
realized that the ending presented a problem.

Sherry and several others

believed that the hippie should deliver the punchline, while three of
the girls insisted that "the baby" was the proper character to do so.
They soon resolved this conflict by shouting, "A baby!

And a hippie!"

Nine-year-old Amanda said, "Yeah, and that baby can be the hippie's son."
Kim, another nine-year-old, specified, "Yeah, like somebody about four
years old, not a baby that cries all the time."

The girls' readiness

to alter the number of characters in the story and to delineate their
ages and family relationships showed that they found the story to be
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adaptable for their own purposes, not serious enough to be carefully
imitated from one variant or the other.
Like the Brownies, not all of the Junior Scouts thought that the
one who said "Bloody fingers!" was a ghost.

Several girls thought it

was "a ghost, or a vampire," while another suggested that it was "some
body trying to get in the room or something."

After two days of practice,

Sherry triumphantly announced, "We know who the one who says
fingers' is!

'Bloody

It's the person at the checkout desk, because there's money

hidden in the hotel and he wants to find it."

This solution to the

speaker's identity closely resembled two types of plots:

the television

thriller in which a criminal pretends to be a ghost, and the simpler
children's mystery book format in which what appears to be a ghost is
proved to be a harmless or slightly menacing person.

Sherry's reason

ing indicated that she drew no firm boundaries between traditional
stories and TV or literary plots.

Indeed, the children's actions

throughout the practice sessions were imbued with a television-like
theatricality; in Goffman's terms, their "frame" originated from TV.
One point upheld
"ghost":

by

all the girls was the non-visibility of the

"We don't see him!"

"We hear him!"

After examining the walls

of the shelterhouse, they found a knothole through which the ghost's
fingers could protrude.
blood on the fingers!"

Tessa excitedly proposed, "We could put vampire
The other children were delighted with her idea,

and several of them brought tubes of the bright red gelatin left over
from Halloween.

This note of realism coincided with the girls' careful

representation of the hotel counter, with a file box, a red plastic
telephone, play money, and plastic keys.
After amassing their props and discussing the characters, the girls
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decided who should play each of the roles.

Michelle insisted upon be

ing the ghost, because her hooded Girl Scout raincoat made a good ghost
costume.

Similarly, Sherry persuaded the others that she should be the

hotelkeeper because most of the hotel props were her own.

Tessa,

Sherry's best friend, volunteered to be the bellboy, and no one contested
the role.

The only truly unpopular character was the baby; several girls

said that they didn't want to "act like little babies."

In this respect

they differed from the Brownies, who enjoyed acting out the babyish man
nerisms of their own recent past.

The Junior Scouts were old enough to

find such regression undesirable and even shameful; thus, they showed
their pre-adolescent interest in growing up and acting their age.
After Kim good-naturedly agreed to be the baby, the 'playbill' was
established as follows:

Ghost: Michelle
Hotelkeeper:
Sherry
Bellboy:
Tessa
Woman:
Chris
Man: Natalie
Hippie: Amanda
Baby: Kim
Waitress:
Tammy

The last of the roles listed above remained quiescent until the third
practice session, when the girls became interested in miming orders from
room service.

During the first two sessions, they were primarily inter

ested in the entrances and exits of the various hotel guests.

"Take one"

shows the preliminary coordination of dialogue and actions:

(Hotelkeeper shuffles cards in filebox; woman enters and pretends
to ring the bell)
Woman: "Ding-a-ling-a-ling!"
Hotelkeeper:

"Yes?"
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FIGURE 2
The Setting for "Bloody Fingers":
Phoebe Hollow Shelterhouse
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The left-hand window, with its convenient ledge, served as the
reception desk of the hotel.

The hotel guests proceeded from

the desk to the "haunted room" which was situated just beneath the
right-hand window.

The large knothole beside that window provided

an opening through which the ghost's fingers could realistically
protrude.

After seeing the fingers, the guests jumped out the

right-hand window.
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Woman: ''I would like to rent a room I"
Hotelkeeper:
haunted."
Woman:

''Well, there's none left except one, and it's

"Well, I don't believe in ghosts!"

Hotelkeeper:
"Okay."
(rings for bellboy, takes play money from
woman and counts it out)
"One, two..."
(Bellboy leads woman to the haunted room and leaves.
Ghost
stretches fingers covered with vampire blood through the knot
hole)
Ghost:

"Bl-o-o-dy fingers!"

(Woman screams and jumps out the window)
(Man

enters and rings bell)

Man:

"I'd like a room."

Hotelkeeper:
haunted."
Man:

"I'll take it, I'm not scared of ghosts."

Hotelkeeper:
Man:

"Okay, we're all fulled up except one, that's

"Okay.

Your name?"

"Natalie Andrews."

Hotelkeeper:
"Two dollars."
(takes money; bellboy enters and
leads
man to haunted room, then leaves)
Ghost:

"Bl-o-o-dy fingers!"

(Man screams very loudly, pretends to shoot himself, and jumps
out the window)
(Hippie and baby enter)
Hippie:

"We want a room!"

Hotelkeeper:

"We only got one— we only have one, but it's haunted."

Baby (babyish voice) :

"I'm not afraid of ghosts!"

Hippie (hippyish twang):
Hotelkeeper:
Hippie:

"Neither am I!"

(giggles)

"Can I have your names?"

"Uh, Bob and— Kim."

Hotelkeeper:

"I need two dollars."

(takes play money from hippie
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and gestures to bellboy, who leads both guests to haunted room
and then leaves)
Ghost:
Hippie:

"Bl-o-o-dy fingers!"
"Shut up man, you need a bandaid!"

Baby (saucily):
"Here, want a bandaid?"
(puts bandaid in
ghost’s hand, then jumps out window with hippie)
Ghost:

"O-o-h!"

(Hilarious laughter from onlookers)

Comparison of this transcript with Sherry’s original narrative re
veals that the sequence of events remains constant in the transformation
from one genre to the other.

The woman, man, and hippie enter the haunted

room in the same order as they do in the story; only the baby represents
a structural change.

Even so, the b aby’s entrance follows the estab

lished sequence from older to younger characters.

On the whole, there

fore, the narrative core remains intact.
In terms of dramatic improvisation, this performance of "Bloody
Fingers" is rich in spur-of-the-moment creativity.

Sherry's elaborate

preparation of the reception desk, and her insistence upon the correct
exchange of play money and plastic keys, shows the importance of realis
tic role-playing for girls of this age group.

The scenes at the recep

tion desk can be compared to "playing store," which American girls enjoy
doing with commercial play kits or materials of their own devising.

Ap

parently, young girls are fascinated with the details of monetary ex
change and derive satisfaction from acting out their own anticipated
roles as future consumers.

Television commercials, with their stress

upon continual purchases, are doubtless a contributing factor.
A different interest emerges from the scenes in the haunted room,
where all of the guests encounter the frightening apparition of writhing
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fingers covered with vampire blood.

Delighted at the prospect of jump

ing out the window, all four of the characters evolved their own elabora
tions upon the leap:
hand motions.

shrieks, squeals, horrified grimaces, and agitated

Natalie, who, as the man, was supposed to shoot herself,

developed a graphic trigger-pulling motion with thumb and forefinger.
The spectacular nature of sudden and violent self-destruction inspired
the girls' most lively actions in the performance, and elicited the most
enthusiastic response from the audience.

As in TV cartoons and other

shows, a violent ending has considerable appeal for children.
Inconsistencies in the dialogue of "Bloody Fingers" are indicative
of the difficulties inherent in genre transformation.

For example,

Natalie was not able to sustain the role that she had chosen when the
hotelkeeper asked, "Your name?"

Instead of choosing a name appropriate

to her role as the man, she gave her own full name, Natalie Andrews.
Thus, she reverted to her own personality for a moment.

The answer to

such a question is almost automatic, and it is not surprising that chil
dren find it difficult to separate their own identities from those of
the characters in question.
this respect.

Amanda showed greater sophistication in

She invented a name for herself as the hippie, but did

not change Kim's name:

"Uh, Bob and— Kim."

The reason for this single

change is probably that the girls consider the hippie to be a male, while
the baby can be of either sex.

Such distinctions do not arise in the

normal course of narration, but they become important when dramatic roleplaying begins.
The same group's approach to funny-scary story dramatization was
further illustrated by a second skit, "The Viper."

The girls were so

enthusiastic about their "Bloody Fingers" skit that they insisted upon
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doing another, and decided that it would be fun to act out a story in
which a slumber party took place.

A brief discussion of slumber parties

preceded the practice, with choices of appropriate settings:
living room.'"

"We have it in the basement!"

"In the

"In the kitchen!"

Nine-

year-old Amy claimed the right to be the Viper, as she had first told
the story at an earlier session.

The other girls equably distributed

the roles among themselves, as follows:

Viper: Amy
Babysitter:
Kim
Mother: Michelle
Father: Elaine
Children:
Everyone else

Kim suggested a "story within a story" format:

"First I can tell the

story about the Viper, and then the Viper calls."
tically accepted her suggestion.

The others enthusias

Thus, the transcript of the dramatic

performance includes the text itself, as well as its enactment:

Viper (comes forward to introduce the skit, in a spooky voice):
"This is the play 'The Viper.'"
(Mother and father pat children on the head and leave, waving
goodbye; babysitter gathers the group around her for a story)
Babysitter:
"There was some children and they were having a
slumber party, I guess it was like us. And the phone rang, they
were having a pillow fight, sort of like, and the phone rang, and
the lady, and the babysitter answered the phone, and it said
(sinister voice), 'I am the Viper.
I am the Viper.
I'm three
blocks away.' And so the babysitter run in, and she told every
body and they didn't believe her! They said, 'Oh, you're making
this up,' something like that.
And then, a couple of hours later,
they were popping some popcorn, and the phone rang again! She
answered it, the babysitter answered it, and it said, 'The Viper
is coming.
The Viper is coming!
It's two blocks away!' And so
the babysitter went in and she
told everybody about it and they
got really really scared.
And
then the phone rang again an hour
later and they were telling ghost stories, and it said, 'The
Viper is coming.
The Viper is coming!
It's one block away.1
So everybody went into the front room, and they hid by the, they
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hid behind the chairs and the sofa, and tables, and then the
phone rang again, and it said, 'The Viper is coming, the Viper
is coming!
It's at your front door.'
And then— "
(Viper rings bell at window)
Babysitter:
"Oh dear, I gotta get the phone, just a minute."
(picks up phone)
"Hello?"
Viper:

"The Viper is coming.

He's three blocks away!"

Babysitter (to children):
"I don't believe it! You guys, I
just got this phone call, it said the Viper is coming, and it's
three blocks away!"
Children:
on!"

"I don't believe it!"

Babysitter:

"Don't believe it!"

"Aw, come

"It's true, he really is!"

Children:
"Let's have a pillow fight!"
pillows with wild abandon)

(they begin to throw

(Viper rings bell again; babysitter picks up phone)
Babysitter:
Viper:

"The

"Hello?"
Viper

iscoming! He's two blocks away!"

Babysitter:
"The phone rang again and it said (shouts over noise
of pillow fight) the Viper is coming!
It's two blocks away."
Children (sarcastically):

"Sure!"

(Viper rings bell again; babysitter picks up the phone.
throw pillows and shriek)
Viper:

"The

Babysitter:

Viper

Children

iscoming!He's one block away!"

"One block away!"

(Children scream and fight; phone rings again and babysitter picks
it up)
Babysitter:
Viper:

"The

"Hello?"
Viper

iscoming!He's at your front door!"

(Babysitter screams, opens door and lets Viper in)
Viper:

"Hi, I'm the Viper.

Babysitter:
popcorn."

"Oh, sure.

You need any vindows viped?"

Okay, you guys, let's get back to popping
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(Mother enters and saunters over to the Viper, speaking in an
exaggeratedly genteel tone of voice)
Mother:
"Oh, thank you
much.
They were very dirty!"
to babysitter and children)
"Did the girls be good?"
Babysitter:

(turns

"Yes, very good."

As the diagram of the "Viper" setting indicates, the girls recog
nized two different spatial areas:

under the left-hand window, where

the Viper rang his bell and the babysitter answered the phone, and under
the right-hand window, where the babysitter told her story and the chil
dren had their pillow fight.

This division of the available space was

similar to that of "Bloody Fingers," in which the hotel desk and the
haunted room were by separate windows.

It can be concluded that for

the enactment of stories, children find it necessary to work with recog
nizably separated units of space.

Supernatural or otherwise mysterious

manifestations belong in one sphere, and everyday activities in another.
The narrative form of "The Viper," as presented almost in its en
tirety by Kim, provided a model for subsequent enactment.

Essentially,

it followed the format of the widespread "Babysitter and the Telephone"
legend, using the name of the Viper instead of anonymous threats culminating in the children's death.

14

While Kim's story contained three dis

tinct stages of slumber party behavior (a pillow fight, popcorn-popping,
and storytelling), the skit had only two:

the telling of a funny-scary

story by the babysitter, and the instigation of a long and noisy pillow
fight by the children themselves.

This slight difference in structure

can be explained by the relative ease of miming a pillow fight (not to
mention the fun involved), and the greater complexity of pretending to
make popcorn.
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FIGURE 3
Setting for "The Viper":
Phoebe Hollow Shelterhouse

At the left-hand window, the Viper (V) rang his bell to summon
the babysitter (B) to the telephone.

The children (C) sat in a

close-knit group under the right-hand window, while they listened
to the story that the babysitter told.

Later, they got up and

ran about in imitation of a pillow fight.
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All of the roles in "The Viper" were enacted with great enthusiasm.
The children enjoyed imitating slumber party behavior so much that they
found it difficult to stop their pillow fight when the Viper came in.
Kim, as the babysitter, preserved a suitably serious demeanor and showed
concern for her young charges.

Her interaction with the children showed

that there was a general expectation of babysitter-like behavior:

the

telling of stories not just to amuse young children, but to deliberately
scare them.

Both in Kim's story and in the play, the children refused

to take the babysitter's remarks seriously at first.

Thus, the baby

sitter emerged as an ambivalent figure who belongs somewhat to the adult
world, but does not behave with adult seriousness.
The mother, on the other

hand, took on the characteristics of a

benevolent society matron through Michelle's creative interpretation.
At the beginning of the play, she swept out of the house with exaggerated
elegance; later, on returning, she spoke with ludicrous deference to the
Viper:

"Thank you

jsid

much."

Michelle's characterization was probably

based upon observation in her own upper-middle-class family, television,
or a combination of the two.

The addition of the mother's final dialogue

with the Viper and babysitter showed that the children felt no need to
stop at the story's punchline.

In later practice sessions, the final

exchange became more and more elaborate.

Thus, the girls felt free to

manipulate and extend the traditional funny-scary format.

Such was not

the case in the other unit's skit, "Green Eyes," which was a serious
supernatural legend.
"Green Eyes" was narrated by ten-year-old Karen, whose family had
lived on the outskirts of Bloomington for many years.

Karen quickly

earned the other girls' respect as a knowledgeable legend-teller, with
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a wide

repertoire of stories.

"theone with the
stories she knew:

When several girls begged her to tell

couple," she found it difficult to choose among the
"Which one?

'Green Eyes' or 'Bloody Fingers?'"

When the girls assured her that they wanted to hear "Green Eyes," she
began:

There's this farmer, I guess, who's going on— there's this bridge
— to bring back some wheat, on the way back the man— the wheel of
his tractor falls off the bridge and it turns over on him.

There's

a legend saying, says that if you go over Green Eyes, first night
you'll hear "Uhhh."

Second night you'll see something, third

night you'll be killed.
believe in this legend,

So there was this couple that didn't
so they went over this, over there, this

place, and heard something— then they go, they heard "Mmm."
said (scoffing tone)

They

"I'm going back the next night to see if

this legend is true."

Next night they see— they see these really

pretty green eyes looking at them, so they leave there.

And then

they're still, they're still kind of edgy about it, and they're
not really sure, so they go back and the third night they went
back and their car got slammed into— all their bits were out.

So

he goes, "All right, I'll go back, and I'll come back when I get
some help, and if I get back I'll knock three times on the doors.
Don't open the windows,

the doors, for anything or anybody."

So

he went out to get some help, and she heard a scratching noise
on the top of the car that sounded like that, she kept hearing it,
she was so terrified she couldn't move, and the next morning a
policeman came out and her boyfriend was hanging by his hair, his
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toes were what was scratching the top of the car, trying to get
her to come out.

(PH-80)

Karen's story was a composite of two legend types that are common
in southern Indiana:

the haunted bridge, and the boyfriend's death.

While the first part of the story was noncommital, the second established
the veracity of the so-called "legend" through the couple's experience.
The girls of Unit II were very impressed with Karen's story, and asked
her to serve as the narrator so that "the whole thing" could be properly
presented.

By this request,

they showed that they took the legend

seriously and cared about preserving its original form.

Unlike the

skit of "The Viper," where Kim's narration was inserted because of its
suitability to the slumber party situation, the "Green Eyes" skit was
intentionally based upon an accurate retelling of a legend by the nar
rator who knew it best.
Karen hesitated to become the narrator at first, but she soon began
to direct as well as narrate.

The initial runthrough was desultory and

inconclusive, with only two bits of dialogue suggested by the girls who
had volunteered to play pivotal roles.
and to construct an appropriate costume:
of paper?"

Keri was eager to be "Green Eyes,"
"Can I make some green eyes out

She spent some time perfecting moans to go with her chosen

warning, "Don't go across the bridge!"

Similarly, Jane, who had asked

to be the "woman," improvised a statement of disbelief;
lieve it!

It's not true!"

"We don't be

Karen was dissatisfied with these isolated

statements, so she took control of the situation and said, "How about
just me telling it?

Let's start completely over."

The first "take"

under her direction showed that she was quite capable of molding the
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FIGURE 4
The Setting for "Green Eyes":
Phoebe Hollow Shelterhouse

Picnic table A was the car which the couple drove up to the
bridge, picnic table B.

The ghost's appearances and the man's

murder both took place in the vicinity of the bridge.
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action and dialogue to fit her own interpretation of the legend.

Green Eyes:
Keri
Woman:
Jane
Man:
Kate
Policeman:
Diana

Narrator:
"This is the story of Green Eyes.
It happened long
ago.
There was this man, he had beautiful green eyes.
He was
driving down the bridge.
(Green Eyes mimes driving a tractor down the picnic table)
Part of his tractor wheel fell off, and the tractor turned over
on top of him.
(Green Eyes falls over on one side, grimacing with pain; falls
off table)
There was this legend, they say that if you go there three nights,
that first night, you'll hear a noise.
Second night, you'll see
something.
Third night, you'll die. There was this couple that
didn't believe in it.
(Man and woman crouch at one end of the second picnic table, the
"car," and the man makes steering motions with his hands)
They go out there."
Woman:
Man:

"I don't believe in that stupid legend!"
"We'll prove it's not true."

Narrator:
"So they go out there, then they come back later, so
the first night they get there, and they walk across the bridge."
(Couple walks across picnic table)
Ghost (moaning from below table):

"Don't go across the bridge!"

(Couple runs back to car)
Narrator:
"They hear a funny noise, they hear a real funny noise.
So they get in the car and start driving away, real fast. And he
says, 'Well, I don't think so. Some kid— '"
Man:

"Some kid's just trying to do that.

Let's go back!"

Narrator:
"'Some kid's just trying to scare us off.
back the next night.1"

We'll go
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Woman:

"We'll go back the next night."

Narrator:
"So they go back.
go across the bridge."

So they get up and they start to

(Green Eyes jumps up and waves his hands threateningly, leering
at the woman)
Woman (screams):
(Audience:
away.)
Narrator:
Woman:

"You guys start driving away now!"

Couple drives

"Third night."

"He just got a costume for Halloween!"

Narrator:
Man:

"Someone is staring at me!"

"So they go,

'We're going back.'"

"We're going back!"

Narrator:
"So they start to drive back, and something, the man
goes, 'Stay in the car.
When you hear three knocks, open the
door. Don't open it for nothin' else.'"
Man:
"You stay in the car. When you hear three knocks, open the
door.
But if you don't, but don't open it for anybody else,"
(Man walks off; ghost jumps on him and strangles him.
"Now cut her tongue out!")
Green Eyes:

Audience:

"Okay, now I gotta hang her over the car."

Narrator: "Just scratch the table like this" (demonstrates with
stick.
Audience:
"Yeah, you hear something and you're real
scared.")
Narrator:
"She goes to sleep.
Okay, next morning, policeman
comes out. You say, 'Miss, I advise you not to look on the roof
of your car.'"
Policeman:
car."

"Miss, I advise you not to look on the roof of your

(Woman looks, screams, and faints; audience laughs with delight)

Comparison of Karen's original story with her narration during the
skit reveals definite stylistic differences.

The original legend is

rougher, less polished, and more diffuse, while the skit narration be
gins with a coherent introduction ("This is the story of Green Eyes")
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and it continues in a more organized fashion.

The events of the story

are narrated in separate units, with pauses in between for the insertion
of dialogue.

By changing her narrative style in this manner, Karen showed

that she was aware of a need for clarity and organization in dramatic per
formances.
The transcript of "Green Eyes" is particularly interesting from the
standpoint of dialogue development.

At first, the man and woman each

inserted statements that they had thought up themselves ("I don't believe
in that stupid legend!"

and "We'll prove it's not true.")

As Karen went

on with the story, however, she found it necessary to prompt the couple's
statements:'

"And he says,

'Well, I don't think so.

man obligingly finished her suggested remark:
do that.

Let's go back!"

Some kid— '"

The

"Some k i d 's just trying to

Karen continued to provide a model for the

dialogue with statements preceded by such promptings as "so they go"
and "the man goes.”

At the end, when it was time for the policeman to

speak, she directly advised Diana, "You say..."
repeated her statements almost exactly.

Each of the characters

Their acceptance of her direc

tives showed that they respected her as a leader, as well as a legendteller.

The audience members also added a few directives, such as, "Now

cut her tongue out!," but none of the young actresses took them seriously.
As in "Bloody Fingers," the action focussed upon spectacular and
violent events:

the tractor crash and the murder.

The ghost displayed

a talent for realistic grimaces of pain, and for authentic strangling
motions.

Both of these actions resembled murders on TV, from which Keri

probably derived them.

She made a point of displaying her green paper

eyes, which fascinated all of the girls in Unit II.

Like the bright red

vanpire blood used in the other unit's skit, the lurid green eyes
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represented a preference for vivid color imagery.

Nearly all of the

major actions were directed by Karen, except for Jane's spontaneous
scream and faint on the sight of her murdered boyfriend.

Since the

audience was obviously delighted with this ending, Karen did not ob
ject to it.
In contrast to "Green Eyes," Unit TI's second skit showed much
less insistence upon carefully formulated statements and actions.

Tracy,

the narrator of "Humans Can Lick Too," was encouraged by the other girls
to repeat her story so that they could act it out.

She complied, as

follows:

Okay, there was this old lady, and she was going to night, to
sleep, and then she heard a rattling noise, and then her dog—
she told her dog to go downstairs and see if everything was okay.
Well it, so it came back up and everything was okay so it licked
her hand.
times.
more.

The old lady's hand.

And then it happened a few more

And then she went to sleep and she didn't hear it any
And then, in the morning the old lady was fixing break

fast, and the man, he found, he told the old lady "I advise you
to lock your doors and your windows and stuff because, urn, an
escaped convict is on the loose," and then he saw her dog on the
table, and he said, "What's that," and her dog was dead, with a
note on it, and it said "Humans can lick too."

(PH-63)

Tracy's story was followed by a number of suggestions for dramatiza
tion.

Christie asked, "Wasn't the old lady blind?," indicating that she

knew a different variant of the legend.

Amelia also offered a detail

from another text: "The dog was in the sink."

Like the Brownies at
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Cascades Park, the girls were not entirely certain who was responsible
for the mysterious deed.

When Darcy asked, "Was it the monster?," Tracy

replied, "There was no monster, uh-uh!"
possibility of extending the action.

Another dispute involved the

Darcy asked, "Can’t we add a little

more to it?" but the others replied in chorus, "No."'
respect for the integrity of the legend.

Thus, they showed

Both "Humans Can Lick Too"

and "Green Eyes" were treated as serious stories to be carefully enacted,
but the latter legend was enacted with much greater exactitude as the
result of Karen's particular expertise.
The girls quickly divided the roles among themselves and began to
practice, using one picnic table to designate the basement and another
to represent the old lady’s bed.

Old lady: Amelia
Dog: Darcy
Convict: Maria
Policeman:
Christie
The noise: Maggie

(Old lady sits on her bed (picnic table) and "reads" a book with
her fingers.
Dog licks her hand.
A noise, foot-stamping, is
heard)
Old lady:
"What is it there?
everything's okay."

Go down to the basement to see if

(Dog goes to basement.
Convict hits dog on the back with balled
fist.
Dog rolls over on its back with paws in the air)
Audience:

"Now she hears a noise again."

"Write a note by it.'"

(Convict licks old lady's hand, writes a note and crawls off like
a dog)
Tracy:
"The convict has to do it twice."
once will suffice)

(Others decide that

(Policeman knocks and enters, while the old lady mimes fixing
breakfast)
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Policeman:
"Ma’am, I'd advise you to keep all your doors locked,
and everything, 'cause there's an excaped convict on the loose."
Old lady:
Policeman:

"Oh."
"Ma’am, where’s your dog?"

Old lady:

"Uh, I think h e ’s last night— "

Audience:

"No, what you say is, ’W h a t ’s under the table?’"

Old lady:

"What's under the table?"

Policeman:
"Your dog's dead under the table, and there's a note
says, 'Humans can iick t o o . " 1
Audience:

"Scream!"

"Scream and cry!"

Old lady:

"I don't wanta scream!"

(groans slightly)

(Dog stops being dead and practices barking)
Audience:
declines)

"Why don't you let her [Tracy] be the narrator?"

(Tracy

As the above transcript indicates, the enactment of "Humans Can Lick
Too" stressed actions more than dialogue.

There would have been more

spoken words if Tracy had agreed to be the narrator, but for reasons of
her own she declined.

In general, she exercised much less authority than

did Karen in the performance of "Green Eyes."
had more

As a result,

leeway to suggest such statements as "What's under

the audience
the table?"

Since most of the skit depended upon actions anyhow, the lack of firm
guidance in dialogue development was not a serious problem.
The girls' slight confusion about how and when the convict
act was a direct result of the phrasing of the legend.

should

In Tracy's

version, as in most other variants, the action is described from the
old lady's viewpoint; the convict's appearance is merely implied.

Thus,

the girls had to work out their own timing for the murder of the dog.
Maria, as the convict, approached the dog with a sinister leer and
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FIGURE 5
The Setting for "Humans Can Lick Too":
Phoebe Hollow Shelterhouse

Picnic Table A served as the old lady's bedroom, sitting room,
and kitchen, while picnic table B demarcated the basement where
the convict killed the dog.

After being killed, the dog lay

with its paws up on the table.
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brought down her fist at the center of his back.
ly "played dead," with feet and hands in the air.

Darcy then obliging
This murder was much

less violent than that of "Green Eyes," perhaps because the victim was
merely an animal and animals are seldom destroyed with spectacular
violence on TV.
Looking at all of the daycamp transcripts, one can conclude that
realistic actions are of primary importance.

Dialogue development, more

complicated at the Junior level than among the Brownies, is contingent
upon the quality and degree of directorship, the extent of the girls'
familiarity with the story, and their attitude towards the story in
general.

Scary legends tend to be treated more seriously, while funny-

scary stories are more open to plot manipulation and extension.

BLUEBELL AND ELDERBERRY TROOP PERFORMANCES.

Unlike the Brownie and

Junior daycamps, where skits were expected at the end of the week, the
regular meetings of Bluebell and Elderberry Troops did not usually inelude any form of dramatics.

16

In my role as leader of one troop and

storytelling specialist for the other, I arranged for the girls to have
several hours free for developing their own plays.

Both troops had

completed the storytelling badge by that time, and had been given copies
of selected transcriptions in the form of a "Troop S t o r y b o o k . T h e
girls' attitude towards the storybooks determined one aspect of their
approach to dramatization:

while the Elderberry Troop girls were de

lighted with the printed transcripts and read them aloud while they
practiced, the girls of Bluebell Troop quickly discarded their copies
in favor of spontaneous role-playing.

The two troops' choice of stories,

as well as their focus upon certain roles within the stories, revealed
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significant differences in their priorities and standards of behavior.
To some extent,

the two troops' attitudes towards dramatization

can be attributed to their training at school.

The Bluebell Troop girls

were used to "creative dramatics" in the course of their school year.
Their teachers encouraged them to act out plays that they wrote them
selves, with a fairly large range of possible subject matter.

In Elder

berry Troop, on the other hand, the girls evinced no such familiarity
with spontaneous acting.

They were enthusiastic about putting on their

stories as plays, but slower and less sure of themselves than were the
Bluebell Troop girls.

This difference intrainingat school can be extended

to a more general discrepancy in child-rearing methods, whereby uppermiddle-class children receive more encouragement to spontaneously express
themselves.

Nevertheless, role-playing is a common feature of children's

games and play in general.

It was not possible to determine whether the

girls had acted out stories on their own before, since they did not re
spond to direct questions on the subject, but my earlier observation of
a spontaneous performance of "One Black Eye" showed that such a phenomenon
was not unknown in Bloomington.
In Elderberry Troop, the three patrols each chose one story by read
ing through the entire storybook and deciding which text appealed the
most to all of them.

If one girl found that the others did not agree with

her suggestion, she retracted it with no fuss.
a decision first:

The "Happy Scouts" came to

Kathy, Denise, Joanie, and Dana agreed to do "the one

about the boyfriend."

This story, told by Carolyn, was one of the short

est scary stories of all:

Once upon a time there was a boy and a girl walking down the road,
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and they— and her boyfriend disappeared behind the bushes, and
there was a strange noise, and that little girl goes, ’’Who's
behind there?" in a big deep

voice, and then he heard— she

heard the boy scream, and then she went home and told her mother,
"I lost my boyfriend."

(E-53)

Denise immediately assumed the director's role, picked up the
printed transcript and importantly announced, "I gotta read it."

As

the children's attitudes towards "stories from books" indicated, it was
a point of pride to be able to accurately recite printed stories or poems.
Denise
roies.

read the story aloud several times, and then distributed the
There were fewer roles than patrol members, but that problem was

easily solved by designating two little girls (Marlene and Beth) and two
boyfriends (Sandy and Dana).

Reading aloud from their transcripts,

Sandy and Dana said, "We gotta disappear behind the bushes."

They both

screamed briefly and ducked down behind some chairs, which doubled as
bushes during the practice session.
After Denise had decided to be the narrator, the complete cast of
characters was established and the practice began.

Mother:
Joanie
Boyfriends: Sandy and Dana
Girls: Marlene and Beth
Narrator:
Denise

Narrator:

"This boy and girl are walking down the road—

(Girls and boyfriends stroll up to the chairs)
and the boyfriend disappeared behind the bushes.
(Boyfriends duck behind chairs)
And there was a strange noise.
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(Boyfriends scream)
And the little girl goes, 'Who's behind there,' in a deep voice,
then they, then they heard the boy scream.'
(Boyfriends scream again)
Then she went home and told her mother— "
Girls (in unison):

"Mother, we lost our boyfriends!"

Mother (embraces girls):

"Oh, you poor little things'."

(Wild giggling; others repeat "Oh, you poor little things!" in
chorus.
Further giggling and emotive histrionics)

Since Denise was holding the storybook in one hand during the first
practice session, her own narrative portion closely resembled the original
text.

Nevertheless, she modified the words somewhat and left appropriate

pauses for the simple actions.

These actions did not always occur with

out prompting; in the second runthrough, Denise had to say, "When I say
'This boy and girl— r you've gotta walk down the road!"

The other girls

exercised some- creative interpretation by supplying a scream as the
"strange noise" and coming up with a final line that was not included
in the original story at all.

Thus, although they had great respect for

the printed word, they were not reluctant to introduce their own varia
tions when the text left some leeway.
Interestingly enough, it was not the boyfriends' disappearance but
the girls' return that most appealed to the patrol members.

Joanie de

voted a good deal of serious attention to her role as the waiting mother:
"Am I sitting here writing or reading or something?"

She picked up a

book, and then put it down again quickly when her two "daughters" came in.
Marlene and Beth spent some time perfecting a loud wail, in chorus:
"Mother, we lost our boyfriends!"

Joanie responded with an equally loud
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expression of sympathy, "Oh, you poor little things!"

As the girls

went over their lines and supplemented them with embraces, the skit
came to resemble a scene in an afternoon soap opera.

The girls' im

passioned declaration and their mother's sympathetic reply grew into
an absorbing parent-child encounter, while the lost boyfriend paled
into insignificance.

When I asked what had happened to the boyfriend,

Marlene answered indifferently, "He dies, I guess."
Greater interest in the supernatural was expressed in Pickle Patrol,
where Kathy's story "Johnny I'm on the First StejJ'was chosen by acclama
tion.

This story, text E-2, is included in section II of Chapter 3.

Marcy took the responsibility of directing the skit, as well as the
coveted role of the ghost.

With storybook in hand, she decided how

many other characters were necessary and distributed the roles:

Johnny: Katie
Friend: Deanne
Mother:
Betsy
Ghost: Marcy

There was some preliminary discussion.

Deanne seriously considered the

need for a "liver," and decided, "See, when we are under the table, we
can have a little bitty sack in there."
concerned with the ending:
strangles me and kills me?"

Katie, on the other hand, was

"What are we gonna have for an ending?

She

The others agreed that that would be a good

conclusion, and the practice began.

Since the "first take" was frag

mentary and a bit confused, with the ghost only reaching the second floor,
the second is more representative of the final enactment:

Mother:

"Johnny?"

Johnny:

"Yes?"
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Mother:

"Go down to the store and get some liver for supper."

Johnny:
"Okay.
Well, bye."
(slams invisible door and goes
with friend to other side of the room, where the candy store
is)
Johnny:
"Look at that good-lookin' candy'. M-m-m-m!"
buying candy and eating it with his friend)
Friend:

(mimes

"Hey, that was good!"

Johnny (hits head with expression of shocked recollection):
have to get the liver for mom!"
Friend:

"We

"Oh."

Johnny:
"Come on!"
(leads friend to two chairs, where Marcy is
stretched out as the corpse)
Friend (reaching for corpse's liver):
"She won't know it!
up the skin!” (returns to the house with Johnny)
Mother:

"What did you do after the store?

Johnny (loudly):

"No!"

Pull

Did you stopanywhere?"

(giggles)

Mother:
"Did you hear about the lady that died, over in the
cemetery?"
Johnny:

"Ooh!

No!"

Mother:
'n eat!"

"Supper's ready.

Friend:

"Bye!"

Johnny:

"I'm not hungry.

Mother:

"How come?"

(raises voice)

Supper's ready!

Come

(leaves house)

Johnny (petulantly):

I'll just go to bed."

"Don't ask why!

'Cause I'm not hungry."

(Ghost begins to walk, and Johnny stops her:
"Wait!
Somebody's
got to put me on this bed here!" Johnny stretches out on two
chairs)
Ghost:
"All right, Johnny, I'm on the first step!
I'm on the
second step.
I'm on the third step.
I'm on the fourth step.
I'm on the fifth step!
Johnny I want my liver back!
Johnny I
want my liver back!"
Johnny:

"I don't have it!

Mom ate it for supper!"
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FIGURE 6
The Setting for
"Johnny I'm on the First Step":
Ellettsville Elementary School

The two chairs on the left designate Johnny’s home:

first the

kitchen where his mother prepares supper, and then the bedroom
where Johnny stretches out to go to sleep.
is the candy store.

The table on the right

The ghost (G) is first stretched out on the

right as a cadaver, from which the boys steal the liver.

It then

gets up and slowly walks towards Johnny’s bed, chanting "Johnny
I ’m on the first step..."
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Ghost (screams):
"Johnny I ’m on the— tenth floor.
Johnny I Tm
on the eleventh floor.
Johnny I'm on the twelfth floor.
I WANT
MY LIVER BACKI"
Johnny:

"I don't have it!"

(Ghost strangles Johnny)

Pickle Patrol's enactment of the "Johnny" story contrasted with
"We Lost Our Boyfriends" in terms of spontaneous dialogue.

Although

the girls carefully read through the text at first, they evolved their
own conversational exchanges.
panded:

Most of the dialogue in the text was ex

for example, "Oh, that looks so good" became

good-lookin'

candy!

M-m-m-m!"

"Look at that

The friend's comments were all spontane

ous additions, as he did not appear in the original story.
his comment "She won't know it!

In particular,

Pull up the skin!" supplied a note of

grisly realism in the manner of late-night horror movies.

Johnny's con

versation with his mother became, as the girls practiced, a remarkably
natural dialogue between parent and child.

The mother's mention of "that

lady" conflicted with the story text, in which the corpse was a man.

On

the whole, this part of the performance represented considerable origin
ality and unconstrained adaptation to role-playing.
The final scene, in which the ghost strides up the steps, held the
greatest fascination for the members of Pickle Patrol.

Katie stretched

out on the two chairs vacated by the "corpse," while Marcy began to walk
towards her with legs bent in a stair-climbing posture.

Her shrill,

rhythmic chant followed the format of Kathy's story, and indeed most
other variants:

"All right, Johnny, I'm on the first step..."

As her

voice grew louder and louder, she strode towards Johnny and pretended
to strangle him with one swift, efficient throttling motion.

Her
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coordination of voice modulation and movement, which indicated a strong
interest in ghostlike behavior, was a great success.
asked to have it repeated over and over:
time?"

The other girls

"Can we do it just one more

Thus, even though the earlier conversational exchanges amused

them, the supernatural element was the center of interest.
The third patrol, "Our Gang," under Shelley's direction, decided to
act out Katie's funny-scary story "Pink Ape."

Carolyn offered to be

the narrator, and read the story aloud several times:

One dark and stormy night, a man was driving and he ran out of
gas.

Then he seen a light ahead, so he started running.

Then he

came to a house, so he knocked on the door, and then this guy
said, "Hi."

Then the other guy said, "Do you know where the

nearest gas station is?" and the other guy said, "it's ten miles
down the road."

"Gosh," said the other guy.

"It's sort of late,

could— could I stay here til next morning?"

And the other guy

said, "Well, okay.

But beware of my

pink ape."

And you can sleep here.

The other guy started laughing, "You're kidding me."

"No, I'm not," said the other guy.

"Okay, show me.

so they went downstairs and opened a few doors.
tinued.

And then they seen Pink Ape.

Come on,"

And so it con

Well, then they went up

stairs, and they shut and locked the door.

And so then they went

to sleep, and the other guy got out of bed and got the other guy's
keys.

So he went downstairs and opened the doors and so the pink

ape started running.

So then the pink ape started going up the

stairs and the man shut the doors and ran up the steps.

But then

the other guy started running outside and jumped into the car door,
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and then he

tried to get it started.

didn't have any gas.

Then he just remembers he

So he tried to jump out but the ape said,

"Tag you, you're it!"

(E-4)

The somewhat stilted quality of Katie story originated from the
written text that she had previously prepared, and then read aloud dur
ing our storytelling session.

Carolyn, as the narrator of the skit,

read the story aloud in the same careful manner that Katie had originally
employed.

Shelley combined the duties of directorship with the role of

the ape's owner, while Kathy played the visitor.
stood ready to run.

Janet, as "Pink Ape,"

Thus, the complete cast of characters emerged:

Narrator:
Carolyn
Ape-Owner: Shelley
Visitor:
Kathy
C a r : Tina
Pink Ape: Janet

The three practice

sessions all followed the model of the first, which

included almost no dialogue innovations but

a great deal of vigorous

role-playing:

Narrator:
"One day a man was driving and he ran out of gas.
Then
he saw a light ahead, so he started running. Then he got to a
house, so he knocked on the door.
(Visitor runs up behind Tina, his car, and
mimics dismay at being
out of gas.
He leaves the car, runs up
to theape-owner, and
knocks on an Invisible door)
And this guy said— "
Visitor:
Narrator:
Ape-Owner:
Visitor:

"Do you know where the next gas station is?"
"The other guy says— "
"That's just down the road."
"Gosh, it's sort of getting late.

Can I stay here?"
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Narrator:
Ape-Owner:

"And the other guy says— "
"Sure, you can stay here, but beware of my pink ape."

Visitor (throws head back and laughs):
me'."
Ape-Owner:
Visitor:

"Ha-ha, you’re kidding

"No, I'm not!"
"Show me."

(both stamp off, as if going downstairs)

Narrator:
"Then they went down the stairs.
And then they see the pink ape."

And so it continued.

(Pink Ape wiggles around in its cage, behind a chair)
Narrator:
"So then they went upstairs.
(more stamping) And
they went upstairs, and they shut and locked the door.
(Apeowner pretends to lock door)
And so they went to sleep.
(Both
lie down on the floor and close their eyes) And the other guy
got out of bed, and stole the other guy's key.
(Visitor steal
thily purloins invisible key from ape-owner's pocket)
So he went
downstairs, and opened the doors.
(Visitor approaches Pink Ape)
So the pink ape started running.
So then the pink ape started
going up the stairs, and the man shut the doors, and he went up
the steps,
(Pink Ape runs up the steps snuffling, "Hoo-hoo-hoo!"
follows more slowly)

Visitor

Then the other guy started running outside.
(Visitor runs to car)
And he jumped into the car door.
And then, and then he tried to
get it started.
(Visitor hits head in a gesture of despair, as
he remembers he is out of gas) Then he just—
(Pink Ape comes
up to visitor)
So he tried to jump out, but the pink ape said— "
Pink Ape:

"Tag, you're it!"

(tags visitor)

As the above transcript indicates, Katie's original story was pre
served virtually intact.

The narrator retained even the most inconse

quential connective phrases, such as, "And this guy said— ," pausing
for the major characters to recite their lines from the book.

Of all

the Elderberry Troop performances, this one most clearly demonstrated
the girls' respect for printed material.

Unlike the Phoebe Hollow Scouts,
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FIGURE 7
The Setting for "Pink Ape":
Ellettsville Elementary School

This sketch shows the characters’ positions at the beginning of
the skit,

The visitor (V) is standing in front of his car, knocking

on an invisible door.

The ape-owner (AO) is standing near the table

that designates the ground floor of his house.

Pink Ape (PA) is

crouching behind two chairs, which represent the cage in the
basement.
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who only treated legends with such deference, the Ellettsville girls
extended their regard for "stories from books" to their own funnyscary texts.
Even though the dialogue was predetermined, the action in "Pink
Ape" was delightfully innovative.

Shelley’s manipulation of imaginary

buttons on Tina, her car, showed talent for improvisational role-playing.
The exaggerated steps up- and downstairs, the mock-snores when it was
time to sleep, and the hot pursuit of the visitor by the ape were all
lively and well-coordinated.

The final encounter, in which the visitor

remembers being out of gas and is tagged by the ape, was enacted with
particular vigor.
Although the girls' imitative role-playing of everyday actions
succeeded quite well, the ape's performance had none of the ferocious
ness that they expected from monsters.

Shelley, who particularly en

joyed impersonating various creatures, was maddened by Janet's lack of
spirit.

She cavorted around the room in an apelike gait, telling Janet,

"Look at me!

Do it like this!"

Janet refused to follow Shelley's

example, and the other girls were disappointed.

The failure to meet

well-defined expectations showed how important it was for the monster
to act correctly.

As in "The Stolen Liver," it was the frightening

figure that served, or was supposed to serve, as the focal point of the
action.
The Bluebell Troop girls also put on three performances, but they
were much less cooperative than the members of Ellettsville Troop.

Amid

the fifth-graders' usual protests that they didn't want to do anything
with the fourth-graders, three groups were formed:

one of fourth-graders,

another of fifth-graders, and a third of three particularly assertive
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fifth-graders and two fourth-graders who followed their lead.

Several

girls tried to switch back and forth into different groups, and it took
a long time for them to settle down to the task of choosing a story.
There was considerable bickering about the choice of a story to
dramatize.

The fourth-graders decided after a few minutes that their

favorite gross story, "It’s a-Comin'," would be fun to act out.
text is included in section II of Chapter 3.

The

Alison took charge of the

group and said that she would be "the little boy who talks."

Sally

volunteered to be the old man, while Margaret asked to be the hippie
and Veronica settled for the part of the old lady.

Sally:
Old Man
Veronica: Old Lady
Margaret:
Hippie
Alison: Little Boy on the Toilet

Since the two groups led by fifth-graders had disappeared into separate
classrooms, Alison's group had the Commons all to themselves.

They

immediately appropriated two tables for the hotel desk and bed, as well
as a metal wardrobe for the bathroom.

Their first practice session pro

gressed as follows:

(Veronica sits at hotel desk, while Sally, the old man, limps in
with a yardstick as cane)
Old Man:

"Do you have a room?"

Veronica:
Old Man:

"The only one we have is 202, and it's haunted."
"That's okay, I don't believe in ghosts."

(Old man walks past hotel desk towards the wardrobe, from which
little boy's voice emanates)
Voice:

"Uh!

It's a-comin'I"

(Old man runs out screaming, throwing away his cane.
the hippie, swaggers in next)

Margaret,
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FIGURE 8
The Setting for "It's a-Comin,M:
University School

B

R

Table A served as the reception desk, where Veronica greeted
the hotel guests.
the bedroom.

Each guest proceeded from the desk to table B,

On the left was the movable wardrobe (C), which was

the haunted bathroom.

The first guests ran screaming back to the

reception desk, but the last one, the little boy, swung the wardrobe
around to reveal the little boy on the toilet.
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Hippie:

"Hey man, give me a room."

Veronica:

"The only one we have is 202."

Sally (to Veronica):
"Say, 'I wouldn't advise you to take that
room, because somebody just ran out of there screaming.'"
Veronica:
"I wouldn't advise you to take that room, 'cause
somebody ran out of there screaming."
Hippie:

"That's okay, just gimme a room."

(Hippie walks towards wardrobe)
Voice:

"Uh!

It's a-comin'!"

(Hippie runs out screaming.
The girls realize there is no "little
boy" to take the final part, so Sally agrees to do it)
Little Boy:

"Gimme a room!"

Veronica:
"All I ’ve got is 202, and it's haunted.
ran out screaming."
Little Boy:

Someone just

"I don't care, just gimme a room!"

(Little boy walks towards wardrobe)
Voice:

"It's a-comin!"

(Little boy swings wardrobe around to reveal Alison, the little
boy on the toilet)
Little Boy on the Toilet:

"Uh!

It's a-comin!"

(Onlookers laugh heartily)

Unlike the structurally similar story "Bloody Fingers," "It's aComin1" featured no ambiguous supernatural figure.

The girls all knew

that the voice came from a little boy on the toilet, and they relished
the "grossness" of the situation.

Their role-playing centered upon the

humorous portrayal of visitors to the haunted room.

Although none of

them had the talent for age-specific dialogue that had made Jackie's
story so successful, they indicated age differences in other ways.
Sally chose a yardstick to use in her portrayal of the old man, and
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came In bent nearly double over her "cane."

Since the girls had for

gotten to designate a hotel receptionist, Veronica gave up her role as
the old lady and took over the table which served as a reception
desk.
Margaret, the hippie, conveyed her role in a supremely insolent tone
of voice:

"Hey man, give me a room."

She sauntered slowly into the

haunted room area, but ran out quickly when the voice intoned, "It's acomin'!"

Suddenly, the girls realized that there was no "little boy"

to come in last.

This was a serious omission, unlike the oversight with

regard to the receptionist.
in is the funniest part."

As Margaret said, "When the little boy comes
Sally volunteered to take the additional part,

but she was not happy at doubling her role.
Luckily, by the time of the second runthrough, Susan's four-year-old
brother consented to assume the role of the little boy.

The girls were

delighted to find someone of exactly the right age, and they thought of
a special punchline for him to deliver to the boy in the bathroom:
glad I found you in 202."

"I'm

Other than this minor addition, the sequence

of Jackie's original story remained the same.
While the fourth-grade group occasionally consulted the storybook,
the mixed group of fourth- and fifth-graders expressed great disdain for
the narratives that it contained.

Liza, who led the group with the

assistance of Linda and Jackie, complained, "We don't wanna do them!
These are no fun!

They're stupid!"

Kamni and Lenore, the two fourth-

graders, did not dare to disagree with Liza, although they had enjoyed
looking through the stories.

After a while, Liza conceded, "Well, I

suppose we can do Ariadne's.

That's the only one I'd do."

The story

to which she referred was the first "real scary story" that Ariadne had
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told at our campout:

Okay, once there was this lady, this babysitter, and she was
babysitting these two kids and she kept on getting these phone
calls,

and the first phone call said (Aud.:

one!")

"You better get out of your house in ten seconds

I'll come down there and kill you.

"Oh, I know this
or else

I ’ll kill you," and then she

got another phone call which said, um, "You better get out of
your house in nine minutes or else I ’ll lill you," and then she
didn't really believe him or anything, and he kept on— don't do
that!

And then, so he did that about three times, well,

so then

it got

down to— three, and then she called the police, and they

trans— okay, they called it again, and the police were tracing
the number, and the lady, and they said, they called her back and
said, "Lady, you better get out of your house, because the man,
because—

(Aud.:

"Uh-uh, they said 'You better get out of your

house before I kill you!'")

Because the man's upstairs— "

"There's a murderer upstairs")

(Aud.:

Before he was downstairs, and he

slit the children's neck.

(B-l)

Liza chose the "reading corner" of one classroom as the place to
practice, and distributed the roles among the group members.
self alternately played the mother and the murderer.

She her

When each member

of the group had chosen at least one role, the practice session began.

Mother/Murderer: Liza
Father/Policeman:
Kamni
Baby si t ter: Jackie
Children: Linda and Lenore

The following transcript is from the second runthrough, which is more
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FIGURE 9
The Setting for "The Babysitter":
University School

©
©

©

CD

This sketch shows the positions of the major characters when the
first phonecall comes.

The babysitter

with the two children (C) beside her.

(B) is sitting on the couch,
The murderer (M) is crouching

behind the couch, while the policeman (P) is sitting behind the two
armchairs, waiting to trace the call.
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representative of the final skit than the first.

(Mother and father prepare to leave the house)
Mother:

"Now Linda, you gotta be good."

(Babysitter enters)
Babysitter:
Children:

"Hi, kids.'"
"Hi, Jackie!"

Father:
"Now you be good girls, and if you get hungry, get some
thing to eat."
(Parents leave; babysitter sits down between the children on the
couch and begins to read a "flip-flop" book to them.
Phone rings,
"T-r-ring!"— a sound effect achieved by the murderer— and baby
sitter picks it up)
Murderer’s voice (from behind the couch):
in ten seconds or I'll kill you!"

"You better get out

Babysitter:
"Shut up!"
(hangs up phone, resumes reading.
rings, "T-r-ring!" and she picks it up again)
Murderer's voice:

Phone

"You got nine minutes before I'll kill you."

Babysitter:
"Uh-uh, dum-dum!
You— " (hangs up phone and reads
some more.
Phone rings for the third time, "T-r-ring!" and she
picks it up)
Murderer's voice:
get out!"
Babysitter:

"Eight minutes and y o u ’re dead!

You better

"I'm calling the police!"

Murderer’s voice:

"You wouldn't dare!"

(Babysitter mimes dialing the police)
Babysitter:

"I'm calling because this man is calling."

Policeman's voice (very gruff):
"What's your address and phone
number?
(Liza shouts "Sarah Crewe Avenue" from her hiding place
beside the couch, and begins to dance)
I'm tracing the call, and
we'll be there in a few minutes."
(Pause; phone rings again, "T-r-ring!"

Babysitter picks it up)

Policeman's voice:
"Lady, did you call a minute ago?
everyone out, because that guy is upstairs!"

Keep
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(Babysitter leads children outside the couch alcove.
emerges and is chased by the policeman.)

Murderer

Policeman (shouts): "Stop in the name of the law!
(grabs and
frisks the murderer.
To babysitter):
Tell their parents what
happened.
There will be a reward, and a $500.00 reward for you.
Murderer (being dragged away by policeman):
I could have killed you!"

"Oh, you stupid!

(Mother enters, and babysitter mimes an explanation of the recent
occurrence.
Phone rings, "T-r-ring!" and babysitter picks it
up)
Policeman’s voice:
"I didn't mean to say the parents get a
reward.
You get $1,100.00.
He was wanted in six states."
(Kamni drops role of policeman and comes back into the alcove
as the father)
Father (to babysitter):
"You did well, even if you're young.
Now we can marry.
Divorcing is easy!"

Two types of role-playing emerged from the second practice session:
the everyday relationship between parents, children, and babysitter,
which all the girls knew from personal experience, and the confrontation
between policeman and murderer that they knew from TV.

The first part of the

skit was basically an imitation of motherly and fatherly admonitions.
is noteworthy that the first warning ("Now Linda, you gotta be good")
was matter-of-fact, while the second ("Now you be good girls...") was
more polite.

This difference in tone can be attributed to the entrance

of the babysitter, before whom the children would expect their parents
to speak with greater courtesy.

After the parents' departure, Jackie

sat down to read a story to the children.

The choice of storytelling

(or reading) as an appropriate activity for a babysitter represents a
common expectation among elementary- school children.

In the daycamp

skit "The Viper," Kim similarly began right away to tell the children
a story.

She chose to scare the children with a story of her own,

It
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however, while Jackie picked up an innocuous "flip-flop" book.
When the first phone call was announced by Liza's simulated "T-rring!

Jackie discarded the role of an affable babysitter and became

a bold objector to the murderer's threats.

She countered his first

statement, "You better get out in ten seconds or I'll kill you," with
a simple "Shut up.'," and replied to the second, "You got nine minutes
...," with a cocky "Uh-uh, dum-dum!"

Her sudden switch to aggressive

speech, which does not occur in Ariadne's story, can be explained by
the girls' general predilection for aggressive behavior, and their de
light in opposing the dictates of adults.

In this case, Jackie's will

ingness to talk back to a murderer resulted in a wild outburst of appre
ciative

giggles from the audience.

The entrance of the policeman on the scene brought about a switch
to the well-known roles of television crime shows.

Over the phone, Kamni

mechanically asked, "What's your address and phone number?"

She assured

the babysitter, "I'm tracing the call, and we'll be there in a few
minutes."

Then, when she had herded the children out of the house and

apprehended Liza, Kamni shouted "Stop in the name of the law!" and
frisked her prisoner.

After the murderer was dragged away, Jackie dis

covered that she would get a reward because "he was wanted in six states."
Thus, the common TV pattern of law-breaking and reward was fulfilled.
All of the explicit details of this exchange— the six states, the
$1,100.00 reward, and others— stemmed from the girls' spontaneous roleplaying, rather than Ariadne's story.

The precision and extent of their

dialogue contrasted sharply with the Ellettsville girls' preference for
reading aloud from the printed text.
Two of the children's major concerns emerged from their dramatization
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of Ariadne's story:

fascination with the behavior of criminals and

policeman, and awareness of the ease with which divorces can take place.
Since a number of the girls' parents were divorced, the causes of marital
rifts were of direct importance to them.

Although their representation

of divorce took the form of parody, it masked a genuine worry.

Both the

father's speech to the babysitter and the exchange between policeman and
murderer closely resembled the usual modes of expression on TV shows,
with which all of the girls were familiar.

In contrast, the Ellettsville

girls exhibited no such preoccupation with crime shows and divorce.

Their

family relationships were more stable, and their TV-watching preferences
centered upon cartoons, comedies, and monster movies rather than detec
tive thrillers.^®
The third Bluebell Troop skit, performed by the fifth-graders Annie,
Lydia, Barbara, and Gilda, did not stem from any of the stories that had
been previously told.

Annie vigorously vetoed my suggestion to choose

one of the stories, and said, "We're gonna do our own play!"

With this

assertion of independence, she pulled the other group members into a
separate classroom.

The result of their secret rehearsal proved to be

a parody of both "Snow White" and "Sleeping Beauty," and another parody
of "Cinderella."

The roles for the group's first skit were chosen as

follows:

Princess Snowy:
Lydia
Prince: Annie
Suitors: Gilda and Barbara

The skit was called "Snow White," but it was essentially based upon a
parody of the finger-pricking and awakening in "Sleeping Beauty."
most representative transcript is that of the final performance:

The
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Prince:
"Hi!
How do you like being prince and princess, and
your highness?"
Princess (stamps around angrily):
"Oh, i t ’s horrible!
I don't
like being married to a klutz like you!
Can't go out on dates,
can't do anything!
It's cooped up in this house all day! What
do you think I am, your slave? This is horrible, terrible!"
Prince:
n ow."

"I've had enough of this!

Princess:

You go mend my socks right

"Oh, m e n !"

Prince:
"Hey, I have a great idea!
Since you are mending my
socks, I'll put a poisonous needle on you.
(aside to audience)
Then I'll show her that I'm a man!"
Princess (simulates sewing and pricking her finger): "Prick!
Oh, I suddenly feel tired!
I think I— shall retire to my bed
room.
(swoons)
Oh..."
(snores loudly)
(Two suitors enter, Suitor I (Gilda) and Suitor II (Barbara))
Suitor I:"Where's Snowy?"
Suitor II:

"Last I saw of her, she

was inthe— bedroom"

(giggles)

(Both suitors approach Snowy and try to shake her awake)
Suitor I:
Suitor II:

"C'mon, Snowy, time for our date, wake up!"
"C'mon, Snowy!"

Suitor I (to Suitor II):
Suitor II:

"Hey, I'm taking her

Suitor I:

"She's

Suitor II:

"My date!"

Suitor I:
Suitor II:
Suitor I;

on a date!"

my date!"

"Mine!"
"She's mine!"
"Mine!"

Prince (charges up):
Suitor II:

"Hey, what're you doing here?"

"Hup-hup-hup!

She's mine'."

"She's mine!"

Suitor I: "She's mine'. Wanna fight over it?"
audience giggles in great glee)

(they fight;
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Princess (awakening slowly):
Suitor I:

"She's mine!"

Suitor II:
Suitor I:

"Oh, my heroes!"

"She's mine!"
"The end."

The fifth-graders' parody of "Snow White" was completely spontane
ous.

The girls needed no narrative text, as they were all familiar with

the plot of both "Snow White"

and "Sleeping Beauty."

Even though their

skit was closer to the latter

tale than the former, they

chose tocall

the heroine "Princess Snowy"; perhaps because her name lent itself more
effectively to parody than the name "Sleeping Beauty."
The humor of the fifth-graders' skit was based upon quite a sophis
ticated type of Incongruity:

the juxtaposition of well-known Mklrchen

elements with more mundane roughhousing and complaining.

Lydia did not

speak like a fairytale princess, but rather like a frustrated housewife:
"I don't like being married to a klutz like you!"

Every now and then, she

accentuated the incongruity of the situation by returning to more rarified
speech:

"I think I— shall retire to my bedroom."

When the suitors came

in, the dialogue degenerated into a free-for-all fight that pleased the
young audience immensely.

The behavioral standard implicit in the per

formance was one of conjugal infidelity and dissipation.

In this respect,

the "Snow White" skit resembled the "Babysitter" performance in which
divorce was a primary issue.
The second skit performed by Annie's group, "Cinderella," was longer
and more elaborate.

In the distribution of

ended up with triple parts to play:

Cindy:

Gilda

roles, Lydia and Barbara
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Stepmother: Lydia
Stepsister I: Annie
Stepsister II:
Barbara
Fairy Godmother:
Lydia
King:
Barbara
Prince: Lydia
NFL Announcer: Barbara

The transcript is taken from the final performance before the other
members of Bluebell Troop.

Cindy:
"Think I'll watch the NFL baseball."
TV set)
Announcer (from the side of the room):
tackle, here they go for a football."

(turns on invisible

"Football, five yard

(Stepmother enters and approaches Cindy threateningly)
Stepmother (shouts):
Cindy:

"What do you think you're doing?"

"Reading the newspaper, and watching the TV."

Stepsister I: "Well, that's not what you're gonna be
have to wash my laundry."

doing. You

Stepsister II:
"Yeah, I just cleaned ray room, and you know when
I clean my room there are ten packs of laundry and— "
Stepsister I: "And don't forget my girdle! 'Cause I need smooth
complexion, so the prince will see my beautiful body."
(Cindy starts to leave the room)
Stepmother:
Cindy:

"Where do you

think you're

going?"

"To the laundry, where else?"

Stepmother:
"Come on!
You know I want my—
(hesitates; Annie
whispers encouragement)
I want my bras washed.
My 52double,
triple-A.
And don't forget the girls' pantyhose, they do wanta
look nice.
And who wants to go around wearing dirty bras?
(giggles)
Now hurry up!
Snap to it!"
Stepsister I:

"Anything else, mother, you want us to do?"

Stepmother (giggles):
"Oh, my dahling!
(Aud. giggles)
The only
thing you can do for me is make sure Cinderella works hard,
blu-h-h!"
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Stepsisters I and IX, in chorus:

"Yes, mother dear!"

(Pause to move around some tables)
Cindy:
"This work for old dirty sisters is terrible, I don't
like it!
Sure am glad I'm not one of those old, dumb sisters."
Stepsister II: "All right, we're going to the ball.
Here's
something to keep you busy (pretends to hand over laundry) and
here's the newspaper.
From last year!"
Stepsister I (shrieks):
"And don't forget it! Now listen, you
can't have any company or in town!"
(pretends to spit twice;
audience giggles)
Stepsister II:
Stepsister I:

"I'm gonna tell mommy on you!"
"Go ahead, brat!"

Stepsister II:
Stepsister I:

"I'm not
"Yes, you

a brat!"
are."

(spits again, harder)

Gilda (grandiosely): "At the ball."
Annie:

"No, it isn't."

(The girls clear the stage to leave Cindy alone for a moment;
then the fairy godmother sweeps in)
Fairy Godmother:

"I'm your fairy godmother!"

Cindy:
"I don'.t believe all that pumpkin and ball jazz.
for kids.
I'm no kid, anymore.”

That's

FG:
"Hey, you've got the wrong attitude!
I'm talking 'bout a
great big car, with— with O.J. Simpson as your coach."
Cindy:

"Hey, what're we waitin' for?

Let's go!"

(Aud. laughs)

(Tables are moved to make a dancing space; others return)
Annie:

"At the ball."

King:
"Hey, these kids really got it together!
No fancy robes,
no fancy underwear, no fancy nuttin'. Old dirty jeans, fancy
shirts, no undershirts, no shoes!
They got it!"
Prince:
King:
Prince:

"Hey, Pop, where are the girls?"
"Over there."
"Boy, what a herd of 'em!

Let me try this big mama
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(grabs Stepsister I and starts dancing with her; others laugh)
Oh, too slow. Let's try this baby (grabs Stepsister II and
dances; St. II shrieks "A-ah!")
I don't think she's got it to
gether good enough.
(To Cindy)
C'mon, doll'. This is more
like it!"
(Audience laughs)
Stepsister I:

"I'm gonna get h e r ..."

All, in chorus:
Cindy:

(Aud. laughs again)

"D-i-n-g, dong."

"I gotta go!"

(runs off, throws shoe

at prince)

Prince (wails):
"Oh, my beautiful princess!
Pop!I thought
you locked all the doors!
Oh! I must go on a search!"
King (offhandedly):

"Go ahead!"

All:

Ding!"

"Ding!

Ding!

Annie (to Lydia):

(Loud laughter from aud.)

"All right, you're at the door."

(Prince bangs on door)
Stepsister I:

"Oh, come in!"

(babbles in welcome)

Prince (matter-of-factly): "Take off your shoe, I'd like to see
if it fits your foot."
(Aud. laughs)
Stepsister I: "Let me see.
just right for me!"

(tries on shoe)

This seems to be

Prince:
"The good news is it fits, the bad news is your big toe
is sticking out."
Stepsister I:

"My toe?

Oh no, it couldn't be!"

Prince (trying shoe on St. Il's foot):
"Looks like it's going to
fit!
Oh, my golly! — Wrong girl."
(Laughter)
Cindy:

"Hey, lemme try!"

Stepsister I:
Cindy:

"No, you can't try!

"Hey, what's the matter?"

Stepsister I (taunting singsong):
Prince (authoritatively):

That's no fair, mama!"
(general pandemonium)
"I'm gonna tell."

"Let her try."

Stepsister II:
"They don't fit, and the prince is gonna— "
(pretends to spit)
Stepsister I:

"I know they wouldn't you nurdy— "

(Laughter)
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Prince:
"Finally!
Oh, ray beautiful girl!"
transports of mock-emotion)

(collapses in

Of all the Bluebell Troop skits, "Cinderella" was by far the most
successful in terms of audience response.

The girls laughed and

giggled delightedly at each new element of the parody.

These elements

deserve careful examination, as they represent a considerable ability
to manipulate words and tone changes.
As in "Snow White," incongruity was one of the mainsprings of the
humor.

There were a few instances of incongruous fairytale language:

Lydia's wail "Oh, my beautiful princess," and her last rapturous
statement, "Finally!

Oh, my beautiful girl!"

These brief reversions

to more formal speech accentuated the informality of the rest of the
dialogue.

Instead of simply including MHrchen elements, the girls

openly expressed their attitude towards them.
believe in all that pumpkin and ball jazz.

Gilda said, "I don't

That's for kids."

Thus,

the girls' scorn for childish fairytales was incorporated into the skit.
The fairy godmother's rejoinder was typical of their cleverness with
words:

"Hey, you've got the wrong attitude!

I'm talking 'bout a great

big car, with— with O.J. Simpson as your coach."

Lydia's association

of Cinderella's traditional vehicle with the more modern meaning of
"coach" represented quite a sophisticated level of understanding.

The

girJs in the audience indicated their comprehension of the pun with
giggles and nudges.
Another important element of the "Cinderella" skit's humor was the
manipulation of changes in tone.

At the ball, for example, the king

replied to the prince's impassioned "I must go on a search!" with an
offhand, indifferent statement:

"Go ahead."

Similarly, the prince
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raised his voice to a high pitch of excitement while trying the shoe
on Barbara's foot:
matter-of-factly:

"Oh, my golly!"
"Wrong girl."

After a second's pause, he said

The audience responded with particu

larly loud laughter to these modulations in tone, showing that they
regarded them as one of their facorite forms of humor.
The explicit discussion of underwear in the first part of the skit
was typical of the Bluebell Troop girls' preoccupation with risque
topics.

Interest in the details of grown-up underclothing is certainly

common among pre-adolescent American girls; however, such openness in
the presence of adults is relatively rare.

The Elderberry Troop girls

never mentioned underwear, or indeed any other risque topic, during
troop meetings.

The discussion of underwear in "Cinderella," in addi

tion to Annie's and Barbara's imitations of spitting, constituted an
attempt to flaunt conventional standards of propriety with exploratory
self-assertion.
The contrasts between the dramatic performances of Bluebell and
Elderberry Troops shed some light upon the question of transformation
from narrative to drama.

First, the choice of narratives follows cer

tain basic proclivities that the girls express in storytelling and
spontaneous play.

In Bluebell Troop, the tendency to experiment with

extremes resulted in the choice of very scary and gross stories.

The

Elderberry Troop girls, with their greater capacity for satisfaction
with non-shocking narratives, performed two funny-scary stories and
one mildly frightening legend.

They placed considerable importance

upon the roles of supernatural figures, while the Bluebell Troop girls
were more interested in policemen, murderers, and sparring parents.
In a general way, therefore, both groups' preferences for particular
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kinds of roles indicated certain needs that they strove to fulfil.

The

nature of these needs is another area of inquiry, which further research
should bring out more clearly.

Stylistic transformation is also a com

plex issue, involving creative variation and retention by several in
dividuals working together in a group.

Given these ramifications, the

necessity for more extensive investigation of children's dramatic per
formances seems evident.
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CHAPTER 6:
SEANCES AND TRANCE SESSIONS

Like the dramatization of scary and funny-scary stories, the seance
provides an opportunity for young girls to act out their concepts of the
supernatural.

It is practiced in secret, usually without adult knowledge

or participation, at slumber parties and Girl Scout campouts in the for
est.

To be sure, the seance is not limited to female groups; boys and

girls in the upper elementary grades sometimes gather together for the
summoning of spirits in the evening hours.

More commonly, however, pre

adolescent girls learn about seance procedures within groups composed of
members of their own sex.
The seance can be generally defined as a session for receiving com
munications from the spirit world.

Gamelike and yet more than a game,

it furnishes an occasion for serious probing of the boundaries between
everyday life and the supernatural.

The supernatural world, as it is

portrayed in Girl Scout seances, contains characters from the mass media
as well as religious personages:
mummies, and werewolves.

angels, devils, monsters, vampires,

These frightening figures present themselves

through a variety of expressive forms, including spirit manifestation,
storytelling, drama, and trance behavior.
The participation of fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade girls in
seances follows a developmental pattern.

In Bloomington and Ellettsville,

most girls are considered old enough to have their own slumber parties
with school friends in the fourth grade.

Many first-, second-, and

third-graders are aware that seances take place at slumber parties, but
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they usually have only indirect knowledge of the proceedings from older
sisters and friends.

Some fourth-grade Girl Scouts are allowed to go

on campouts, and nearly all Scouts have some camping experience by the
end of fifth grade.

At this grade level they know what to expect from

seances and can manipulate the usual procedures for dramatic or playful
effects.

Sixth-graders are the seasoned veterans of Junior Scout troops

and the self-appointed leaders of campout activities:

they tend to stay

together in their own tents and to emphasize trance behavior at their
own special seances late at night.
In order to understand the significance of the Girl Scout seance,
it is necessary to place it in the context of other campout activities.
These activities may be grouped under two headings:

things which the

girls have to do because their leader says so, and things which they
want to do on their own.

The names for activities structured by the

leaders are sometimes paradoxical:

''Scouts' Own," for example, is a

program of songs and games which the leader finds suitable for campfire
celebrations.

The leaders' handbook emphasizes that cooking, clean-up,

and fire-building are some of the most important skills to be mastered
out in the woods.^

Leaders are responsible for teaching outdoor

cookery, first aid, and safety rules for the usage of knives and
matches.

They must enforce the "buddy system" so that no one is ever

outside alone, and encourage the girls to behave in an orderly fashion.
Needless to say, these ideal guidelines do not always suit the girls’
own priorities.

As campouts with Bluebell and Elderberry Troops demon

strated, quite different standards of behavior can prevail within the
same organizational setting.
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BRINGING BACK MONSTERS AT THE BLUEBELL TROOP CAMPOUT.

In October, 1976,

I accompanied the members of Bluebell Troop on a campout at Bradford
Woods near Martinsville.

It immediately became apparent that the girls

were much less Interested in learning the rules of campcraft than they
were in reversing their usual canons of behavior.

Playing with butcher

knives, sticking the knives into trees, playing with matches, and waving
flaming sticks in other girls' faces are probably not acceptable
activities at home; nevertheless, the girls went as far as they could
go in these dangerous pursuits without being severely reprimanded.
They were not particularly interested in fire-building and not at all
eager to do cleanup, but they loved to subvert the prescribed menus by
preparing boiling hot Koolaid, hotdog buns filled with peanut butter,
and other unusual things to eat.
Further experimentation took place in the game "Truth or Dare,"
in which one girl would dare another to eat dirt, take off her shirt,
or stick her head down the boys' latrine.

In the girls' own terms,

"Truth or Dare" can either by "played regular" or "played nasty."
Their penchant for nasty stories was reinforced by a marked preference
for the nasty version of the game.

Several girls tried to see how far

they could go in daring each other to swallow rocks or take off all their
clothes, but they found that I would not allow it.
As Mary Douglas points out in Purity and Danger, anything which
crosses the boundaries of the body represents potential danger and con
tamination.

Douglas recognizes that bodily margins must not be con-

sidered in isolation, but in the context of other kinds of marginality.
Among Junior Girl Scouts from the academic community, pushing back the
boundaries of the permissible with regard to dirt, excrement, knives,

2
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fire, and clothing is inseparable from testing the leader's authority
and influencing the behavior of peer group members.

All such endeavors

demonstrate the need for self-assertion and stimulation.

Within the

context of these efforts, the probing of supernatural boundaries which
takes place at seances can be viewed as a significant facet of the
pre-adolescent girl's experimentation with her environment.
After nightfall on the first evening of our campout, I let the girls
decide which games should be played until it was time for the campfire.
They immediately dashed off on a "ghost hunt" and discovered faces in
the trees, spooks behind the woodpile, and tall men in the latrines.
Their attribution of spirits or sinister figures to mysterious spots
in the forest can be compared with the animistic tendencies of younger
children.

Although the girls began their ghost hunt as a lighthearted

game, they soon began to frighten themselves with the multiplication of
scary personages outdoors.

They ran back into the brightly-lighted

cabin, and settled down to a modified game of tag known as "Ghosts in
the Graveyard.
After we lit the campfire, the girls continued to actively explore
fearful sensations.

Jackie mentioned that a murderer had just escaped

from one of the prisons in Indiana, and that he might be lurking near
our cabin.

At this point an atmosphere of pleasurable fright seemed to

permeate the whole group; one girl even muttered, as she tied her shoe
laces, "Oh, these spooky shoes!"

Thus, the stage was set for our story

telling session and the subsequent seance.
The storytelling session yielded a varied repertoire of scary stories,
including some graphic retellings of horror movies.

In addition, there

were a few funny-scary stories and a substantial number of nasty stories,
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as indicated in Chapter 3.

The types of stories told by firelight in

a cabin far from home are different from those which predominate in a
more familiar and brightly-lighted setting.

Funny and funny-scary

stories are generally more prominent under the latter circumstances.
Since darkness is a prerequisite for both scary stories and seances,
the transition from one to the other occurred quite easily.
Our self-appointed seance leader was Linda, who had already earned
the audience's acclaim by telling some gross and nasty stories.

She

was adept at explaining the rules and seeing that they were carried out.
Since several of the fourth-graders had never attended a seance, she
told them:

Everybody gets into a big circle that wanta play, and it has to
be real quiet, and it's really supposed to be dark, but the fire
will be okay.

And you gotta concentrate...

And then, after that,

everybody's quiet, and then we bring like Frankenstein or Dracula,
one of them back.

And then we all hold hands and be real quiet.

It should be noted that the word "quiet" is repeated in this description,
which began when the children were making quite a lot of noise.

Recog

nizing the significance of repetition in explaining rules to younger
children, Linda made it clear to everyone that being "real quiet" was
the most important thing to remember.
After her initial description, Linda had some difficulty in ac
quainting the younger girls with the concept of "bringing back" a mon
ster.

One fourth-grader wailed, "I don't want to bring anyone back!

I just

want to bring back my daddy!"

her hesitation

Several girls immediately quelled

by saying, "Okay, if you want to be a baby."

Annie, one
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of the more sophisticated fifth-graders, was unimpressed by Linda's
statement that "Some people concentrate so much they can actually see
him or something,"

She replied, "Forget it!

I can see my nightmares!11

This association of the monsters of the seance with nightmare figures
gives one a better idea of the type of imagining which must precede
each successful materialization.^
As Linda's introductory description indicates, the seance is like
a game:
rules.

those who want to play must sit in a circle and follow certain
In this sense, it can be compared to such circle games as "Con

centration" and "Sixes and Sevens"; both of these require concentration
and cooperation on the part of all players.

Unlike these two games,

however, the seance is non-competitive; nobody wins or loses.

The reward

for successful concentration is spirit manifestation, usually as a

6
rapping noise or another mysterious sound.
This type of spirit manifestation can be traced back to the "Roches
ter rappings" experienced by Margaret and Katherine Fox, as a result of
which the Spiritualist Church was founded in 1848.

In his study The Un

happy Medium, Earl W. Fornell states that the rappings "not only raised
Margaret Fox to a fame that approached the supernatural, but also let
loose a cult of modern spiritualism which, before it began to fade,
boasted tens of thousands of followers, thousands of mediums, and a host
of apparently profound dissertations and journals."^
Although it is difficult to estimate when the seance became a pastime
for children as well as adults, it is evident that children's seances now
constitute a separate tradition which is transmitted from older to younger
children.

Most Girl Scouts seem indifferent to adult methods for summon

ing spirits, although one fifth-grader casually remarked, "Big people
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have seances too."

Nevertheless, their emphasis upon hand-holding,

quiet, and concentration follows the conventions of adult seance be
havior.

The relationship between children's and adults' seance tradi

tions can be better understood through more extensive and specialized
field research.
Very few children's seances have been documented by scholars, but
two detailed descriptions of "mock seances" are included in Sylvia
Grider's dissertation "The Supernatural Narratives of Children."

Dur

ing her fieldwork in Gosport, Indiana, Grider asked two sixth-graders,
Mike and Dawn, to give their own definitions of the seance.

Mike said,

"It's like when you sit in a big circle and you hold hands when you try
to bring somebody back up from the dead."
what more succinct:

Dawn's description was some

"It's where they hold hands and they tried to call

8
up the spirits, you know."
It is significant that both Mike and Dawn spoke of bringing or
calling the spirits upj unlike the University School girls, they seemed

9
to have a definite concept of the spirits' point of origin.

The exis

tence of this concept is corroborated by the prank which took place in
Mike's seance:

one of the boys crept beneath the trailer and knocked

under the floor, pretending to be a ghost.

Although Grider refers to

these sessions as "mock seances," she recognizes that some children are
apprehensive and find it difficult to distinguish practical jokes from
encounters with "real s p i r its."^
Beginning a seance by sitting quietly in a circle and holding hands
is a consistent aspect of children's seance traditions.

What happens

next is similar to certain storytelling situations described by Leea
Virtanen in her article "Sagentraditionen bei Kindern."

Virtanen notes
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the physical closeness of the participants:

in one Finnish child's

words, they are all "zusammengedriickt im Haufen."

This huddling to

gether, like the hand-holding of the seance, is necessary to create
the proper atmosphere.

Suggestivity and common fear, according to

Virtanen, cause the participants to attribute sudden noises and shadows
to the supernatural and to incorporate them into their narratives.
simply, "Man beginnt das zu sehen, was man ftlrchtet.

Quite

The phenomenon

of visualizing fearful things while in a vulnerable frame of mind is
further documented by Lauri Honko in his article "Memorates and the
Study of Folk Beliefs.

.,12

While adults try to bring about the manifestation of dead persons
in their seances, children have a more flexible idea of the proper
figures to "bring back."

The Bluebell Troop girls mentioned that they

had occasionally brought back relatives and historical personages, but
they were most interested in summoning their favorite monsters from
television and movies.

At the beginning of their seance, there was some

dispute about the proper subject for concentration.

Alison, a fourth-

grader, suggested Abraham Lincoln, because "that's who we know what he
looks like."

She was supported by several others who hesitated to

bring back Frankenstein or Dracula; another fourth-grader said, "I like
Frankenstein, but 1 don't want to do a seance on him!"

Thus, the younger

girls' mounting tension became apparent in the preliminary stages of the
seance.

No one actually withdrew from the group, although Alison and

her classmates were not pleased with the fifth-graders' preferences.
When the tension became tangible, two fifth-graders injected comic
relief by suggesting the names "Frankendope" and "Abraham Frankenstein."
Finally, Frankenstein was chosen and several fifth-graders described him
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for the others:
him here.

"He goes like this— and he has things sticking out of

And he has blood all over his face.

he's green!"

On his forehead."

"And he's got a crack in his head!"

"And

After a 42-second

period of silence, the session dissolved in giggles; nobody saw any
thing, and there were some accusatory cries of, "You broke it!

You

started laughing!"
The fifth-graders' preliminary descriptions revealed a tendency to
visualize gruesome details that was also apparent in their scary stories.
Annie, in particular, was a master of graphic description.

From both

the seance and the stories, it was evident that the girls' concepts of
monsters and supernatural figures in general were highly visual in
nature.

The dependence of these ideas upon mass-media details showed

the girls' acceptance of television as an authoritative medium.
The second attempt at materialization was more successful.
remembered an important rule this time;

Linda

"Like if you say 'Mummy' or

'Come back Mummy' or something, it makes everybody think that he's
really gonna come back."

She told the others, "Just listen to what I

say, and just concentrate."

After only twelve seconds there was a thump,

and after thirty seconds another thump; pandemonium broke loose.
shouted, "I know who it was, I saw him!
taller than this room!"

Alison

He was standing up, and he was

When a friend of hers protested that the mummy

wasn't like that, she replied, "He was for me."
For Alison and apparently for many of the others, the nightmare
images were much more frightening than the rappings.

Even some of the

nine-year-olds recognized that while the mummy was there, each parti
cipant in the seance had her own idea of what he looked like.

This

grasp of subjective perception was one of the indications that the
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seance was not just a game, but a serious attempt to penetrate the
supernatural world.
Another method to achieve materialization is practiced by fourthand fifth-graders in the bathrooms of University School.
Wolf," it is definitely not a game.

Known as "Mary

Alison corrected my mistaken re

quest to hear more about "the game Mary Wolf" as follows:

A game?

It's Mary Wolf.

And you go in the bathroom at

night, uh, not at night but you turn off the light.
then you say,

And

*1 believe in Mary W o l f ’ either ten or

fifteen times, and, uh, you'll see a wolf dressed in a
burnoose with scratches all over her face, and you’ll
get a scratch on your arm. J

The other members of Bluebell Troop said that they knew how to
summon Mary Wolf, although a few were not sure whether she could truly
appear.

Kamni insisted that the wolf-woman could also be called "Mary

Jane," but no one else in the group agreed with her.
Alison, several girls usually call Mary Wolf together:

According to
"We play it at

school all the time; after lunch we sneak into the bathroom down there,
and each, me and Lydia and Annie and Gabby Darrell do it."

As in the

seance, the elements of secrecy, darkness, and communal involvement
are necessary for success.

The choice of a wolf-woman, well known on

television and in movies, is consistent with the girls' preference for
mass-media monsters in seances.
Very little evidence of the "Mary Wolf" tradition has been recorded,
but a recent paper by Janet Langlois has demonstrated the existence of
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a similar phenomenon among black children in Indianapolis."^
discovered two separate forms:

Langlois

the legend of Mary Whales, a "vanishing

hitchhiker" who was killed in a traffic accident near Crownhill Cemetery
in Indianapolis, and the game "Mary Whales, I Believe in You," in which
the accident victim appears in a mirror and scratches the child who has
summoned her.
many names:

In the variants collected by Langlois, the revenant has
Mary Lou, Mary Johnson, Mary Weatherby, Mary Worthington

and Mary Worth, in addition to the most common name, Mary Whales.

Two

other conjuration games, in which children summon the devil, are men
tioned in Harry M. Hyatt's Hoodoo-Conjuration-Witchcraf t-Rootwork.

SEANCES AND SUPERNATURAL GAMES OF ELDERBERRY TROOP.

The fourth- and

fifth-graders of Elderberry Troop also proved to be aware of numerous
traditions concerning the supernatural, but they hesitated to mention
them to me at first.

Their campout, which took place at Bradford Woods

in mid-November, 19 76, was carefully structured by the leaders to in
clude numerous activities:

painting, owl-making, pet rock selection,

hiking, cooking, singing, and storytelling.

I was unable to attend

this campout myself, but Mrs. Porter obligingly tape-recorded the
storytelling session and furnished a detailed description of the girls'
behavior.
When I came to the next troop meeting and asked what it was like
out in the woods, the girls first gave a careful account of the planned
activities.

Then they began to tell of their own reactions.

said, "It's cold out there!
everything out there!"

It's scary out there!

Kathy

We heard dogs, and

When Denise exuberantly reported, "Me 'n Betsy

went to the bathroom," she was contradicted by Betsy herself:

"No, I
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chased her out, and went after her, and she started running.'"^

This

tendency to frighten one another, particularly in the vicinity of the
bathroom, was also shown by the Bluebell Troop girls.

At the Bluebell

Troop campout, however, this behavior was embedded in a matrix of
self-willed and boisterous exploration that contrasted sharply with
the Elderberry Troop girls' willing submission to adult suggestions.
One point of similarity between the two campouts was a concern
with possible intruders.

Shelley said, "At nighttime y o u ’d go out,

these girls would be chicken,

’cause Mrs. Porter said, "Close the door!

Lock the door, soon’s you come back in!"

Unlike Jackie, she did not

cite the legend of the recently escaped murderer.

Some of her stories

and those of the other girls, as mentioned in Chapter 3, contained
references to sinister intruders.

Since a cabin in the woods is con

siderably less secure than the familiar home environment, it is not
surprising that Girl Scouts display a consistent preoccupation with
unwelcome visitors to the campsite.
During two storytelling sessions on Friday and Saturday night, the
Ellettsville Scouts demonstrated their mastery of an extensive repertoire
of scary stories.

These stories focussed upon threats from supernatural

creatures and human beings who did not conform to community standards.
Although no attempt was made to summon any of the frightening figures
mentioned in the stories, Shelley added a dimension of drama to the
narratives in which there were "people peeking in the windows" by pre
tending to peek in the windows herself.
The absence of seances or similar "games" from the Elderberry
Troop campout may be explained by the high ratio of structured
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activities planned by the leaders.

Since Elderberry Troop was a

Brownie troop until the fall of 1976, the girls were less accustomed
to initiating their own activities than were some of the seasoned
members of Bluebell Troop.

All of the Ellettsville girls associated

seances with slumber parties, which they attended in celebration of
each others' birthdays.

It is possible that on future occasions,

when the girls have more time to themselves, they will initiate their
own seances at campouts.
The most popular seance activity known to the Ellettsville girls
is called "Light as a Feather."

This name designates a method of two-

finger "levitation" that is practiced at slumber parties in many areas
of the United States.

Several of the Bluebell Troop members were

familiar with it, but none of them knew how to bring about the levita
tion effect.

In contrast, most of the Ellettsville Scouts were eager

to explain how it was achieved.

Deanne served as spokesman for the

group:

Well, you lay down, and you get real real real high, and
you play that, uh, they step over you, make you real
high, and say like if you wanta be a feather, they tell
a story what you do, and everything.

And you say, 'I'd

like to be a feather,' and you get real real high, people
put their two fingers under you and they lift you up like
that, like a feather...

Deanne's emphasis upon the phrase "real real high" is similar to Linda's
repetition of the words "real quiet" at the Bluebell Troop seance.

From
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this description, it is evident that the act of lifting a person up in
the air is the object of the game.

Although "a story" is only briefly

mentioned, it denotes another aspect of central significance to the
players.
When asked to clarify the role of storytelling in the seance,
Deanne explained, "You know, they say, like your best friend, they
say,

'You killed 'im, you killed 'im,' y'know, and then they start

turning red and start crying."

It is difficult to discern the referent

of each "they" in this statement, but from other details supplied by
Deanne it is possible to picture the movement of many girls around the
one who is lying down:
'You killed him!

"Lot of people go around three times going,

You killed him!'

And then she starts crying,

'cause

it was her

best friend or something."

ment based

upon the number 3, the girls dramatize their disapproval of

the imagined act of murder.

In this almost ritualistic move

"Storytelling" is perhaps too precise a

term for the process of suggestion which is achieved in these sessions
through the accusatory statements of a number of participants.
theless, "story" is the girls' own term for these statements.
Betsy gave another example from a seance which she vividly
remembered:

...See there was these people that get on all sides of
you, and you're sposed to lay down, somebody makes up
a real spooky story and says that you're dead, and then
you

say, 'Okay, now that you're dead, let's rise you

from the grave,' and it feels like you're floating
when they lift you up.

Never
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She Indicated that there was only one storyteller, although the other
participants began to speak to the girl when the time came to raise
her from the dead.

Thus, "Light as a Feather" involves not only the

telling of frightening stories, but also dramatization and integration
of the stories into the pivotal feat of levitation.
The Elderberry Troop girls said that they sometimes brought back
the spirits of family members at seances.

They were not wholeheartedly

enthusiastic about this procedure, as they recognized the danger of
sadness.

Shelley had been particularly saddened by one attempt to

bring back her father, who had died several years ago.

Clearly the

girls preferred to play "Light as a Feather," which posed no threat to
their personal equilibrium.
Unlike the girls from University School, the Ellettsville Scouts
showed no particular interest in mass-media monsters.

They also seemed

to be unfamiliar with "Mary Wolf," although it is possible that they
knew it by a different name or hesitated to tell me about it.

Their

greater reticence in the presence of adults caused them to be less
loquacious informants than the Bluebell Troop girls, who were eager to
give their opinions on almost any subject.

The comparison of Bluebell

and Elderberry Troop seance procedures must include the reservation
that other, more secret practices may exist beyond the knowledge of
adults.

TRANCE SESSIONS OF COLUMBINE TROOP.

The process of suggestion which

occurs in "Light as a Feather" may be considered a preliminary stage
of development to the more specialized and elaborate trance sessions
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with which sixth-graders are familiar.

While the fourth- and fifth-

graders hurl accusations at whoever happens to "want to be a feather,"
the sixth-graders distinguish between gifted narrators, sensitive
trance subjects, and interested spectators.

Those who fill the two

former categories are definitely outnumbered by those who fill the
latter.
On May 22, 1976, I visited a Junior troop from Columbus, Indiana
at the Spring Mill Camporee.

The members of Columbine Troop were the

daughters of professional or semi-professional families in Columbus;
thus, it was not surprising that their behavior resembled that of the
Bluebell Troop members.

The girls enthusiastically fought for turns

to tell stories, ran around the campsite, and tried to oppose their
leaders’ suggestions whenever they thought they could do so without
being punished.
Among the sixth-graders of Columbine Troop was Helen, a self
professed trance subject.
into them, I guess.
what to do.

She explained, " I ’m the only one who can go

But I go into this deep sleep, and they tell me

They tell me a story and I imagine it, and then they tell

me what to do and stuff."
from this description:

An element of manipulation emerges clearly

the trance subject must not only have a talent

for the appropriate behavior, but also be willing to follow the commands
of her friends.
It is not surprising that most sixth-graders prefer to give the
commands rather than follow them.

The trance subject may indicate that

she has successfully imagined the narrative by crying, screaming, tossing
and turning, and doing somersaults or jumping jacks.

If she wets her
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pants, the ultimate loss of control is achieved.

This happened at the

Columbine Troop trance session, and everyone was delighted.
As the sixth-graders explained, trances can occur at seances, but
the two are "not the same thing."

In other words, the trance session

is a recognizably separate activity that is nonetheless a specialized
form of seance behavior.

Comparison of the imaginative processes advo

cated at seances and trance sessions reveals the more complex basis of
the latter.

While the seance participants must simply visualize a

nightmare image, the trance subject must indicate that she has accepted
the images suggested by others.

Her acceptance takes the form of

bizarre, uncontrolled behavior.

Thus, the trance session offers an

opportunity to loosen the usual restrictions of socialized behavior
under the license of extra-normal circumstances.
Trance behavior is elicited by both verbal and tactile stimulation.
Two girls station themselves on either side of the subject, who lies
down on the tent or cabin floor; one of the girls rubs the subject's
temples, while the other tells her the scariest story

she knows.

the viewpoint of text selection,

see which narra

it is interesting to

tives qualify as the "real scary stories."

From

The first story at the

Columbine Troop seance was told to Helen by Kelly, while Teresa rubbed
her temples:

One day, while you were walking through the woods, a
snake came out and bit you.
you ran and ran.

You started crying.

And

Lots of snakes came towards you.

They're all biting at you.

Finally you climbed up a
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tree.

Up there, there was a jagwire.

you, and he kept biting you.
You're bleeding.

The jagwire bit

You fell from the tree.

Bats came sprumming down at you.

They're eating you, eating, they're trying to eat your
eyeballs.

The snakes are eating you.

And they climbed

up, and all of a sudden this old, meanish boy, he came
out and he raped you, he stepped you and he almost killed
you.

The pain!

Helen, the pain!

This narrative creates a truly nightmarish situation, in which the
subject goes through all sorts of horror but is powerless to save
herself.

The emphasis upon violent attack, especially rape by the

"old meanish boy," is typical of the fears of girls on the verge of
adolescence.

Since the rape occurs as the culmination of the other

horrors, it can be concluded that it represents a primary concern of
the sixth-graders.

The rapid growth of sexual awareness at that age

is evinced by the fact that the fifth-graders, even the most outspoken
members of Bluebell Troop, never mentioned rape or expressed even a
vague fear of it.
Stylistically, Kelly's story brings out the growing horror of the
suggested situation.

The change from past tense ("You started crying")

to present tense ("You're bleeding") emphasizes the immediacy of the
various agonies.

Finally, two exclamations convey the proper reaction

to the trance subject:

"The pain!

Helen, the pain!"

Helen tossed

and turned fitfully in response, but she did not cry out at the suggested
pain.

Even when Teresa said, "You must scream," she only moaned
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slightly.

This refusal to respond was apparently a signal that her

manipulators should start something different.
After a whispered consultation, Kelly and Teresa began a new
performance.

Teresa moaned, "Helen!

rapidly explained:

Helen, come to me!" while Kelly

"The angel and the devil are fighting over you.

The angel wants you to go with her!

But the devil wants you to go with

him, and you're supposed to go with the angel.”

Kelly then assumed the

role of the angel, plucking at Helen's sleeve and murmuring, "Helen,
come with me!

Come with me, Helen!

Come to heaven!"

At the same

time, the devil pulled her other arm and moaned, "Helen, come with me!
Be my queen!

We'll torture all the people in the world!"

When the

conflict reached its peak of dramatic intensity, Helen began to cry.
Kelly immediately tried to soothe her, but Teresa was unwilling to give
up her role.

She said, "Helen, the devil's coming to get you. Scream!"

As soon as Helen screamed "Help!," she was allowed to awaken from her
trance.
This brief but highly dramatic conflict is reminiscent of the
sixteenth-century morality play "Everyman," in which the protagonist
must make a pilgrimage to confront Death, Fellowship, Good Deeds, and
other abstract qualities in human form.

i7

Unlike Everyman, Helen was

not able to respond spontaneously to the angel's and devil's fight over
her soul; she could only follow the directions of those who had put
her into the trance.

The religious conflict was presented on a purely

sensational level, but It appeared to be one of the most active concerns
of the sixth-grade girls.

Since southern Indiana is part of the "Bible

belt," it is not surprising that clashes between angels and devils
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are significant to children as well as adults.
Teresa mentioned another seance in which she herself was the
subject:

the other girls told her that if she lay down she would

stay with the angel, but if she sat up she would go with the devil.
It is possible that lying down has come to be associated with the
angel through such children's prayers as "Now I lay me down to sleep,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep."

Sitting up in bed, on the other

hand, is a more self-willed and recalcitrant posture.
In contrast to the traditional conflict between the angel and the
devil, one of the most recent topics for Girl Scout seances is "Helter
Skelter."

First, the trance subject listens to a narrative description

of the Manson murders, and then she hears, "Helter Skelter is coming
to getcha!"

Interestingly enough,

the girls have dropped Charles

Manson's name and adopted the name of the book and TV special "Helter
Skelter" for this frightening figure.
One of the sixth-graders of Columbine Troop told me why Helter
Skelter had committed the murders:
younger teenagers, you know.

"People never pay attention to

They think they're tramps, and that's

the reason he killed those seven people."

This interpretation shows

that Charles Manson is not only a frightening figure, but also a kind
of hero for the sixth-grade girls.

Since these girls are just a few

years younger than Manson's female "family" members were at the time
of the murders, their fascination with "Helter Skelter" presents a
somewhat disquieting prospect.
An occurrence of vandalism on February 4, 1977, in which Unionville School was painted with the slogan "Helter Pigs Skelter,"
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indicated that interest in the Manson case was still alive among the
young people of southern Indiana.

The state police Investigator

stated that some of the vandals were probably girls, because the lip
stick writing on the blackboards and walls appeared to be that of
"girls rather than boys."-*-®

Eventually, the police discovered that

several young men were responsible for the vandalism.

Even so, it

is significant tnat adults are particularly fearful of young girls'
involvement in such matters.
During a brief interview with Vincent Bugliosi, prosecuting attorney
in the Manson case and author of Helter Skelter, X had the opportunity
to ask whether other sixth-grade girls had expressed an attitude similar
to that of the Columbine Troop members.-*-9

In spite of his close fami

liarity with reactions to the Manson murders, Bugliosi seemed shocked
and unwilling to believe that such young girls could find Manson to be
at all heroic.

His first thought was of his own daughter:

My girl's twelve too, and I haven't heard this.

Manson

is— if anything, this whole thing has scared young chil
dren.

Parents have written me letters throughout the

country, telling their children to read the book.

They're

saying they want their children to read the book, because
it alerts young people to the dangers of dropping out and
joining the vulnerable subculture of the h i p p i e s ! ^

In other words, Bugliosi fully expected the Manson murders to cause
aversion rather than a pleasurable response in young children.

He

had mentioned earlier, in the course of his lecture at the Indiana
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University Auditorium,
involving young girls:
movies."

that the Manson case was the first mass murder
"You don't even see things like that in horror

He further elaborated this point by saying, "You can't even
91

hold thoughts like that in your mind."

To the extent that this view

point is shared by the American public, the interest or involvement
of young girls in anything related to Charles Manson constitutes a
taboo subject.
The sixth-grade trance session, with its vivid conflicts and hor
rifying assailants, represents a specialized form of seance behavior.
Nevertheless, it shares with its fourth- and fifth-grade counterparts
the primary objective of "a good scare."

From the earlier visualiza

tions of Frankenstein and the Mummy to the later dramas of rape, pain,
dismemberment, and damnation, the girls undergo an experience which is
all the more frightening because it takes place within the realm of
the supernatural.

By choosing to pursue this experience,

the girls not

only acquire a form of expertise not governed by adults, but also extend
the degree of their control over frightening figures and frightful
occurrences.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSIONS

The narrative genres of pre-adolescent girls constitute a varied
and flexible framework, within which a wide range of emotions can be
expressed.

Fear, shock, incredulity, pleasurable disgust, mild

amusement, and ribald merriment are among the reactions generated by
the narratives.

From the standpoint of artistic expression,

also considerable scope for the aspiring narrator:

there is

long, diffuse re

tellings of horror movies; brief linguistic witticisms; legends of
Protean form; free-wheeling fantasy narratives; and provocative, openended narrative puzzles.

Each of the two primary groups examined in

this study, Bluebell Troop and Elderberry Troop, represents a distinc
tive adaptation of traditional form and content to the exigencies of
social function.
A particularly noteworthy aspect of this adaptive process is re
flected in the telling of scary stories, which comprise the largest
category in both groups of girls.

While the Elderberry Troop members

told a number of legends rooted in their own community, the Bluebell
Troop girls had no such stock of narratives from which to draw.

Since

their community offered no cohesive body of local legendry, they were
more dependent upon the mass media for fearful disclosures.

Certain

legends, however, such as that of the demented babysitter who cooks
the baby, were prominent in the repertoires of both troops.

The

threatening babysitter came from outside the immediate community in the
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Elderberry Troop version, but from inside the city in the variants told
by Bluebell Troop girls.

Thus, a widely-circulated legend can conform

to the concepts of danger which are accepted by the members of a
particular community.
Different degrees of fear are elicited by the various sub-genres
of scary stories, in which form and content are both geared towards
the desired effect.

Retellings of horror movies, for example, follow

a loosely-structured progression of details in which revulsion often
takes the place of a more immediate feeling of threat.

In Bluebell

Troop, such stories tended to accentuate "gross" and disgusting events
which shocked, but did not truly horrify the listeners.

The structurally

similar stories of Elderberry Troop contained fewer lurid details, but
produced the same general effect:

pleasurable revulsion.

Frightening legends, on the other hand, come closer to the elicita
tion of real fear.

Such legends as Betsy's version of "The Boyfriend's

Death," with its clear sequence of events and formulaic sound effects,
are much more cohesive than retellings of movies.

The message is also

more clear-cut and directly applicable to the girls' own lives:

danger

and death can result from exposure to an obscure menace in an isolated
place.

"The Boyfriend's Death" also has certain overtones of sexual

danger, which represent the girls' developing awareness of heterosexual
relationships.

"The Hook," told to the Elderberry Troop girls by their

teacher, is based upon a situation of which they have no direct knowl
edge.

Thus, it is not surprising that this legend has proved to be

secondary to the repertoires of Elderberry Troop and other groups of
pre-adolescent girls.
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Highest on the scale of fear elicitation are "true stories," which
are authenticated by reference to a newspaper or some other supposedly
reliable source.

The protests of a few Bluebell Troop girls revealed

that such true stories as the one about a little girl devoured by a
dog could pose a serious threat to the listeners' equilibrium.

Again,

the form of these stories played an important part in their effect:

a

vehement authentication always preceded the narrative portion, which
contained a number of realistic details.
Funny-scary stories, which provide a needed safety valve for
younger girls of the Brownie age group, are no longer of prime impor
tance in the fourth and fifth grades (especially the latter).

Differ

ences in the preferred funny-scary stories of Bluebell and Elderberry
Troops demonstrated the greater need for risque self-expression among
girls of the academic community.

In this sense, the funny-scary story

was important for the development of narrative competence; otherwise,
it did not stimulate strong interest.
In contrast, the funny story represented a necessary emotional
outlet for both groups of girls:
patently ludicrous.

a chance to laugh at something

While shaggy dog stories were popular in both

Bluebell and Elderberry Troops, other narratives featuring foolish
people or situations had much more appeal for the Ellettsville girls.
These fairly long, digressive narratives depended upon an accumulation
of successive events or statements to illustrate the foolishness in
question.

The preferred brand of humor in Bluebell Troop, on the other

hand, consisted of precisely formulated jokes based upon linguistic
tricks.

It was evident that the Bloomington girls felt a much greater
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need to prove their own verbal competence, as befitted young members
of the academic community.
The striking absence of nasty stories from the Elderberry Troop
repertoire does not necessarily indicate a lack of interest in sex,
but rather a more effective system of parental control.

Even most of

the relatively outspoken members of Bluebell Troop found it necessary
to preface their nasty stories with some sort of explanation or excuse.
Essentially, the nasty story follows the same form as that of the funny
story:

a sequence of events culminating in a humorous punchline.

quality of the desired response is different, however:

The

for the funny

story, it is simple amusement, while for the nasty story, it is amuse
ment compounded by ribald appreciation of an illicit subject.

The

Bluebell Troop girls placed a high priority upon the exploration of such
subjects, as their parents and teachers placed no firm restraint upon
this type of storytelling.
Another discrepancy in the two troops' repertoires reflected a
major difference in standards of child-rearing.

The Elderberry Troop

girls' pride in their ability to learn stories from books, poems, and
songs showed that the art of accurate reciting was still valued in
Ellettsville.

The form of the stories from books was reminiscent of

school recitations under the system of 'traditional' education:

careful

repetition of the title, painstaking recollection of details in the
proper order, and correction of any inadvertent mistakes.

This form

of storytelling did not appeal at all to the Bluebell Troop girls, who
were accustomed to flexible, multi-media educational methods.
One important aspect of the girls' narrative style was their
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encouragement or discouragement of help from others.

The Elderberry

Troop girls were willing to pool their efforts in the telling of TV
stories, as well as stories based on horror movie plots.

By this

cooperation, they showed that they valued the quality of their repro
duction more than the spotlight of solitary narration.

In Bluebell

Troop, the individual narrators were much more insistent about their
right to keep on telling the story in their own way.

Accuracy was

subordinated to assertiveness, and as a result, some narratives failed
to achieve any measure of enthusiasm from the audience.
The telling of made-up stories proved to be an acceptable mode of
expression in Elderberry Troop, but not in Bluebell Troop.

The

Bloomington girls drew a sharp distinction between appropriate acti
vities and "babyish" pursuits, to which made-up stories belonged.
Comparison of the two groups' sequential made-up stories showed a
strong interest in supernatural and ambiguously unreal figures among
the Ellettsville girls, and a preference for bold, off-color elabora
tion among their counterparts in Bloomington.

Since made-up stories

are generated by spontaneous imaginative tendencies, they deserve
particular attention from the standpoint of exploration and world view.
C. S. Lewis offers an illuminating comment about this sort of exploration:

The less known the real world is, the more plausibly your
marvels can be located near at hand.

As the area of

knowledge spreads, you need to go further afield;

like

a man moving his house further and further out into the
country as the new building estates catch him up.

Thus
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in Grimm's Marchen, stories told by peasants in
wooded country, you need only walk an hour's journey
into the next forest to find a home for your witch
or ogre.^

The Ellettsville girls, like the "peasants in wooded country," told a
number of imaginative stories about witches and other supernatural
beings near at hand.

Living in a sheltered environment, they found it

exciting to tell stories about witches, ghosts, and devils not far
from home.

Some of these stories began with a traditional Marchen set

ting, but soon became more legend-like.
The Bloomington girls, on the other hand, showed no such tendency
to fill their immediate milieu with supernatural creatures.

Only at

the campout, where the woods were dark and spooky, did they imagine
that ghosts could be seen nearby.

These visual impressions contrasted

with their few imaginative stories, which accentuated "gross" innuendo
instead.

The girls had already come in contact with certain disturbing

aspects of the adult world— divorce, instability, and frequent moves
from place to place.

They relegated imaginative exploration to the

sphere of childish things, and devoted much of their energy to becoming
adept at the narration of stories about "grown-up" behavior.
From the narrative repertoire of the two groups, it is possible
to project a pre-adolescent social type for each community and, more
generally, for each way of life in American society.

The Bloomington

girls represent an approach to child-rearing that emphasizes selfdirection.

In upper middle-class American families, as Fred Greenstein
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states in Children and Politics, children are encouraged to be selfmotivated and outgoing.

They grow up with the expectation of making

an active contribution to society, through their chosen careers and
other pursuits.

Thus, assertive and even aggressive proclivities tend

to be accepted as positive traits by parents and educators.
The Bloomington academic community is not simply an aggregate of
upper middle-class professionals, but a fluctuating, heterogeneous group
of people, many of whom are still in the process of completing their
educations.

The daughters of student families are acutely conscious of

stressful periods in the academic year, such as examination time.

The

frequent volatility of their behavior is, therefore, a result of their
families' periodic difficulties as well as general principles of child
training.
The social type that emerges from the Bloomington girls' stories
and general behavior is one of self-confidence and assertiveness.
"Child-centered" instructional methods and individual attention at home
have led the girls to believe in their own decision-making abilities.
Among themselves, they compete fiercely for recognition as the most
outstanding ball player, artist, or composer of subversive song lyrics.^
In the presence of adults, they continue to uphold their own autonomy.
Nevertheless, they acknowledge the behavioral boundaries that adults
advocate by continually striving to push them aside.

This self-willed

orientation is an early stage in the development of competitive abili
ties that will be instrumental in later careers.

Even if some of the

girls do not choose to have careers themselves, they will be able to
defend their own rights in a competitive society.
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In the academic community, girls are taught to believe in their
own worth and potential.

They do not assume that their brothers and

male friends will have a better chance for advancement in the social
arena.

David Riesman refers to this heightening of expectations in

his book The Lonely Crowd:

Under the new social and economic conditions, the posi
tion of children rises.

They are not subjected to a

period of deprivation and handship which leads to com
pensatory dreams of a life of ease and pleasure.

Girls

are not, as they were in some earlier societies,
drudges at home until, at puberty, they

were suddenly

given the only 'capital' they were ever

likely to

find— that of their bodies— to live on as income, or
exhaust as principal.^*

Even in the fourth and fifth grades, the girls

of University School

talk about women's liberation and try to prove

that "girls are as good

c

as boys."

This awareness of a developing sex-role identity is an

important facet of their training for adult life.
Another significant aspect of the upper-middle-class child's train
ing is linguistic competence.

Basil Bernstein's contrast between re

stricted and elaborated codes, while not strictly applicable to the
American class structure, is certainly relevant to the high premium
placed upon verbal cleverness in Bluebell Troop.

The girls' narratives,

particularly those in which wit predominates, show their appreciation of
linguistic skills.

Such skills, essential for the successful pursuit
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of professional careers, are inculcated both by explicit instruction
and by example.
In contrast,

the pre-adolescent behavioral profile of the

Ellettsville girls is one in which docility, cooperation, and a plea
sant demeanor are dominant.

The greater stability of the Ellettsville

community encourages conformity to established roles, which the girls
learn from their parents and teachers.

Respect for adults is firmly

advocated, as well as courtesy towards other children.

Although the

girls do not hesitate to express their own preferences, they defer to
adult authority and frequently wait to be told what to do.
As preparation for adult life, the type of behavior to which the
Ellettsville girls conform is geared towards successful homemaking and
non-competitive work.

Most of the Elderberry Troop girls belong to

large families; some of their mothers work, but generally on a parttime basis.

Thus, the pursuit of a professional career is not a goal

that the girls learn in their everyday lives.
Sex-role awareness is not a subject for vehement discussion by
pre-adolescent girls in Ellettsville, as it is in Bloomington.

The

Elderberry Troop members never spoke of women's liberation while I
was present, nor did they express a wish to prove that girls are as
good as boys.

In general, they were satisfied with their roles as

cooperative and docile little girls.
Although many of the Elderberry Troop girls were good narrators,
they did not place particular emphasis upon verbal cleverness in their
stories.

There were some unusual sound effects, and a few puns; other

wise, a talent for realistic dialogue was one of the strongest linguistic
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capabilities.

In the community of Ellettsville,

rapid and clever

repartee was simply not among the desirable skills for young girls.
Memorization, however, was considered to be something of which one
could be proud.

In this way, the girls learned to express themselves

in a socially acceptable manner.
The behavioral types which emerged from the two groups' story
telling sessions were further elucidated by two other forms of expres
sive behavior:

dramatization and seances.

In both of these activities,

the girls' concepts of the supernatural came to the fore in distinctive
ways.

The Elderberry Troop girls were very interested in acting out

the roles of frightening figures, such as ghosts and monsters.

Their

imaginative role-playing showed the seriousness of their interest in
the supernatural.

In all of their skits,

they designated a separate

spatial province for the ghost, monster, or other frightening figure.
The Bluebell Troop girls similarly specified that mysterious voices
should come from a separate space.

It can be concluded that separation

of everyday activities from threatening occurrences is necessary for
young girls, even on the level of imitative and imaginative role-playing.
This distinction deserves further examination, through more extensive
research on children's dramatization.
The process of transformation from narrative to drama revealed
certain significant aspects of the girls' expectations and preferences.
The choice of stories for dramatization was not only indicative of
favorite texts, but also of the recognition of an appealingly dramatic
core within the texts.

After choosing one or two stories, each group

of girls proceeded to concentrate upon certain actions that were
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important to them.

In both Bluebell Troop and Elderberry Troop,

encounters between parents and children took on considerable signi
ficance.

The Bluebell Troop girls spontaneously added a few remarks

which showed their fear of divorce, while the Elderberry Troop members
portrayed stable family relationships.

Thus, both groups recreated

their conceptions of everyday family life in dramatic form.
Just as the choice of particular stories and incidents within the
stories indicated certain attitudes, the refusal of Annie's group to
choose any of the stories betokened their particularly strong need for
autonomy.

Making up new skits by their own rules proved to be a fruit

ful endeavor for this group of fifth-graders, which excelled at the
invention of parodies in which Marchen expectations were shattered by
domestic turbulence.

The Elderberry Troop girls, on the other hand,

accepted the printed stories to the extent of reading and memorizing
the dialogue.

Their actions, which could not be precisely dictated by

the printed page, were much more innovative.
Numerous questions raised by the girls' dramatization remain un
resolved or only partly resolved.

The reasons for choosing particular

stories should be explored in greater depth, with attention to the
alternative reactions of girls who have different preferences.

Con

flicts between two or more variants can also incite noteworthy battles
and compromises, though not when the storybook text is accepted by the
group.

In that case, respect for the printed word obscures the serious

acceptance of certain stories, as opposed to the creative extension of
others.

As preliminary research at the Junior daycamp indicated, super

natural legends tend to be taken more seriously, while funny-scary
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stories are more open to imaginative alteration and elaboration.

Each

story is enacted on its own terms, with a distinctive blend of recon
structed reality and improvised manifestations of supernatural or
extraordinary behavior.

The concepts behind both kinds of role-playing

deserve close attention.
Concepts of the supernatural also emerge with relative clarity in
seances, where strict rules of communal concentration and quiet prevail.
The transmission of seance procedures from one group of girls to
another, or from one individual to a group,

reveals the kernel of seance

tradition that has spread over a long period of time and a wide geo
graphical area.
determined.

The influence,

if any, of adult seances should be

Observation of numerous seances held by girls of varying

ages would provide a more reliable index of the relative popularity of
relatives, historical personages, and mass-media monsters as spirits to
be "brought back."
The question of transmission is particularly important with regard
to certain kinds of narratives.

Nasty stories are not readily shared

with adults unless the circumstances are favorable; the Bluebell Troop
girls' willingness to tell such stories was exceptional.

Since nasty

stories tend to be communicated in whispers from one girl to another,
it is not easy to document their transmission.

The handling of taboo

topics in general is an issue that merits further consideration.

The

Ellettsville girls' scrupulous avoidance of references to sex, in con
trast to their gleeful exposition of cannibalism among parents and
children, presents one interesting example of the relative acceptability
of different taboos in narrative form.
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Another kind of transmission that requires clarification is the
telling of adolescent legends such as "The Hook" by older girls to
younger ones.

It is evident that pre-adolescents of the fourth and

fifth grades have no primary interest in this type of legend.

By the

sixth grade, however, some girls begin to go out on dates and to take
more interest in "lovers’ lane" narratives.

A preference for such

stories is certainly age-based, but the approximate age at which
the transition takes place is not clear.
Similarly, the transitional nature of the funny-scary story raises
the question of age-group preferences.

For first- and second-graders,

the telling of funny-scary stories is still a perilous venture in which
it is not easy to distinguish between the humorous and the truly
frightening.

Adaptation to the system of genre cues, however, makes

it possible to know what to expect.

Between the second or third and

fifth or sixth grades, funny-scary stories cease to be exciting and
eventually stop being told altogether.

A more precise study of the

function of this type of story at various age levels would yield useful
conclusions.
At this point in the study of children's folklore, comparative
research seems to offer one of the most fruitful approaches to under
standing the many unresolved questions.

Comparisons of pre-adolescent

girls' and boys' repertoires is certainly necessary for clarification
of the narrative style and subject matter related to sex roles.

When

a more substantial body of children's narratives has been gathered,
it will be possible to more thoroughly document the traditionality of
various elements.

Even then, it will be impossible to draw a firm line
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between that which is traditional and that which is introduced through
creative variation.

Such is the blending of influences in children's

narratives, which maintains the viability of transmission from one
group to another.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 7

1.

C. S. Lewis, Of Other Worlds, ed. Walter Hooper (New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, 1966), p. 68.
2.

Fred Greenstein, Children and Politics (New Haven:

Yale

University Press, 1965).
3.

Some subversive song lyrics are included in the appendix of

games and songs.
4.

David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (New Haven:

Yale University

Press, 1950), p. 49.
5.

Particular concern with the issue of boys' and girls' equality

was evinced in Debbie's storybook, "Jessie's Big Problem," discussed
in Chapter 4.
6.

Basil Bernstein, Class, Codes, and Control, vol. 1 (London:

Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971).
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APPENDIX A:
NARRATIVES

1)

Bluebell and Elderberry Troops

The narratives of Bluebell Troop and Elderberry Troop are listed
by number in narrational sequence.

The Roman numerals in parentheses

indicate the category or categories by which the story can be classified.
For example, "E-71 (I/Vl/X)" signifies that Shelley's story about the
porcupine in the trashcan combines the characteristics of scary, true,
and made-up stories.

Some narratives are included in Chapters 3, 4,

and 5; others are given here for comparative purposes.

Not all of the

stories appear in full, as a summary is sufficient to designate those
which conform to an already substantiated pattern.

a)

Session 1:

Bluebell Troop

October 8, 1976 (Bradford Woods)

B -l, Ariadne (1)
Text on p. 383
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:
Grider, Sylvia, "Dormitory Legend-Telling in Progress,"
6 (1973):

Indiana Folklore

6-7.

Grider, Sylvia, "The Supernatural Narratives of Children"
dissertation, Indiana University, 1976), text II.D.2.

(Ph.D.
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Hall, Gary, "The Big Tunnel," Indiana Folklore 6 (1973):

157.

Roemer, Danielle, "'Scary Story1 Legends" (M.A. thesis, University of
Texas, 1972), texts 13, 25, and 26.
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye and Other Horrors:

A Case for the

Humorous Anti-Legend," Indiana Folklore 4 (1971):
Indiana University Folklore Archives:

137.

82 texts.

B-2, Debbie (I)
Text on pp. 106-107
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:
Degh, Linda, "The Boyfriend's Death," Indiana Folklore 1 (1968):
Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," p. 513.
Roemer, Danielle, "'Scary Story' Legends," texts 22 and 44.
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," pp. 132, 134.
I.U. Folklore Archives:
Cross-reference:

184 texts.

E-6, E-34, E-53.

B- 3, Jackie (VI)
Text on pp. 191-92
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:
Hall, Gary, "The Big Tunnel," pp. 157-58.
Roemer, Danielle, "'Scary Story' Legends," text 16.
I.U. Folklore Archives:
Cross-reference:

16 texts.

B-28, E-73.

101-06.
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B-4, Annie (VI)
Text on p. 194

B - 5 , Colleen (I)
Text on p. 105
Motifs:

S139.2, Z500*

Variants:
Roemer, Danielle, '"Scary Story' Legends," text 16.

B-6, Kamni (I)
Text: Okay, this is— our teacher told this to us last year.

Okay, see

there was this guy and he lived near the Everglades and he had
very little to eat.

And when he had nothing to eat, after a couple

of days he was really really hungry, so he went down to the lake,
he went down to the swamp and— late at night, and he came there,
and he saw this black slithery thing and he took his axe with
him, and chopped off the tail, and he brought it and he—
"Tail of what?")

(Aud.:

Uh, this slithery, ugly thing, and he ran home,

and he ran home, and he chopped it up and he cooked it and every
thing ("Oh, sick'.") and he ate it—
bet you would do it!")

("Well, he was so hungry, I

And then he went to bed because he was

so hungry, eating all night.

And then, he was— at night he

heard this little voice say (hushed, sepulchral tone):
want is my tailypo!"
is really good!")

(Laughter; "Oh, I heard this one!"

"All I
"This

Okay, but he didn't believe— he thought he

was just dreaming, so he just went back to sleep.
a while he heard the sound again, slightly louder:

Okay, after
"All I want
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is my tailypol"

("Your tailypole?")

it,

I know, the story's good.")

("Tailypol

That's what he called

going, then he was— all the time, it was—

And it kept on

Then he woke up,

and he sat up, and he looked down, and he saw this thing slither
ing and sliding, all the way up, then he got up on top of his bed,
and he said, "Where is my tailypo?"

("Oh, wowj")

like this, "Awa, it's in my tummy I

I ate it up I"

And he answered,
And then he

said, "WAGETCHA!"
Comment:

The "Tailypo" story generally conforms to AT 366, The Man from

the Gallows, although it concerns the theft of flesh from a living crea
ture rather than a ghost.

An extensive bibliography of related stories

is given in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 577-83.
Motif:

Z13.1

Variants:
I.U. Folklore Archives:

1 text.

B - 7 , Jackie (I)
T ext: There was these two girls and a boy, and they were going, urn, they
were riding in a car, and they got tired and, um, wanted to stop
somewhere, but they couldn't, they were like in the middle of
nowhere and so they couldn't find a place to stay, so they found
this old house or something like that.

And so they— it was a

really old house with you know, moss stuff all over it, and it
was a really big one, and so they went in, and it was cold and
damp inside, and so the guy goes, "I'm gonna go and chop down
some firewood so we can put it in this fireplace," and so he
goes, "Well, we have to have a secret knock call 'cause I don't
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want you girls to get hurt," and so he goes, "The knock—
the call, the secret knock will be 'Knock-knock, scratchscratch," and— " (Aud.:
goes—

"Oh, I know this.")

This is— it just

And so they were looking around, they found a hatchet,

and so you know, they chopped up some tables and stuff and put
it in the fire and started it going, and so then, uh, they finally
heard, "Knock-knock scratch-scratch."
("what?")
and—

Oh, wait.

You what what it was?

See, there were these head-hatchers out,

("Head-hunters.")

Well, see, I skipped a part.

went in and they were looking at the paper,

See, they

that they found,

and they saw that there were head-hunters in the paper,
were, you know, and they got all scared, and all of

there

'em nested

together in the house because there might be a head-hunter.
so they heard, "Knock-knock scr-a-tch!"

And

And it was— you wanta

know what it was— it was his head knocking against the door and
his fingernails scratched down the door.
Comment:

The setting of Jackie's story resembles that of popular horror

movies, but the plot basically conforms to "The Boyfriend's Death" (see
B-2).

Emphasis upon the scratching noise at the door makes this story

similar to the college legend "The Roommate's Death."
M o tif:

Z500*

Variants:
See B-2 for variants of "The Boyfriend's Death."
Degh, Linda, "The Roommate's Death and Related Dormitory Stories in
Formation," Indiana Folklore 2 (1969):

55-74.

B - 8 , Ariadne (VI)
Text: Okay, this is a true story.
this um, this crazy man got

Okay, there was this, um, one— okay,
on the loose, got out

of prison—

("Oh

I know this I") and, um, and see, he, and there, um, this little
girl, like her parents were

home, but she was just

outside

playing when—

("Oh, I know

this! This is gross.

"It's true.")

And this crazy man came up to her and he pulled

It's true,

too.

all the— he just reached up there, and he pulled all her guts
out, and they were just hanging down, and then he—

and he tied

her to the tree, and he did that, and knocked her out—
her out.")

("Knocked

And then when she finally woke up she ran to her mom

and said, "Mommy, Mommy, look at all the stuff dangling out of
my—

(giggles) dangling out," and, uh, and her mom goes, she was

really mad, and then, um, said, "If I ever see that guy I'm going
to kill 'im."

B-9, Annie (I)
Text: Okay, once there was a little girl, she was— it's not a true
one, but it's a, uh, false one.
microphone.")

God.

(Noise.

"What's that?"

"The

Once there was this girl, she couldn't see,

but she could hear, and so she was standing with her grandfather.
And so one day her grandfather said, "I have to go to work, so
you have to stay here with my— with my little cat."
And so she stayed, and he left.

("Oh, I know.

Before he left he said, "Well,

I'll knock at the door three times, and then I'll just try to
open it—

I'll just knock three times, and if you don't hear me

I'll knock again."

So he left, and then he didn't come back.

So
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all of a sudden she goes, I mean she was watching— she was listen
ing to the TV, then all of a sudden she heard some dripping.
And then she said, well, she just ignored it, and then all of a
sudden she heard it again, and then she said, "Well, I guess it's
just a water faucet, I'll get up and turn it off," so she got up
and turned it off, but it wasn't i j and so she goes, "Well,
maybe it's just, maybe from outside, it might be raining," so
she sat back down.

And then all of a sudden, she's heard— she

heard some noises,

like screams, and she got— then she heard it

again and nothing happened, she goes, "Oh, well,
might be the neighbors next door."

forget it, it

But still she just ignored it.

Then she heard a knock going, "Ch! Ch!" like that three times.
(Noise.

"Oh!

That scared me!")

But she said, "No, that couldn't

be my— my uncle, because he knocks faster."

So he did it again.

And then it went real fast, like sort of like that.

(knocks on

floor) And then you could hear like a scratch going down the door,
and she goes, and she opens the door, and she hears her un— I mean
her grandfather opened the door and she could hear him screaming,
he had scratches all over his face, and his eyeball was way over
next to his ear.

("Ooh!")

And his— and his throat was cut right

there and you could see its muscle move and his legs were just—
it was cut open, and all the time it was just bleeding like rain.
("Well, where was he?"
goin'?")

Uh-uh.

"You mean he never got to where he was

Well, there— it was like some kind of person

just killed him, because they owned this rich farm and everything,
and this, he— and he was laying like that, and his eyeball was way
over there, ooh, it's real gross. ("That was so— ooh!")
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Comment:

Annie's story combines mass media elements with an initial

episode similar to that of "Humans Can Lick Too" and the knocking
and scratching noises usually featured in "The Boyfriend's Death."
The gruesome details are typical of her narrative style.
Motifs:

E402, S139.2

Cross-reference:

B-2, PH-63

B-10, Jackie (II)
Text on pp. 128-30
T y pe:

AT326

Motifs:

E293, E338.6*, E402.1.1, E421.1, L100, L161

Variants:
See E-56 for variants of the structurally similar story "Bloody Fingers."

B-ll, Linda (II/III)
Text on pp. 135-36
Comment:

Although this story is similar to others that follow the pattern

of AT 366, The Man from the Gallows, it lacks the essential elements of
theft from a corpse and retribution.
Motifs:

G61, J1250

B-12, Sally (I)
Text: This isn't a true story, but it's sorta scary.

There once there

was a man, he lived in a big castle, and then there— he had
these ladies, to come clean up for him every day, and he showed
them all around where the places were, and then once— and then
there was this one door, where nobody could open, and there was a
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key to it.

And then the ladies, and all the time—

the first

lady she looked in it when he told her not to, he told her never
to look in it, but he gave her the key anyway, so she kept on
wondering and wondering what it was, so he looked inside of it,
she looked inside of it, and she, she saw this dead woman in it,
with her head chopped off.
no, a whole bunch— "
up!")

("No, it was a whole bunch of dead—

"Let Sally tell the story.'"

"You guys shut

And then, then there— she looked in there, and there was a

lady with her head chopped off, so she said, "Well, this man must
be a killer," so she starts to leave, and the man says, "I know
you looked in the door; now it's your turn!"
wow."1)

(laughs.

Annie:

"Oh

And then he, then he chops off her head and throws her

into a closet.

And then another lady comes in.

And then she— he

gives her a job, and tells her never to look in the door, and she
did anyway, and then he said, then she

said, then when she was

sleeping at night, when she was sleeping at night, she knew— the
man knew that she looked in there, and then chopped her head off
and threw it in the thing.

So then the third lady, she came in,

and he told her never to look in it, and— but the man went out
somewhere.
"These,

And then she looked in it, and she saw it, and she said,

these two women have been missing for a long time," so she

called, she called her husband.

And then, when she called her

husband, they came in, but the man, he came in at the same time,
and he heard the police coming around his house, so he said, so he
figured he didn't, he figured she musta said something, she musta saw
it too.

And then, she, and then the man started coming, and right

as he was getting ready to chop off her head, right as he was
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getting ready to chop off her head, the men came in and shot him
in the back.
Comment:

("Did what?11)

They shot him in the back.

Like several of the Halloween stories discussed in Chapter 4,

this narrative evolves from a well-known Marchen framework into a legend
like account of beheadings.

Although the name "Bluebeard" is never men

tioned, comments from the audience indicate that it is understood.

The

discovery of the forbidden chamber by cleaning ladies is an unusual permu
tation of the "Bluebeard" story.
T y pe:

AT312 (lab, II, Ilia)

Motifs:

C611, C920, Q211, S62.1

Variants:
Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm, Kinder- und Hausmarchen (various editions),
nos. 46, 66.
Other variants are listed in Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson, The Types
of the Folktale, Folklore Fellows Communication 184 (Helsinki:

1964),

p. 103.

B-13, Alison (IV)
Text on pp. 162-63
M o tif:

K1399.2

B-14, Annie (I)
Text on pp. 113-15
Motif:

S139.2

B-15, Jackie (III)
Text:

Okay, there was this— be quiet!— it's not scary, it's a funny one.
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("I’m after Jackie!"

"And I'm after you.")

See,

(adopts slurred,

comical voice) there were this ma-an and this woman, and they,
uh, ahem, you know— make love.
everybody does it!")

(Aud.:

"Wow!"

Alison:

"Well,

And so, the woman wanted a boxer and the man

wanted an opera singer, so they— you guys, be quiet!

They were

gonna have turns, and this lady was pregnant, and so, he wanted
him to hurry up and see if it would be an opera singer, and so he
pounced on the lady, and out came the boxer and goes, "Ba-ba-ba-ba
you killed my brother but you didn’t kill me, ba-ba-ba-ba 'cause I
was hiding (laughs) behind my mother’s left kidney."
audience; "You did it wrong!"
Motifs:

(Laughter from

"I know Susan, Susan told you that."1)

S185, T585.2

Variants:
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," pp. 116-17.

B -16, Ruth (XV)
Text on p. 164
M o tif:

J2200

B-17, Debbie (I/II)
T e xt: Okay, I ’m next!

Everybody knows— once there was— a long, long time

ago, there was this king and this queen.
for the walk.

And this queen was going

And then, this queen was going on and this peddler

stopped her and said (plaintive tone):
has happened to thy arm?"

"Oh, dear royal queen, what

And she said, "Oh, peddler, shovel it—

go away," and so she went along.

And then another peddler stopped

her and said, "Oh thy queen, what has happened to the arm?" and she
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goes, "Oh, be off

with you."

And then

call it said, "Oh

thee queen, what has

the duke or whatever you
happened to thy arm?"

And then, and then, "That is— you are thy third person that has
asked me that.

What has happened?"

And he, the duke said, "Look!"

And her arm had been cut off, and blood was dripping down from it,
and then so she went back to the castle, and some— and the king and
the queen talked it over, and the king decided to buy the queen a
golden arm.

("Oh, I know this!

so she got the golden arm.

This is such an oldie!")

And she was walking along.

And, uh,

And then they

decided to go out

in the, out in the country, so they went out in

the country.

then they came back.

And

Then, late at night, the

king was so jealous, and then the next day the queen went for a
big ride, and all the people were following her, because of the,
because of the beau-ty of the golden arm.

So that night when the

queen went to sleep the king chopped off her arm, and the queen was
dead.

So that—

and then the next day— no, her other arm, and

then the king had to get her another golden arm, or the queen would
be suspicious.

So then he wanted her golden arm, so he chopped off

both of her golden arms and she was dead.

("Oh, gross.")

And then

the next night when the king went to sleep, he heard something on
the— on the floor.

(slow, gruesome moan) "All I want is my arm!"

And they, and then he just said, "Oh, it's probably one of the— the
peddlers, just joking around."
ed six or seven times.

So he just ignored it, then it happen

(Noise in audience; "Shut up!")

heard this one and, "All I want is my golden arm!"

And then he

and then the queen

chopped off the king's arm (laughter from audience), this thing
chopped off the king's arm, and so it just went on and on, and the
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same thing, until the king had to get a golden arm, and the
queen came back and chopped off the king’s arms— oh, I went out
of the story, I messed up somewhere.
Motifs:

E230, E235.4.1, E293, E402.1.1, Q212.2

Variants:
A bibliography of "Golden Arm" variants is given in Grider, "Supernatural
Narratives," pp. 577-83.

One particularly useful source is John A.

Burrison, "The Golden Arm" :

The Folk Tale and Its Literary Use by

Mark Twain and Joel Chandler Harris (Atlanta:

Georgia State College,

1968).
Cross-reference:

E-3, E-21, E-36

B-18, Linda (IV)
Text on pp. 165-66
Motif:

K1399.2

B-19, Lydia (II)
Summary:
A lady is followed down Park Avenue every day by a man who says,
"What can I do with my big hairy hands and my big rosy lips."

Her

friends tell her to keep away from him, but she encounters him again
and again.

Finally, she asks, "What?" and he makes a gibbering

noise with his lips and fingers.
Variant:
Roemer, Danielle, ’"Scary Story1 legends," text 38.
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B-20, Colleen (III)
Text: Well, once there was this poor, poor lady and her son.
in this little little house.

They lived

And, um, she said, um, um, "We only

have a little bit more money, but I think we need some milk," so
they got, she says, she gave them some milk, and then, but he got
some ice cream, and then she says, "Now listen, I only got a little
bit more money, so

go get some milk," and he

And then she says,

"Well listen, h ere’s a little

if you spend it on

ice cream, I'll just chop off your head and

stick it down the toilet."

(giggles)

So he

got some ice

cream.

bit more money, and

got some ice

she chopped off his head and stuck it down the toilet.

cream, so

And so the

next day, she had to go to the bathroom, and so she sat on the
toilet and she heard (sings) "I see your hiney!
shiny, you better hide it before I bite it."
giggles from audience; Colleen laughs too)

It's nice and

(Great outburst of
And that's it.

(More

giggles and screaming)
T y pe:

Some resemblance to AT 720

Motifs:

E401.1.1, S139.2

Variants:
In text S-17, which I collected from a Junior Scout in the fall of 1975,
a talking bird in the toilet says, "I see your hiney, all black and
shiny; if you don't hide it, I think I'll bite it."
Cross-reference:

E-29, E-39

B-21, Mona (I/X)
Summary:
A boy and a girl go down to a bridge three times, and the boy
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successively loses an arm, an ear, and an eyeball.
a lady takes all the missing parts of his body.

The skeleton of

Soon there is

nothing left but the boy's nose, and it goes to the hospital.

The

boy dies, and the girl faints from fright and rots away.
Comment:

This story builds upon the "Boyfriend's Death" structure, with

imaginative elaboration of the boy's slow dismemberment and death.
M otifs:

E422.1.11.4, S139.2

B-22, Sarah (I/X)
Summary:
A boy and a girl discover skeletons, bones, and a monster in their
attic.

The monster chops their mother's and father's heads off and

throws them in the bathtub.

Later, when the boy is in bed, the

monster nearly succeeds in chopping his head off.

The monster

follows the boy to the park the next day and chops off his legs,
arms, fingers, toes, and nose.

It assumes the boy's identity, and

nobody realizes what has happened.
Comment:

This story shows a marked resemblance to Mona's B-21, as well

as Colleen's B-20.

A zestful enjoyment of elaborate dismemberment is

apparent.
Motifs:

E422.1.11.4, S139.2

B-23, Margaret (I/II)
Text: This is the story of bloody fingers.

See, this boy, he found this

bloody finger, and, um, he told his mother, he wanted the finger
but he told his mother.

And then, oh, no, he told his sister.

His sister goes, "You, um, better put it under your pillow, for
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nighttime." (Laughs)

And he puts it under his pillow and he puts

it under his pillow and sleeps.

And this voice comes and goes

(slowly, with high voice and lilting intonation):
bloody— finger!"

"I— want— my—

And, um, um, he goes, and then he tells his dad

the next day, and he says, "You better chop it up," and he chops
it up and he puts it under his pillow, and that night it goes, "I
want my bloody finger!"

And then the next night he tells his mom,

and his mom goes, "You better eat it," and he goes, "Okay,” and he
ate it for dinner, and the ghost comes, he goes, "I want my bloody
finger," and he goes, "Okay," and he gives it, he goes, "Okay,"
and he gives it, he says,

that "It's in my stomach," and he goes

(pause) and the next morning they find him with his stomach cut
open.
Comment:

Oh, God!

Unlike most variants of "Bloody Fingers," Margaret's story

follows the pattern of AT 366 rather than AT 326.

It has no funny-scary

punchline, but ends on a note of serious horror.
Type:

AT 366

Motifs:

E230, E235.4, E293, E402.1.1, E419.7, G10

Session 2:

October 14, 1976 (University School)

B-24, Liza (VI)
Text: I went to this girl's house and we had a haunted house party,
because you know, they'd come in the house, and the windows were
closed, and there was this coffin,like, and the lady Dracula would
come out, and then you'd go in this one room, and I was dressed
up with green makeup all over my face and I was sposed to be a
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witch, and there were balloons on the floor, and I'd take my broom
and pop 'em, and these guys had a blindfold, and they go like
(squeaks in mock-fright).

And then they'd go into the bathroom and

they had this one bowl, it looked like brains, it was sposed to be a
scientific lab and in the bathtub (laughs) there was the bride of
Frankenstein, with her hair, with her hair put, with pantyhose put
in a bun in her hair.

And then there's this other room, where my

friend slid this, uh, man-eating tiger.

And then they, at the end

they opened the door and scared all the people away.
Comment:

Liza's story preceded our discussion of what to do for the

Halloween spookhouse, and her mention of "brains" in a bowl was enthusiasti
cally implemented by the others.
Related Motifs:

K2151, K512.2.0.3

Variants:
In Grider, "Supernatural Narratives,"

texts VI.A.1-7 are "descriptions of

mock-supernatural entertainments."

B-25, Annie (VI)
Text: There was this haunted house in Tulip Tree and they had these flash
ing lights, you know, and you would go in a bedroom, and you'd go
and you'd see people on the bed with chains on their feet like wild
people, and they'd try and get you in the room and they think that
you're going really slow, like that, they they really aren't, and
you stand there like that because you can't really see very much,
and they come and get you and everything, and it's real fun.
Comment:

The "haunted house" which Annie described was put on by

adults for the children of Tulip Tree House.

The arrangement of such
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displays by adults for children is a common activity on
Halloween.
Variants:
See B-24

B-26, Annie (I)
Summary:
In a movie on TV, a star and her husband go to live in a haunted
mansion.

The husband is killed.

A few nights later, the wife

hears strange noises and calls the police, who find nobody there.
She decides that a voodoo ring on her husbands finger is causing
the trouble.

She tries to pull it off, and her husband starts

chasing her and sucking her blood out.
Motifs:

E402.1, E411.10

B-27, Lenore (VI)
Summary:
When Lenore's mother was a little girl, she went to stay in a
cabin with her family.

Her father heard some strange noises, and

he went out with a gun to investigate.

After calling the police,

the family discovered that the noise had been caused by a tire
popping.
Comment:

The structure of this personal experience story is comparable

to that of the funny-scary story, with its mock-frightening manifestations
and humorous ending.
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B-28, Kristin (VI)
Text: Well, this is a story about what happened to me last winter.
See, one day we were making these cookies, and we had a babysitter
(smirks) and someone was knocking on the door, we went to answer it
and nobody was there, and then there were these dogs, they were
mean dogs, they live across the street, they follow people, you know,
and they were in our backyard.

It scared our babysitter to death,

'cause at first she thought it was a man crawling around on the
ground, and then we heard somebody in our basement, and then we
were, um, calling the police, and somebody threw a rock at the door.
Comment:

A frightened babysitter, menacing intruder, and dangerous dogs

all appear in various horror legends, such as B-l, E-77, and B-4.

B-29, Jessica (VI)
Text: Oh, I got one, I got one!
ago.

This was in the newspaper a long time

See, it was about this lady who, these two men, she asked

them to babysit for a baby.

(Alison:

"Oh, yeah!")

And they were

drinking and they got drunk, and they were getting ready to put
the chicken in the oven instead (lowers voice), they put the baby
in there.

Instead of the chicken.

"Rock-a-bye baby' to the chicken."
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:
See B-3
Cross-reference:

B-3, E-73

(Ariadne:

"And then they go

Laughter from audience.)
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B-30, Debbie (VI)
Text on p. 195
Motif:

E402

B-31, Jessica (VI)
Text: I got chased home by a man when I went to the store at night.
Comment:

This brief sentence is not well enough developed to be placed

on a par with the other narratives of Bluebell Troop.

Instead, it can be

considered to be the kernel of a story which Jessica could choose to tell
at greater length on another occasion.

B-32, Jackie (VI)
Text: Well, see, my brother and my cousin, my mom took ’em to the Mall,
'cause he was there, y ’know, and they didn't have ’em where they
live, and, um, so, see, when they got out of the car, you know
where the Sears, um, car garage is?

(Aud.:

"Yeah.")

Well, um, there

was this man in the corner, and when they got out, um, he got out of
the corner and was following them, so they started running and he
started running after "em, and so, um, they, um, finally turned
a corner and went, um, into one of these stores and then they were
just, you know, peeking at him from the corner, and he was looking
around for ’em.
Comment:

(Audience:

"So?")

The audience was not impressed with Jackie's story, which con

tained no particularly sensational encounter.
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B-33, Lydia (VI)
Text on pp. 196-97

B -34, Kamala (VI)
Text: Well, last year, when we went to Chicago, to — m y m o m wanted to buy
some clothes, and, um, when we came back from Chicago, um, there was
a tornado, and somebody got stuck in the thunderstorm, and these
three black men came and said, "If you give me, I ’ll help, I'll push
you, I ’ll push you out of the puddle if you'll give me ten dollars,"
and but they didn't give them ten dollars, so they, those three men,
shot 'em.
Comment:

(Aud.:

"Shot who?”)

Those people.

("Oh.")

Kamala's story was so incoherent that the other girls paid it

little attention.

In general,

they treated Kamala's utterances with almost

no respect.

B-35, Jackie (VI)
T ext: We were down at our bus stop about three years ago, and, um, see
we were watching for a long time because the bus didn't come and this
guy, in this old car came, you know, and he looked drunk you know,
he had rings around his eyes and everything, and there was only
three of us down there—
Desiree Ames.

(Aud.:

"Who's us?")

Me, my brother and

And so, um, he was asking us sumpin', you know, he

told us to come close, he was a poet, and we didn't know what he
was saying so we just r a n .
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B-36, Sarah (I)
Text: Okay, ura, this was about a movie that I saw, and it was about
these, it was about a year ago when I saw it, and it was about
these two guys, they were trying to get in this building, and I
forget what building it was, and they wanted to see this, they
didn't believe this man that, um, this lady could turn into a
snake, and so—

(Aud.:

"Oh, yeah!"

"I saw that!")

He went in

and there was a whole bunch of people, and he dressed up as one of
those people.

It was those two men, and then they watched it, and

there was this big basket, and, and the lid opened, and this girl
started, like a snake, she slithered out, and she just, uh, went
all over the place, and then, she, uh, went back in the basket.
(Aud.:
Motif:

"And then she turned back into a snake!")

D191

Cross-reference:

E-9

B-37, Ariadne (VI)
Text: Uh, I forget where this was, but, um, Amy and Patty, yeah, Amy
and Patty were walking, and um, they were, I think it was at
nighttime, and it was in Cincinnati, and, um, they were walking
and this car came, and he says, and the guy opened the door and said,
"C'mon in, and I'll take you to a candy shop, and, to buy some candy,"
and then she, and then they go, "Well I'm not hungry right now," and
then he goes, "Well, we can go, I'll take you for a ride then,"
she goes, "Well I'm not well I'm, we don't really want to," and
then so, um, the light turned red, I mean it turned green, and then,
um, he goes, "You wait here and I'll be back in a second," he'd
go all the way around again.

And then they ran away.
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B-38, Kristin (VI)
Text: Okay, Iread

this in the newspaper that this guy, uni, his

out,and this boy got the cat, and
took the cat and cut its legs off.

drownded it in a well,
(Aud.:

"Ooh."')

cat was
and then

And then the

next day, somebody told 'em about it.

B-39, Jessica (VI)
Text:

See, we have

a laundry room 'cause we live in apartments,

and this

guy, he tookthe lock off of the laundry room door and left a

note that

said something like, "If you, um, if nobody has keys to this room,
well now anybody can get in without a key," and all that stuff, but
he just took the lock off.

Session 3:

And it wasn't even his lock.

October 21, 1976

(University School)

This storytelling session was recorded on a videotape that was subsequently
erased at Monroe County Library.

The content of the narratives is

summarized from the notes which I took while viewing the videotape for
the first and only time.

B-40, Kamni (IV)
Summary on p. 168
Motif:

K1399.5

B-41, Annie (I)
Summary:
In a "Dark Shadows" episode on TV, a sinister man tries to kill
a young girl in a haunted house.
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Comment:

The sequence of events in this story was so confused that

it was difficult to understand who the man was and what he was trying
to do.

B-42, Alison (IV)
Summary:
A retelling of the "Girdle and Butt" story that Alison told during
the first session.
Motif:

K1399.2

Cross- reference:

B-13

B-43, Linda (IV)
Summary on pp. 170-71

B-44, Jackie (III)
Summary:
A "widdle widdle boy" successively eats up his mother, father,
brothers, and sisters.
explains, "I burped."
M otif:

G10

Cross-reference:

B-68

B-45, Dora (IV)
Summary on p. 170
Cross-reference:

B-76, B-77

At the end they all reappear and he
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B-46, Sarah
Comment:

This story was so garbled that it was impossible to ascertain

what it was supposed to be about, or to classify it under any of the ten
major categories.

B-47, Jackie (IV)
Summary:
A retelling of "I Fooled Him," first told by Ruth at the campout at
Bradford Woods.
Motif:

J2200

Cross-reference:

B-16

B-48, Gilda (II/III)
Summary:
A retelling of the "butt story," with the substitution of "butt"
for "rear end."
Motifs:

G61, J1250

Cross-reference:

B-ll

B-49, Susan (I)
Summary:
A garbled rendition of a little b o y ’s consumption by his relatives,
with the repeated question "Why did you eat me?"
returns and kills the relatives:
Type:
Motifs:

Some resemblance to AT 720
E600, G61, Q211.4

At the end, he

"I told you I would get you.'"
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B-50, Gilda (III)
Summary:
A retelling of "I See Your Hiney," first told by Colleen at the
campout.
Type:

Some resemblance to AT 720

Motifs:

E40X.1.1, S139.2

Variants:
See B-20
Cross-reference:

B-20

B-51, Linda (IV)
Summary on p. 171
Motif:

K1399.2

Variants:
See CP-77
Cross-reference:

CP-77

B-52, Jessica (III)
Summary:
A contest between three spacemen;
and a Polack.

an Englishman, an American,

The Polack is proved to be inferior,

B-53, Annie (III)
Summary:
A racial joke about a white man, a black man, and a red man.
The punchline is, "Chocolate melts in your mouth, not in your
hand."
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B-54, Susan (IV)
Summary:
A little boy tries to get acquainted with a little girl and is
repeatedly rebuffed with the statement:

"That's because y o u ’re

nasty."

B-55, Jessica (IV)
Summary:
The difference between a grocery mouse and a hardware mouse is
that the grocery mouse stands behind the corn

and peas [pees], and

the hardware mouse stands behind the wood and

screws.

Cross-reference:

B-75

B-56, Linda (IV)
Summary:
A retelling of the "Harry But" story, which Linda
the campout at Bradford Woods.
M o tif:

K1399.2

Cross-reference:

B-18

B-57, Gilda (II)
Summary:
A retelling of Jackie's story "It's a-Comin'."
Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E293, E338.6*, E402.1.1, E421.1, L100, L161

Variants:
See B-10
Cross-reference:

B-10

told earlier at
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B-58, Kamni (III)
Summary:
The "Polack of the Year Award" is about to be distributed in Poland,
and several contestants arrive.

The most foolish contestant wins

the award.

Session 4:

December 16, 1976 (University School)

B~59, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Text on pp. 250-51

B-60, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Summary:
Further development of events at the "Booger Castle," initiated by
Annie.

Mr. and Mrs. Booger come out of a little boy's nose, while

his sister watches.

The little boy puts them back in again, and

promises to build them a home out of snot.
he eats half of the materials.
toilet.

While building the home,

The boogers demand a sink and a

After the boy provides these items, they all live happily

ever after.

Session 5:

February 3, 1977 (University School)

B-61, Kamni
T e xt: Me!

I've got one!

flippers.

(assumes pedantic tone)

How the whale got its

One day, one day, oh there was— once upon a time there

was one whale, a long, long, long time ago.

(Aud:

"That's a whale
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myth.")

Yeah, that’s right I

(Aud. laughs)

Anyway, whales at that

time did not look like they did at this age.

They had no flippers

at all, not one little flipper.

Well, and soon they were very—

(Aud.:

"Oh, shut up.")

"Did they have hearts?"

They were

clumsy, they were so clumsy there was, one day there was only
one whale left.
the coral reefs.

And this particular whale liked to swim near
And so, while swimming, near Africa, South Africa,

when it got down to the coral reef so low that it got cut between
two.

Now (giggles at own lecturing style) at this time, at this

time it, she was very, very,

very tired.

And she, but she still

tried to swim away, and all it did was strip
she finally got loose.

And,

things sticking out, and she

her skin, but

then

but now she had these big long
said, "Oh, nol"

covered she could swim much faster.

But then she

dis

And so her children, her chil

dren were born with flippers, and their children were born with
flippers, and their children and their children, and it went on
up till now, and from that time on, whales had flippers and you
know, and everybody else knows the, the "How the Whale Got Its
Flippers" is the best story you can ever read or get,
sure’
."
Comment:

(Aud.:

"Oh

Laughter)

Kamni wrote her "whale myth" at school, as part of a class

project on whales.

The "myth" cannot be classified under any of the

ten major categories, as it was obviously written to conform to the
teacher’s specifications.

Kamni's mock-serious style of recitation

is comparable to the Ellettsville girls1 way of reciting poems and
stories from books, with the important difference that her seriousness
was a ploy to achieve a comic effect.
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Cross-reference:

B-64

B-62, Mona
Text: Well, there was this mouse and he saw this half of an empty
eggshell so he thought that it was a boat, so he put it in
the water and he crawled in.
and he meets this donkey.

And h e ’s riding on the stream

And the donkey says, " I ’m trying

to get to the other side of the river, do you think I could come
in your boat," and he goes, "Okay."
And then

Sothe donkey comes in.

they float down the river some more and they meet this

cow, and he asks the same thing.

He goes, "Do you think, I'm

trying to get to the other side of the river, do you think that
I can come in," and then he meets a pig.
happens.

And the same thing

He asks, "I want to get down to the other side of the

river, you know, to feed my youngs."

And so he got in, and then

they met this, um, bird, big giant bird.

And he asks, he goes,

"I'm, I'm trying to run away from my— wait a minute— I'm trying
to run away my—

(Aud. suggests, "A bear?")

He was a

duck.

"I'm trying to run away from a duck-hunter,"

he said,

"Oh, come on in."

they meet this, uh—

Oh, a duck-hunter.

And so, and then they meet this,

("Elephant?")

so
uh,

Dog, he says, "My master's

feeding me really bad, I want to run away from him," so he comes
in.

Then they meet this flea, and he asks, "Do you think I could

come into your boat, I’m trying to look for a dog to my home," so
he comes in and he scratches into the dog, and then right when
he gets in the whole boat tips over and they're all drowning, so
they go to the shore.

They went down to the shore, and then they
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find this hut and they see these robbers in it, um, sorting out
golds to one another, and so they had a plan that they were gonna
climb on one another and all make different noises at each other.
And so they all started, they all started yelling.

And then all

the burglars just ran out of the hut, you know, and they swam
from one end of the river to the other end of the river, and then
the animals lived in that h u t .
Comment:

Mona learned this story at home, from Egyptian members of

her family.

Since it is a traditional, orally transmitted story without

markedly scary or funny contents it does not fit any of the ten major
categories.
Type:

A comparable story is Shelley’s E-l.

AT 130

Motifs:

B296, K335.1.4

Variants:
Antti Aarne, Die Tiere auf der Wanderschraft, Folklore Fellows
Communication 11.
i*

Grimms, Kinder- und Hausmarchen, no. 27.
Numerous international variants are listed under type 130 in the AarneThompson Type Index.

B-63, Liza (X)
Summary:
"The Four Bears."

There are four members of the bear family:

the mom, the dad, and two girls named Ocean and Polynesia.

When

the dad goes out hunting for fish, Ocean asks if she can go with
him.

Her mother says that she can’t go anywhere, so Ocean takes

some food and sneaks out.

She finds her father and helps him with
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the fishing for a while, then runs off.

Her father assumes that

she has drowned, and the whole family starts looking for her.
The little bear grows hungry and tries to eat a cactus, but it
pricks her fingers.
her from the cactus.

Freddy the Porcupine comes along and releases
He insists that she help him in return,

and show him the way back to the jungle.

She gives him false

directions; then she runs into another cactus, and her family finds
her.

Her father reproaches her for lying, and her mother reproaches

her for leaving the house.

She says, "It doesn’t matter’
." and her

mother replies, "It does matter'.

And we're gonna teach you a

lesson for lying in that family!"
Comment;

Liza took the names "Ocean" and "Polynesia" from the world

map, which was propped up next to the corner where the storytelling
session took place.

Her made-up story was so long that the other

girls became restless and emitted exaggerated yawns:

"Ho-hum’
."

B-64, Margaret
Text: There was this man, oh I d o n ’t wanta—

(ET:

"That's okay, go on.")

Well, he, his name was Barney Jones; I made that up.

He got

married to this lady named Carol Morrow and, um, they lived for
about ten years, they had some fights and they were really happy
to have some.

And she said, "Let's go on our boat for a ride,"

she had an old-fashioned iron on the car, so they went on the
boat together— "Wait a minute, I have to get this thing out of
the car," and she got the old-fashioned iron out and he didn't
know it, and when they went in the boat (laughs) they were halfway
out in the middle of the lake, she hit him over the head with the
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iron and he drownded, he died, and he got reincarnated to be a
whale, and let's see, oh yeah, and then, she, when he got reincar
nated to be a whale, uh—

(Aud.:

"A whale?1')

A whale.

And,

uh, he goes, "What am I gonna eat," and he thinks to himself, for
a while, and he goes, "Why don't I eat my wife, because she, she
killed me, and I ’d just be getting even!"

That's it.

I didn't

tell some of it, because it would take too long.
Comment:

Margaret's "whale myth" differed from Kamni's in that it

followed the pattern of a murder mystery.

The man's reincarnation as

a whale diverged from the pattern, and made the story suitable to be
considered a "whale myth."

Margaret shortened the story because the

audience had already grown quite restless during Liza's "Four Bears."
Motifs:

E600, Q211

Cross-reference:

B-61

B - 6 5 , Lydia (III)
Text on pp. 145-46
Cross-reference:

E-13

B -66, Alison
Text: I've got a joke.

Well, it's not a joke.

Yeah, it's a joke.

An apple a day keeps the doctor away, but an onion a day keeps
everyone away.
Comment:

This version of the familiar proverb "An apple a day keeps

the doctor away" is popular among American children.
me several times at Brownie and Junior daycamp.

It was told to

Alison recognized that

her text was not exactly a joke, but she did not know the word "proverb."
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B-67, Lenore ( H I )
Text on p. 148

B-68, Susan (III)
Text: Okay, there was this little boy, and he had a bear.
name was Bubba.

The bear's

And one day he came home from school, and he

said, "Bubba, where's my mom," and Bubba goes, "I ate her and he
goes, "Bubba, you shouldn't have eaten my mother," and then he goes,
"If you, try not to eat anybody else."
from school, and his father is eaten.

And then he comes back
He says, "Bubba, why'd

you eat my father?" and Bubba says, "Well, I got hungry.”

And

then the next he goes to school and he comes back home, and
Bubba had eaten his sister.

And he goes, "Bubba, if you eat one

more person I'm gonna have to give you back to the petshop."

He

goes to school and then he came back, and Bubba ate his little
brother.

And then he goes, "Now Bubba, I'm gonna have to take

you back to the petshop, you ate my whole family," and then he
goes to school and he goes, "Tomorrow I'm gonna have to bring
you back to the petshop."

Then he goes to school, he comes back

home, and he sees his mother, his father, his sister and his little
brother sitting there.

And he goes, "Bubba, I thought you ate 'em!"

Bubba goes, "I did, I burped!"
Cross-reference:

B-44

B-69, Barbara (VI)
Summary:
On Easter, when Barbara's sister Kay was two years old, she bit
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the head off Barbara’s chocolate rabbit and smeared it all over
the TV screen.

Barbara protested, and Kay said, "Well, I was

trying to make it pretty!"
Comment;

Barbara laughed a good deal while she recounted this story,

but she failed to evoke any enthusiasm from her audience.

The incident

was considered funny within her own family, but it was not equally
amusing to outsiders.

B-70, Lydia (III)
Text on p. 149

B-71, Lydia (III)
Text on p. 150

B-72, Lydia (IV)
Text on p. 172

B -73, Kamala (VII/IV)
Text on pp. 174-76

B-74, Barbara (I/VII)
Summary:
A somewhat garbled rendition of the Alfred Hitchcock story
"Slime," in which a mysterious slime-monster gets hungrier and
hungrier.
girl.

It eats a drunkard, a horse, a cow, and a boy and

Finally, one policeman goes out with a flashlight and

defeats the slime-monster, because it is terrified of light.
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the slime-monster, because it is terrified of light.

The

townspeople destroy the swamp where the slime-monster grew.

B-75, Linda (IV)
Text on p. 173
Cross-reference:

B-55

B - 7 6 . Dora (III)
Text: Once there was this little boy, and he was, this was his first
day of school.

So he went to school and his teacher told him

to think of three words for the next day.

And so he went home,

and he went to ask his mother for a word, and his mother goes,
"Shut up," so that was one word.

So he goes in, um, in the living

room and his sister's watching TV and she's watching "Superman,"
so he used that for a word.

And so his, um, he goes into his

brother's room and he's playing the drums, and goin' "Yeah, yeah,
yeah," so he used that.
goes, "Shut up'."

And so next day he goes to school, he

The teacher goes, "Who do you think you are,"

and he goes (sings) "Superman!"

And then the teacher goes, "You

wanta send you to the office," and he goes, "Yeah, yeah, yeah!"
(Loud giggles from audience)
Comment:

The three good words" format is very popular among pre-adolescent

girls, perhaps because it effectively combines linguistic incongruity
with the young hero's act of talking back to an authority figure.
Cross-reference:

B-45, B-77
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B-77, Lydia (IV)
Text on p.
Cross-referencet

B-45, B-76

Storybooks Written at University School in January, 1977

B -78, Annie
Text on pp. 317-18

B-79, Ariadne
Text on pp. 323-24
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b)

Session 1:

Elderberry Troop

October 12, 1976 (Ellettsville Elementary School)

E - l , Shelley (VII)
Text: I can't memorize 'em all, but I know some of 'em!

See, there once

was a little porcupine, he climbed up a tree and he— a little girl
climbed up after him.

But you know, this is a kind of an Indian

trick, she climbed up after him.

And a little girl named Child,

she was down at the bottom of the tree, and she was calling up,
"Dump, don't climb all the ways up to the top because gods are up
there, and they can take you up and you can never come down again."
Well,

at the top of the tree she went— well, in the sky she met a

man named— Little Robin, and he, he met her and he said, "You will
go to wa— you will go to— ?"

He goes— you know the medicine lady?—

"You will go to the medicine lady and live with her."

And he said,

"But one thing you should never— pick is, never dig out is the
black turnip, because that, that helps her find the way home."
And— she dug it up at the end of the story, and her friend, she—
he came looking for her on his horse, and he found— he saw the—
that she dug up the turnip, because it was higher than the forest
trees were, so he said one of— he asked the girl hunting for many
days, and when a full— when a full moon comes out she would go
home.
Comment:

That's all.

Shelley learned this story from her grandmother, but it ori

ginally came from a book of Indian tales.
Cross-reference:

B-62
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E - 2, Kathy (II)
Text on pp. 131-32
T y pe:

AT 366

Motifs:

E230, E235.4, E235.4.4, E293, E402.1.1, E419.7, E545, G60

Variants;

A bibliography of "Stolen Liver" and "Golden Arm" variants

is given in Grider, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 557-83.
Texts I.A.1-6 in this dissertation are related to AT 366.
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," p. 126.
I.U. Folklore Archives:
Cross-reference:

3 texts.

E-45

E - 3 , Lora (II)
T e x t : I don't know the ending.
a golden arm.

There was a lady, her husband died with

And, and she was greedy, so she, um, dug her hus

band up and took the arm.

And, and she always had it with her

and one night she heard a, um, saying, and it says, um, "I'm your
husband.

I want my arm back!"

So and she, uh, just didn't bother

about it, and it goes, "I'm in the yard," then it goes— and it
kept on doing it til it got to the door, and then it says, "I'm
your husband,
room'."

(moans) I want my golden arm!

I'm in the living

And he kept on doing that til he got to the bedroom door.

And then she got scared, she covered up— her head.

And, um, let's

see, it said it again, and it kept on, and it said, " I ’m in your
room!"

And then she— she took the arm and hold it real tight, and

it goes, "I'm your husband!
arm!"

I'm in your room,

(pause) I want my

And— so she got real scared, she just died.

(Others laugh)
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See— it wanted to—
Comment:

it was—

she got so scared, she just died.

As Lora admitted right at the beginning of her story, she

was not sure what was supposed to happen at the end.

Her many hesita

tions and repetitions can be attributed to that uncertainty.
Type:

AT 366

Motifs:

E221, E230, E235.4.1, E293, E402.1.1, E419.7, E545, N384

Variants:

See E-2

Cross-reference:

B-17, E-21, E-36

E - 4 , Katie (II)
Text on p.
Motifs:

C611, Z13.4*(i)

Variants:

Baughman, Ernest and

Clayton

Hoosier Folklore Bulletin 3 (1944):
Brunvand, Jan,

Holaday,#18, "Surprise,"

68-69.

"Three More Variants of the 'Tag1 Tale," Journal of

American Folklore 74 (1961):

146-48.

__________"A Classification of Shaggy Dog
can Folklore 76 (1963):

Stories," Journal of

Ameri

classification as "Shaggy Dog" #D100.— "The

Encounter with a Horrible Monster,"

pp.

374-75.

Dorson, Richard M . , "Mishaps of a Maine Lobsterman,"Northeast Folklore 1
(1958):

4.

_____________ , American Folklore (Chicago:

University of

Chicago Press,

1959), pp. 131-32.
Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," texts I.C.1-3 and Appendix B,
text IV.
Paredes, Araerico, "Tag, You're It," Journal of American Folklore 73
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(1960):

157-58.

Vlach, John M. , "One Black
I.U. Folklore Archives:

Eye," pp. 102-04.
1text.

E- 5, Kathy (I)
T e xt: See, there's this guy, he was married.

And there was this haunted

house and, um, see, and she was gonna— he was gonna lock her up
and see what it would happen to her in the haunted house, so, um,
she stayed all night, she was banging around the door and trying
to get out, but she went to bed, and she heard sumpin', and it
goes "C'mere," it was in front of the fire, (raises voice)
"C'rnere," and she goes— she covered up her head, and then he, it
goes, "C'mere," and so she quietly went

over there, and she

in the fireplace and there was a whole bunch

of money

looked

in there,

his husband— her husband came back, and so she goes, "Get away!
I don't need you no more."
Comment:

Kathy's story follows the funny-scary format of mysterious

ghostly utterances, but it ends seriously.
as a scary story.
Motifs:

E291.2, E402.1.1, H1411, N530

E - 6 , Betsy (I)
Text on p. 106
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see B-2

Cross-reference:

B-2, E-34, E-53

The other girls accepted it
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E - 7 , Kathy (VII)
Summary:

A little girl moves to a new town and wants to make friends.

Mrs. White introduces her to two boys, Johnny and Ben.

Then the

little girl makes friends with another girl and they go to the
circus.

When Mrs. White loses her ticket, the two girls help

her to look for it.

At the end, Mrs. White admits that she used

to be a famous horseback rider in the circus.
Comment:

Kathy's story was quite long and detailed.

In her concern for

telling exactly the right details in the proper order, she occasionally
became bogged down.

The story came "from the liberry."

E - 8 , Shelley (I)
Text on pp. 116-17
Comment:

Shelley's story was a retelling of the movie "The Fly," pro

duced by Twentieth Century Fox in 1958 and directed by Kurt Neumann.
Variant:

Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," text V.A.3

E - 9 , Kathy and Shelley (I)
Summary:

A long and somewhat garbled cooperative retelling of a movie

which the girls called "The Snake."
killed by a poisonous snake.
snake himself.

In this movie, a man is

Before he dies, he turns into a

He becomes "white and icky."

When he starts

"acting like a cobra," he gets into a fight with another man.
Both men and their girlfriends decide to go skinny-dipping.
Another snake comes through the water and kills the men, then
tries to kill the girlfriend.

The police come and send out a
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mongoose which kills the snake.
Motif:

D191

Cross-reference:

B-36

E - 1 0 , Shelley (VI)
Text on pp. 198-99

E-ll, Janet (I)
T e xt: My

friend across the street told us.

Let's see, it's this girl,

she was about our age and she wanted to be a ghost, really bad,
she bought all these books on ghosts and different things like
that, and she kept on trying to disappear and walk through things,
one time (giggles) she broke her mother's vase trying to stick
her hand through it.

(Giggles from audience)

And, let's see,

she found this one book, it was the only copy of the whole book,
and she read it.

She read it over and over and kept trying and

trying and finally one day, she— um— disappeared just a little
bit, you know, kind of suddenly thin—
just barely see through her.")

(Shelley:

"Like you could

And, let's see, she got— she got

all excited and, let's see, she, um, she was by the fireplace
reading it, and she dropped the book in the fire, and she never
did find out how to— come— back— into— so you could see 'im again,
and, let's see, when she died there was, there was always a misty
figure that was shaped like her over the house that she lived in.
(Brief silence from audience; then "Ge-e!"
Comment:

Nervous laughter)

In accordance with their serious interest in the supernatural,
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the Ellettsville girls were very impressed with Janet's account of the
girl who succeeded in becoming a ghost.
Motifs:

E338.1, E421

Cross-reference:

E-51

E-12, Patricia (III)
Text: One time there was this
and then

there was this

little girl that was about five years old,
boy about five years old and they always

went to school together, all the way up through college.

And, um,

she always wore this black ribbon around her neck, and the boy
kept asking her why she wore it.

And, um, she didn't tell him.

And he goes, "Why don't you ever take it off," and he goes, and
she goes,

(high, singsong voice) "You'll be sor-ry!"

then they've got in junior high.
ribbon off!"

And, um, so

And he goes, "Take that stupid

And she goes, "You'll be sor-ry!"

And so they got

in college and he said it again, and she goes, "You'll be sor-ry!"
And they got married.

And this one night when they go to bed, um,

she fell asleep, and he took these scissors and he cut the ribbon
off of her neck, and her head rolls on the floor, up to the window
sill, and, um, he goes, "I told you you'd be sorry!"
Pleased giggles)
Motif:

(Aud.:

"Oh!"

Oh boy, I told a good one.

E12.1

Variants:

Brunvand, Jan, "Classification of Shaggy Dog Stories," //B801:

"The Girl with the Ribbon Around her Neck."
Vlach, John M. , "One Black Eye," pp. 117-18.
I.U. Folklore Archives:

1 text.
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Cross-reference:

E-38

E -13, Marcy (III)
Text on pp. 143-43
Motif:

Z20.1

Comment:

"The Little Blue Box" is a cumulative tale, based upon the

repetition of successive questions and answers.

E-14, Lora (III)
T e x t : I have one!
Trouble.
man.

There was two boys, and their names were Shut Up and

And, um, Shut Up got lost so Trouble went to a police

And— and he goes, "Hello, little boy, who are you looking

for?"

He goes, "Shut Up," and he goes, "What?" and he goes, "Shut

Up," and so, and the policeman goes, said, "What are you looking
for?

Who are you looking for?

he goes, "Trouble."
Comment:

Or what are you looking for?" and

No, wait—

After failing to satisfactorily complete the story, Lora con

sulted her friends in whispers.

A few minutes later, Katie retold the

story with greater success.
Variants:

Grider, Sylvia, "Sueprnatural Narratives," text VIII.E.3

Wolfenstein, Martha, Children's Humor:
(Glencoe. 111.:
Cross-reference:

A Psychological Analysis

The Free Press, 1954), pp. 86-87.
E-18

E -15, Betsy (II)
Text:

There's this mom and dad and little boy and little girl, and the
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dad said and he thought he heard a rat in the attic, so he went
up there, and he didn't come back for a real long time, so the
mom said, "You two kids stay here, I'll be back in a few minutes."
So she went up, she didn't come back for a long time, so the
little brother said, "Now sissy, you stay here.
a second."

I'll be back in

He went up, and he didn't come back, so the sister

went up, and he saw red— she saw red stuff all over the attic.
She thought it was blood for sure.

She looked in the c o m e r ,

they was all— they was all eating watermelon.

and

(Laughter from

audience)
Cross-reference:

E-47

E-16, Patricia (III)
Text on p. 147
Variants:

Great-Great-Great Grandson of 101 Aggie Jokes, vol. 6 (Dallas:

Gigetn Press, 1975), p. 42.
Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," text VIII.E.10

E -17, Joanie (VII)
Text: Okay, you walk down this long, black road and there's this big,
um, black house and you go in this big black room and there's—
(speeds up) In the big black room there's a big black closet, in
the big black closet there's a big black tuxedo, in the big black
tuxedo there's a big black pocket, in the big black pocket is a
big black box, in the big black box is a red jelly bean,
Variants:

(laughs)

Leach, Maria, The Thing at the Foot of the Bed (New York:
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World, 1959), p. 51.
Opie, Iona and Peter, The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 36.
Cross-reference:

E-28, E-44, E-46, E-48, E-57

E-18, Katie (III)
Text: Okay, once upon a time— okay, once upon a time there was a little
boy, a little boy Shut Up and Trouble.
Shut Up went to find a policeman.
was it Trouble who went?

(Aud.:

And— Trouble got lost and

Or was it the other way around,
"The other way around.")

So

Trouble got lost and Shut Up went and found— went to a policeman.
And the policeman goes, "Who you looking for, Shut Up?
you looking for Shut Ujj!

Who*re

Who* re you looking for, Shut Up!"

policeman goes, "Are you looking for Trouble?" (Kathy:

The

"That's

it!")
Comment:

Although Katie supplied the correct punchline of the story,

her rendition was still quite hesitant.

She repeated several words in

a thoughtful manner, while trying to remember what came next.
Variants:

see E-14

Cross-reference:

E-14

E-19, Patricia (VIII)
Text on pp. 220-21
Motifs:

K1818, K2060
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E-20, Kathy (VIII)
Text on pp. 222-24

E-21, Betsy (II)
Text on p. 137
T y pe:

AT 366

Motifs:

E221, E230, E235.4.1, E402.1.1., E419.7, E545

Variants:

see E-2

Cross-reference:

B-17, E-36

E-22, Betsy (I)
Text: I got one!

This, this, there was a nurse in a hospital, and she

was the only pretty nurse there and she was always havin’ dates
with the other doctors, and the other nurses was real old and
gray— hair (laughs).

And they— the other nurses decided to play

a trick on her one night.

Well, that day they had to cut off this

man's arm, so, um, she had a date that night, so they hung it by
the light, where she had to turn on the light, so they all, um,
hid in the closet, and they had the door open but they didn’t
hear any screams.
that girl eatin'
"Ohh!"

So they cracked the door open, and they saw
the arm, she had gray hair, (giggles)

"That's how she turns out beautiful!

arm to get pregnant!")
Motifs:

(Aud.:

You have to eat an

No, she had gray hair.

F1041.7, G60, N384.0.1

Variants:

Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," texts II.A.1-3.

Baughman, Ernest, "The Cadaver Arm," Hoosier Folklore Bulletin 4 (1945):
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30-32.
Roemer, Danielle, " ’Scary Story' Legends," text 11.

E-23, Patricia (VIII)
Summary:

One day Popeye goes to visit his grandparents.

friends start playing their musical instruments.
build a house, but it falls down.

He and his
They try to

When Popeye's father grows

annoyed with the loud music, Popeye and his friends pretend to
be asleep.

Finally the father catches them, and they get in

trouble.
Comment:

This TV story was preceded by two verses of a "Popeye" song

parody, sung by several of the audience members and the narrator.
Though garbled and partially unintelligible, these two verses can be
transcribed as follows:
Popeye the sailor-man (Poop-poop!)
He lives in the garbage can (Poop-poop!)
He eats his spinach and—

No, it goes:

I'm Popeye the sailor-man (Toot-toot!)
I live in the trash can (Toot-toot!)
I got all dirty, or—
I eat all the spinach, or—
These two verses are variants of the same TV song parody which is
popular among American children.

E-24, Shelley (VII)
Text on pp. 207-08
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E-25 , Kathy (VIII)
Summary:

In an "Our Gang" episode on TV, some of the gang members steal

some apples and are caught.

They then rob Spanky's house and a

policeman shoots at them, but they escape to the clubhouse.
Alfalfa gets blamed for the theft of the apples, and a man gets
blamed for the robbery at Spanky’s house.

Finally, the gang mem

bers go to the courthouse to give themselves up.

Session 2:

October 19, 1975 (Ellettsville Elementary School)

E-26, Shelley (VII)
T e x t : Halloween Indignation.
A sulky witch and a swirly cat,
A scowly owl and a skellington's hat,
With a grouchy ghost and a waspish bat

(laughs)

All sat and snarled and chewed the fat.
It seems that they were all upset and riled
That they couldn't frighten the modern child
Who is much too knowing and much too wild
To consider Halloween spooks too mild.
It's— wait— said the witch, "They call this the human
race, for the kiddies inhabit outer space.
They bob for apples and eat ice cream,
And on flying saucers get up steam."
"I'm a shade of my former self," said the skellington,
"I shiver and shake like so much jellington.
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I'm— wait— I'm a pitiful sight to see.
I'm scareder of kids than they are of me."
By— Margaret Fishback.
Cross-reference:

That's a big poem for me to know.

E-40

E-27, Patricia (VII)
Text on pp. 205-06
Motif:

402.1

E-28, Betsy (VII)
Text on p. 209
Variants:

see E-17

Cross-reference:

E-17, E-44, E-46, E-48, E-57

E-29, Denise (I/II)
Text on p. 133
Motifs:

G72.1, Q211.4

Cross-reference:

E-39

E-30, Kathy (X)
Text on pp. 286-87
Motifs:

G263, G250

E-31, Patricia (X)
Text on pp. 278-80
Type:

AT 327A
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M otifs:

F771.1.10, G412.1, G247, G263

E - 3 2, Kathy (X)
Text on pp. 291-93
Motifs:

Gil.3, G211.1.7, G250, G263, G270

Session 3:

October 26, 1976 (Ellettsville Elementary School)

E-33, Patricia (X)
Text on pp. 297-99
M otifs:

Gil.3, G242.1, G250, G263, G270

E-34, Betsy (I)
Text:

There was this man and lady that was driving in a car through
the woods, and they ran out of gas, and this man went back to
the gas station, or he said he'd go back to the gas station, and
while the lady was waiting, she heard a— something like "Hreech!"
and a drip and something, a thump.
started screaming,

She looked out the window and

'cause her husband was hanging by the tree,

and that "Click" sound was his throat being cut, the "Drip-drop"
was the blood falling on the ground, and the thump was him bang
ing against the car.
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see B-2

Cross-reference:

B-2, E-53
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E-35, Kathy (VII)
T ext: I got one.

Okay, it's about Cinderella.

See, there was this—

she had a wicked old queen, and her wicked two sisters, they were
stepsisters and stepmother, and they were going to this ball, and,
um, and she goes, "We're going to the ball, and you're— we're
going to the ball, and you're going to stay up and clean the
house," she never gotta go anywhere, she goes, "To give you more
work, we're gonna, we're going, I'm going to give you more work,"
and she put these beans, beans and corn on the floor, and she
hadda pick the stuff up, and she was pickin' it up and then her
friends, they were pigeons, you know, and they came and they
helped her, and so, so, um, he was, this guy was driving and
dropped, dropped these little nuts or something she wanted to, and
every time she would, um, well, before she was done that, she
already had those peanuts, and every time she would drop one or
something, something would come out, and so she dropped another
one and she had a dress and some shoes, and she was going to the
ball, and those birds would clean up the place, and there was this
princess that night, he was trying,

the princess was there, um, at

night and he was going to marry one, and marry one of them, and so
she came up there, and she had this cape on her face and she was
going, he was going, wanted to dance with her, so they started
dancing, and then at the end or something she took off and she
lost her shoes, and she tried finding which girl was, had had those
shoes on, so she went to this, she tried to find Cinderella and
(pause) let's see, and they went, she started running, it was on
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her horse or something, she went back to her place and she went
up to Cinderella and she, and he goes, "is anybody Cinderella?"
And so he wanted to check who was Cinderella, so he goed to every
girl and tried it on, and then, and then finally he found her—
(Whisper from audience:
And they got— married.

"And they lived happily ever after!")
(Audience, more insistently:

lived happily ever after!")

"And they

And they lived happily ever after!

(laughs)
Comment:

This serious retelling of "Cinderella" contrasts with the

Bluebell Troop parody by the same name.

All of the Ellettsville girls

enjoyed hearing the story, and several of them insisted upon the inclu
sion of the appropriate ending.
Type:

AT 510A

Motifs:B 4 5 0 , D1050.1, H36.1, K2212.1, L55, N711.6, S31
Variants:

Grimms, Kinder- und

Hausmarchen, no. 21.

Other variants are listed under AT 510 and 510A in the Type Index.

E-36, Patricia (II)
Text: Okay, this one about a golden arm.

There was this man and this

woman, they got in a automobile accident, and this lady, they had
to go to the hospital, and, um, they had to chop her arm off,
’cause it looked like a,

you could see her bones and everything,

they had to chop her arm off and they gave her a golden arm,

and

then when they, when they went home, she died of some disease, and
the man took the arm off to remember her by.

And every night she'd

come back and say, "I want my golden arm, I want my golden arm,"
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and, um, he got real scared.

And she came back the next night,

she goes, "I want my golden arm, I want my golden arm," and,
um, finally the next morning, when he was driving, he found her
golden arm hanging up by a rope in the, um, garage.
T ype:

AT 366

Motifs:

E221, E235.4.1, E293, E402.1.1, E545

Variants:

see E-2

Cross-reference:

B-17, E-21

E-37, Betsy (1)
T e xt: There was these nurses in the hospital, and they were real ugly
and they had gray hair,

'cept for this one that had real pretty

red hair and she was real pretty, and she was always getting dates
with the doctors and everything, so the nurses decided they were
gonna play a trick on her one night.

So they had to have a opera

tion to cut off this arm on that day, they hung it by the light,
that night, and they all hid in the closet.

They heard the door

open, but they didn't hear any screams when she turned on the
light.

The light was on and everything, so they started looking

out the window, and they saw her down there, and she had, her hair
was all gray and she was ugly, and she was eatin1 the arm.
gasps from audience)
Motifs:

F1041.7, G60, N384.0.1

Variants:

see E-22

Cross-reference:

E-22

(Muted
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E - 3 8 , Joanie (III)
T e x t : I got one!

It's about the black ribbon.

(giggles) It's about

this little boy and girl, and the boy said, "Why you got— "
(Whispers with an audience member, who counsels her to start
over)

There's this little boy and said to this little girl,

"How come you got that black ribbon on your head," and she said,
"You'll be sorry!"

And then they went to grade school together,

and he said, "How come you got that black ribbon on your head,"
she said, "You'll be sorry!"

And they went to junior high, and

then he said, "How come you got that black ribbon on your head,"
and he said, she said, "You'll be sorry!"

And then they went to

high school (laughs) and the boy asked the girl how come she had
that ribbon on her head, and she said, "You'll be sorry!"

Then

they got— college (laughs), then they went to college together,
and again he asked her how come she had that ribbon on her head,
and she said, "You'll be sorry."

Then they got married, and he

said, "How come you got that black (laughs) that black ribbon on
your head," and she said "You'll be sorry," and then one night
they were sleeping and he untied the black ribbon and her head
rolled off.
Comment:

(laughs)

To the window.

Joanie's rendition of "The Black Ribbon" was less effective

than Patricia's, as she did not repeat "You'll be sorry!" with a dis
tinctive intonation.
Motif:

E12.1

Variants:

see E-12

Cross-reference:

E-12
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E-39, Denise (I)
Summary: This retelling of Denise's story E-29 was just the same
with regard to all important details, except the girl's name
(Daisy instead of Rosie).
Motifs:

G72.1, Q211.4

Cross-reference:

E-29

E-AO, Shelley (VII)
Summary:

A second recitation of the poem "Halloween Indignation."

Cross-reference:

E-26

E-41, Janet (X)
Text on pp. 303-05
Type:

327A

Motifs:

C242, Gil.3, G270, RIO.3, RIO.3, R155, S139.2

E-42, Patricia (X)
Text on pp.

301-02

E-43, Shelley (X)
Text on pp. 308-09
Comment:

This story was an abbreviated retelling of Patricia's E-31,

with primary emphasis upon the witches' violent acts.
Motifs:

F771.1.10, G247, G263

Cross-reference:

E-31
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E-44, Joanie (VII)
Text: Okay, this is a poem.

You walk down this dark dark road to a

dark dark house, in the dark dark house there's a dark dark
room, in a dark dark closet there's a dark dark closet, in the
dark dark closet there’s a dark dark tuxedo, in the dark dark
tuxedo there's a dark dark pocket, in the dark dark pocket there's
a dark dark box, in the dark dark box there's a red jelly bean,
(giggles)
Variants:

see E-17

Cross-reference:

E-17, E-28, E-46, E-48, E-57

E-45, Kathy (II)
Text: I got one.

Okay, it goes, there's this boy, his mom told him that

she, she gave him some money, and she goes, "Go down to the store
and get me some meat." (laughs)

And so he went to the store, and

he seen this good-looking meat, I mean candy (giggles).
"Mm, that looks good."

He said,

So he bought him some, then he kept on

eatin', and he got full, he goes, "Uh-oh, I was sposed to buy Mom
some meat," so he knew this old man was dead, so he was gonna go
to his grave and dig 'im out, and he was gonna get his liver out,
he goes, "Mom'll never know the difference," and so he took, so
he took, urn, the meat home to his mother, and she, and he goes,
and then she started frying it, she goes, and she goes, "Do you
want any?"

"No,"

'cause she, he was full from eatin' that candy,

and, um, so he goes to bed, and it goes (low, breathy voice)
"Johnny, I'm on the first floor,

(raises voice) I want my liver
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back!"

It goes on and on and on to the twelfth floor, it goes,

"Johnny, I'm on the second floor.
Johnny, I'm on the third floor.
have it!

Get away!

the fourth floor.

I want my liver back!
I want my liver back!"

Mom cooked it for dinner."
I want my liver back!"

have it, Mama cooked it for supper."
floor.

I want my liver back!"

"I don't

"Johnny, I'm on

"Get away!

I don't

"Johnny, I'm on the twelfth

(pause)

And, well, on the twelfth

floor it goes, "I GOTCHA."
Comment:

In this story, her second rendition of "The Stolen Liver,"

Kathy succeeded in calling out the floors in the proper order.

She also

supplied the dramatic ending which was missing in her earlier narrative.
Type:

AT 366

Motifs:

E230, E235.4, #235.4.4., E293, E402.1.1., E419.7, E545, G60,

Z13.1(a)
Variants:

see E-2

Cross-reference:

E-2

E-46, Patricia (VII)
Text: There's this dark dark forest, and in the dark dark forest there's
this dark dark house, and in the dark dark house then there's this
dark dark room, and in the dark dark room there's a dark dark
closet, in the dark dark closet there's a dark dark shelf, and in
the dark dark shelf there was a dark dark box, and in the dark
dark box there was a ghost, and the ghost went, "BOO!"
Motif:

Z13.1

Variants:

see E-17
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Cross-reference:

E-17, E-28, E-48, E— 57

E-47, Betsy (II)
Summary:

A retelling of the story about finding watermelon in the attic,

nearly identical to Betsy's first story.
Cross-reference:

E-15

E-48, Shelley (VII)
Text: Okay, it's sorta like those two but it's a little different.

Down

the dark dark road there's a dark dark cabin, in the dark dark
cabin there's a dark dark closet— dark dark room, and in the dark
dark room there's a dark dark closet, in the dark dark closet
there's a— a dark dark tuxedo, in the dark dark tuxedo there's a
dark dark pocket, in the dark dark pocket there's a dark dark box,
in the dark dark box there's a little thing that goes, "Clicketyclickety-clickety-clock," in the clickety-clickety clock, inside
of that there's a little tiny mouse eatin' cheese.
Variants:

see E-17

Cross-reference:

E-17, E-28, E-46, E-57

E-49, Patricia (X)
Summary: A little boy and girl, while digging in the basement walls of
their house, discover a skeleton and blood.
in the bedroom and find skeleton heads.

Then they go to play

Finally they decide to

play in the kitchen, and in some pots they find heads that their
mother is cooking.

They tear up the heads, and go down to the
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freezer to get some meat as a replacement.

They bring up a brown

paper sack which proves to contain their father's head.

Two more

sacks hold their grandmother's and grandfather's heads.

They

chop up and eat all the heads.

The next day, they find one of

their baby brothers in the basement wall.
get threatening phone calls:
gonna get another."

Their mother begins to

"I've got one of your kids, I'm

Three of the children disappear, and at the

end the mother is killed too.
Comment:

This story combines the ideas of meat replacement and canni

balism from "The Stolen Liver" with the sequence of threatening phone
calls from "The Babysitter and the Telephone."

Of all the stories on

the Ellettsville videotape, this was the one that seemed to shock the
girls' mothers the most.
Motifs:

G10, Q211.4, R10.3, S139.2

E-50, Kathy (X)
Summary:

A woman forbids her five children to play in an old mine,

because a goblin comes out

every Halloween,

anyway and start playing.

Their father goes down to get his

safe,

and suddenly his arms turn

to steel and his head falls off.

He

crawls into a paper sack.

The children discover his eyeballs and

think they are rocks.
make "rock soup."

down

They bring the eyeballs to their mother to

The mother goes down to the mine and sees a

witch— rat, which makes her eyeballs fall out.
die but one.

The children go

All of the children

The remaining child goes back with the mother, and

they both start eating rock soup.

When they discover veins in the
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rocks, they realize what the rocks are and die.
Comment;

Several elements of this story stem from the preceding story

told by Patricia:

the sack containing a severed head, the consumption

of relatives' flesh, and the disappearance of several children.

Kathy

placed more emphasis upon the act of dismemberment than did Patricia.
The "witch-rat" in this story is reminiscent of the "witch-cat" in E-32,
which causes blindness instead of the loss of eyeballs.
Motifs:

G60, G211.2.6., S139.2

E-51, Betsy (I)
Text: 1 don't know it!

I don't!

Okay, there was this one girl that

wanted to become a ghost real real bad, and so she read all these
ghost books and everything,

(laughs) she kept on trying to walk

through walls and everything, one time she broke her mother's
vase.

And one time, finally she turned into a ghost.

She acci

dentally burned her book, and she never found out how, urn, to be
a human being again.
Comment:

Betsy's version of this story was much shorter than Janet's

E-ll, but it retained all of the main events except the appearance of
the misty figure over the girl's house.
Cross-reference:

E-ll

Session 4:

November 12-13, 1976

(Bradford Woods)

E-52, Beth (VII)
Text: Little Lotta likes to play that she's Leaping Lotta.

So she's
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leaping off the back steps and she ran into the clothesline, had
clothes on.

Her mother came out and told her not to leap off

the back steps til she got the clothes down.

So she decided to

swing from— get her rope and swing from the trees.

So she went

back into the house and got her rope, tied it up on the tree, it
came down the tree and got on herself, falling down.

Well, when

she got off the cliff, she started to lose her grip, and she fell
into the shack that was down below in the valley.
a policeman down there, with Policeman Lucy.

And— he said to her

that she knocked out two police— two bank robbers.
should— would get a reward.

And there was

And that she

She was so happy that she went back

home and she saw that the clothes were off the clothesline.

And

so she got back on the back— step, and leaped down, and she ran to
her dad, Dad took her up on the back steps and spanked her.
(Laughter from audience)
Comment:

This story was taken from the "Little Lotta" comic book series,

which was very popular among the Ellettsville girls.
Motif:

Q111.3

E -53, Carolyn (I)
Text on pp. 367-68
Comment:

This story is a simplified version of "The Boyfriend's Death,"

with no dramatic sound effects and no discovery of the body.
M o t if:

Z500*

Variants:

see B-2

Cross-reference:

B-2, E-6, E-34
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E-54, Sandy (I/I)
Text: This man, you see, he saw— heard something in the attic, went up
to see what it was, and— there was this witch up in the attic,
and she grabbed 'im— and took 'im and put 'im in this cage, and
then the mother went up there, and there was a second witch that
was up there.

And that second witch got that lady, and so on,

and so— and so it got down to the baby, and the baby went up there,
and there was this— last witch, and, uh, the last witch got the
baby, and then they were all locked up in one cage and then she
put the cage in a pot, a big black pot, and put it on the fire,
and cooked 'em, but, uh, then after that she put it out with the
bead, and stuff.
Comment:

This story follows the funny-scary format of family members’

successive investigation of a strange noise.

It is essentially a scary

story, however, as it ends with capture by the cannibal witch.

The

witch's imprisonment of each person in the cage is reminiscent of
"Hansel and Gretel."
Motifs:

Gil.3, G422

E-55, Denise (I)
Text: Well, there was this lady, she could control b e e s , and when this
man was driving, these bees'd go near him and sting him, he'd
wrecked and he'd killed himself and then he went to this man that
fixed the telephone sign, and then— and she told him to go and
kill him.

And they stung him, and they killed him, he fell off,

and stuff, and then that lady died and another lady, she went in

son

this cave and the bees got on her arm and she stand up.
Comment:

The jumbled sequence of events in this story, as well as its

sensational content, indicates that it is the retelling of a horror
film or TV program.

E-56, Joanie (II)
Text on pp. 125-26
Comment:

Although the ghost

says both "Bloody fingers"and "One black

eye,"

the punchline is based upon the latter utterance.

Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E293, E402.1.1, E421.1, E422.1.11.1, E422.1.11.3, H1471,

J1250, LO
Variants:

Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," texts I.B.a.1-4

and First Grade Transcript #3, texts 1,2,8.
Vlach, John, "One Black Eye," pp. 97-98.
Cross-reference: E-68, CP-3, PH-36

E-57, Beth (VII)
Text:

Well, you know how you did, "There's a dark dark
said it's black black,

(giggles)

road," except I

There's a black black road and

on the black black road there's a black black house.
black house there's a black black room.
there's a black black— bed.
black black— pillowcase.
black black— pillow.
black hole.

In the black

In the black black room

On the black black bed there's a

In the black black pillowcase there's a

In the black black pillow there's a black

In the black black hole there's a black black— -ring,
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and on the black black ring there's a black black stone, on the
black black stone there's a genie, and he says, "If you don't
let me out I'm gonna put a spell on you!"
Variants:

see E-17

Cross-reference:

E-17, E-28, E-46, E-48

E-58, Denise (l/l)
Text: Well, this man he asked if there was a room left and he said it
was haunted, and he went up and he heard something in the closet,
and he went up and he got caught, and then this baby came in and
said, "Is there any room left," there was one left, and he went
up there, and he looked in the closet and it caught him, and then
this girl asked him, and she went up there and she got caught, and
she jumped out a window and killed herself.
Comment:

This story makes use of the funny-scary format that is typical

of "One Black Eye" and "Bloody Fingers."

It ends seriously, however.

The baby does not reply to the ghost with a clever retort; instead, he
is caught.

The act of jumping out the window does not serve as an

amusing prelude to the baby's victory, but as the end of the story.

A

similar sequence of events occurs in Sandy's E-54, which probably in
fluenced Denise's story.
Motifs:

E266.2, E293, E402

E-59, Carolyn (I/VI)
Text: There is what Mrs. Baker told us today in school.

She had these

nextdoor neighbors, and this guy, um, he killed his wife, he shot
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her. and then he

had some guy set the house on fire, and he had

someone, he paid

someone to have the house set on fire, and his—

Mrs. Baker's husband was home that day, and he went down there,
you know, to use the phone because they just had a line and it
was busy, and he went down there and his wife was laying out in
the yard, and all she had left was a little bit of hair and some
skin on her, and

everything in the house was burnt, and the

windows were all

melted and everything, and he paid— oh, he had

this girlfriend, and she had a boyfriend, and he was— paid someone
to kill her boyfriend, and so then after that they went down to
Louisiana, and he killed his brother-in-law, and he's sposed to
be put to death now.

'Cause that was true.

He did all that stuff

and he murdered two people.
Motif:

Q211

E-6Q, Joanie (I)
Text on pp. 108-09
M o tif:

Z500*

Variants:

Degh, Linda, "The Hook," Indiana Folklore 1 (1968): 92-100.

Roemer, Danielle, "'Scary Story' Legends," texts 1, 21, 31, 32.
Vlach, John M. , "One Black Eye," p. 135.
I.U. Folklore Archives:
Cross-reference:

185 texts.

E-61, E-62, E-63, E-76, E-82

E-61, Beth (I/X)
Text: Uh, well there was— -once upon a time there was— well, Mrs. Baker
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made up.

Well, they were getting ready to dress up as they were

getting married, and— well, there was a Girl Scout troop, they
were, went to camping, and then they were outside— two of the—
two of them went outside, and then they went to the restroom, and
the leader, she heard this "Ch-ch!" and then, and then she went
to go see, and there was this little girl there, with no head.
There was a woman,
got "Ch-ch!"

the H o o k , who cut off the heads, and then she

Well, then, the other little girls— three of the

other little girls went out there to see what happened, and then
there was a "S-s-s! Ch! Ch! Ch! Ch! Ch!" and then there was a lot
of little noises, and then the whole troop went out there, to see
the rest of it, they went to see, and there was, urn, all three of
them hanging by the feet, and then— then there was a man with a
big hook over there, and then they ran and ran and ran.
"He was hanging in the tree."
Comment:

(Aud.:

"Was he?")

This story combines some of the noises typical of "The Boy

friend's Death" with the threat of a menacing hook-man.

The inclusion

of a hook-woman is unusual, perhaps as a result of Mrs. Baker's "making
up."
Motifs:

S139.2, Z500*

Variants:

see E-60

Cross-reference:

E-60, E-62, E-63, E-76, E-82

E-62, Joanie (I)
Text on pp. 110-11
Variants:

see E-60
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Cross-reference:

E-60, E-61, E-63, E-76, E-82

E-63, Denise (I/X)
Text on pp. 112-13
Variants:

see E-60

Cross-reference:

E-60, E-61, E-62, E-76, E-82

E-64, Betsy (III)
Text on p. 148

E-65, Marlene (I/VII)
T e xt: Once upon a time there was an old house, and there was a old man
that lived In it.

And he didn't like anyone or he didn't like

anything, and there

was this little girl

that came by for

a visit,

came up, came up to

visit him.

the little girl,

she

And then

always brought the horse, and the man didn't like horses or any
thing, so the little girl got mad at the man, and the man never
talked to her or anything, and finally that man started to die,
and the doctor made him well, and everything, then the lady— the
mother of the little girl, her and her dad was both killed in a
bad accident— bad accident, and then she started to go home— she
started to go home and then, when she started to go home, there
was a big banging in that old house, and she went to go see what
it was— how does it

go?

(Whispered prompting from audience) No,

there was an old man, he was laying

down

at the bottom of

stairs. And when he was at the bottom of the stairs, she ran and

the
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ran and ran, he was still alive but there was an old, old cow in
the house, and it made him fall down the stairs, and then after
he got well and everything, he finally— his heart changed and he
liked all the people and all the horses and everything.

That's

all.
Comment:

This story is stylistically similar to some of the Elletts-

ville girls' retellings of books and films:

choppy sentence structure,

repetition of key phrases, and painstaking specification.

Marlene did

not say that her story came from a book or a film, however.

E - 6 6, Janet (VII)
Summary: A witch in a haunted house always turns herself into a spider
when people come in.

Then she falls on them and kills them.

One

smart person moves out of the way, causing the witch to fall on
the floor.
Comment:

She dies.

Janet particularly enjoyed telling this story, which she had

read in a "book about witches."

E-67, Denise (I)
T e x t: Well, there was this girl, she couldn't run any more, and this
guy was gonna ride her home and then she fell on the ground, she
turned in a monster, her face was crumbling off and stuff, and it
was in the night and the policeman came in the morning and she lay
down on the ground dead, and the guy ran off, and he fell on the
street and he died.
Comment:

Although Denise did not specifically identify this story as a
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film or TV show, the sequence of events has the hallmarks of "monster
movies."

E-68, Carolyn (II)
Summary on p. 127
Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E281, E293, E402.1.1, E421.1, E422.1.11.3, E545, J1250, Z14

Variants:

Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," texts I.B.b.1-6

and Appendix B, texts 1-2 and 1-3.
Jablow, Alta and Carl Withers, "Social Sense and Verbal Nonsense in
Urban Children's Folklore," New York Folklore Quarterly 21 (1965):
248.
Vlach, John M. , "One Black Eye," pp. 99-100.
Cross-reference:

E-56, CP-3, PH-36

E-69, Denise (X)
Text: There was this witch, she couldn't scare anybody, and every time
somebody went to Halloween she, she'd look, she'd open the door and
say, "Hi, there!" and then they'd run away, kind of witchy, "Hi
there," and then the kids came back next Halloween, they said—
they ring the doorbell, and that lady opened the door, she didn't
have a witch costume when she came in, and she had— she said,
"Would you like some soup?" and she had some soup, she said, they
pretend they ate it, they put it on the floor, because it w a s —
toes soup, and then— they said, "Goodnight." (giggles) That's all
I can think of.
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Comment:

This story incorporates elements from two previous made-up

stories: Kathy’s E-30 and Janet's E-41.
Motifs;

Gll.3, G250, S139.2

E -70, Carolyn (I)
Text: There’s this little— there’s this

mom and dad anda little girl,

and the mom

and dad was gonna go see a movie, and

girl if she

wanted to go, and she said, "Nah, I ’ll just

and watch TV."

asked the little
stay home

And they had this real pretty— uh, excuse me—

they had this real pretty dog, you know, and it was in the house
with

'em— in the house with her, you know, and she heard something

in the bathroom that was going "Plop, plop," and she thought it
was the water, you know, dripping, so she went in there and she
tried to turn the water off and it wasn't the water faucet, and
she went back in there and she sat down and she heard it again
and again, so she went back in there and she tried to turn it off
again, and then later on when her mom got home and she was in bed,
her mom was getting her to get in the shower, and it was her dog,
urn, hanging by its two hind legs, and the plop-plop was the blood
drippin' from its throat.
Motif:

(Aud.:

"Ooh!")

Z500*

Comment;

Carolyn's story is a variant of "Humans Can Lick Too," without

any mention of the escaped convict that presumably kills the dog.
Variants;

Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," p. 131.

I.U. Folklore Archives:
Cross-reference:

6 texts.

PH-63, PH-11
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E-71, Shelley (I/VI/X)
Text on pp. 199-200
Comment:

The "drip drip" and "plop plop" noises can be attributed to

the influence of Carolyn's previous story, E-70.

E-72, Kathy (VI)
T e x t : There's this girl named Shelley— or not (interrupted by whispered
protests).

There's this lady and man, a baby— this is what really

happened, and, um, they were driving in a

car, and the

started going real fast, and they crashed

into a tree,

and the

lady was seventeen, and he was married to

her, and she

had a baby,

and they all three died.

twenty-three.This is

And the man was

man

true.
Comment:

Kathy did not identify the source of her story, but the de

tails that she included were of the type that are generally given in
news broadcasts on TV or on the radio.

E-73, Kathy (VI)
Text on p. 193
Motifs:

H 221, S139.2

Variants:

see B-3

Cross-reference:

B-3, B-29

E-74, Beth (VII)
T e xt: Well, there was these three mice.

And their— they had this little

hole, and they were starvin' to death, they were about this skinny
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(holds up finger and giggles).

They were real skinny, they went

in this— and they, um, wanted some cheese, and they didn’t have
any in their hole, and one day they went out of their hole to
look for the cheese, and there was none in the refrigerator so
they went back to the hole, and it was black and cold, it wa s —
black-covered, they couldn't get in it, and then one of the
mouses thought he was bra v e , and he, um, tried to run and, um,
hit it out, but he about died but he didn't, he knocked his arm
off, and then the other mouse thought it was a showoff, and he
tried it, and he knocked his leg off, and the other mouse, the
girl mouse, thought, "Oh, that's just a pin-cushion," so she
tooked it off the wall, and she found whole bunch of piles of
treats in there, and she ate it and she got all fat and she died.
Comment:
which one.

Beth's story came from a comic book.

She did not specify

She derived a great deal of pleasure from telling the story,

and did not seem overly concerned with the exact sequence of events.

In

general, the Ellettsville girls showed more respect for the details of
books than the details of comic books.

E-75, Shelley (X)
Summary: There are two frogs, one named Harry and another named Fred.
They find an underground

cave and decide to cook some beans there.

Harry falls down and loses all four of his legs.
Fred for making him unable to jump.

He reproaches

The two frogs go off in pur

suit of a girl frog with

ruby red lips, who turns out to be a boy.

Some people find Harry's

legs and eat them.

That is how frog
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legs were invented.
Comment:

This was ShelleyTs longest story, and one of which she was

particularly proud.

The other girls responded with enthusiastic

laughter.

E-76, Deanne (I)
Text: This is a story, but it's not true.

Um, someone just made it up.

There was— my teacher and a bunch of her friends, they didn’t
have nuttin' to do, so they dressed up, and they act like they
were gettin' married,

and they had a bunch of tin cans on the

back, and a 'Just Married' sign, and they were goin' down the
road, and they was honkin'

the horns and it was about 9:00 and

everybody got real mad, and so they finally— they just got bored
and they went up to, on a hill, and a mile of the hill was— was,
um, was the 'sane asylum, and they had the radio on, they had
the radio on full blast and there came a bulletin on the board—
on the bulletin on the radio,

it says, "A man excaped from the

'sane asylum," and they d idn’t pay any attention to it but one
of the girls did, she got real scared and then they didn't pay
any attention to that one girl, and they just kept on listening
to the radio, and there came another bulletin on the board,
"Bulletin:

man excaped from the 'sane asylum."

And the girl

got real scared, and so Mrs.— my teacher got real mad, and so she
just took off real fast, and— they went to the car, and that girl
just got in the car and she turned around to lock her door, and
there was the hook.

On her doorknob.
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Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see E-60

Cross-reference: E-60, E-61, E-62, E-82

E-77, Kathy (I)
Text on p. 104

E-78, Mrs. Porter (VI)
T e xt: This man— woman up in Nashville, and the man— his wife had a
disease, and she went— she wasn't allowed out.

Once in a while

we'd see her in town in the car, but she had a nervous disease
that made her shake all the time, and you couldn't comb her hair
or nothin', and her husband didn't put her in an institution, he
kept her at home.

And I— we'd see her once in a while in the car,

but she— he did the shopping and everything.

And one time— they—

nobody had seen him for a few days, but they didn't think anything
about it.

And then one day the schoolbus driver had taken us to

school, and it was his way back, he seen this old lady walkin'
down the road, goin1 towards Belmont.
she was not allowed out.

And he went and— knew that

And something was wrong, so he stopped

and asked her what was the matter, and she said that her husband
was asleep, and she couldn't get him to wake up.

And so she— he

took her back into Nashville, into town, and got the sheriff, and
the sheriff and them went up there, and they had a lot of cats—
they had, oh, like fifteen or twenty cats— a cat and like kittens,
the cat had a lot of kittens. And they went back to her house; the
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sheriff and the deputy and her went up there.
to open the door, and the smell was so b a d .
for four days.

And they started
He had been dead

Or longer, but they knew he'd been dead at least

four days, and his— she had slept with him, in the house, and
didn't know he was dead, she thought he was asleep and couldn't
wake him up, and the cats was all over 'im and they was in the
house, and they— aah— and he had been dead all that time, and she
didn't know it and she was trying to wake him up— she kept saying,
"I kept trying to wake him up, but he won't wake up," and he was
dead.
Comment:

That's true.

The Elderberry Troop girls were enthralled with Mrs. Porter's

story, and agreed that it was one of the best told at the campout.
Cross-reference:

E-81

E -79, Denise (X)
Text: Here's a— well, there was this old lady in a house, and she didn't
want to— she wanted to go out, she wanted to see it, and she went
ly the graveyard, and there was this— she saw the— she saw the
bones laying around everywhere, and she went in the— she thought
she'd sweep 'em up, she went back in, got the broom, and she
opened the door, and this—

(stops in mid-sentence, audience

urges, "Go on!" but she demurs)
Comment:

Denise's reluctance to finish the story can be attributed to

the group's restlessness at the end of the storytelling session, or to a
sudden lapse of her own interest.

It is probably that Mrs. Porter's
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story stimulated her description of the "old lady in a house."

E - 8 0, Denise (I)
T ext: This—

(Shelley:

Porter.")

"This story’s from a lady who's named Mrs.

In the jungle, and the boy's blind, the man was alive,

and sometimes there*d be this wind-blow, and they’d rain real
hard, and the man died on one of the, and the boy's blind, so he
buried him with rocks.

And they heard this plane, and started

a fire, and then they caught him— they got him, and then they
took him in, they made him see again.
Comment:

They gave him glasses.

Shelley's exuberant prefatory statement did not stem from a

true occurrence; Mrs. Porter had not told Denise the story.

Instead,

Denise remembered it from a movie on TV.

Session 5:

November 16, 1976 (Ellettsville Elementary School)

E - 8 1 , Shelley and Joanie (VI)
T e x t : (Shelley)

It was about this lady, she'd get real nervous-like,

is that right?

She'd get real nervous-like, and she wasn't

allowed to go outside, nor drive.

Once in a while Mrs. Porter

would see her, and, um, they were riding a bus, and—

(falters)

(Joanie) And she was walking down the road, and the policeman
asked why she was— and she said, "My husband won't wake up, I
tried waking him up," and then he went home, and this guy had
been standing around four days, and she's been sleeping with him,
and everything.

(Shelley)

He was dead, it was gross!

And
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they had kittens, crawling all over her.

It was gross.

(Joanie) And they had kittens, and the house stinked all the
time, the kittens were laying all over.

Ooh, it stunk!

(Shelley) And she'd been sleeping with him!

She had a disease

that made her shake (imitates shaking).
Comment:

This text comprises, in a sense, two stories:

each girl's

version of the most important details of Mrs. Porter's original story.
Those details which Mrs. Porter had emphasized, particularly the smell
and the act of sleeping with a corpse, were also prominent in the
girls' retelling.

Their cooperative narration was similar to the

Ellettsville girls' pooling of resources in the telling of film and TV
show plots.
Cross-reference: E-78

E-82, Beth (I)
Summary: A retelling of "The Hook" which combines the story of the apeman in the field with the main sequence of events:

the flash

bulletin on the radio, the departure from the lonely hilltop to
the Dairy Queen, and the discovery of a hook on the door of the
car.
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see E-60

Cross-reference:

E-60, E-61, E-62, E-63, E-76

E-83, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Summary: A boy and a girl go walking, and they get caught in quicksand.
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Someone hears them calling and gets them both out.

Then their

rescuer gets caught, and other people have to save him.

All of

the people go home to celebrate, and the girl fixes them a big
turkey dinner.

E-84, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Text on pp. 247-48
Motifs:

E293, E422.1.11.1, G250

E-85, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Summary: While one frog is playing his guitar, another frog comes along
and starts ribbiting.

The first frog hides in his guitar.

Other

frogs bring a saxophone, horns, and banjos, and they all start
playing.

One frog gets so mad that he croaks.

The survivors

start a band and organize a dance.

Finally, rain comes pouring

down and they all have to go home.

Two baby frogs fall in a mud

puddle and '-iown.
Comment:

This

cue-up story was inspired by a mobile of music-playing

frogs, which hung over the table where our story-telling session took
place.

Shelley initiated the story, and made several enthusiastic

contributions.

E-86, Janet (X)
Text on pp. 253-54

E-87, Shelley (X)
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Summary: A very poor man finds a magazine that offers free money.
gets a thousand dollars and buys a big, spooky old house.

He
Inside,

a big spider leaps upon him but then courteously welcomes him as
the new owner of the house.
because he is a tarantula.

The spider's name is Tarantchy,
Tarantchy asks another animal named

Snoozle to open his mouth, because he has swallowed the man.
Snoozle lets the man out, but he is already dead.
Comment: Shelley delighted in thinking of new names for monstrous ani
mals, and weaving events around them.

The "haunted house" setting was

particularly popular among the Ellettsville girls.

E-88, Kathy (X)
Text on pp. 254-55

E-89, Tina (X)
Summary: Kathy and Billy go around with each other and have a good time,
but Billy decides that he likes Janet better.

He sends Kathy off

to the library, and meets another girl called Shelley.
Kathy comes back out, so Shelley runs away.

Then

When Kathy goes home,

Billy meets another girl named Deanne.

Kathy accuses Billy of not

liking her, and they have a big fight.

They never love each other

any more.
Comment: Although the girls grew embarrassed when their own names were
mentioned, they loved to tell stories about each other and the boys in
their classes.

As each new name was introduced, the girls smiled and

giggled knowingly.

For them, the telling of stories about girls and
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their boyfriends was pleasantly risque.

E-90, Denise
T e x t: Once there was this girl, she went to the movies and when she
came out she was so hungry she ate ternaraites.
Comment: This is a very brief account,
than a full-fledged narrative.

the kernel of a story rather

It does not conform to any of the ten

major categories of girls' narratives.
but did not respond with enthusiasm.

The audience listened politely,
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2)

Brownie and Junior Daycamp;

a)

Selected Texts

Cascades Park Brownie Daycamp

CP-1, Krystal (VI)
Text on p. 266
Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-2 , Andrea (II)
Text on p. 267
Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E293, E402.1.1, E421.1, E422.1.11.1, J1250, LO

Variants:

see E-56

Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-3, Jennifer (II)
Text on pp. 268-69
Comment: The structure of this story is similar to that of "The Viper,"
in which the menacing figure slowly approaches the house.

"Bloody

Fingers" is more often situated in a haunted room or basement.
Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E293, E402.1.1, E422.1.11.3

Cross-reference:
Date Collected:

E-56, E-68, PH-36
June 16, 19 76

CP-4 , Stacy (II)
Text on pp. 122-23
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Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E293, E402.1.1, J1250

Variants:

Bausinger, Hermann, "Strukturen des Alltaglichen Erzahlens,"

Fabula 1 (1958): 252.
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," pp. 101-02.
I.U. Folklore Archives:
Date Collected:

1 text.

June 16, 1976

CP-5, Krystal (I/II/X)
Text on pp. 269-70
Comment: This story begins with a funny-scary cue, but rapidly progresses
towards a truly scary ending.

Some of the spooky occurrences in the

haunted motel are taken from horror movies.
M otif:

E338.6*

Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-11, Jennifer (II)
Text on p. 124
Motif:

J1782

Variants:

Leach, Maria, The Thing at the Foot of the Bed (New York:

World, 1959), pp. 15-16.
Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," pp. 115-16.
Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-18, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Excerpt on pp. 245-46
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Motifi

D100

Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-25, Becky (IV)
Text on pp. 159-60
Date Collected:

June 16, 19 76

CP-26, Becky (IV)
Text on pp. 160-61
Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-29, Mary Sue (IX)
Text on p. 132
Motif:

E422.1.11.3

Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-30, Tammy (IX)
Text on p. 234
Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-31, Lisa (II)
Text on pp. 235-36
Type:
Motif:

AT 366
E402.1

Variants:

Grider, Sylvia, "Supernatural Narratives," pp. 208 and 209-10

of First Grade Transcript.
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Vlach, John M . , "One Black Eye," p. 108.
Date Collected:

June 16, 1976

CP-61, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Excerpt on p. 244
Motif:

F341

CP-66, Diane (II/VI)
Text on p. 190
Motifs:

E402.1.5, Z13.4*(k)

Date Collected:

June 17, 1976

CP-75, Jenny (VI)
Text on p. 189
Variants: In Sylvia Grider's "Supernatural Narratives," section IV.E of
Appendix A is devoted to personal experience stories about house
breakers and prowlers.
Date Collected:

June 17, 1976

CP-77, Lana (IV)
Text on pp. 157-58
Motifs:

J1250, K1399.2

Variants:

Legman, Gershon, Rationale of the Dirty Joke (New York:

Grove Press, 1968), p. 106.
Date Collected:

June 17, 19 76
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CP-81, Jennifer (I)
Text on pp. 272-73
Type:

AT 123

Motifs:

E402, S139.2

Date Collected:

June 17, 1976

CP-82, Krystal (I)
Text on p. 259
T y pe:

AT 333

Variants:

Grimms, Kinder- und Hausmarchen, no. 26.

Rumpf, Marianne, "Rotkappchen:

Eine Vergleichende Marchenuntersuchung"

(Ph.D. dissertation, Universitat Gottingen, 1951).
Other variants are listed under type 333 in the Aame-Thompson Type
Index.
Date Collected:

June 17, 1976

CP-83, Sequential Made-Up Story (X)
Excerpt on p. 246
Date Collected:

June 17, 1976

CP-87, Susy (I)
Text on pp. 237-38
Cross-reference:
Date Collected:

B-14
June 18, 1976
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b)

Phoebe Hollow Junior Daycamp

PH-11, Gerry (V)
Text on pp. 182-83
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see E-70

Cross-reference:
Date Collected:

E-70, PH-63
June 22, 1976

PH-20, Ann (V)
Text on pp. 180-81
Variant:

Abrahams, Roger and Alan Dundes, "Riddles," in Folklore and

Folklife, ed. Richard M. Dorson (Chicago:

University of Chicago

Press, 1972), pp. 138-39.
Date Collected:

June 22, 1976

PH-22, Natalie (V)
Text on pp. 181-82
Date Collected:

June 22, 1976

PH-36, Sherry (II)
Text on pp. 343-44
Type:

AT 326

Motifs:

E266.2, E338.6*, E402.1.1, E421.1, E422.1.11.3, L100, J1250

Variants:

see E-68

Cross-reference:

E-56, E-68, CP-3
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Date Collected:

June 22, 1976

PH-63, Tracy (I)
Text on p. 362
Motif:

Z500*

Variants:

see E-70

Cross-reference:
Date Collected:

E-70, PH-11
June 21, 1976

PH-80, Karen (I)
Text on pp. 356-57
Motifs:

E265.3, E275

Comment:

This legend combines "The Boyfriend's Death" with a local

haunted bridge legend.
Variants:

For variants of "The Boyfriend's Death,” see B-2.

Degh, Linda, "The Haunted Bridges Near Avon and Danville and Their Role
in Legend Formation," Indiana Folklore 2 (1969): 54-89.
I.U. Folklore Archives:

16 "haunted bridge" texts are structurally

similar to "Green Eyes."

I.U. 4065 concerns a "green glowing mon

ster" on a bridge, while I.U. 3838 features "three green spirits."
Date Collected:

June 22, 1976
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INDEX OF TYPES

All type numbers are taken from Antti A a m e
The Types of the Folktale (Helsinki:

and Stlth Thompson,

Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia

Academia Scientiarum Fennica, 1964).

Type

Pafie

123

The Wolf and the Kids

524

130

The Animals in Night Quarters

468

312

The Giant-Killer and his Dog (Bluebeard)

447

326

The Youth Who Wanted to Learn What Fear Is
“
'

327A

Hansel and Gretel

333

The Glutton (Red Riding Hood)

366

The Man from the Gallows

510A

Cinderella

720

My Mother Slew Me; My Father Ate M e .
The Juniper Tree.

445, 464
502, 508
520
488, 494
524
453, 476
496
491
451, 462
463

528

INDEX OF MOTIFS

Motif numbers are from Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk Litera
ture, 6 vols.

(Bloomington:

Indiana University Press, 1966) and

Ernest W. Baughman, Type and Motif Index of the Folktales of England
and North America (Bloomington and the Hague:

Mouton, 1966).

Page

Motif
B296

Animals go a-journeying.

468

B450

Helpful bird.

491

C242

Tabu:

494

C611

Forbidden chamber.

C920

Death for breaking tabu.

447

D100

Transformation:

man to animal.
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D191

Transformation:

man to serpent (snake).

D1050.1

Clothes produced by magic.

E12.1

Red thread on neck of person who has been
decapitated and resuscitated.

eating food of witch.

447, 477

459, 480
491

481, 493
477, 485, 492

E221

Dead spouse's malevolent return.

E230

Return from dead to inflict punish
ment.
450, 453, 476, 477, 485,

E235.4

E235.4.1

E235.4.4

Return from the dead to punish theft
of part of corpse.

496

453, 476, 496

Return from dead to punish theft of
golden arm from grave.

450, 477, 485, 492

Return from dead to punish theft of
liver from man on gallows.

476, 496

E265.3

Meeting ghost causes death.

E266.2

Ghost leads people to commit suicide.

526
503, 525

529

Ghost haunts place of great accident or
misfortune.

526

E281

Ghost haunts house.

508

E291.2

Form of treasure-guarding ghost.

478

E293

Ghosts frighten people (deliberately).
445, 450, 453, 464, 476, 477, 492, 496
502, 503, 508, 517, 520, 521

E338.1

Non-malevolent ghost haunts house or
castle.

E275

481

E338.6*

Ghost haunts hotel.

445, 464, 521, 525

E402

Mysterious ghostlike noises heard.

445, 457, 503, 524

E402.1

Noises presumably caused by ghost
of person.

455, 488, 522

E402.1. 1

Vocal sounds of ghost of human
being.
445, 450, 451, 453, 463, 464, 476, 477
478, 485, 492, 496, 502, 508, 521, 525

E402.1. 5

Invisible ghost makes rapping or
knocking noise.
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Persons who die violent or accidental
deaths cannot rest in grave.

455

E411.10

E419.7

Ghost returns when part of body is
removed from grave.
453, 476, 477, 485, 496

E421

Spectral ghosts.

E421.1

Invisible ghosts.

E422.1. 11.1

Revenant as an eye.

E422.1. 11.3

Ghost as hand or hands.

E422.1. 11.4

Revenant as skeleton.

E545

The dead speak.

E600

Reincarnation.
Return from the dead
in another form.

F341

481, 508
464, 502, 520, 525
502, 517, 520
502, 508, 520, 522, 525
452
476, 477, 485, 492, 497, 508

Fairies give fulfillment of wishes.

462, 470
523

530

2771.1.10

Gingerbread house.
cake.

House made of
489, 494
485, 492

F1041.7

Hair turns gray from terror.

G10

Cannibalism

453, 461, 498

Gil. 3

Cannibal witch.

494, 501, 509

G60

Human flesh eaten unwittingly.

G61

Relative's flesh eaten unwittingly.

445, 461

G72.1

Woman plans to eat her children.

488, 494

G211.1.7

Witch in form of cat.

489

G211.2.6

Witch as rat.

499

G242.1

Witch flies through air on broom
stick.

489

476, 485, 492, 495, 499

489, 494

G247

Witches dance.

G250

Recognition of witches.

G263

Witch enchants,
forms.

488, 489, 509, 517

injures or trans
488, 489, 494
488, 489, 494

G270

Witch overcome or escaped.

G412.1

Ogre's gingerbread house lures
child.

489

G422

Ogre imprisons victim.

501

H36.1

Slipper test.
Identification by
fitting of slipper.

491

H221

Ordeal by fire.

510

H1411

Fear test:
hous e.

478

H1471

staying in haunted

Watch for devastating monster.
Youngest alone successful.

J1250

Clever verbal retorts:

general.

J1782

Things thought to be ghosts.

502
445, 462, 502, 508
520, 521, 523, 525
521
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Absurd lack of logic— general.

462

Animals climb on one another's
backs and cry out.

468

Eyes, ears, fingers of corpse substi
tuted for those demanded of victim.

454

The unusual names.

523

447, 450, 461, 463,

Teacher seduces pupil left in his
charge.

460

The corpse handed around.
killed corpse)

454

(The thrice-

Treacherous stepsisters.

491

Victorious youngest child.

520

Stepdaughter heroine.

491

Unpromising hero.

445,

525

Success of unpromising hero.

464

Death from fright.

477

Madness from fright

492

Discovery of treasure.

478

Prince sees heroine at ball and is
enamoured.

491

Riches as reward for help against
robbers.

500
447,

504

462, 488,

498

Murder punished.
Murder of children punished.
Grave-robbing punished.

450

Children abducted.

498

Brothers rescue brothers.

494

Cruel stepmother.

491

Bluebeard.

447

Slain person dismembered. 440, 445, 447,
494, 498, 499, 505,

451,
509,

463
524
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S185

Cruelty to pregnant woman.

448

T585.2

Child speaks at birth.

448

Z13.1

Tale-teller frightens listener:
yells "Boo!" at exciting point.

441, 496

Man coming to get girl calls out
from each step of the stairs that
he is coming.
Final line: "Sally
I have hold of thee!"
(Here the
teller grabs the listener.)

496

Escaped inmate from insane asylum
chases man.
They run and run until
the pursued falls.
The inmate with
a long knife approaches, touches
victim with free hand, says, "Tag!"

477

Man takes shelter in haunted house,
is disturbed by rapping noise in
room above.
He finally investigates,
finds a trunk, whence the raps come.
He finally gains enough courage to
open it, finds it is full of wrapping
paper.

523

Runs.
Conventional passages of set
form within a tale, usually recited
in a different voice from the rest.

508

Z20.1

Cumulative nonsense tales.

482

Z500*

Horror stories.

Z13.1(a)

Z13.4*(i)

Z13.4*(k)

Z14

438, 439, 440, 442, 456, 478, 489, 500
504, 505, 509, 513, 516, 525, 526
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APPENDIX B:
GAMES AND SONGS

1)

a)

Games

Bluebell Troop

The Bluebell Troop girls’ favorite games, which they asked to play in
the course of our troop meetings and campouts, are described in a rough
sequence:

from word-games to games of dramatic or suspended motion, and

finally running games.

i)

Operator.

This game, also known to American children as "Gossip,"

is based upon the whispered transmission of a message from one child to
the next.

The Bluebell Troop girls frequently asked to play this game,

and were pleased when the original message became hopelessly garbled.
The first time they played it, on September 23, 1976, the Alka-Seltzer
slogan "Plop-plop fizz-fizz, oh what a relief it is" became "Plop-plop
piss-piss, oh what a relief it is."
this change.

Linda took the credit for making

Another garbled message, from the original "Peter Piper

picked a peck of pickled peppers," was "Pickles peck Peter, Peter pecks
pickles."

The girls sometimes sat in a circle to play "Operator," but

generally preferred to sit in a straight line.

If anyone did not under

stand the message when it was whispered to her, she had the right to
call for the operator, or original message-teller, to repeat it to her.

ii)

Seven-Up.

The girls often asked for permission to play "Seven Up"
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at meetings.

The game involved two teams of equal size:

and the girls who were tapped.

the tappers

Annie explained to some of the fourth-

graders, "Just put your head down and when you get tapped, raise your
hand."

Those who were waiting to be tapped stretched out flat on the

floor, with their eyes closed.

When the tapping was over, they had to

guess which member of the other team had tapped each of them.

After

playing the game at a meeting for the first time, the girls questioned
the exactitude of the rules.
the foot?

Should the tappers tap on the head, or

Should they tap, or hit?

or just a finger?

Should the tappees raise a hand,

These questions showed the Bluebell Troop girls'

concern with fairness and their strong interest in rules of all sorts.

iii)

Doggie, Doggie, Here's Your Bone.

was chosen as the first doggie.

On December 16, 1976, Annie

She sat down with her back to the other

girls, who passed around a pencil that represented the bone.
chanted, "Doggie, doggie, where's your bone?
your home!"
pencil.

Then they

Somebody tooked it from

Annie had three guesses to find out who was holding the

She good-naturedly complained, "I can't trust anybody.

you all look innocent!11

I mean,

The girl who had the pencil became the next

doggie.

iv)

Here Comes the Judge.

This game was first played on October 9,

1976, at the campout at Bradford Woods.

Annie,

the first judge, turned

her back while several other girls sat on a bench under a tree.
could
again.

move

around,

They

but had to become immobile before she looked

Anyone who moved in her line of vision was out.
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v)

Swinging Statues.

at the campout.

This was another game that was first requested

There were two girls in charge of the game:

the

leader (or buyer), who had to pick a statue that appealed to her, and
her assistant, who "turned the statues on" by twisting an imaginary
button.

The first leader was Annie, and her assistant was Sally.

Annie swung each girl around by the arms, and dropped her on the grass.
No movement was allowed until Sally turned each statue on.

Sally

asked, "What do you want to be?" and the statue in question acted out
her ambition.

Kamala was a toe-toucher, Sarah a dancer, Liza a rock-

singer, Jackie a frog, Kamni a "telephone-talker," and Margaret a
"munster."
boring!"

Mona simply snored, and then explained, "It's a snoring
The same leader continued through several sets, with a dif

ferent assistant each time.

vi)

Truth or Dare.

The girls began to play this game late at night

during our campout, and continued the next day.
can be real nasty.

Lydia explained, "It

You can dare somebody to take her clothes off."

Four girls played the nasty version of the game under a blanket, with
the aid of a flashlight.

During the day, there was somewhat less

interest in "playing nasty."
do "gross" things:

Even so, one girl would dare another to

to lick dirt or the bark of a tree, to pump water

over her head, or to stick her head down the latrine.

Although there

were two options, the request for a true answer to a question and the
assignment of a dare, the girls always chose the latter.

vii)

Ghosts in the Graveyard.

All of the girls agreed that this game
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could only be played at night.

At our campout, those who chose to be

"ghosts” went off and hid under a table, while the "ghost-hunters"
closed their eyes.

If any of the ghosts got tagged by the hunters

on their way back "home," they had to be hunters themselves the next
time.

In his Games and Songs of American Children, William Wells

Newell describes a somewhat similar game called "Ghost in the Cellar"
(#158, p. 223).

viii)

Red Rover.

Most of the Bluebell Troop girls loved to play run

ning games, especially games in which fierce competition developed be
tween teams.
hands.

In "Red Rover," each team stood in a line and locked

Then the team members called out the name of a member of the

opposite team:

"Red Rover, Red Rover, send Liza on over!"

Annie made

the request in less formal terms; "Red Rover, Red Rover, we dare Lenore
over if she has to break her butt over here!"
try to break through the line of opponents.
were frequent questions about the rules.

The chosen runner had to
As in "Seven-Up," there

Some girls thought it was

permissible to "double-lock" their hands and to call certain team mem
bers over twice, but other disagreed.

The most assertive players,

especially Annie and Jackie, were the ones who decided which rules
would prevail.

ix )

TV T ag.

recorded):

Lenore described this game on March 17, 1977 (tape-

"Okay, there's one person that's it, and everyone turns a-

round, and that person tries to catch it, and if they do, right before
when they're real near him, the only way to get safe is squat down and
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say a TV program, and we're gonna play like with cartoons.

Color car

toons, yeah, we're gonna play the cartoons too."

x)

Puerto-Rican Tag.

1977:

Tape-recorded description by Barbara, March 17,

"Well, it's called, it's Puerto-Rican Tag, and it's like Hide

and Go Seek and it's like Leapfrog, and it's really neat.

And then

you see first, you know, first the person turns around and covers their
eyes and counts to about fifty, or whatever the chosen number is.
then, everybody hides,

And

and if the person, once the person is three feet

or five feet away from the, they're supposed to run out in front of 'em
Now to defend yourself is to go under to bend down over and if the per
son bends over, the person has to leapfrog over 'em.
'em have to race back to the pole.")

(Alison:

"All of

And after about three people have

been leapfrogged, or something like that, you know, and if you're,
everybody races back and the one who's left there is it.

But the thing

is if you're tagged when you're not ducked down, you're automatically
it."

xi)

Postball.

Tape-recorded description by Sally, March 17, 1977:

"Outside there's two poles, and in between these poles there are other
poles lined up.

And the two poles that you stand in between is a bas

ket, so it's just like kickball, you have to take a ball and you run
right up and kick it, and it has to go out.

Okay, there's five poles.

Okay, the first pole counts as one pole, second pole counts as two
poles.

Third pole counts as three poles, fourth pole counts as four

poles, five poles counts as five poles.

Whatever one you go to you
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have to come back, or else you're out.

You get three outs.

And only

foul if it doesn't go past the two bars, and if the two bars, and if
it goes over."

b)

Elderberry Troop

The Elderberry Troop girls spent less time playing games at meetings
than did their counterparts in Bluebell Troop.

In a general discussion

of games on October 19, 1976, they described some of their favorites,
which are listed here.

i)

Freeze Tag.

The person who is "it" tries to tag all the others,

and as soon as they are tagged they must "freeze" into immobility.
When everyone is frozen,

ii)

TV Tag.

the game starts over again.

The same rules prevail as in the description of "TV Tag"

in Bluebell Troop.

The girl who is "it" tries to tag the others.

Un

less they quickly imitate television characters, the tagged girls are
out of the game.

iii)

Dodge Ball.

There are two teams, one which stands at the center

and another which stands on the outside.

The outside team throws a ball

at the members of the inside team, who must dodge quickly.

Anyone who

is hit by the ball is out.

iv)

Alphabet Game.

Each girl has to think of a sentence with words
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that start with a particular letter of the alphabet.
an example:

Marlene offered

"My name is Ann, I come from Alabama, and I eat apples."

2)

a)

Songs

Bluebell Troop

The Bluebell Troop girls were very fond of parodies, and sang a number
of them during craft sessions at meetings.

i)

Parody of the song "Kumbaya," on March 17, 1977.

Annie began to

change the words of the song, which contains a number of verses:

"Some

one's crying, Lord, kumbaya," "Someone's praying, Lord, kumbaya," and
so forth.

When I dropped some papers, Annie sang, "Someone's dropping

papers, Lord, kumbaya!"

She and Linda went on to think up other verses:

"Someone's farting, Lord, kumbaya," "Someone's stealing, Lord, kumbaya,"
and "Someone's plucking their eyebrows, Lord, kumbaya."

ii)

Parody of the song "Make New Friends" by Lydia on April 28, 1977.

The original Girl Scout song is:
Make new friends
But keep the old,
One is silver
And the other gold.
Lydia's parody reversed the adjectives and changed the colors:
Make old friends
But keep the new!
One is purple
And the other blue.
Several girls giggled at the phrase "Make old friends," showing that
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they were familiar with the alternative meaning of "make."

iii)

Parody of the song "Jesus Christ, Superstar" by Annie on April 28,

1977.

After less than a line, Annie broke down in giggles:

Christ, oh shut up, who in the— 11
permitted by the original song:
hell do you think you are?"

"Jesus

She obviously enjoyed the license

"Jesus Christ, superstar, who in the

She did not pursue her own parody at any

length, however.

iv)

Parody of the song "Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho" from the Disney film "Snow

White and the Seven Dwarves," by Alison on April 28, 1977:
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho,
It's off to school we go,
I bit the teacher on the toe,
She bit me back, the dirty rat,
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, heigh-ho...
This song can be repeated almost indefinitely, as its final line is the
same as the first line.

It is representative of the many "school paro

dies" that are popular among American children.

v)

Another version of the above song was sung by Annie and several other

girls on the same day:
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho,
It's off to school we go,
The water taste like turpentine,
The teacher looks like Frankenstein,
Heigh-ho, heigh-ho, heigh-ho...
Linda offered to sing still another version about "Mickey Mouse," but
she decided it was "too nasty" to share with the others.
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vi)

Parody of the song "Whistle While You Work" by Margaret on April

28, 1977:

"Whistle while you work!

Teacher is a jerk!"

were sufficient to make everyone laugh.

The two lines

None of the girls offered to

sing a longer version.

b)

Elderberry Troop

The girls of Elderberry Troop did not sing any song parodies during
meetings, except the "Popeye" song that was part of the TV story E-23.
At their campout, they sang the songs which their leader suggested.
Among these were "Kumbaya," "Red River Valley," "This Land is Your Land,"
"On My Honor," and "Down in the Valley."

Nearly all of the song chosen

by the leader came from the lists of recommended songs in the Girl
Scout handbooks.

The absence of songs initiated by the girls did not

necessarily signify a lack of interest or knowledge, but rather a cer
tain reticence in the presence of adults.

The Elderberry Troop girls

did not question their leader's authority, and cheerfully accepted her
suggestions for songs and other recreational activities.
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